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Segment 1
The Causes of the Frehch Revolution [White drew this series of twelve
lectures from several others ad delivered it many times, notably at Johns
Hopkins and Columbian University (Washington, D.C.) in 1888 and at Stanford
in 1892. The —
3.892—version is presented here. Individual lectures, especially "The Influence of American Ideas Upon the French Revolution," were
given on many other occasions and frequently published. Drafts are included
in a iew instances where the typescript does not exist or where they show
the .gathering process

The French Revolution Lectures I-VII
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--FRENCH INSTITUTIONS DEFORE THE REVOLUTION.

THE FRENCH'REVOLUTIC

.A15111, 1802•
•

ihe Course will begin cn i.onday , April 4th

•

(First part.)
ntroductio n.
Reasons for discussing the French Revolution now:--old rela tions and the new tie between the United States and France:--the
French Centennial -!--value attached to the history of the French
Revolution by sundry thoughtful historians:--peculiar eharacteristic of.the French in working ‘ out political, social, and religious problems and theories,--acuteness and remorselessness, of their
logicdifference between them and other modern nations in this
respect,--examples of this as to leading principles,--ekamples as
to subordinate principles, (paper money),--illustration from a characteristic of the French hational assembly to-day;--increase of
histerical materials'for the study of the revolutionary period:—
peculiar bias of American historical scholars hitherto,-cause of
this bias;--current political and social superstitions regarding
the French,--examples of these;--excelle,nce of French administra-,
tion,, especially in the .government of 'cities:--peculiar advantage
of American scholars in judging French history':--subject of the
,course,--why it is more important for us just now to study the
causes .of the Revolution than the Revolution itself.
1.The Monarchy:.-..-Its main foundation
under Charles VII and
,
. Louis XI,--their control of the national purse and.sword,--build
ing up of absolutism underichelipu;--its further development
under Mazarin,;.--its,historie.p.1 anc,1 logidal dUlmination.Vnder Louis
and-p-ractice of the 'monarchy under him;--Bossuet's
view,--adoration of LouiS' statues,-i-deification of him in liter ,
aturei--the royal touch,"furthpr development Of the theory under
Louis XV,--speech of Villeroy,--remark by the Abbe Terray,;--"despotism tempered by epigrams,"--.1its_de_Austice -,:--roa?., 01'dinances,--arbitrary taxation,--lettres de cachet,-.-(specimens of them
exhibited),--Louip XV,--absolutist theory in his hour of ath,
fouls XVI's.theory and. efforts to modify it in practice,--the
logical development of absolutism from all to - no power.
2. The Court --Its extentextravaganee,--etiquette,--git depletes the rural ,distridts Of leaders and money,--and paralyzes
the energies efikings andaninisters.
.
3. The Nobility:—Noblesse and.Roturiers . ,--Pretentions , o
the former as shown in the cahiers de doleancesi- - extension of
'their rights to positions in State and Church,- -effects of the
gulf between nobles' and base-born,.-divisions in the nobility' itself,-4xemption,fram taxes,--from-responsibility for .erime,--from
ordinary humanity,--radical difference between the nobility in
England and in Franee,--faint attempts to make the latter useful,'
a logical development here .also.
their number

,
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-FRENdH' INSTITUTIONS BEFORE THE REVOLVTfON.

III FRELCH INSTITUTIONS'BEFORE THE REVOLUTIOU,

'(Second Part.
(Third :Part
The Nobility:--Uoblesse and, Rotui.ierw; -pretensionS of the
former as shown in the ca1rs de dolemiCes„--extension of thei -T
rights to positions in State and Church,--effects of the gulf
between nobles and base-born,--diviSI -dis in the nobility itself
exemption from taxes,.--from' responsibility for crime,--:fremtordi,between the nobility
in En71an
nary humanity,--radical difference
0
•
and in France,--faint attempts to make the latter useful,--their
'
number,--a lagical deVelOpment here also
2. - Assemblies of the .11ation. (a) Parl.aments:--Inevalities
judgeships,
between them; --ithe'
F'ar ].. 1 ament of Paris, -- Purchase
,
. independence,thus secured,--value of this --mixture of functiens;
„registration of edicts,-,weakness o± the Parliament against srong.
kings or ministers.
(b) As'ambly of 1otables:-.7.How ghosen --usefulness under Richelieu and, s:Puiliess afterward. (c)Provincial Estates:--Destruction o t0m under Richelieu and LouiS , XIT
pitile attempts to revive tacm under Louis XVI._ (d) The States
General:--Its composition,- its uncertain character,--its long

.1

S. The General Administration:'--The chief ministers,--strange
mixture of functions,-.7.sale
of offices,--sinecures
•
4. Military Administratien:—Favoritam ,i;--sinecures,--re.7 ,
striction of commands to nobres,,-first result,--comparison of .
the early generals with the later,--second-result,--the -.leaven in
it of men who -had fought in the American RevolutiOn. '
50 The Administration of Justice:--The jungle of antiquated
customs and-laws',.,--bad theories and practices Common to•ail,--tortare in Procedure,--absonce of ordinary, safeguards,—torture in.
punidh.caent,7-cases.of Damiens'and De la Barre,--the .wheel,--the
- prison 4 7..t he galleys„--efforts at reform by Beccaria, Thomasius,
and Voltaire,--opposition by the higher lawyers and ,clergy,--main grounds of this opposition by each
6. The AdminiStration of Finances:—Carelessness of the State
credit,--costliness of this policy,-..-inequalities in taxation,
the taille,-- the :radical and fundamental evil of the old French
taxation,--contrainte solidaire,--growth'of taxation during the
wars of' Louis XIV aAd'his,sAccessors,--tYpical special taxes
gabelle,--the farming of the taxes,--system of protection by
frontiers; monopolies and trade privileges

The Cha& of_Franee:-- Its influence upon the French
People for 1,400 years,--value of its work during the Middle
'Power and its triumph over all
Ages,--its great men,--its
-opposition,--the Church the first Institution attacked by the
'
French philosophy.
2., Church Inequalities*--In dioceses 1 ,- nrevenUes,-,Exe. tion

from taoationo--Genoral condition,--the regular or - monastic clergy,
--their numbor,-decline,--abuses,--th' secular, or working clergy,
their" number,--wretchednesh of the country curates,--cfforts in
'their behalf by Voltairey-Ls XIV, and others.

.

,
, 3. Op.posiIim_of_theLErench Church to free ppinion:--Triumph

over the Albigenses, Huguenots, Quietists and Jansenists 1 -7the
'Calas and Sirven affairs,--'efforts under Louis XIV,-under the
Regency and Louis XV 1 .underLouis XVI,--pr''.'secution.of literary
men and books,--resistance \t io IibertY of'thought,--non-recognition.`,
of facts,--result seen - in the feeling of the people towards' the'
Church,--honesty and .dishonesty in the persecutions,— Protestant ,
ism less excusable far persecution than Catholicism,--Cardinal .
.
Dubois as a:type of dishonest persecutors.
,

this.;4• Its deterioration --Different views of
able Statements by Pe Tocquevill-e and others--the beautiful life.
and work of Vincent de Paul, of Fen6lon, ref Balzunce and others,
genius and ppWer of Bossuet, Masillon, Pascal and others,--the decline afterward, 7-Dubeis President of the assemblY of the . French.
clergy,--examples of sermons preachell at'the death of Louis XV,
citations from the originals,--abbes in commendam,-- Cardinal De
Bohan.
5. All this the result of unbridled power:--Value of -a checking, criticiaing opposition for religious as well as political organization,--harm done to the Church of France by the revocation
or the Edict--"of Uantes.
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-THE FRENCH PHILOSOPHERS OF LIE XV1IIth CEETURY,
(First Part.)
I. Growth of French "Philosophic" Literature.
Difficulties in forming, an estimate of this --Various °pill-Germ, development, and end of the great
ions reqarding it.
literature of Louis XlVth's time,--characteristios of this Classic
Transition
literature,--its condition at the end of his-reign.
frun this classic literature of Louis XlVth's time to the Philosophical literature of Louis XVth's time.
Nignet's remarko
.Coalition of the Church; and the absolute monarchy against this
now literature,--results of this coalition,--treatment of new
books and of literary men,--effects of this 'upon the popularity
of books,--the influence of English thought upon this literature.
(Buckle's researches.)
•

-THE FRENCH PEOPLE BEFORE THE REVOLUTI011.
Hatred of inequality by the richer class,--hatred of oppression
natural division of the .Third Estate.
the lower class

I

1. he Bourzeoisie: ,-Its deterioration, causeS,--results,
of this middle
its dislike of the upper classes,--Depletion
class by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in nuMbers and_
character-,--effects of this in giving strength, especially to
Germany,-.:-effecte in depriving France of those who . could and would
have stood up for the Church and for moderate, proi'essive const
utionalism against Robespierre, Marat, and the like. 'The lowest class:,--Small farmers, peasant laborers and
opinion. . between'
. of
artisans„--difference
histOl'ians - regarding their condition,--their condition undoubtedly improved -since Louis XIV --their condition better than the con,
'temporary Gordian peasantry,--examples fran Goethe l s'observations.
and Dr. Rigby's - travels.--The . wretchodness of the FrenCh_peasantry,
in spite of theirslightly bettered condition, made them all the .
,ore revolutionary ,—frequent and -dahgerous mistakes of statesmen
The royal ,corv4a,-- its ,abolition:
and historians ohf ' this point.
Turgot,--fudal'exEntions.
Alison's_oconcessions,--the'caricature of Gilray,--Robert Miron's figureT4eech,--typical statist
ics;--Arthur Youngls descriptions,--personal reminiscences .6f the
fields of La Deauce,--petty palliatives'for . the Peasantry by my,
alty, nobility and clergy„--opposition to reform,--Consequent
steady tendency toward revolution.
0
Public instruction.
(a) Primary education -Its inadequacy,--part taken by the Church in it,--primary instruction. o f
.women ) --,effects of the absence of Pr'imary instruction seen in
political superstition from those days to these. ,(b) Intermediate
instruction--Endowed colleges -numbers,--character of their
clerical control. (c) The Universities:-:-Theological control '-cases of Richard 'Simon and Buffon'as tYPies-1, -- theological .
dealings with political economy,L-with ,astronomy,--with chemistry
with medicine mid surgery,--Lutheranism in the contemporary uni:Next-A-ties of the Protestants frequently , quite as severe,--keenness
Of the principal universities of France in scenting out heresy,
attempted refuge of science at the ;Tardin des Plantes and at the
aollege_de France,--overwhelming power of theology and
ecclesiasticism.in'eVery branch of rrench education. (d) Educa-.
tionb newspapers'
Their contemptible cendition ..-, Arthur
Younjs complatnt.

•I . Jontesquleu (1689-1755).
i
The m Lettres
His origin,--his offiCial position.
Growth
Persanes"- (1721),--itSsuppression by Cardinal Dubois.
of Montesquieu's reputation,--his travel's .a-visit to regland. The
'Causes de la Grandeur et de la D6Cadence des Romains"(1734),.--its
The "Esprit
value,--ftapoleon's opinion of , it,--Buckle's opinion.
des Lois" ,(1743),--its imperfections,--its main merit.
III. Voltaire (1094-1773).
His birth ; --name -waywardness,--gentus,--education.
results of his soj our
Henriade,-His writings,--the 0Edipus,--the
..
.
in England,--the Lettres Philosophiques,-fertility of his genius
at this period,--typical exarnple of his inculculation of 1107 ideas
seen in •:i.s Zaire. The : Essai sur les Moeurs,--, defects and value
or this.
Summary of Voltaire's general characteristics,--his
attitude -t wards the monarchy,--his Personal morality,--his lack
of calmne s and dignity,--keenness,--his life at Cirey„--at the
court of Frederick the Great,--at FerneY,--increased fertility,
'id brillianoll;--his letterscstor4s, and epigrams, -- treatises
against the existing order of thin6' embodied in tales,--L'homme
aux guarante e'cu,-- his curious opposition to some results of
Geological research,--his work in popularizing the Sodentific ideas
of SirIsaac ilewton.
Nobler phase of his life ne r its ,close,-'
tile affair of 'Jean Calas,--its results
I BePearia
and the abolition of torture (1704),--Voltaire s part in this.
His life as a whole,--.its contradi6t1ons,--his death,--his burial,
his influence,--his igri6i, sance of Modern ideas regarding republican
Govornment,--his akepticimm - as to political equality,--his opposition to the abolition of all religion,--his work in "tearing down"
old institutions, for this work the rulers of France mainly responsible.
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V

FRENCH PHILOSOPHERS OF THE OF THE XVIIIthdEITTIIR
(Second Part)

IV Rousseau (1712-1778
His birth,:.-influence of' his early reading, and especial ,
The first Dijon.
•y in Plutarch,--slow intellectual development.
The
second
prize
prize essay,---his treatment of the subject.
essay,- , germs of his Main ideas in both these essays,--main difThe
ference revealed in these between Rousseau and Voltaire.
Contrat Social",--its fundamental idea,---the logical result as to
the theory ofrepresentation and impossibility of -large republics
The "Emile
'-influence of the work in American and. Europe.
fundamental difference between Rousseau's idea 6f - education and
The
that dominant in his time,--effects of this treatise.
"Profession de Fol. du Viczairo Savoyard,--its essential doctrine
of religion.
6 )

V The Encyclopaedists and Uaterialists (1750-1789).
- The "Encyclopedie" (1750). Diderot,--his education,
his imprisonment,--interferences with the encyclopaedia, - the
worst blow aimed at it,--general tendency of Diderot's writings.
Cendercet, -.D'Alembert,--ecluctien,--contributions to thought.
Raynal, --his "Hi s t or
contributions to thought .
educ at ion, --,
"E
of the Indies",—its merits, its7relation to Voltaire
Helvetius. and
sur les tioeurs, 11.- its main direct significance.
Holbach,--their ;atheism and materialism.
Philosophic Queens and COlirt Ss
. Transfer Of influence from the court of Versailles . to .
.certain Paris salons,--Iziesda.tnes de Tencin, GeOffrin, Dii Deffand,
LESpinaSse, and..others,--conSeqUenses
VII. Philosophic Attack on French institutions.
Attack on the Church (1750) --upon the State afterWird.t,
. umdequate efforts of Louis XV against. this,---apparent 'absence
of real danger ,, -increasing pressure of the new thought,—the only
:remaining hope..
-

-

THE STATES•A/ISHIP OF TURGOT.

1. His birth and Education (1727 3.750):--Poeition or Turgot in
the history of France, --his greatness even in failure. His ancestry,--his birth (1727),--ancestral and personal characteristics.
His destination for the Church,--his career at Saint Sulpice,--his
essay on paper money, in answer to Terraseon (1749). His career
at Sorbonne,--his election as Prior,--his two discourses. His decision to change his career,--attempts of Brienne, Eoisgelin, and
other friends to dissuade him,--his answer.
g. His Early Manhood (1751-1761):--His legal career,--his con- tribu.t ions to the Eneyelop‘die, --his letters stir la Tol‘rance,(1753)
Financial administration in France since Colbert , --results of carelessneregard.ing the national crealt.
Beginnings of modern
political economy,--the Economists, or \Physiocrats„--Quesney. and
Gourney,--their influence on Turgot, theoretically and practically.,
3...Turgat Intendant at Limoges (17.61-1774):- ,-Abol.ition of
the corvee for public works and military transportation,--breaking
down of the barrier to internal commerce,---mitigation of suffering, --other improvements,--his Success.
His refusal of promotion,
--his dispatches to the ministry regarding nati.,1:na1, reforms. Writings of this period,-,his treatise Sur la -FormatiOn et la Distribution des Richesses,--its relaticin to Adam Smith's "Wealth of
Irations",--his' treatise Sur les Pratd d'Argent,"..-his letters Sur
la 1ibert du Comiperce des Grains.
4. Turgot Controller-General of the Finances (1774-1776):-Accession„of Louis XVI,--Turgot made Minister of Naval Affairs,
hiS promotion to the Ministry of Finance,--.his proposals to the
King regarding fin.anekial po1icy 1 L-their accomplishment;--his advice to the King in the matter of the coronation oath. His ritemor.
andum on the organization of municipalities --twofold method of
education proposed.
The edict for free trade in grain, --opposi
tion,--insurrection;2--weakness of the King,--firmness of Turgot.
The edict for the suppression of the corvEre,--bitter opposition of
the Parliament of Paris,-,--forced registry.
The edict for the _suy.
pression of the maitrises and Auranded,--old system of arts and
trades in France,--tyrannies,' jealousies, and abuses;--legal diDficulties arising out of these, --renewed. "opposition of the Parliament,--forced registry again.
Turgot s measures regarding the
taille,--abol,ition of the coiti
_iai_
mte solidaire,--prevention of evasions of nobles and clergy,--his conduct towards the farrner s.gener-•
al,--publie works.
.5. Turgot's Fall:, -Hostility of the Queen, court, nobility ,
leaderv of the Third Estate, and Of the clergy,--aauses of this,
'secret hostility of Maurepas,--court intrigues and forged letters
-Turgot I s dismissal (1776 ),--bis retirement and death (1781) t
6. Reflections:--Of Turgot 'a administration as a turning-point
in French history,--imPortane0, 9,1` study upon this, and upon similar
:crises in the• history of Greát43jtin and of UR Ilnited States.
,
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villi, THE INFLUENCE 'OF AMERICAN 1DEAS_UPON THE FRENON REVOLUTION.;

X THE INFLUENCE OF .AMERICAN IDEAS UPON THE . FRENCH REVOLU 101

.(first Part

(Second Part )

Want of practical direction to the French ideas of liberty
and reform in the period immediately preceding the French Revolution,--general influence of America in giving this practical di ,
rection,--example of this influence on Voltaire and Rousseau.
Special influences-.
The Influence of Franklin.
Through
2. Through Turgot.
5, Through Morellet.'
4. Through Champfort.
COndorcet
whom
Mirabeau
and
Chenior are rePresenta6, Through others) of
j
tives*(--1* On •the mat ion directly.

II. The Influence of Jeffersen.
, 1. Reciprocal influence between Jefferson and the loaders of
French thought. -

24 jeffers en' s influence through Lafayette,'-- through Rabaut
St0 Et i enne , --through the Girondi sts,--"Federal" ideas of the
Girondists.
3* Relations with Robespierre falsely imiouted to Sefferson,-the dividing line between American influence and, want of influence
in the French Revolution.
The Influence of French Officers Returned from the_Aporican
Revolution.
influence
in
bringing
on the French RevoI, Lafayette:--His
draft of the Declaration of Rights.
lution„--in shaping it
RochambeaU:--His character s —peculiarities of his growth

III.

L,

'

Americ ani sm. Sagur:--Light thrown on xi ench feeling regarding America
his mer9irs , --hi s own impr e s sions
4. The French soldiery,--effect of familiarizing them with
'doas of liberty and equality,--detection by Arthur Young of American Idpas in the early Revolutionary ferment.

he Andrew D ckson VVhite P

IV. The Influence of Frenchmen:Returned from American Travel.
141 Chaatellux:--Difference. in spirit between that -and the
recent race of travelers in America,--causes Of Castellux'S- grea
2. Brissot "de Warville":--Claviere s letter of su t.47estionS
Brissot'S book,- -Brissot the first open Republican in France
;3* Maizei, OrvecdUr, and others.
1,IMMAry of the American Influences.
.
, Familiarity with the idea of Revolution.
2. Strength given to French ideas of Liberty --hew mean-'
ing of the wor,11: Liberty,--Chnier l a ode,--Fauchet I s sermon,-Anacharsis Clootzs tribute, .
s e Practical- shape given to ideas of EcluLli.L/:-TVa'gueness,
pf thee ideas previously,--remarks of Sir Henry Maine on this
proofs from the constitutions of '1791, '93, and '95:
•
43 Practical combination of Liberty and EcTality into InstiBrissot's writings,—
tUti2n.1, - republicah and derriperatic.
Camille Deemoulint' La France Libre.„--indirect testimony of
p o rti ez .

5, An ideal or republican manhood -- Ch6nier's apostrophe to
Washington and Franklin. Sauvigny's tragedy of "Vashington, aU
la Libert2.4 du Nouveau Monde " -:-extracts to show its absurdities
-summary y, to show its real significance.
5. American influence on the French -Revolution a source of .
just pride,--that influence ico-ordinate with the greatness of the
Revolution,--it ceases when the nevolution degenarateo. Discussion of Dr. Lieber's compa1iso0. of the French influence on America
with American influence on Franco.

JessOn8 of this Niatory for the' America . .. of

to-d ay.

Row thisAMerican influenoe.on EuroPo was lost.
Hew alone it maylDe rflgained. -

• -r

Corne I Liniv si

ontinuad

Tie New Kin

15 YrotOe

3.. The King:--His character as variously sketched and as it
childhood, --this Christian sp irit --, his
was , --this portrait s 1
writin0,--h1s studies - and occupations,--his braverY.
2. . The gyeen: --Her character as variou sly sketched and as it
was,--he impul s iv ene ss and its result s , --her education at the
Austrian Court and afteftard by "aria Theresa,--and at Versailles
by the Abbe Vermond,--her library,— , the Ambassador noroY and his
(The Hunolstein and Feuillet de Conches forgeries,—
admonitions.
Austrian influence. Sum-4.
and the Arneth collection of 1etters)
Mary of her character,-he r energy and courage at the last.
Comparison of the influence
Pamale sovereigns and favorites.
exercised by tham,--reasons for the difference between their ,dis-A
rect and indirect influence.
3, First Acts:--The lovaux av4nement,--recall of the Pa"1ia -4
-choice of a' prime mlnister.
a--hi character his policy.
4.

'His birth and. education,-early writings,. his breadth of
His .rd. ork at
position as philosopher and. statesman.,
Turgot Controller- , General of Finances, -his ministry.
Limoges.,
Malesherbes. Reaction.

Character !of 1SFecker,7-atteMpte
.effOrts.
ailUre
the Compte Rends. -

financi,4

rstam of'
- pyroteChnids-burnt.' , OP;

the ASsMnb1Y'Of 'Notables,

His character -his dealings with the Notables
-lin dealings
with the Parliamen
dismissal (with fall pockets

iTecker recalled.,--he determin

General.,

VII.. The Stream: of New Thought , Through , this Ag e.
.1. The anStream: The ideas of the Phi1oophers. (hr.
Leaky
content ien)
2. Tributaries:--Three tributaries -from the American Republic
ribUteries from Voltaire at Paris and. fr&g:a RO-14 OB*1
crave ,-from :Neck: sr 2,0 offip t e...RendU
froth the - iub s
frob.
Mari. i a
ef: FiOtrO ".'- -.frthn . the '1TeOlt1a6 O.- Affair,—from JanSehism and Calvin
rom Science, -fram , uackery ?
'VII% The Stateth-General
Preliminaries:
The two questions
the Notables again,
struggle, -the decision,
SieYee
est-ce quo le Tiers' Etat?oo t ions
2. he 'Toetingt5 May, 1789) -Comparison betvreen the States
noral in 1614 and in 1789.
is

EI RENCH

eVOLUTI

C a antinia.ed)
IV The Leader,

. The 11'4:et S t e ALI; .9 Cla lipjAkinct int i
The _Edi..(1 t 9 f_ thig
t c‘y Januatya_37'89 --.4ramb or of doptit i
each of the three orderm, --.erfeet cj the ()diet on rranc o
t
significance4

in

...11131„94V4 04,.-Ag1a12=
1% Fi Oni3j.:1 Oki ty;.
featuree.,
1uto±.,:_siLP.samiOsii;
:11
;50. At4.12)_,,t.13.(L,
" Cn 114.Ltary -.0thVoUg1ioUt Tirane 6
MPIA in tho, p1oVitiu'ori6 - -saakitla a O1AtoaWc0,-- olitical anoratiVAA0 1 0 dioettoion
t ion and 00 ou4dPo,li pm-0 - 111n d or =6 r ODr
Of all thi0.

1. AMong ,. tho Cie rgY :

1.4aury ., Tall o yrana.
tho Nobility - The Duke of La Roehefoucauld i.
s
the .,Duke of - Orleans , 7 -Lafayette. Fa i lUre of . &crn iv
.Engli.sh historians t p'apPrec late . Lz2ayetto 7 s eharao . ter and . s en7.
117i . c P.ss Y10017'. . OarlY 10
. ,. and. , Sgphens 46:itYpiCal exappleS
. 3.. Ai:acing the Third Estate :'.;, .-.11irabeau -Sie'yes
'7,Robespierre . .

,

,

1 /I.;

e JA,„.5' R40

rA

Ylla_g"Tkay: 7,6' ...1J0:12:1LO
3 4 Th e th-iird„ qtlte
po int in tit() at t1 Qf p iarke and
Al:Lion
oko. 1:40p *? 1146 o
Wid
Ftly_29„tp - ay' ant Et(;
EI ddif ant ag o
of thi ,
Do Toocittaiti110 1 a r °mark
t Con to to made
Built° t s 000 'nd ob j ootion9 t1taPle.-.9,1 `
torous inic1,0,10t- 6 lat404:--ia rails o tlliL4 want
Burka a third obj o t ion
thi want
mai 0
Taina! ocJOn1I1L i n t
P.A.:trA,',9÷1,;,1•W .1,09,11.4
ainst.lho
17,n t ate -tho anatr or to

1. Demands of the C1erT:.2 Deiais of the
Demands of the Third Estate.
VI9 Opening of the States Genera
.. Religious Coremonie (
The pro c e ion--s er
1189) :
non of the Bishop of Nancy.
° The First Session(5
. - The Salle dos Menus ,
reze
etiquette, ;-- - speech of the :King,
Barentin,- - of Necker.
3. The . Second Session (6 lay) : -- The Third . Estate meets alone,
t in the great hall, - -importance of the latter fact.
4I The Unsettled, Question : ---- Shall the States-General be a coned assembly or an assembly of three distinct orders :
rea
ness of the, question,--Calmness and statesmanship of the Tbird
Es tate -- their courage. and dot ermination,--falsity of a frequent
charge ic;.gainst the first leaders - Of the RevolUtion, --conforenc es 1
the appeal to the Clergy (27 May) , -- Si6yes
great mot ion, --the
deputies of
Third Est ate be - ome tho NATI OHAI ASSEMLY (17

Juno, 1 789
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INTitorineTton:
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°TIMER

—

,

':.lteaeOns for discussing the French, Revolution . now :-Old relations and I
new tie between the United states And :Fran ce —the French . Centennial.
tholightfu
value attached the histor y of theFrench Revolution b y
out politic
historians —peculiar characteristic 'of;.the
.,Trench
. in working
, ,
.
oeial,'• noireligiOns problems and theories —acuteness • a nd remorselessness Of '
eii. .1..e (;,.,:clifference between them' and Other modern nations in this re .,
S e-ot;--7 pianiPles of this as to leadin g principles,—OxaMPles as to subordinate
rniciP14•.(PAper. . meney ),—illnstration from ,ii, characteristic . Of the French
P•4191,34 iissemblY . to day ,—increase of historial:Materiale for the study of the
revolutionary period :—peculiar bias of American historical ieholars hitherto ;
: e
cauee-.:O. ,. this . bias ; —current political. and social superstitions : regal... din:
—peculiar
French
adminifittition.
these
,
,—excellence
of
f
1.004441144es
a Viin tege,Otiiandrielin scholars in judging French. history —subject of t
e 4--'why: it iii,inore important for us just now , to „study • the canSes. a t

eliOhitiOn than the ReVaintionat vself:':

French . institutions before the, ,Revol ution
AsaniNias of the Natioiz. (a) Pcirtiavierits
between.thein
parliament of Paris,—purchase of • judgeships,—independence thus 's ecure
value of this,—mixbire of functions,—re gistration of edicts,—weakness of the
, parliament against strong kings, or ministers. (b) Asbem,bly Of 1Votable8.•-- 7How
chosen,—usefulness under Richelieu and useles sness afterwards ;,; (0) Prqvind4
Estates:—Destruction of them Under Richelieu and Louis ItIV ,. ffitile attempts '
to revive them under Louis XVI. (d) The StateRener,o2 :—Its
its uncertain character,—its lon g disuse
. .
. 2: The geizeio,l fidthinietrationi 7The: chief iiiinisterS; strange

'

:main founda*r'7,A 'ender U.haileiVji and Louis
The AfonacIay'
eitiontrol, Of the national puree and et;00,-;'-'--Pnild].;ng,np'tig::0,1,:leol,lktitini. Un
nheliOnl—ite:fnither iloielopement under lkIneartn
c ulmination tinder : Louis %IV ,— theory and practice of inenarahViindershini ;
OSSUeVe view, ,.-.adorlitien of 1.4onie'.:Statue.S i deitleaticiii:Okhiiii..Wlit.eratiire;
the:;rOyaltOiush,further development of the theory under Louis XV—speech
tinepere'd by 'CO;
Abbe
Of :Viller.eyi -reinark by
tra§;:,'
rainsi",/its ' de justice,—royal ordiiianaeiarbitrar y'. ; taintion.,
: .07.!;,hie,f.:194SOilitisk:theorY; in :
eaphet;H-t speeimens:'Of;thenk ;eithibid
his liOnr Of death,LOMS XVI'atheori: apd efforts to Modify i:in:iireetiee,;-;
the:logical development of Absolutism fi(oni 0,0:no:power.'
deplete :TO* rur al
2 The coUrt
strietS Of leaders and tinineiankpariiii6e .tha'energi4f4f,kinie and minis-

a l7ie nobility —Noblesse and Roturispretentuns of the forMer.. : as
state
shown In the eahiere cZo do/eancess,'+tOiten skin:Of their
nit: chUreh,effeCte of the gulf between nobles and 13.Sse;born,—division in
crime,—
e
fr om 'ordinari hnnianity rAdiciiI4ifferefiCe,;:betWeenthe', nobilit y in .Etigyiii.
number,
and France,—faint atee inphi: M. :Make the
logical developMent:liere als o

,.;functions, sale of Offieesr eineenres.
Military ' administration
of com
inande.to nobles,Hfiretireeult,Coroyiarison .of the early generals with the
7:-eecorid restilt,the'leaVon in it of Men who had fou ght in the Arnericaii•ReVe;-.,
—

.
'lution
4 The admnui&a2ion of uswe:The j ungle; of antiquated customs • and
.
theories and...practices
, .
.
• . . . com mon
. . . iii,preeednye;—a
. •.

;Bence Of OrdinailtielegnardS;,4ortnre in piinishinent,ciieeS of. Damiens:and •
De lii•Berre;—the prisons, —the galle ys,..-efforts at reformi by Bee4
eariai,ThOmasinsi and ,VOltaire,=OppOsition by the 41gpor. lawyers and clergy,—

main grounds of this opposition by each. • r.'"•• " ;
6. : :Thiadiniaigratioal.'ofilitan4a:;—Carelesancise Of the state eredit,—cos tl
,•neSs of 'thie :pOliCy,t-ineqiialities :in taxation,—the taitiethe radiant and ft.i

: .donent.a4 evil of .thii! Old French taxation,Edentrainte . eog
- ,r.ow. th .' O.tt,
alien during thei:Ware.Of Louis XIV and his suecessors,typiCalspecialtareS.,
.
—the
of the taxes,—system
prOte ction by frontiers,
•• . gabellithe
. • farming
.
..nionopelies, /.1.1.i4 trade' privileges.

. .

Publie instryetioti,..

edtteirti,or ;.I .ts inadequacy,—part tak

•en by the Church in it,primatiinstriietion oUWeineili,•4effi;ete Of the abienCe.
of primary • inatrection:Seen,
0000a:tiperstitions'fro4,
tho se days.
the. se
.
,
(b) Intermediate inetOetio4
-d.%:'colleges;..-rniiinbers'heracter •o
their work,— elerical control (6y,
. control,
, •
*iseri. of 1;tiohatil.siictioo and Duffen. as.;:typiCaltheOlokical .: dealinge with pohtimedicine And surgery,
•cat teoneiniwitli..:
•:-Liitherania in; hi ..the contemporary Prostestimt :,Ofilveti§ites- fre quently : quite as
.seVerer4reenneSS Of the......principal•iiiiiVerlitiee Of Trance in scenting out heresy;
-,littempta.ieftige, Of ; science at the iTardi n des .PlAntee : and at the College
Frane8,—oi1. 9ung power of theology juid eqciosiotiopoilii§yoyrii40004 of
FieficC, • •. • ,
(d) '...1r044:94' 7.4.0Pcifieia..:4.-Tiieit'' ,COn.te. 146).316. '0On
tion,—jthui Young's complaint
N.

.

•.

•

;

4.

•

s
THE FRENCH PEOPLE BEFORE THE REVOLUTION.
FRENCH INSTITUTIONS MORN TUN REVOLUTION"4,4ittee

influence upon the French people for 1400
years,valiie of its work during the Middle Ages,—its great men,—its power
; and its triumph over all opposition,—the Church the first institution attacked
by the French philosophy. '
dioceses,—in revenues.—Exemption from taxa2.. Church inequalities
tion:-,General condition,—the
regular Or monastic clergy,-their number,
„
deplitie,--4buses,=the secular or working clergy,—their number,. 7.wretchednese of the country curates,—efforts in their behalf by Voltaire, Louis XIV;
and Others.
'.3. Opposition of the „French Church to free opinion :— Triumph -Over the Al-.
bigenses,Huguenote, Quietists, and Jansenists,*the Oaks and Sirven affairs,—
efforts under Louis XIV• =under the regency of Louie XV,--qinder Louis XVI,
proeoeution of literary men and of books,resistance.to liberty of thought,—
non4.ecognition of facts, —result seen in the feeling of the people . toward the
Church,—honesty aud dishonesty in the prosecutions,—Protestantism less ex
°Usable .fOr persecution than Catholicism,—Cardinal Dubois as a type of die
honest persecutors:
.. 4.. Ito deterioration
. ,:—Different views. of this, —favorable statements by De
• Todqueville and others —the .beautiful life and work of Vincent de Paul, of
of BelzUnce, ,and .others,—genius and power
• of .Bosetiet, Maiillon,
. `Felnelon,.
•
.
Pascal, and others,—the decline ,afterwards, —Dubois, President of the aseem., biy Of the French clergy,--examplps of sermons praaelied - it the death. of Louie
XV,•—abbes in co2nmendam,E - CardinUl De Rohan.
5. AU his the' result of unbridled power — Value of a: checking, criticising
..opposition for 'religious as . well as political organizations,harm done to the
Church of France by the revocation of the Edict of .Nentes.
,

-

I The Church of France

Hatred of inequality by the richer class,—hatred of oppression by the lower

class,--natural division of the third estate.
(a) 711e Bourgeoisie :—Its deterioration,—causes;—results,—its intense
dislike of the upper classes. Depletion of this Middle class by the revocation
, of the Edict of Nantes , in numbers and character s —effects of this in giving
strength especiallY J- O Germany, —effects in depriving France of those who
could and would have stood up for the Church and for moderate, progressive
constitutionalism -against Robesiiierrd, Marat, and the like.

(b) The lowest class :—Small farmers, peasant laborers and artisans,--difference of opinion between historians 'regarding their condition,— their condition undoubtedly improved since Louis XIV; —their condition better than
the contemporary German peasantry,—examples from Goethe's observations
_
and Dr. .Rigby's travels.—The wretchedness of the French peasantry, in
spite of their slightly bettered condition, made them all the more revolutionary,-,frequent and 'dangerous mistakes of statesmen and historians on this
point ' The royal corvge,—its abolition by Turgot, —feudal exactions.: Alison's concessions,—the caricatures of Gilray,—Robert Miron's figure of
speech, —typical statistics, — Arthur .74oung's descriptions,--personal reminiscences' of the fields of La 13eatiae, — petty palliatives for the peasantry by
„
royalty, nobility, ' and clergy,—opposition to reform s —consequent steady
tendency,towarcl revolution..

r.A

The French Philosophers of the XVIIIth Century.
The French Philosophers of the XVIIIth Century
4amerliNFIT.)..
„

I. GROWTH OF o RENON' --.E-HILOSOPEIC !' LITERATURE..

Difficulties in forming an estimate of this,—variOus op inions regarding it
Germs, development, and end of the great literature of •,Louis XIVIth's time,—
characteristics of this classic literature,—its condition at the' end of his reign
Transition from this classic literature of Louis XIV,th's time to the Phile,Soplifeal .
literature' a Louis .XVth's time ' : Mignet's remark. . Coalition of the'61inieb..'. .
and the absolute monarchy aiainetthialiew literature,7:-results of this coalition,:
—treatment of new books and of literary men, effects of this upon the Popularity of books,—the influence of English thought upon.. this literature.
[Bnekle's researches:1'
—

MONTE9QUIEU [109 -155 ].

II

His origin ,— his official positiOn. The ." Leteril Peralthaii!'; [1721], —its en

pressionhypardinal Dubois ,' „Growth of 31outesquieu sreputation,hfs travelt,%. ;
7=7-Vielt to England The &Sousa .cle a dr.:Mc/0 4. F e. t,'4441De447.:ce des Ro

[17347-itsvalne;LNaPOleOn's:opinion of it,—Buckle's opinion The
Esp rit des Lois!' [1'748]..,itS iinperfentions;-7its Main merit

t1094,1r81:
'Hi8:lb11th,naine,-7waywardiiees, 7geniuse-duCat10n. :.: Hie
his sojonin4n,Ezigland, :..7-theZettres ;1314 . '
enius
at
this Period;typiCaleXaniPle of his inculhique5-.-feitiliV of his ig
The,Hosai Sur les:::3foi.Urs;:trdefeetS' and
Zaire:
seen
in
his
new
ideas
cation Of
valUe. of this Summary of Voltaire's general eheraoteriatiCeip attitude
towards the monarchy, —his ' personal :mOreliti;his hick Of ca'mness and dig4...
:COUrt Of F rederick the ,".
tiiVilteenness,his life: at Cirey;,0,.the
.
-increased
fertility
and
.
brilliancy,—his
letters, dories, and epigrams
Fern4;-;7.
ag ainst the existing order of „things : ;
ia; his entims o p position tO.SOme'reenits of geological research,
iva: .q'uaranteOc "
—his work in popularizing the scientific ideas of Sir lease: NeWtOn..:•INObler,
'pliase.Of :his life; near RS :4:31OSeHthe :affair of ,4"eani palaii7,italresults;: e0Cariti,l.
itacV the abolition of 'tertare(1704),Voltaire's,part in this His life as a whole,
hiffuence;74isligrioranee of
.—its ' contradictions, — his death,—his
gOVerhiheiit,his
skepticism:
.
rePnblierin
, as:to:Political
:Modern
.ideas
regarding
,
.
opposition to.:: the abolition Of,'Allreligienhie : werk:In" tearing
r ulers
, •
,
ido,Vii)." old institutions,—for
„ of FranenniiiinlY "responsible:..:
.
. , this mOrli.the.
III

-

VOIIrAI1LE

siestiazium17IV. Roussiren [1712-1778].
HiS:birtii,Hinfluence of his early reading, : -and especially in Plutarch, -- slew
development. , The first Dijon Prize essay, 7-his treatMent of the
i ,eubject.. The second prize essay,---germs of his Main ideas iii both these essa
ys,
'main 'difference revealed in these between Rousseau' and: Voltaire:
The
bgcrat.Rociat,7- ,--its fundamental idee;-.4he logical result
, as to the theor y et:.
representation and impossibilit y of large republice,---Influence Or the work in . •
mericarand Europe. , The "Mni/e,"—fundamentardifferen ce between -Roiie
,Sean's idea of edneation
and that dominant
in his ,tiine,.-- •ff • ets of this treatise,: :
.
.
The ." Profession de Poi &Main) Savoyard,"--its essential doctrine of religion
,
V THE ENCYCLOPEDISTS AND MATERIALISTS [1750-1789].
O Encydpdk" (1750). Diderot,4,iP education,—his Imprisonment,
•.
7-interferences. with the eneyelopredia,the:' Worst blow qined
ii it—generat,,,
tendency . of Diderot's writings.. D!,Alembert,edneatien,- 7 contribution s to
thonght: .pondoreet,—edneation,--klontributiOn s to thought.
" Histery of the Indies,"-Lits merits,—its relation to Voltaire's ”..Essai 8Ur
lc.
oeu
, r.
main direct significance.. Helvetiue and Holliach,- 71their atheism
and materialisin...
VI. Pintosophic QUERNS AND COURTS
Transfer of influence from the court of Versailles to certain Paris salons,
Mesdames, de Tengin, Geoffrin, Da Deffand, L'Espinasse, and others,conse7
uences.

yil. pniLososuo

ATTACK ON FEMME INSTITOTIONH.

on the Church (1750),—upon the State afterward,—inadequat e efforts
of.Lonis
XV against this,-;-apparent absence of real danger,—increasin g press.:
„
tire of the new thought, — the only remaining hope. ,
Attack

DMINISTRATION. OF

His Birth and Edu

T

GOT...•

[1727-1750].—Po ion:of Turoti the his ty
greatness, eve in failure., His ance ry, 7-his birth 1.727],—a
personal charecteris Cs ,Hie destination the Church his cane
at • Saint ,
i* ce,—his essay, on
per money , in .ans r to Tetras n [1749],
His career at e Sorbenne,his e hon. as Prior,—his wo thscours s His
decision to °lie e his career,-attem of Menne, Boisg n; aihr other donde
to dissuade him
is answer;
of Fr

.

‘.14

•The Statesmanship Of .Turaot
1 His Birth andBducation 1.17274.4-1
750].--Positioif:Turget in the history
of France,47-his greatness, even in failure. His ancestry,—his birth [1727],
.ancestral and personal characteristics.. His destination for the Church,--Ins
eareer at
Saint Sulpice,—his essay on paper mone>n answer to Terrasson:
[1749]. His career at the SOrbonne,—his election as Prinr,- 7
.his two discMirses.: His decision to change his eareer,—atteinpts of Brienne, Boisgefin, and other
friends to dissuade
ansWer.
2. His. Early Manhood [17514.1761]
legal career,—his contributions ; to
the EncyclepOdie, — his Lettres stir la Toldrance
[1753]. Financial adminiStration in France since Colhert,--results . of carelessness regarding the national
credit.
. Beginnings of modern ,
econonii,—the EconOmisti, or Physic),crats,--Quesnay and Gournay,Htheir influence On Turgot; theoretically and '
practically.

3.

Turgot Intendant at Limoges [1761 7.1774].ii--Abolition of the
. corvde for
public works and military transportation,---brealiing
down - of:the barriers to Internal. commerce,—mitigation of suffering,.otherilinprovereents,--Lhie succefis.
His refuse] of promotiob,--7his.ilispatebes
to the ministry regarding national re.
.
'forme. Writings of this period, 7-his tileatise
Sur,la Formation et la Distribu.,;:
tton des lizehesses, — its relation to Adam , Smithiiy
Wealth of Nations, —his
treatise
, Sur le Frets d'Argent,-.—his lett'ere
.
Sui7" .la Libertd Coinmerce des
Grains.
4. Turget Controller General of the Finances [1774
7
Louis XVI,Turgof made Minister of Naval Affairs —his1776] :7-Accession of

l prometion to the
: to the ring regarding . .financial . policy,
47-their accomplisinnent,—his advise to the King in the matter of the

.. Ministry of Finance,—his proposals

coronation
memorandum on the organizationef munwlpazztw8 , 4 0f 0
method
of education proposed. The
edict for free trade in grain;-:—oppdsition,—insurrection,—weakness of the King,._firmness of .Turgot. The
edict' for the
Suppression Of the ciiri;63;bitter opposition of
the Parliament of Paris, —forced
registry.' The
ediet for the suPziression Of the maltrises and jurandes,
- 01d
sYstall of arts and trades in France ,--

tyrannies,.jealouidei, . and abuses,--legal
' difficulties arising out ,of these,—renewed opposition of
registry, again. Turibt's•. measures regarding the taille, the Parliament,foreed
- abolition of the con6.aiizte
solidaii•epriiirention
,
of evasions of noble's and clergy,—his conduct
towards the feriners-generapublic Worica.'

Turgot 8 Fall .7-Hostility
of the Queen, Court, nobility, leaders of the
Third Estate,' and of

the clergY,—na'uses vf:this;7-secret hostility of Maurepas,
court intrigues and forged lettei's,4Turgot'S dainiidial[177fiJ,7-hisretirement
and death [1781]

'Riglections

Turgot's administration as a, turning.4point in French
history —importance of study upon this, and upon similar crises in thelistory
Great Britain
of
.. and pt the
4 United States;

The Influence of American fdeas upon the
PrencliBevolution (Fhvt Part).
Want of practical direction to French ideas of liberty and reform in the
period immediately preceding the French Revolution,--general influence of
America in giving this practical direction,—example of this influence on Vol-'
take and Rousseau. Special influences.
I.

THE INFLUENCE OF FRANKLIN.

On the nation directly. 2. Through Turgot. 8. Tbrough;Con4orcet.
Throughigharnpfort 5. Through Morellet. 6. Through others, of whom
MirabeauirikChOnier,,are representatives.
I.

II. THE INFLUENCE OF JEFFERSON.
I Reciprocal influence between Jefferson and the leaders of French thought.
2. Jefferson's influence through : Lafayette,--through Rabaut St Etienne,
—through the Girondists',—federalcidWarthe Girondists.
3. -Relations with Robespierre falsely imputed to Jefferson,—the dividing
line between American influence and want of influence in the French Revolution.
THE INFLUENCE OF FRENCH OFFICERS RETURNED FROM THE
p64,444/yi..Ficretsmi REVOLUTION.
_
^01%
,

influence in bringing on the French Revolution,—in
I. Lafayette :—His
shaping it,—his draft of the Declaration of Rights.
character,--peculiarities of his growth in Ameri2. Roehambeau : — His
.
canism.
3 Segur: — Light thrown on French feeling regarding America by his
inemoirs,--his own impressions.
4- The French soldiery,-- effect of familiarizing them with ideas of liberty
and equality,- detection by Arthur Young of American ideas in the early
3
Revolutionary ferment.-

8.
Part M nda
I and arie Antoinet
Louis
To the F mation f the Nation
.

.

Reception

and C. L.

nitte.e

FRAILEY.-

F H.

SE

KINDL BEif.ER,.
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ca : m.
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eling regardin Amen
3
mei.irs
is 'Own mpressions.
oldiery,—effect of amihar i g th- I , with ide of lib- The Fr
e yaud-euli , etection by A. Ur Young of naerican it as in the
arlfReyoluti áry . 'ent.
V. THE INFLUENCE OF FRENCHMEN RETURNED '.FROM
AMERICAN TRAVEL.
,
,
1. Chastelluxi—Differeloce in spirit between that and the/r, tit race oftravellers in America,--causes of . Chastellux's great influence 1,=
Brissot "de Wariille " : —Claviere's letter of suggestions,—BrissON
book --BrisSot'tbefirst Open Republican
, in France: ,
Mazzei, aivecceur, and others.
V. SUMMARY- OF THE \AMERICAN ' INFLUENCES. •

Familictrity with the idea of Revolittion.
2. Strength given to French ideckof Liberty ..---New meanings of the word
Liberty,--ClAnier's ode,—Fauchet's sermon,-Atutcharsis Plootz's tribute.
.3. Practical shape OM to ,ideas of Eguality : Vagueness of these, ideas
previously,—remarks Of Sir Henry Maine on this,—proofs from the constitutions of 1791, '93, and '25.
4. Practical combination of Liberty and Equality into inalitu. tions; republican
and democratic. Brissot's writings,—Camille Desmoulins' La Prance libre,
—indirect testimony of Forties
.
5. An ideal of republican manhood :7--Ch6nier's apostrophe to Washington
and Franklin. Sauvigny's tragedy of "V'ashingtoft, Mt la L:berte di Nouveau
Monde,''—extracta,: to 'show its 'absurdities, - 7 summary, to show its real
significance
6. A.merican influence on the French Revolution a sonice.,of just pride,
•—that influence coordinate with the greatness of that •Revoldion,--it ceases
when the Revolution degenerates Discussion of 3:!;:, ,Liebe*s comparison
of French influence on America with American'infAn'afice On France
VL LESSON OF THIS HISTORY FOR THE AMERICA OF TO-DAY:
s I.. How this American influence on Europe was lost
2. How alone it may be regained

-A"'
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.:The -.1fing. 11* :, _erecter is
•,„.•
variously .61o:11,6116d' and. as it VraSehislpOr
: traits,bie:.'!Child oint,Lhis
Christian
7•.
. . spirit, his - writings,—his studies and
, '.00OUpatIons, . his lhavery.
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RESIDENT UITE S LECTURES
on the
AUSES •:OP TRE .1114.10H' REVOLUTION.
Palo Alto, ':April 4 ]3922 :

The French Revolution.
L To the Formation 'of the National Assembly.
1 3ANTIANi-11 'JUNE, 1789
'I. THE FIRST STEP OUT .0IP NAT/ORAL INsidmicarep.The .gdict of the 18t of January, 1789 :-Number of depotiq in each of the
three orders,-effect of the edict,on:France, 7-its significance

IL THE ELECTIONS.
1
The ElecUon Machinery :-11.s y coniplekity,-its leading features.
2 The :dalliers de Doldancee.
3 Jarring in the Machinery : Iii Brittany,-throughout Franc-e. Mobs in
-

.

the .provinces,-,-sacking of chateitux, 7-political super.slition,-ScoiindreliSin
plunder'and murder. Taine's discussion of all this.
III. THE DEPUTIES IN GENERAL.
.2711i Clergy :-The hierarchy, - the working clergy.

.
2. The Nobles.
3. The Third Estate :-Main point in the itttl
iik Iv BUrke: and
repon,derance.
of laMyers, advantages and disacivailtaies Of this,-distinetion
,
to be'.made,-De Toequeville's rematk. Durke's second olijeetion,-ant of
sufficient ,admixture of a prosperous niiddle class, eause of this want: thirke'i
third objeetion,--mant of practical men,-cause of this want Taine's complaint

-FRENCH IN TITUTION BEFORE THE -REVOLUTION.
(First part s )
Introductio n.
Reasons .for discussing the French Revolution now:-Told relations and the hew tie between the United States :and France:--the.
French Centennial :7-value attached to the history of the French'
Revolution by sundry thoughtful historians:--peculiar character ,
° istio_of the French in working out political, social, and religious problems and theories,--acuteness and remorselessness of their
10giel -7. differencs between them and other modern nations in this
respect,--examples of this as to leading principles,--examples as
to subordinate principles - (paper money),--illustration ,from a characteristic.efthe French national assmbly to-.day,--increase of
historical materials for the study of the revolutionary period: ,
peculiar bias of American historical scholars' hitherte,--cause, of
this bias;--current political and social superstitions regarding
the French,--examples of these;--excellence Of French administration, especially in the government of cities:--peculiar advantage
American scholars in judging French history;--subject of the
course,--why it is more tmportant for us just now to .' study the '
cause's of the Revolution than the Revolution itself.

-

-

-

against the Third Estate,--the answer to it:

Among the Clergy
Talleyrand.
2. Among Ole
Nobility
:
The
Duke
of La Rochefoueauld.,-.-Cazales,-the
.
.
,
-

BUIL& of Orleans,--Lafayette: (Failure of German and English historians to
'appreciate Lafayette's character and services,-Sybel;.;Carlylo; and stephens•
as typical examples of this

3. Among the Third Estate :--Mirabonu,,-.-Sieybs,4-Robespierre..
V. THE CAHIERS DE' .DOL'EANCES: . ,

Of the Clergy. :2 Demands OfthaNdlieility:,, 3.. - Demands Of
the Third Estate...
. VI. OPENING,..OF 'THE STATES-GENERAL
Demands

.Rehgwus Ceremonies [4 May, 1789] :=The proeession,7-sermon of the
Bishop of Naney.

The First Session [5 May] :7 The Salle des Menus, Breze and etiquette)
,speech of the King,-of Barentin,-•--of Necker.
3: The' Seeo?ul
Session [6 May] .:. ,
The Third Estate Meets Alone, but in the
,
_
great halli-importance of the latter fact.
C . ; The .Msbitteit Question
Shall
the , States G enera l he a consolidated
.
.
.
,
.
.assembly or an assembly of three distinct orders ?=greatness of the question,calmness and statesmanship of the Third Estate, - their courage and deterMili&
.tion+falsity. of a frequent chierge.,agidiKt1)45 .1irst leaders of the.yovolUtiOn..,
.c,onfeienees,-the appeal to the Clergy. [27 114]; 7-Si6yes's great 'motion,- the
epu of the Third :Estiitebeeome . the N.A.9gow. Assatmyr .:[17_June,.1789
-

-

-

-

1.'The Monarchy:--Its main foundation under Charles VII .and
Louis XI;--their control of the_national Purse and sword;'--build! ,
.ing up of absolutism under 'Richelieu;--its_further development
under Mazarin;,-1.ts historical and logical culmination under Louis
XIV;--theory and practice of the monarchy under him,- ,- Bossuet's
view,--adbration of 1101.118 1 statues,--deification of him in literature,--the Toyal touch,--further development of the theory under
Louis XV,--speech of Villeroy,--remark by the Abbe Terray,--"desill,
potism tmnpered by epigrams, 11 --.1itp, de ila_sticei--royal ordinances,--arbitrary taxation,-.,lettres de cachet,--(spectnens,of them
exhibited),--Louis XV,--absolutist theory in his hour of' death s -,-,
rouis XVI's.theory and. efforts to modify it in practice --the
logical development of absolutism from all to no power. .
2. The Court --Its extent,--extravagance,--etiquetteit de
Pletes the rural districts of-leaders and money,--and paralyzes
the energies of kings and ministers.
3. The 1Tobilit':--Nobless7 and Roturiers .-pretent'ons of
the former as shov in the calers de dol6an s -ext.& ion of
their rights to •ositions in State and Ohurci --- ,effect of the
gulf between no es and'bas born,--divisio
.
• s in the obility it-from-respons'bility for/crime,-from
telf,--exempti
frOm taxe
Ordinary huma ty,--, radical difference between the n bility in
Eug laiict-and. in France,--faint attempts to make the atter useful
their number,--a logical development here also

In beginning this course of historical lectures, I may •
be asked. two questions: first., why present in the United Statb
,
a Period in the history of France;
secondly, why iiAae-sent
at the end. of the ninteenth con up a Period at the end of
the eighteenth.
These questions are pertinent, and the answer shall b e
Introduction
and
rench. Institutions before the Revolution.
Exhibit Lettres de Cachet

explicit.
To the first question, the old relations between our own
Republic and France in thelast century give one answer.
,
, •
Those relations did something to shape American' ideas in the
mind of Thomas Jefferson, and still more, to shape French

Sermons.,

'ideas in the minds of those who took the lead in the French

Revolution.
Another' answer e be found in the fact th,at. the
„

United States and France have, or ought to / Jaye a certain cornmon feeif..rig, since they are to-day the two Ore-a.-t republican
experiments of the world.
As to the second question,--

ta.ke up this subject

now,-- the answer may be much more full. T-Iti-s-i-s-theriten(7_44,
_ "41,44,des-cree.
_ "4-4,4S.
-7"Ifirai -ti
-drt
r441-,--ann-i3xer.s.ar4r-of-the....Erench-Re.
.
_
of a vast history preceding; and in it were embedded
the germs, of a vast history_ following; 0. istory viiii441). has okaavo
been developing during the last hundred years, and ithz:sei.i is
to be developed iwith many , marvels for centuries more.

'

Surely a few hours will not be wasted in ,studying some of the

worth studying in the history of humanity are the Downfall of

main questions which it has asked and answered. Just here

Rome and the French Revolution and that another higiar.i.aR

comes in a general question of great importance in all times,

has insisted upon the Crusades and the -French Revolution as l It

a question on which little indeed of the light of science was

the most important tu:bjects of historical study. :And jf I

ever thrown until our awn century, and especially this latter

might be allowed to add my opinion I would say that the

half Of it. One of the greatest scientific thinkers the world

French Revolutionary Period ranks with the development of

has seen has prepared us for it,- it is the question in his.
tory and politics.of Evolution vs. Revolution.
The ques-

civilization in Greece, the rise and fall of Rome, the destruction of feudalism by the Crusades, the Reformation, the

tion regarding the origin of man is,flso far as science is

r61.-trai.

6..r&WL/2aurc,t,

.e.f---14.1549-10+4-41. Englani, 414+ the bu.i4+614-ne--94 of constikitAlet--;$

concerned a question of Biology, and with that we have noth-

tutional liberty in the United States s the most worthy among

ing to do here - but the question Of the Fogress of man from

subjects of modern historical study;- the most suggestive of

the drift period to the present hour is aluestion within the

thought, and the most pregnant with fruitful knowledge.

province of history, - Evolution and Revolution are the two
France furnishes examples of both but no country furnishes such
Striking examples of the latter, --rand—in.-3.-a4yer--1-eet.upes--we'

One fact gives to the study of the French. Revolutionary
poCh an especial value to all thinkers upon political and
social subjects. The peculiar combination of Roman, Teutonic,
and Celtic elements in the French character has made them per
hap's the most clear-minded people in the world;- their language one of the most lucid mediums of human thought;- their
course of political, social, and religious aetion the most

all times the French Revolution must be to every thoughtful
man a study of intense interest as exhibiting more fully

logical known among modern nations. Rarely if ever, in any
other modern nation has any great social or political principle

than any other the working out on a great scale of a multi-

been carried out with remorseless logic to its final results.

tude of political and social theories and problems which

In England neither monarchy, nor aristocracy, nor democracy
dzvea4e.e.,Q
has been thus ca.r.r.i.e.d-sut: each of these principles under the

especially interest the modern world. It is for this reason
cm,Lu,440that oneA, historian has declared that the two events best
-

Bnglisk -,enstitution has been made to check and mOdify-,the
others. In Germany the monarchy, 'strong as it, oncewas, was
checked first, by the Church and. Feudalism, afterward by the
.representative system and the bureaucracy.

Even in Russia a

under Louis XVI and Louis Philippe;- moderate republicanimn
under the iegislativeissemblv

theoretical - autocracy has been checked by officialism. In
,6rAh/i/t<
arAXlogical
result of
our own country
54140-K
each. The gefts of the people has hitherto forbidden it,. and
00.0,04,
the Constitution of the United States wasAfar more to check

man a living under Louis Blanc;-- anarchy under the Commune;-

democracy than to promote it.

the despotic sway -ot supernatural religion under Lbuis XIV

But in France almost every political doctrine has at

- unbridled despotic
Club.-- unbridled_dictatorship under the Committee of Public'
Safety;-- socialism and the theory that the State owes every

the sway of natural religion under the Theophilanthropists

Mlle time been carried out to its extreme logical consequences

and development without any religion at all in the last days

Unbridled aristocracy under feudalisM;-- absolute monarchy,

Of the Convention;-- all of these principiis,, ideas systems,

claiming that the nation exits foV it alone under Richelieu

have been carried out in France to 'their logical consequen-

and the three Bourbons for whom he paved the way;- absolute

ces and have made that history which was culminating or

honarchY, claiming that it exists for the nation alone under

beginiling jamertra-hrInditd-yeetre-49to at the time to which I

the first and third Napol6ons; limited monarchy

shall presently invite your attention.
Subordinate principles have also been pushed in
France to their logical extremes. Take one example out of
many. The theory as to the power of government to issue and
give value to paper money was carried out to the most extreme
point which ems. apostles of 'unlimited paper currency have
04.41444.4..
ever advocated. It was developed with psaiSect logic until
there had been an issue of 4000 millions of francs of which
25000 millions were in circulation at one time with a nominal
purchasing power equal at least to the same number of dollars

'

of our 'land .and tilte, and with the perfedtly logicaiT result
_
that its real purchasing , power came to be virtually nothing.
. This Characteristic lOgic of French history is well
illustrated in their public assemblies.. Many an Englishman
or American has dmatitto4a read with genie , feeling of contempt 4..
accounts of waves of fury sweeping through various French
assemblies-, - yet these are incident to those same . French
qualities of acuteness and logical sequence in thought.

If

Hence it is that we have in France rwith theA revolution•
alA=4.0ftv4Axwmph.ogm^t:
ary period as
"—
" -.1w _almost every known exsoeruk-c--1-"
--ft41744
-3 1:64-etil
periment social , and ', political 43.etri-iefttutt 1,G
VO-PriAltr5'.

Almost every principle, noble, or ignoble, great or

petty, heroic or baee, reasonable or futile wise or f What
to6g-_11114427„.. 1
has been thus carrier OUt g7 generally in a short space of
,time so that we are able to see the beginning, middle, and
end of its evolution 4,wit49-1044qr-tikn..41.44 ,1e Revolutionary '
t 01444-4.L4.

in an American or English assembly a member makes a bitter

and witty allusion, it generally penetrates the minas of his

periments.
Still another reason for piesentig the subject at this

fellow-members , but . gradually and slowly,- it requires an ,
appreciable time for its whole 'significance to be understood.

time is the great mass of original material of all sorts now

The individuals in American and English legislative assem-

available but formerly more or less obscured by partisan

ea44-4wm

blies are like the lftrgeo grains of

powder:- ignition

passion or hidden by individual pr family pride.

begins and spreads comparatively slowly from each to each:
it requires an appreciable time to extend through the mass
and the result- is rather a series Of stimulating detonations
,
than a disastrous explosion. In a French assembly on the
other hand, a bitter witticism spreads through the mass
instantaneously:- like lightening through--..- ..-a powder:- all
the individual Particles take

an instant and some

'disastrous explosions hmator at times resulti4.

. I began*to..read and reflect on this great period and it has
been 'with me, during many visits to France and during a ,large
acquaintance with men whose memories have embraced much of
. the revolutionary history, a go-cA pleasure to accumulate .
-

original materials Of various Sorts. Upon. these I shall draw
from time to time - bringing some of them before my audience
as a means of illustration.

To those special students more

.fdeeply interested I shall be .glad to exhibit, .and . discuss them
with more care and in detail.

The American or Englishman who spends a fortnight on the
bouleuards ao:cepts this statement as part of his creed:- yet

Finally there is another reason for the presentation of
this subject at this time, which seems , to me aspecially
I- believe that the -day has at last come When we may
hope for a better understanding of the French people and

nothing is more utterly untrue. Among no people in the world
is there a deeper family feeling, in none is there- a more
beautiful family life; in none are fathers more frequently
seen entering into the pursuits of their sons; in none do
both father and mother more cheerfully submit to a life of

Down to a very recent period
.

the sources of our knowl-

edge have generally been either French partisan Ocpicturesque
writers of genius like Thiers . or'Louis Blanc, or Tame, , or,
still worse prejudiced English writers like Burke and Alison.
It is not too much to say that the general opinion of thinking: men in America regarding the French Revolution, its
causes and its consequences has been mainly English Toryism
and water. American treatises on that great period have
, generally been mere dilutions of English Tory histories. In
judging of French events, or even in judging of French soci-

ety in otr own tine Anglo-Saxon peoples have constantly to ,
be on their guard against political and social superstitions.

privation, in order to secure a higher education for a son
or an increased dower for a daughter.
Another superstition is that the French people are given
over. entirely to the love of pleasuye. The foreigner who
dabbles in the scum which floats upon the surface of Parisian
society, for a few weeks, believes this yet in no other
country is the peasantry more saving, in none do heads of
families more readily and cheerfully stint themselves to give
better opportunities to their children; in none does the
whole - mass of citizens submit more 'willingly to heavy taxation
for anything which in arms or art, or science,; or literature
may add some little to the real or supposed glory of the na-

Take some of the commonest of these which, we hear
reiterated day by day in all the moods and tenses; and first
of these the statement that 'there is no family life in Franca I

Still another superstition is that the FrenCh are friv,
olous, and this superstition obtains in face of the fact .
that in science, literature, and art, they have always had
Controlling representatives of the most sober .thought..

e Andrew Crckson White

IT)

In art the deepest and Most thoughtful school in the world
,today is that of France The nation which has so recently
produced the religious pictures of Flandrin and Paris de
Chavannes the historical pictures of Paul Delaroche, Horage
Vernet, and Gerame, the military pictures of Regnault, De Neu-

Weakness among individuals the fact still remains that French
administration in general has in it an honesty, a straightforwardness, a transparency, and an excellence of results
both as regards political morality and general well-being
which some nations that pretend to far more might well pray

yule, and Detaille, and the music of Gounod and saint Saens
foin

0'

P1

whatever else may be said of it, is certainly not frivitous.
The lighter pursuits of which a stranger sees most, are but
the edges and fringes of French civilization. The -passing
traveller sees the light froth perhaps of the Lorette quarter
but he sees nothing of the statesmen, the economists the
historians, the poets, the men of science,the painters, the
sculptors of the Latin quarter. He sees perhaps a play at
the Palais Royal, but Pasteur in his labratort,---Leon Say in
his Study, or Bonnat in his atelier he does not see. Of Zola
he hears much; of Henri #lartin terszextfazaii. andodanfreY and
Daudet and Legouve and a multitude of others constantly
adding to the noblest thought of the world he hears nothing.
Still another superstition insthat the french

are

politically incapable. It is true thi their logical habit of
developing - principl6s to extremes has led to calamities and
catastrophes,liott Prandh administration today is an example

France is today administerethas an individual Would
.administer his own vast estate:.
The sources of its great rivers are not allowed to be denuded of forests, its ,rivers and harbors are not left to
haphazard legislation,its' great industries are not paralyzed la
by uncertainty whether demagogueism or doctrineism will
unbalance or annihilate them. Its fortresses fleets, and
'.armies are made fully what is needed. Every internal communication, every public work, is made as perfect as it can
be made, and plans are made for the development of this great
national estate for years to come with clearness and fullness.

If such superstitions have existed regarding the current
condition of French society, how much more inveterate have

they naturally been as to French history.
Even where there have been some modifications of

to the world. No one doubts its probity, no one doubts its
excellence. Grant that centralization has produced. political

The Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell University

r

ion ma*1 be considered happy whip ha0,cat
of ,American thought by GERMAN historians of a-. :high grade,
straighte forward,'oapable;Nand oallure
like Von Sybel, this Same bias against the French nation has

s

a mahp.,,, ?resident Ca1not. It is in this geierdl belief

been strengthened. Thorough and honest - 4A the leading Ger-

regarding the value Of French history, that 'I take up the
man historians. are, it is a question whether any one of
subject which T shall Have the honor of presenting to you.
them, except Ranke, has ever been able todiscuss French
That subject is the HISTORY OF THE CAUSES OF THE FRENCH
history largely and impartially.
REVOLUTION'. I take up the CAUSES of the RevOution because .
.14y own belief is. that the.citiiensof- this republic*.
they are an inddepensible preliminary to the history of the
ought On many accounts, to be interestedin..._the history of
• $4,14.4.
the French republic, ought to dralary good. inspirations

evolution itself, and of modern times and because they ire :r
more difficult to get at, in sources usually accessible,

from it, ought to learn many lessons_from it and aboveall
than the later eventt.
Ought to be able to discust it largely and fairly. There 10
The first part pfthis subject which I shall present

no clash between their interests and ours; there is a sym-

will be the Institutions Of France before the vvolution:: .
pathy which ought to guarentee impartiality; there are some
and first of theseTI shall now take ,up the French ,MONARCHY.
experiences of ours which throw light on theirs and some of
traditions
I
Monarchy in France had a long -development;its
theirs which throw light on ours.
come partly from barbarian.chieftains„ ji-;rtly from Roman
•
.Empetors„btt the first strong foundations of absolutism4ere

The French 'people have great qualities: but, like all
other nations,they have the defects of their qua] itie s.

laid by Charles VII and Louis XI in the XV century when they
secured as their own the power of the purse and the sword;_
the taxing Power and the cOntro1,44a-ily-411-1-imttli; of t144.standing army. The final work in deVelQping these foundations
of absolutism. w s accomplished:by.,Richflieu. He was undenicountry,
ably one of the two greatest statesman that France has ever
lic taught by history, chastened by adversity, will develop
produced to the otherI: shall introduce you l&e in a
-

..140:.,:pornething ..,rfobler than • it has yet -,attained. •

apers Cornell Univers!

::;71?

.•

.

•

monarchy

in France, and

a

r

of all abso- .

lute monarchy y throughout Europe - with he French Revolution

By Richtlieu the last of the main restraints upon kingly

and other revolutions at the end. of it. Su,ah was the theory

power wore broken down.

taught Louis in his childhood and, as he went on this theory

Under his far inferior successor , Cardinal Mazarin, the
fundamental theory of absolutism was maintained and. instilled

mind the French Church has produced, wrote a work entitled

into the mind of Louis XIV when a child.

Of this process there remains in the Imperial library at

The title Of Christ is given to Kings and we see them every-

St Peters-burg an evidence very remarkable. There amont the

where in Scripture called.. the Christs or ' annointed of the

papers brought from Franc to Russia during the Revolution
there was once shown me thee copy book used by Louis XIV in his

thou thus.' 1)111:Kings, ye are gods i.e. ye have in your author-

fair hand the words: "Le§ rois font ce qu' ils vculent, ii

ity , ye carry upon your foreheads; ,a divine character.

faut les obeir Louis. Seven times the child - ic ing had care-

The king natumily took all this seriously and in his memoirs

fully repeated on the page the words of this copy with all a
childs care to make the letters parallel and the curves sym-

in the nation, and that whatever is in private possession is
what to use his own words; "he leaves there.

of the hand writing which

you may see attached to the Revocation of the idiot of Nantes

,at

He also d

clares that God, who has given kings to men, wishes that
they be respected as his lieutenants reserving any examina-

n the arch ves at Paris , he most ill-stdrred public docu-

the germ of - the theory and . practise of, great absolute moL-

he literally claims as we have seen, that he has the absolute
control of all life and the absolute ownership df all property

etrical, absorbing at the same time the absolute theory of
f7ZZic
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royal power. Few documents

ment in modern istory. But there was far more than that:
a.44.
for in those
lines 'upon that..embrowned paper . was

Lord' ,. but the prince gives ab'count to no human being for
anything which he commands. No one can say to him why doest

childhood. In this at the head of one r age are written in a

There

Politics drawn from Holy Scriptures In it are these words,

tion into their conduct for himself alone. "The will of God
t.

d that whoever is born a subject shall obey without question.

C4a.

•

formerly made before the statues of their emperors: °
After this one ceases to wonder at verses like those Of-

The great writers of the time joined in this deification

Beranger on the surprise of the Almighty at finding out

and Corneille, Racine, and Maliere did not 'hesitate in var-

casually and for the Dirst time what powers monarchs and

]OUS dramas, one oh rà1bhibicl subject, to make the immorality

great churchmen were .claiming that he had given them.

and illicit relations of the great king still further points

With perfect juktice did Blackstone class France and.

of resemblance . between him and. sundry bibical personges and

Turkey together as the two states in which individual liberty
Olympic gods.
w-as most completly destroyed. Nor can we be surprised at the
.surnminp. up of the. whole matter ; attributed to Louis XIV 'in the ,'

--The_ Church consecrated the idea that the king had the
,
.
gift of miracles and could cure the kind,- evil by the simple

Etatc' est mod.. ° ("See' Memoir 'of Lou .js XIV Oreyss
,
edition; also Rambaud_ i vol II ch.
See At:4k in Leafy Vol V.)

touch of his -royal hand. It was believed that miracles were

words :

thus wrought even by kings who were much more likely to corn,
municaie a taint than to remove it. Louis XIV at his coron-

Under the grand monarch the people accepted fully this
preaching and these pretentions. The'cpeOPI.,e q.lwa.ys do that

ation thus touched '2500 persons. Louis' Contemporary, Charles

AT FIRST; the' danger comes when. they begin to THINK upon

II of England, also a dangerous ,person to touch ilaid his

these things. That danger had not arrived in the time of

royal hands upon, it is said, 100000 People during his reign.

Louis XIV. During.' his lifetime statues were ,erected to him,
in all or nearly all the great cities of France, and in Paris
colossal stntues and arches of triumph. Louis was represented
as Hercules or as Apollo. His emblem was the sun. The statue
of Louis XIV in Paris trampling under his horse the people
vanquished and—in chains was, al, times, literally worshipped,
men making obeisance to it and illumi.ne.ting i.t with lanterns
like tapers about an idol. The Abbe de Choisy sa.ys,

Even poor James II in his exile thus wrought cures.
r

With a theory which thus made royalty a lieutenancy of
the Almighty on earth, every institution which '.. ,even seemed
to stand in its way must be rooted out. As Richflieu had
broken down the old remains of self government in most of the
provinces and. established "INTENDANTS," as they were called
men of the lesser nobility,. without any of the independence
,
their class and who governed directly as the servants of the

men made all the prostrations before these which the pagans

••••

king so in 1692 Louis XIV abolished the right of electing
.municipal functionaries, governing the towns from -theeapital;
finally Selling municipal-offices.to.raise money. Thus a new
step was taken in the direction of rooting out all political
education

he nobles in the prOvinces, andhe

bourgeoisie in the cities. Absolutism thus drested itself
ever more and more logically .

Under Louis XV the theory of absolutism bloomed out in
new forms. It was developed in his mind also at the earliest
moment possible. While in his boyhood he was fearfully ill.
Upon his recovery he went to render thanks at Notre Dame.
4Efter the ceremony a vast multitude surrounded the Tuilleries
lit

to congratulate th44.--k-ing. He is led out upon the bal=
cony. The great court and the surrounding galleries are full.
Astfar as eye can reach,lthe ground, the windows of the houses
the roofs, and chimneys are covered with people. From all
these come the cry, 'long live the king."
The Marshal de Vilieroy, who presents the king, now speaks:

"Si re, you see all that crowd all this people all this mass,
it all belongs to you. It is yours; you are master of ,it.
You can do with it anything you please.
From these same windows seventy years later, Louis XV1,1':a
Was

shown to another crowd. This time the king wore a red

11Mberty • cap: this time the crowd cried °Vivo' la lanterrie.
This theory under Louis XV not only blooms but bears'

f ruit. The Abbe Terray, his minister of finance, in order to
justify some of his monstrous financial oppressions said:
'learn, sir, that the goods and chatttfrof the people are
the goods and chatt . of the king: and that the debts of the
king are the debts of the state.,"
The fruit of.th0P theory
finally becomes so ripe that all thinking men except the
great churchmen and statesmen, see that it is sure to fall.
There had,it is true, come up a witty expression of a
new theory, "the French monarchy is

a

despotism tempered by

epigrams." It is true public opinion expressed in epigrams o k
did . something. There were some cases like that of the
Count of Charolais who, as Lacretelle seis,
amused himself
A
by picking off with his riflo the tilers from the lofty roof
of his chateau. It MS such a pastime for him to see them
tumble that he was not punished. Still as a. general rule
despotism was restrained by Public opinion from the complete
development of the bloody Turkish system.
All other features of despotism except wanton bloodthirstiness it developed fully. The king, prompted by
numbers of coungollors and courtiers gave edicts and ordinan-

Wig?.
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ces which were .laws to the kingdom at his own will without
any legislative suggestion or intervention. There was a

short breath thisabsolute formula, put into his mouth by his

nominal restraint by the Parliment of Paris: that body had,

spiritual advisor.

as you will hereafter see the right of refusing to register

an edict but the king had then the right to force them to
register it by a "bed of justice.

The king taxed the nation at h s p,leasure ordered loans
without the consent of any assembly, formed commissions,
iSsued. warrents.for. all purposes on his 'own_account.
WO/1 st of all he issued the LETTERS DE CACHET i.e. by

Although the king owes no account of his conduct to
any one save God alone, he declares that he repents the scant,*
dal which he has given his subjects. Nov does the assertion
of the monarchial theory carried to iLs ultimate consequences
end with the death. of Louis XV. He was by far the worst and a
a
most despic ble king ever known in Framer
hear haw the
'leaders in the French: Church spoke of him Truth, justice,

half a dozen words on a Scrap of paper he couldin time of

honesty, decency, have no right where he is mentioned.(Oite

perfectpeace unauthorized by any law or construction Of la*,
%
order the imprisonment of or the release df any person in

from collectAf sermon).(See Alisdk Dumas, and Rambaud.)
<
Louis XVI now receives the absoluteltheory and tries to

France, or in any French colony in the remotest isle of th

live by it in an honest, gentle way. To some remonstrances of

.sea specifying no reason, appointing no trial,- nay, more,
these letters were at one time made out mn blank, has mistresses and pets gave them as presents or sold them to be
:filled out as the buyer pleased.
This theory of absolutism.LOuis XV bolds fast, even
in thehour of death.
For he is called on to make a last confession. The world'
is fast fading from ham,the great dark future begins to open
before him Hear him. He stammers and-1.rthles , with:his last

the Duke of Orleans he says: This thing is legal because I
Irish it.
But with poor Louis XVI times had changed. The frightful bigotry of the last years of Louis XIV) the frightful
debauchery of Louis XV hart undermined this growth of
absolutism. It had become ripe, it had fallen to the ground,
and lay rotting there, only waiting for the revolution to
put it out of sight

VIA

hi2rre

•74,

22.
2
It had gone logically through thecircle from all power to no

Meantime Louis XVI, wAile thee4lrica11y accepting absolutl
asm practicallY

power and by a normal and necessary evolution from its own

more: and more to develop a. constitu-

principles.

tional and limited monarchy. But the poison of unchecked

Look next at the COURT Its home was represented by

.absolute power had done its work. The foundations of:absol-

most sumptuous palaces in all parts of France; the Waal of

utism had been .laid so firmly by Charles VII when he :Secured
1:AlLe

all being Vhrsailles. There the C .6114 was in all its glory.

taxing power in the nation and the absolute control of

There MS an army, cavalry', and infantry of ten thousand
the army, the absolutist theory and practice had been so
men as a guard, four .thousand servants of every rank did duty
fully developed under. Ric lieu-and Mazarin and Louis XIV
in the palace and about it. There were five thousand horses

that it had largely eaten out of France all capacity for

in the stables. The number of departments and functionaries

practical life. A process had thugone on corroding - the

connected with the pleasures of the kn and , court is beyond
counting.

real strength of the monarchy, just .s similar absolutism in
the Church of France had eaten out its strength. The mon-

The etiquette is amazing. At the time of Louis XIV it has
cone to its /ght. It is really a
atferellit of the

archy had become so powerful that it had crushed allopposition broken down all power of individual initiative in poll-

king-even in his most ordinary actions and functions. The
ticalmatthrs and at last closed its work- under Louis XV by
accounts given by such chroniclel5 as St. Simon ) Dangean and t
the like ) reveal detaily's in this worship beyond belief.

dealing a fatal blow at ordinary social morality. As we aPrfq
proaCh. the Revolution, we shall see the monarchy of LciliS XVI

To the court the high nobles came in flocks, leaving their

try to undo. this work of its prede.,cessor, arid. we shall note

splendid hotel —in Paris, their chateaux in the country thus

the cause of its failure. We may simply anticipate by saying

becdiaea non-resident nobility, drawing all the money

that the absolute monarchy having weakened every other import-

possible from their peasantry, spending as little as possible

ant political fordo vn France had at last so weakened itself

among them, ruining themselves in gambling and emulation with

as to make its efforts' to reform the French state futile.

each other in luxury at the court. By the Gourt the loose
47
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morals. of the king were.imitated,and ommUnicat d to the
lesser nobles and, through them transmitted with . new.sanction:
.AG

&MAO

Joseph 11 visited him hewasastonished to find that Louis had
never visited the Hotel des Invalides and had no direct

the people at large. • Then too
knowledge of severd of the most important institutions at his

at the Court the great lady favorites lorded it. The king at
capital.
times tries to escape from the fearful burden of Court etiYou see then more clearly lhow absolutism has completed
quette - he even builds sumptuous palaces at Many and elsewhere as retreats from it.. All to no purpose. Sturdy king

its vicious circle.from all power'rto no power and by the
-^
logical development of its own inherent principle.

Frederick the Great, fighting ahd working all his life for
( For a list of works on the subject of the Court, several
Prussia once remarked in his dry way that if he were king of

of which have been consulted regarding this lecture, see

France, his first edict would be to establish another king
Rambaud. vol. II. at the end of chap. I. )
who should take his place at court. So engrossing does the I:I
Court become in its worship of absolutism with its logical

Look now at another main division in the state, as the
selfishness of ages had forced it upon Louis XVI

the

results of fitting forms and ceremonies and festivals and
NO8ILITY. The prevailing theory was that France embraced
order of rank in presentation, with the luxury; the gambling;
three great classes, or as they were called, three "estates'
the etiquette, the ten thousand frivolities and nothings, thev
theAlergY, Nobility, and the Third estatb,or the people.
arrangment of trivial details,the settlement of petty disputed
Therefore all outside the clergy is devided between two
that the king had finally no time left for

gov-

.great classes, and in every day life these were known as

ernment.
NOBLESSE and as roturiers-

nobles and base born.

Louis XV gave nominally about anhour a day to his real
The pretentions of the nobles - the smallest aswell as
duties as ruler, and most of his ministers gave little more.
the greatest, from the petty Hobereai,or starveling country
No man was more anxious to devote himself to improving 113'
hds kingdom than LOUIS XVI, and he had made himself remarkably familiar with its geography, but when his brother-in-law

squire to the princes of the rL blood are stupefying.A strikin
f t

XhibitiOn of these was made at the States General of 1614,

The nobles had sent up 'CAH1ERS DE DOLEANCES, specifications
o grievances.

gc-40'&0
Among these noble grievances were specified the weaAing of

.

8Ubdovided

Ahe....nobil:ityby:.barrierS. -Of vanity into ..old an

new nobles, and- theseagain into a multitude of classes nd

embroidered and laced clothes by the base-born, wealthy

ranks,

merchants and others . their keeping of dogs, and the like:

nobilitir .of - the•Robc, orT'Ifjw7.re nobility, and . the peopl e at

but what scandalized the nobility most of all was that sundry

'large These letter were again subd a videdTinto a . great num

orators
of the Third. Estate had dared, in the fervbr of speech
,
to allude to the nobles as brothers.
You see that this gulf between the two orders is wide
and deep: even as far back as the buildini2 up of the absolute
monarchy by Richelieu. Louis XIV makes the gulf deeper and
wider still; Louis XV goes on in the same direction; and,
strange to say, Louis XVI goes even further.
So it came about that there were to be no more bishops
and upper clergy save from the nobility; no admissions into
eau,.

the royal military

444140.1

save of such as could show titles

of nobility for four generations.
This was the rule. There was here and there an exception.
matter of fact there were three bishops not of noble

base -horn by barriers of wealth and - Occupation into -

p. etty.ov.ipiotig 411 working at crosspurposes , until

AJi.ore seemed lost: all 'idea of a ..coMMonoduntry; Of - a common
interestand almost of 4 common humanity. De Tocque*lle.lays
stress on the splitting up of Interests and loss of common
interest in the ,Country as one of the worst curses of the
ancient Regime.
This confusion caused P erpetual evilsjprompting malice,
and thwarting all manly efforts for reform. But a still
greater evil was iiiaquqlat in fundamental rights especially
that main great gulf between nobles and base-born.
To the nobles as you have seen

were a multitude of 4Nig

privileges., They alone as a rule were eligible to elevated
positions at court, in the army and navy, and in Lilo Church.

birth when the revolution broke out) but the rule ever more

In case of punishment a noble was beheaded while a man of

and more oppressive, ever more and more offensive, was this

ordinary birth was hanged. The children of nobles were allow-

to the nobles, all honor and profit to the people all

ed to cut short their studies at the universities and they

len and burdens.
Thus was the French nation divided into tio.natiOns an

!...great gulf of hatred and envy.
But to make 'con usion worse, each of these divisions was

alone, as a rule were admitted to the military schools.
To the nobles also was exemption from the great mass of

axes, imposts, duties, and burdens which bore with all the
the nobility and Might engage in a great number of useful
more crushing weight upon the third' estate.
. and honorable pursuits. In France At was tar Otherwise.
But worse than all this, they were exempt from the exerEvery lezitimate descendant of the pettiest noble -was a 'noble.
cise of ordinary humanity. You shall see this more fully,
The consequence was that throughout' the land . there were mul

when I speak of the loondition of the people. They were also

titudes of nobles, wretchedly poor, but not one of them could

exempt from ordinary justice'.

. engaFe in any useful :,work without derogation, involving loss 6

. The Marquis of Cour ce 1 1 eb a noble, and Resta ing , not
noble

committed a. crime together. Ro'stilleg

of nobility and virtual infamy.

aro-,

hanged,
Attempts were
_ made to induce
commerce. It was ordered that to embark hi:trade should not

Courcelles , escapeAwitilltwo years in a convent.

be considered derogatory to noble birth. Books were printed
crimes and outrages bile of them combining three crimes to help on the idea. One of them La Noblesse Commercante,

arson, attempted murder and worse j , for each of which the pun-

is very striking. Its frontispiece, showinc: a noble going with
ishment inflicted on a roturier was death. .De Fronsac e sbales and boxes on board a ship with -tho, grand manner of the

capes ffiunflahment.
.

old regime, is a. treatise in itself. All to no purpose. The

The Marquis de Sale tortures one of his victims at his
castle and. ileaves her to starve.

instinct the ideas in which the nobility were bornand lived
She escapes by a Mad jump

from a wiiidOiiv, :breaks -hor-tbighTed-tait8-hergelf-fOr. life.

forbade them to render any service save as officers or court
--

lackeys. (See Rambaud, II p 75: also the Abbe Coyer

-De Sade is punished by six Weeks imprisonment. (See SOuvenirs
de Crequy; also Dumas.).
To the nobility was assigned, as a rule no useful
official functions; and in their official positions they had

above.)
Effort ,after effort was made

prove to the nobles that

they must yield some little to the times that their priVil:
2,
ages implied duties; that they must give up Some little of

come to be condidered rather ornamental than useful. lin
the inequalities some little of their exemption from ordinary
England the nobility with all their faults took a real part
in the government
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morality. *They scorn the idea their honor was involved; they
were the nobility. Should plain lawyers and doctors and. , man:nfacturers and artisans be like unto them? SO they approach

drawing them into the court, makine, them a futile non-resident
nobility, and Louis XV had completed this evolution by . degrad-

the Revolution,,,brave j.44-etelbut

ing them in the estimation of, all thinking me, ,making them I

and how Many of them think you that there were

the frivolous partakers of his, pleasures and trea.ding down

The . population of France at that time was about ttentirlti
four 'Millions; and the number of these who claimed to be the

almost the last remnant of their moral force.
Under LouisXIV they had. at leatt been ornamental. Under

nobility;-who- for their petty, pretended rights must thrust

Louis XV even this poor tribute could hardly be paid to them.

down vast acknowledged \ rights - Who for the security of

They too 'showed the same logical development of heedless self-

the ir property in serfs and peasantry must injure all other

ishness
ishness and devotion to class interests shown by other bodies

artrem1.4getl. property, who insisted on keeping back . the effort

i n the state. They too thus helped to -make. the Revolution

of an age freighted with such great hopes;-who must try to

inevitable.

c17ft =-

.stay the very hand of God,.who must rule or ruin, their
number) in all) wa.s about 150 thousand.,linfortanately for
them the 24 mill ions. were becoming ,aware of this

We

shall soon See an argument based upon it in the 41amie:ms pamphl t of Sieyes on "The Third Estate.
To sum u hen as regards the nobility. It had. begun
in the early ages of France with a reason for its exista.nce:
The nobles had been the ria izv.1 leaders of the people,- their
iwaltar..targ . They had "'abused h pos ition, and royalty, .especially ,under Richflieu, had. crushed .them and taken 4,1wety
real function from them , Louis XIV had continued the work by

n this time
:asked two questions: first, why present in the United States
441411

Period in the history of France;

in all times the French Revolution must be to every

secondly, why present

:at the end
fully than any other the working out on a great scale of a
the eighteenth t e,N4iia46
multitude of political and social problems aricktZleories which
, These

questions are pertinent, and the answer shall be
especially interest the modern world.

It ' 'for this reason

explicit.
that one historian has declared that the two events best Worth
To the first question tie old relations between our own
studying in the history of humanity are the Downfall of Rome
Republic and France in the last century give one answer.
and the French Revolution, and that another historian has inThose relations did something to shape American ideas in the
sisted upon the CrUsades .

• the French Revolution as the

mind of Thomas Jefferson, and still more, to shape French
most important subjects of Iristorl.cal study.
id eas

in the minds of those who took the lead in the French

And if I might

be allowed to adcl,my own opinion I would . say that the French

Revolution.
Revolutionary Period ranks with the development of
Another answer can

found in t1 .

that the
.•• Greece the rise and fall of Rome, the destruction Of feu-

United States and -France have Or ought to have a certain com-.
dalism
Mon feeling, since they are to-day the two great republican

erty in England and the building up of constitutional liber -

experiments of the world,.
ty in the United States, as the ^ worthy A Subjects of modern
As to the second question

why take up tjiis subject
7144144x.
now,
the answer may be much more full.
Thest14% 1444, ,centen.
. /A
'
nial anniversadirOf the French Revolution; thept
A was the cul-

historical study; the,most surgestive of thought; ellthe

most pregnant With fruitful 'knowledge.
gives to the Study of the French Revolutionary

mination of a vast' history preceding, and in it
Epoch

to all thinkers upon political and social sub.-

the germs of a vast history followinglAwhic h
The peculiar combination of
during the last hundred years" r\
A
Ronan Teutonic

and Celtic elements in the French character:.

hours will not be wasted in studying some of the Main Ties,has made them perhaps the most 61-earheaded.people in the
tions which it has IS.4-.104-f.6r.a.

•
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world;

theirlanguage ons. of' the most lucid mediums of hu-

under Louis XVI and Louis Philippe;

man thoughttheir course
of . lpelitical
social, arid relig7:
,
,

under the legislative assembly and the first days of the C

.ious action the most logical-known among modern nations.

-

moderate republicanism

vention;

unbridled despotic democracy under the Jacobin

Rarely if ever, in any other modern nation has any great so,
cial or political principle beencarried Out with 'remorseless

Club;

logic to itti final results

man a living, under Louis Blanc;

Safety;

In England neither Monarchy

unbridled dictatorship under the Committee of Public
sobialism and the theory that the State Owes every
anarchy under the Commune,

nor ariatocracy, nor democracy has been Atarried . out

the despotic sway of supernatural religion ,under Louis XIV

e.14.4impa.c.041.141gAra.sieadh Of these pr. Oiciples under the Eh

the sway of natural religion under

3-ish,ConStitution has been made to cheek and.thedify_thethers
In Germany the Monarchy, strong as it Once' Was ., was checked
.
. .
first, by the Churchand
Feudalism, afterward by the
,
- - reptesentative System and the bureaucracy.

Even in . Russiaa the-

oretica autocracy has been Checked by officialism.

In our

Iroaffi

.

n

'A

the - Theophilanthropists,' and development without any re-

ligion,at.all in the last days of the Convention;-- all of

these principles, ideas, systems, have been , carried'out:in,
.
j
r:Prance to their logical consequences, and have
- made that history which Was. culminating or beginning just a hundred Years

4.4-o

own country napiiiiAleaftegm=nd democracy bazte, never been car-

ago , a t the time to whith-I shall presentiY invite your atten-

ried out to the despotism which is 4.e logical resul aS=e121016.

tion.

The genius of the people has hitherto forbidden it, and the
Constitution of the United States was made far more to check
democracy than to promote it.
But in France almost every political doctrine has at
some time been carried out to its extreme logical consequences.

Unbridled aristocracy under feudalism;-- absolute mon-

archy, claiming that the nation exists for it alone under
Richelieu and the three Bourbons for whom he paved the way;
absolute monarchy, claiming that it exists for the nation
alone under the first and third Napoleons;

limited monarchy
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LIBRARY:OF.THE
LELAND STANFORD JUNIOR UNIVERSITY
PALO ALTO, SANTA CLARA CO., CAL.

II.--FRENCH INSTITUTIONS BEFORE THE REVOLUTION:
(Second Part.)
The Nobility:--Noblesse and Roturiers,--pretensions of the
former as shown in the cahiers de doleances,--eXtension of their
rights to positions in State and Church,--effects of the , gulf
between nobles and base-born,--divisions in the nobility itself,
exemption from taxes,--from responsibility for crime,--from ordinary humanity ; --radical difference between the nobility in England
and in France,--faint attempts to make the latter useful,—their
number,--a logical development here also
2, Assemblies of the Nation. (a) Parl_aments:--Inequalities
between them,--the parliament of Paris,--purchase of judgeships,-independence thus secured,--value of this,--mixture of functions,registration of edicts,--weakness of the parliament against strong ,
kings or ministers.
(b) Assembly of Notables:--How.chosen,--usefulness under Richelieu and as:PuIfiess afterward.
(c) Provincial Estates:--Destruction of thni under Richelieu and Louis XIV,-futile attempts to revive them under Louis XVI. (d) The StatesGeneral:--Its composition,--its uncertain character,--its long disUse.
30 The General Administration:--The chief ministers,--strange
mixture of functions,--sale of offices,--sinecures.
4. Military Administratioh:--Favoritism,--sinecures,--re- ,
striction of commands to nobles,--first result,--comparison of
the early generals with the later,--second result,--the leaven in
it of men who had fought in the American Revolution.
50 The Administration of Justice:--The jungle of antiquated
customs and laws,--bad theories and practices common to all,--tortare in procedure,--absence of ordinary safeguards,--torture in
'punishment,--cases-of Damiens and De la Barre,--theyheel,--the
prisons,--the galleys,--efforts at reform by Beccaria,.Thomnsius )
and Voltaire,--opposition by the higher lawyers and clergy,--main
grounds of this opposition by each
G. The Administration of Finances:--Carelessness of the State
credit,--costliness of this policy,--inequalities in taxation,—c
the taille,-- the radical and fundamental evil of the old French
taxation,--contrainte solidaire,--growth of taxation during the
i wars of Louis XIV and his successors,--typical special taxes,--the
mabelle,--the farming of the taxes,.--system of protection by frontiers ; monopolies and trade privileges.

I turn ON to ::the assemblies of the Nation with which

that a son-in-law might find one of them in the dowry of his

it approaches the Revolution. The first of these were the

wife, might thus find among her weddinr presents, among laces

Parliments. These were high courts of justice with sundry

and jewels", the judicial right to torture, hang, and quarter

vague, quasi-legislative functions of which I shall speak

his fellow subjects. (See RaMbhad II p. 140.) These posit4I

presently: and there_were 13 of them in all, sitting in sundry

ions were bought and sold In the reign of Louis XIV SOW of

of the larger cities.

them were sold as high as five hundred thousand and even
Mora,.
91,4,a47.-

In the extent of their jurisdiction we see the same inequalities as in the jurisdiction of various prelates and governors.

But this buying of judgeships was mainly kept in'aerl;ain

The Parliment of Paris had to do with ten millions of people,

families which, though considered as Roturier, or base-born,

the Parltment of Toulouse with three millions, the Parliment

had acquired what was called the Noblesse de Robe or lawyer

of Rouen with two millions, the Parliment of Pau with 250 000.

nobility. You will be surprised to learn that not only modern

Chief of all on account of its central position, nearness
to the seat of power, and extent of sway,- the only body of

Tories like Alison condider this constitution of the Parliae,
ment good, but that even Montesquif and Burke thought so.

all which really had any great importance as regards the

Burke held that this right, this property in judgeships gave

approaching struggle was the Parliment of Paris. In its

to these great courts in the ordinary course of their duties

history • it is typical
0The Parlimont
of Paris was a strange mixture both in

an independence of the Crown which otherwise they could not

composition and function. Having come into eXistence in the

have had.
There is doubtless some force in this. A great point in

14th century, it had gradually accumulated a singular combina-

these courts was their independence and independence is the

tion of relations with the state. The judgeships and other

first virtue of

positions in it were purchasable and hereditary. They could

its independence was cheap at even the highest price. The

be bequeathed by will or given away. A modern historian says

most costly, most ruinous =0 institudonnation can have

court The court was indeed costly but

is a cheap judiciary. The position of the members of the
--MMWT054Ww P

when the king was very weak and the people very strong. In
Parliament of - Paris was . so high . and secure that they coald be
just: and fairness, justice and independ enc e be came. the ir.- .
boast, their poiht of honor and, to a certain extent, their
atmosphere. This atones for much of its unreasoning conser -,
vatism and bigotry.
•

Naturally many Of the judges .were Of small capacity and

low tastes... But there was an ESPRIT

pu

CORPS and , a public

opinion which restrained such men. And there were others who
to this hour rank among the glories of France and indeed, of
humanity. Of these were die Harlay, Mole, D'Aguesseau. (See
citations in Miss Bancrofts ' essay.)
But if its mixture of principles was strange, its mix ture of functions was bewildering. The Parliament of Paris
was in its beginnings a court of justice. Then it had gained

the privilege of registering the royal edicts. Without such
.registry the royal edict was as if unpublished., therefore, by
refusal to register, the Parliament of Paris seemed to be able

general, the King, on a refusal to register, held a ' bed of
justice;: that is, he arrayed himself in full tinsel, surroun ded himself with full pomp, summoned the Parliament to the
palace, and COMMANDED then to register. Then they must obey.
f they are refactory, - showing an inclination to discuss or
remo trate, -and the King feels able, -he banishes his Parlia ment until they become Submissive, or perhaps, if he is Louis
XIV, he marche ' into the Parliament, flourishes his whip
reproaches them a ' ditious4 and orders them to register or

to look for consequences.
You see that this was 4 or body for a great nation to
rely upon against a despotism,de .0 oped by . ages of .ruling
over a people which had been for ag e s

the habit ' ofy sub-

mitta ng. '

N`N

,

But Such as it Wwi it was the only regular ' remaining .
check upon despotism. In political matters it was the only
body which even pretended to be a_check on the asplutle

to reject an edict.

monarchy.

Moreover, the discussion of odict with reference to ihek
their registration owe at times to the meetings of the Paris
Parliament some little zeMblence of free deliberation in politics. But this discussion and rejection were only effective

In religious matters it was at times useful, at times
1. The careful, conservativ9 steady-going lawyers in
f

naturally opposed zealots and fanatics, and so rendered

But unsatisfactory as the Parliamont of Paris had been,
occasionally. geed service in opposing encroachments and

public opinion was most bitter against, its suppression.
.persecutions' by - . uitrarchurchMen under the Regency and ,Louis

Thinking men -f-alt that ) bad as it was it was the only check

)(Vs. In the tatter of the Bull Unigenitus and the tickets of
•

ConfeSsion Mfought a. . good fight.'

On the Other hand its conservatism caused it to Sanction
intolerance and persecUtiaa'on-the plea of the necessity for
uniformity in religion; and these same conservative qualities

upon unbridled despotism.

The result was that Louis XVI re-established it. Then
it showed its sense of the new time by opposing every measure
looking tn the regeneration or salvation of France. The ultra
Conservatism of the lawyer caste did-its-mOrst.

Royalty ber

led it as a rule to oppose everything like reform in law and
ing Weak, Parliament felt strong Nowhere:else did the re-administration. It was alike bit -1/-r kainst the reformed

forms of TUrgot meet such steady and fatal opposition, and at

codes under Louis XIV and Turgot's reforms under Louis XVI.
last no instrumentality was More powerful in setting an ex-:
It was a. poor reliance. Sometimes love of freedom seemed
t

o flicker up in its midst, as during the Fronde or the Jans-

enist struggles.)
—
.
But if liberty flickered, selfishness blazed. The par-

ample of revolution and indeed making revolution a necessity.
This only regular checking institution then, showed iti4c. ,
self even more and more weak against despotism. Sometimes
truculent, sometimes servile, always undefined in real power,

liament loved comfort. A threat of banishment or curtailment
vain in nominal power. It was also clumsy. At the time of
of

revenues generally brought it to terms quickly. But at
its final suppression in 1789 it was divided into seven cham-

times it felt strong enouwh to make a determined resistence
bers with a great array of presidents of different ranks, a
to the King's ministers. This happened in 1771 under Louis
multitude of lower offiJ'ials; its only redeeming quality being
XV The result was that in that year, for opposition to the
apparently its picturesque appearance,-with no end of velvet
royal ministers in nearly everything good and bad, it was
robes of all colors and wigs of various construction, and a
torn up, to all appearance, root and brannh, utterly abolished
ceremonial carried to a point almost beyond human endurance.
as was supposed, forever, and a new system of courts estabAnother ckecking body was the ASSEMBLY OF THE NOTABLES.
lished in its plaqe.

This was a congress of the three estates, clergy, nobles, and

of the States-General.

Third Estate, but each of these represented by delevAtes des-

So these assemblies 'Leo were utterlyfutile, and gave

ignated by the crown. Summoned then entirely by the crown,

no political exiieriance whatever. (See Rambaud II, 549.)

it was generallu used for the crown's interest, and became

And finally the most noted assembly of all was the States-

simply a machinery for giving weight to the purposes of the
royal ministers. Richelieu summoned it and did good work with

General. This was a large body twto
composed
jat of
.
cA
JL
itt
the clergy,• Wee nobles, Athe ThirdEstate

it; but that was almost the only exception to the rule. You f:

mainly. elective.

shall again see it summoned to no good purpose whatever.
This body too is evidently a very poor reliance for liberty.
Still another institution which at first sight appeared

The States-General of France was the last resort of ministers in dire national trouble. It might be mild and lamblike, it might be fierce and lion-like., Tiont last one in

to have something of a legislative character, was that of the

1614 had been trodden down and insulted and had borne insult

Provincial Estates, or assemblies in sundry provinces. From

meekly. Yet ministers disliked the States-General, perhaps .

an early period in the history of the monarchy there had been

feared it. The interval between the last session and the one

regular constituted assemblies in various parts of France

we shall see shortly called is 175 years. The States-General

badly fettered by customs, laws, and forms; but still giving

then 83 you see, is not a weak body, but is very uncertain;

some semblence of local self-government until the absolute

it

may speak with bated breath.; it may speak in tones of thun-

monarchy of Richilieu and Louis XIV virtually destroyed them.
Under Louis XVI Archbishop Lomenie de Brienne the prime min-

I turn now to the general administration of the govern-

ister, had tried to improve mattrIrs by establishing new Prov-

ment. There were six chief ministers: but thbir functions

incial Assemblies: But this was in 1787, only two years be-

and duties were twisted and knit into each other in a way al-

fore the Revolution broke out. These assemblies had but one

most incomprehensible. Some of the secrataCiyships were

session and only sat long enough to acknowledge their own

pieced out with old feudal.privilages so as to take in things

worthlessness and to make a demand for the calling together

with which they had nothing to do, others had been, by
p_I

/

A o re Za-LiA4.2A.4.44°.
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courtesan

, u last each clerk had a chance to work only one year in three

449141e.

q COVA.0

whim, cut off from some parts of their jurisdic-

This system went On year after year. Curious among the

tion absolutely necessary to their proper working.

arlier evidences of it is an edict issued in 1709, at pres-

For example, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, correspond-

ent among the early Louisiana documents in the keeping of

ing to our Secretary of State, regulated pensions and gover-

TUlane.University at NT!, Orleans.

ned directly four great provinces of the kingdom. The Miniwr

By this the king orders the creation of a hundred offices

ter of the Royal Household had in his control alettres de

of various sorts from royal councillors to coast guards and

cachet', and of all things in the world for the Household

of 210 archers.
To make these offices more valuable the holders of them

Minister of Louis XV, ecclesiastical affairs; moreolter, he

te,

exnmpt from a large number of onerous taxes thus

governed directly five great provinces of the —kingdom. These

weakening the revenue system of the country, burdening the

arerpital examples. (See Duruy - )

administration, and increasing the disintegration of the peo-

Then too, in the midst of all the state mechanism like

ple at large by little privilages soperating the petty classes

sand in a watch, was.z-maa.s.a petty evils causing still more
;410.4-6;6.4.
,64
Ministers
all along since Richtlieu had created
difficulty. A

( See official French orders laws and regulations concerning
the Mississippi Valley for 1690- 1719 in keeping of the li-

offices to sell. The nation was thus filled with sinecures.

brary of Tulane University at New Orleans. For important

Says St Simon in his sharp dry way, "The Minister Ponctchar+,!

additions to this chapter see Cartet, Eienfaits de la Revol-

train furnished in
parchment and wax.

So much for the9PW41-1 administratiOn. As to the LOCAL

In this fashion were

administration, there was a great twofold division between the

. burials tasters of beer, wig controllers, 'and the like: all

provinces of France . onithe one hand the Pays d Etat and. on

empowered to interfere in daily commerce and to exact pay for

the other Pays .d'Election. Out of thirty-two provincial

their services. And worse remains behind. So many Clerk:

ships- in some of the government bureaus had been sold that

governments in France In the Year 1789, there were SIX which

1

c:4.4

were nominally Pays d i Etat, but really only two in which
4.440:
A-zaza? 14;:esiteit ksoi, ic41tr
local assemblies made-same7pret.oAga-0
regarding local taxes. All the remainder were known as the
Pays d Electid, and in these there was not even a pretense
of interference with arbitrary power.
In these local governments, there was a nominal headship
exercised by governors but it was nominal purely. The governor was generally a high noble enjoying many honors but
no real opportunity to influence the government with which
he was apparently charged. The real government was exercised:,

ccedsoi‘y. Here top, places were created to be sold until
there were sixty thousand officers for an army of 170 thousand
men. In the cavalry regiment>there were 142 officers of various sorts to 482 soldiers. 'Moreover these positions in the
army were absorbed by the nobility, and curiously enough, it
was Under Louis XVI: within ten years of the outbreak of the
Revolution, that this restriction was carried to its highest
point. In 1779 an edict required that every canidate for a
grade as officer in the arLillery should be of noble birth;

by about thirty Intendants, who were generally skillful bu-

in 1781 this was extended over other branches of the service,

reaucrats sent out into the provinces to work out the will of

and four generations of noble ancestors were required before

the central government at Paris as far as it was expressed,
but mainly to work out their own will.

a canidate was allowed to receive or purchase a grade.
Nor was this the worst, typical is the fact that purchases
and favoritism the Duke of Bouillon was a colonel at the age

or redress.

of eleven and the Duke of Fronsac at seven.
. As to the soldiers, they were enticed or forced into the

preted by

whether king,

Occasionally some man like Turgot exercised this power
with genius and patriotism', but gonerally it was far otherwise
See Garret, Bienfaits de la Revolution Francaise 98-136.
The administration of Military Affairs was especially
hopeless; the least place possible for merit the greatest
place •ossible for rank es eciall rank It 0 e as an

army by the vilest methods possible. The decent peasant's
sons and the refuse of the jails were crowded into the ranks
together and treated alike as food for powder. In the same

districts where a few years later under the Republic men
rushed forward in crowds to volunteer, under the old regime
young men ran away, or mutilated themselves, to escape the

worse than defeats abroad, the army. began to naNK. The ideas

ought into the ranks these soldiers of the old

tlraft.

monarchy were poorly clad in order that the money appropri-

which had taken possession of the higher ranks of society

ated to them might go to increase the wealth of favored offie,i

filtered down among the soldiers and for a year or two before

ers or contractors.

the outbreak of the Revolution it found more and more ,that
they could not be relied upon to repel any attacks which their

The first result of this was that the French army came
to be generally beaten,-as generally beaten as the Austrian

fellow citizens migbA , make upon the constituted authorities.

army has been during this century, thus far and for the

Moreover, as we shall hereafter see, there was a leaven in the

same reasons.- In the old French army as in the modern Ausa*a.4AALk
trian there was an excellent soldiery but wretched commanders
A
Commanders appointed under the idea of public place as an

army of men who had fought in the war of the American Revol-

01

•

'

Ys

I

r' •
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ution, and in the name of liberty' and equality had struggled
against royal tyranny and this leaven had begun to cause a

in

ferment of ideas among the military defenders of the crown.

object of patronage. Under the despotism of Louis Xv the

I take up next the ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. I have

great commanders of the reigns of Henry II/J. , Richklieu, and
the early days of Louis XIV had few successors - indeed at

already Sketched the parliments,- the chief courts. They had

last had no successors. The defeats of the Prench armies by

the merit in most cases of independence, but were much lost

,arlborough and Eugene were bad enough, but the defeat at

in a jungle of antiquated customs and laws and forms. In

Rossbach by "rederick the reat was perhaps the worst dis-

the inferior courts matters were just as bad. Customs laws,

grace inI the military annals of France. And yet bear in

and forms were here braided and tangled and matted together

mind that within a few years from this wretched condiiion of

so that justice was almost inextricable. There were 38 prov-

the Trench army, those armies sprang out of Trench soil, com-

inces in the kingdom, and no two alike in fundamental ideas

manded by 7renchmen which not merely defeated but annihi-

of law, customs statutes, administration, or anything else.

lated the armies of every other power in (l o nental %rope.

In the whole kingdom there were 384 different customs or sys-

Then there came a. second r s

tems of law.

a very serious result

gee 'heruel.)

But there were some great bad theories and practices in

e Andrew D ckson White

a

Cornell Universi

,
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ws.

procedure much alike in all Leaving out of view the mass

Pulled limb from limb by horses and his remains burned to

of these we may note that persons charged with crime were

ashes This was in 1757

made to undergo torture. The pi-eparitory torture, flUETIOT
PREPARATOIRE" to make them avow crime; the preliminary tor'QUESTION PREALABLE" after condemnation to make them

t

sorry for the crime. (See Rambaud II, 148-9)

sel pleading in open court, no chance to know the charge

seemed reversed. The accused was suppoSed guilty until proved
"If

I were charged with stealing the two great towers of Notre
Dame, I would run away sooner than go in to court."
And the modes of punishment were more barbaric than the
The simple punishment of death was a slight

punishment. The Freneh legal authorities persisted in retaining the old penalties
mind.

years old out at night wiuh roystering companions, broke a
wooden crucifix on the bridge of Abbeville. The companions

right hand cut off, his tongue torn out, and to be burned
alive.

against him; and there was no jury. The maxim of English law

modes of trial.

In 1766 the Chevalier de la Barre, only I(

escaped, but la 7.- arre was taken and condemned to have his

There was no alloWance to a supposed criminal of coun-

to be innocent. Said a noted personage of those tines:

p. 510.)

(See Martin gistoire de France, vol

torture of the body and torture of the

After the attempted assassination of Louis XV the ex-

Read any French history of this epoch and you will notice
constant mention of the punishment of the Wheel; and you also
notice a carelessness in sentencing men to this punishment
that leads you perhaps to suppose it a light matter.
The wheel was placed horizontally upon a lofty column.
On this wheel the condemned was laid so that his arms and
legs were streched out across the spokes. The executioner,
taking a bar of iron broke each limb in two places. The
victim lingers_then for hours in the sun or rain his face
turned toward heaven until finally the executioner gives him

eciltionera of the dhief towns in, France were summoned to Paris

the 'OUP DE GRACE: b. ratiiokb adirbss the body which puts an end

to devise cruelties for the execution of Damiens. In accor-

to his misery. This was the punishment meted out to Jean

dance with the 'program agreed upon by them, the cuhrit was

°alas, an old man perfectly innocent of crime All these

for hours torn with pincers, melting lead and burning sulphur

cruelties were executed before vast mobs of people. Such was

were.-pouredinto his wounds, his joints were broken;. he was

during ages a part of the systematic education of the French

.

470-'

4
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people to cruelty. Do you wonder that they were cruel during the Revolution?
The prisons of the period were the worst possible.

Mon/

4j I

341,

clristian Thomasius had put forth similar ideas with

great power at the University of %lie. "oltaire had echoed
these from P aris and Firii4; but as a rule all these reforms

were thrown into vile dungeond among reptiles and vermin and

were resisted both by leading lawyers and churchmen. The

left there for years without trial. Worst of all was the

lawyer's were unable to see haw evidence could be obtained or

punishment of the galleys. This was neeted out to the vilest

punishment administered without these tortures, the clergy

criminals permitted to live; and, especially after the Edict

naturally felt and logically insisted that mankind could not '

of 'antes, to men and women charged with having listened to

be wrong in imitating the divine example: that if the Almighty

heretrical preachers .1 The galley slaves, chained to the

punishes crimes against the divine majesty by . tortures infin-

tenches of the of the galleys an the !'lediterranean, exposed

ite in duration and pain, mankind may at least punish crimes

to the piercing cold of winter and the burning heat of summer

against the earthly authorities ncif divine appointment by

bearing the brunt of hostile attack, were treated like wild

torture finite in character and duration.

beasts. At ordinary times men walked through the midst of

Therefore it was that although a slight concession was

them keeping them up to their work by lashing them with whips.

made, torture lasted longer in France than in almost any other

When a galley went into a naval action a gag was put into the
•
mouth of each Ealley slave in order that if wounded his cries

part of • civilized %rope; and only a part of it was

might not weaken his neighbors. If he showed decided weakness

abolished before the Revolution.
You see in the administration of justice some of the

he was at once whrown overboard. in all this period, for 50

evil principles which we detect in so many other French insti-

years before the Revolution, clear thinkers had declared ag-

tutions, a blind adhesion to old forms and a resolute refusal

ainst all this systam. John Poward had written against foul

to accept new facts. -a selfishness carried out with the inex

abuses in the prisons, and Frenchmen had populorized hid ideas

arable logic of the clear French mind, a selfishness which'in•

Against torture there had been a greater effort. Peccaria

riew-of class 'interests resulted in a substantial denial of

had published his groat work on crimes and punishments at

justide to great Classes of the people. And finally a cruelty

he Andrew D ckson White Papers, Cornell Universi
.)

•

sure to bring on al reaction against all law and order and

Then there was the COUTRAINTE SOLIDAIRE. Under this all

yet at the same time implanting in the French mind germs of th

the inhabitants of a village were held responsible for the

these new cruelties which afterward marked the Frehch Bev° lu-

taxes of each and each for all

any one was unable to

pay what the collector assessed upon him, the others must
pass now to the administration of finance. The first
thing which strikes one in looking at the financial policy of

afterwards make it up thus producing the same effects as the
similar system in the last days of the Roman Empire

1.

e. the

the old regime is its utter carlessness of the state credit.

well-to-do people as far as they could escaped into the

The state might pay its debts or might repudiate them hence

large cities while the poorer peasants, who could npt thus

lending to the state was bpoculation,- hence the state must

escape, attempted by keeping everything poor about them and

pay enormous interest to tempt 'lenders.

by having as few and as miserable houses, implements, animals

The next thing noticible is unequality in taxation.
1 TO

two classes, no two provinces, hardly any two towns were

taxed on the same principle.

SOMO

provinces were largely

as possible to keep down their assessments.
The amount of taxes was always great, and the Taille
The wars of Louis XIV, Louis XV, and Louis XVI

exempt from money taxes, others were more heavily taxed in

raised it until at the close of the French aidto the American

consequence. As to classes there was an old theory that the

colonies against Great Britain, it reached 25 per cent of the

r'lergy defended the state with their prayers the nobility

income from landed property, industrial and professional

with their swords and the Third Estate with their purses.

pursuits. These were among the direct taxes. The indirect

Menne the clergy and nobility escaped with mere gifts

were even worse and bore an the peasantry with fearful sever-

called and petty taxes. The taille, that great crushing

ity. Typical among thevese was the gabelle or salt tax.

and tax lay wholly upon the Third Estate, and so did the
C&Vel and malt, rotheig. Here you see the radical evil Of the
Ante Revolutionary French taxation in the fact that as
the taxes were heaviest on those least able to bear tli

Every family in the province Of which it was required were

obliged to take from the managers of this tax a certain
amount of salt at a high price for ordinary ,domestic purpow.
ses. If they wished to apply such salt in the preservation

0

22.
meats they must buy other salt from the authorities under a
special permit. To use table salt for such purposes was a
high crime severly punished. A high crime also was it for a
starving peasant to carry sea water to his house and boil it
with his vegetables to s'alt them.
Moreover many of the taxes were formed. The consequences
were fearful. Persons called Farmers-C'Teneral paid the
required to the state and then collected the taxes for themselves. They bacame very rich but their exortations made
them hated. `,i'ol.ta.ire was once at a house of one of them when
several persons told robber stories. "l'Ilknow the greatest
robber story of all" said Voltaire. 'Tell it shouted the
company. All gathered around arid. 'ToIta.ire began.- 'Once on a
time there was a farmer general; then he stopped. "no on
said the company. Said .VoltaireTha.t" s all my story, don't

their complete ignorance Of the simplest Jer-ii-rrf; of qer
lptiliticai economy .
You have already seen how Franch industry. had been protected: not 'only from foreign , nations but the industry of

•

every province and town and class must be and was protected
from every other province, town and class. There were tariffs
at the doors of every province, and city and branch of trade.
In 1789 there kept up within France 1200 leagues of internal
. frontier between provinces with custom houses, revenue officer
lting perjury, smuggling, and. oppression to match.
In descending the asue and Rhone from tray to Arles
duties were paid at thirty different places.- taking in all
from twenty-five to thirty per cent value of the merchandise
or produce. Duties were also levied at the entrance of towns.
There is no time to do more than mention monopolies and -

you See that' ,', those words . g:ive you a thousand robber stories

tradd- ' iniegecs s t..Whicit flourished under this system. They

in one?

were simply the logical outcome, the blossom and fruitage of

The French people seemed to think so. In 1794 Lavoisier,
arid- twenty-seven ,other farmers general were sent to the gui11:otine together.
44 c‘46-44r--t'Rut perhaps the most astounding thing in the financial
management in the midst of a people which has in our time
shown such wonderful skill in financial a.dminj strat ion, was

the selfishness, stupidity, and folly of fourteen centuries
retained by the unreasoning (- onserva.tism of Statesmen, - hureh
men nobles and people.
But bad as all this was there was one thing worse,
It was the remark of one of the greatest American statesman t..k.
that of all the machines' ever invented for plundering the

23.

,dap&
people, the worst as

currency.

Under the Regent of Orleans and P±m Law, this truth was

western and southern provinces had next to nO otprovision

thoroughly exemplified: The usual results followed. 'Values

In some of these regions less than nineteen persons in - a

became unfixed and all business became necessarily gambling.
,
Wild companies of all sorts were created among others

hundred could even write their names, and in very many, there
was not one school for twenty villages. (See Rambaud, vol. I

the gold and ,diamonds in Louisiana, especially along the

p.200. also Babeau L'Bcole de Village ch. I. A valuable '
by the author's
book though its statements are

lower Mississippi. The result was plunder of the lower

reactionary feelings.)

the great Mississippi Company, which had full powers over all

classes, demoralization of all classes, and national bankrupt-

The teachers were slightly educated and 'poorly supported,
frequently uniting'2„ with their teacherships low and evenaten-

The example thus set we shall see
• t'
and Matdats,
revolution by the issue of the Assyhats
even worse results.
I ask your attention now to Public Instruction in France.
And first as to the primary education. In this the only ditect provision made by the governMent was alittle special

ial offices; and all were entirely dependent upon the good
will of some ecclesiastic.
There were also instructors from various teaching orders.i.n the Church:- a little better probably than the ordinar
ry . teachers but from all'trustworthy.accounts poor and narrow: .
The clergy, who supervised the schools - many of them

instruction for civil functionaries and army officers; and

doubtless kind gentle and affectionate men, knew little

this was mainly for the nobility. For the education of the

and. cared less for Of science and indeed not much for any-

vast mass of the people there was little or no zilch. provision

thing elso , beyond the simPltWelements of secular edunation: .

The lower .education of the people was in fact left vir-

The old piptsproverb that Ignorance is the mother of .Deyotion

tually.to the .Church and as a result some parts of France had

had evidently great weight with thsm;?their feeling was much .

.schools and some had not. The parts best providedJorvere

stronger in_behalf_bf-that-side-whioh-had to-do-withthe

some of the 'northern and eastern provinces: The central,

:Church, hence a wonderful poverty in the general result.

Even Babeau with all his evident desire to give'the Church

endowments. The influence of the clergy

credit and Lo detract from the work of the revolution is

was overwhelming. Many of the colleges were under the direc-

forced to scPnfess this' and he cites priest who in 1784

dl

all, these schools

tion of various religious Orders, the most powerful and wide-

poured contempt on primary education as the French clergy had

spread in the field being, up to 1 764, the Jesuits. It was

developed it. (See Babeau P. 8.)

claimed that they had about 100 colleges with nearly 30,000
(
students. The main subjects tilislibted upon were Latin

The primary instruction of women was even more wretched
than that of the men. In Franche Comte one of the best educated parts of France, 29 woman in a 100 could write their
names, but in Beam n and Aujou only 9 in a 100, and in the
Nivernais only 6 in a I00,. (See Rambaud, vol. II. )
Rople are somewhat surprised at the political supersti
tion of the French mob during the revolution,- at their child

ish acceptance of the most preposterous statements or arglAwnments - at their wild iury on learning some_simple facts and

principles; but it wasmerely a case, as we Shall - see later,
of new wipe bursting tbxoat4liold bottles .old bottles which IA
had been growing ,threugh ages vory thin and weak.Look next at the collegiate or intermediate instruction.
As to this the case was somewhat better. Of colleges en-

•dowed in various ways there had grown. ,up betwesn,the middle of
. the XIII century and the beginning of the revolution about
.600 with over 70,000 scholars: and. of these scholars more
than one half were supported at school mainly . or in part from

little Greek, and a smattering of what was called philosophy.
The great scientific progress of the XVIII century found no
echo in these schools;- modern history and recent thought
were ignored. The sort of history that was taught may be
found at its very best in the Abbe Rollins works. The pupils
ita.)144A

were generally guarded like women in a eamata,`and independence
1444-40-4.-4

self control, and the virile qualities tit political life generally underwent a process of atrophy. Much of the weakness
and political hysterics of French leaders is doubtless due to
this cause. In fact the whole system tended to produce in
the mass of men submitted to it a sort of intellectual emasbier r kvost.44.74:t
eactiorie
culation; but i in a few and chosen young men a ,
It must be borne in mind that the most determined
enemies the Church has ever known fron Voltaire and Diderot
to Rinau were educated in schools kept carefully in hand by i
the Clergy. Nothing could be more beautiful than the devotion

of many of.theSe clerical teachers and yet the .rpstlit'of the
system was not one which could commend it to any really
thoughtful man, i:Catholic or Protestant..
And finally let us look at the .UniVersities. These towered, above the whole system and had a certain prestage through.

out Europe. Of these at the end of the XVIII century there
were twenty-one, that of Paris being the oldest and most re,
nawned, and dating from the XIII century. Some of these
institutions had been founded by popes, some by temporal
sovereigns some by a union of both. Here too as in the
lower and intermediate instruction the control and direction
of education was, and always had been in the bands of the
clergy. All sciences and arts had been developed under theolog.cal methods and limitations. For century after century the
theological faculty of the Lembeette kept close hold upon all it
university development. In astronomy the ideas of CoPeAacus,
Gallgfo, and Isaac Newton were therefore resisted, the study
of Chemistry, binatomy and various other sciences were at times
forbidden. Descartes greatest philosopher of his age was
put under the ban and, as has been well said, was persecuted
as an atheist for presenting new proofs of the existence of
God. Leibnitz, another of the greatest men tin Europe cle -

othed to

as he was had he entered the precincts

of a French university would have been in danger of his life.
For presenting some of the ,simpltzt elements of modern biblical criticism

Richard Simon had been vily persecuted

out of all eff trytt or stating the simplest principles of
zoologyieuffon had been publicly disgraced and obliged to
recant by the theologians in the control of the University.
The taking of interest for money so absolutely necessary
to thrift and business energy lying at the base of modern
civilization - Was in this instruction during centuries regarded as a crime. Ii-inoculation and vaccination were resisted
by the same officials in obedience to the literal interpretation of texts of scripture or supposed theological necessilies
When BoscoVich assumed the revolution of the earth around the
sun he was cateful in obedience-to this influence to declare
that he held this not as a fact, but simply as a hypothesis
for ease in argument. It was considered essential to hold
that comets were simply fireballs flung f
le an angry God to scare a wicked world. Not until after
revolution could' any real progress be made in some of the most

important fields. In view of the statements regarding diaboliThal possession in the scriptures great numbers of the insane
had been for ages considered as possessed of the devil and

he Andrew Dickson White

adopt the
true theory and begin the modern treatment of the insane, one

o f the most beautiful things in the progress of mankind.
1114 one protestant university that of . Strasburg,was
allowed to exist in France and this only under the old necessity imposed at the annexation of Alsace. But in this as in
the other protestant universities of Europe, matters were

Moreover certain universities had special control over
booksellers arid-printers, and the evidences of this control

were seen in plentiful burnings of books and persecutions of
authors in all the university towns of France. The University
of Paris had a rector elected in the faculty Of Arts, but
there were also two ecclesiastical chancellors, one of whom
was a canon of Notre Dame and the other of St. Genevieve.

quite as bad as in those controlled by the old Ch4rch. LutheF

These stood guard in behalf of the Church, jealously, and

kmism insisted no less strenuously On theological control

there was a Conservator of the Apostolical Privilages in the
University who must aluays be a bishop and who naturally

than Catholicism and at shme'dGarman Universities notably under
Carpzov there was a cruelty in the application of theological
theory, to the detection and punishment of witchcraft and c°
crime in general, ,even greater than anything known in France.
But the great glory of the principal universities of
France was their keenness in scenting and bitterness in persecuting heresy;- those which won especial honors in this

watched closely for heilesy.

Beside this several of the monastic orders had peculiar
privilages in the :university.
Some special schools or institutions were indeed created
as time went on to serve as places of refuge for science.
the College of France and the Jardin de Plantes

Of these were

field being the Universities of Paris and Toulouse, the latter
being foremost. (For an astounding history of bigotry in
Toulouse, see Christie, Etienne i061et ch. I

besides some technical schools, but the humiliation of Buffon
who was Intendant of the Jardin des Plantes shows that even
in these institutions, theology had complete control.

Of course protestants were excluded from all the Univer. reaction against the Church just at the cindle of the ,XVIII
worse than that of Protestant Oxford and Cambridge down to a
very recent period.

matters. In 1763 La Chalstais century
was
felt
in
educational
.
others
published his famous essay upon national education, and

GOei

some of thern . men eminent in science
-

developed this tendency .

toward reform especially' the claim of studies in general

.civil matters you saw that it was entangled in a jungle of
customs, laws, and insufficient courts: in criminal matters

'history, modern literature and the like. , The ParAment of
Paris seconded their efforts somewhat, and sundry individual•

you paw that it was marked by the careless use of the torture'
in detecting and punishing crime.. I have also called atten-

Churchmen and laymen tried to promote this movement but,

tion to the administration Of finance. In this you have seem ,
little was accomplished. The vast weight of the Church was
steadily thrown against these charges - in blissful uncons441

:carelessness of state credit, the system of laying the heaviest taxes only upon those who were the least able to bear

sciousness of the approaching catastrophe.
In any judgement of the events which afterward occured
in France, this education of the people primary, intermediate
4

'them, and a general system"wasteful - arld cruel to the last
degree.
And finally I have shown you in public instruction how

and advanced under the control of the Church should he borne
in mind. It explains much that would otherwise seem inexplic
able.

primary education in the lesser schools, intermediate instruc
tion in the colleges, and advanced instruction in the universi ties were far short of any proper extendion to the great body
54-4-fax-0..4. 41_ 1
•
of the people, hopelessly entarg104—in theolngical control and
-

the newspaper. Nothing of the kind could be more inadequate.
at variance with the thought: and ascertained facts of the

The newspapers were few i poor, and but little circulated.

period; and you have seen that the only classes which could

Arthur Young in his travels in Francel ' astive***reu
1M1119—meNtmle

4ur.e. constantly complains that, no matter how

stirring were affairs - even just on the eve of the Revolution

aid a reform in these matters were absolutely committed to the
existing order of things, and resisted all change.

In view of all these facts I trust that you have been
when the very fate of the nation seemed trembling in the balae to see more and more that the French Revolution was

ance, it was almost impossible to find a newspaper oven in

not that wild, causeless outbirst of human unreason, which

some of the most important provincial cities.

I have now summed up the administration of ustice.

In

o many American dilutions of English Tory histories have

e.
In my next lecture I shall take up the development of
the French Church as preliminary to the condition,of%the
people at large in France before the Revolution, giving exteRded Citations from -WfBairthe most important document of that
:period. - the travels of Arthur YouneidiroAgh France, and by
this we shall be put in condition to .take up the following
lectures upon the work of the French philadophers.'

•"(-,'

Y•

WATI*V'?zr-

•

1
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I turn nOW O tho..A.SSemblies Of the Natibn with which
it approaches the Revolution. 'The first Of these were the
Parliaments. These were. high Courts of juStice with sundry .
Vague, quasi-legislative functions of which I shall speak
presently; and there were 13 of them in all, sitting in sundry
of the larger i cities.
In the extent of their jurisdiction we see' the same inequalities as in the jurisdiCtion of various prelates and
. governors. The Parliament of Paris had to do with ten

,
mil-

the ParliaMerit of Pau' with 25Q, 000 . ,c 0441o4Ow
Chief of all, on account of its central .pbsition.
-

J

seat of power and extent f sway,- , Settirig
/
the fashion which the other -parliaments generally aped,--the ,

nearness to the

PT-4
f all Which really had any importanCe 0,regards the .

only

2Ncx■SLA<\.,

- e,p'proaching

struggle,waS:the Parliame t of Paris. In its
parliaments

history It is typical of

The Parliament of Paris vas - a strange mixture 'both" in
composition and floction.

HaVing, come into existence in the

..14th century,. it had gradually accumulated 4 . : ,40gunr .00mbina ,
tion of relations with the state The judgeships and other
,positions in it were purchasable and hereditary.' They could
be bequeathed by Will OT given away.', A modern historian s ays

:Oat

0.117in71.- aw miFifht Titla one of them in the dowry. Of , his
‘1(1

'4

4

C1/4

47.41

4.

•

wife , ta-1004.t..44411.0-3,P141. among her wedding presents, among laces
and jeyvels, the judicial right to torture, hang, and t4M1 14,41.4e

his fellow subjects.

These positions were bought and ebld.

In the reign bf LoUis XIV some of 'them Were sold as high as
EArt
five hundred thousand and seven hundred thousand livres.
But this buying of judgeships was mainly kept in certain

gained the pllvilege of registering the ,royal edicts. With-

familieb which, though considered as ROturier, or base-born,

out such

had acquired what was called the Noblesse de Robe or 44preeg,w

fore, by refusal to register, the Parliament of Paris seemed

nobility. • You will be surprised to learn that not only modern

be ableto,rejpct" an edict.
moreoverthe:fdiScUssion of pdictswithHreferenCe to
P
their registration gave at times to thekiCmeetin s some little-

Tories like Al\ison consider this Constitution of the Parlia ment good-but that even Montesquieu and Burke thought do.
Burke held that

;ow this

registry

the royal edict was as if unpublished , there

semblaneechf deliberatiOnin politics. But this discussion
vested right, this property in judge- -

g L'"vtit-

shipsiii these great courts in Ghe ordinary course o ,their

a d:rejti . Ori

were - OnlY:effectiVe'-whenthe KingWaS;very weak

andthe'peOple Very

strong.'

Ineheral,the Ring, on a re-

-duties wa.u.o givon an independence of the Crown which'other-

,

144.

wise they could not have
•
, had. ' .._
.
..
an...44—
There is doubtless Some•force in this. A great point in

fusal_to register; - held a "bed of justice; that is, ::heHarrAyik

himself 141 full tinsel SUrroutdi imself with

full TWIa i sum

' Arv,14444-44t,

1 1 's4.

41a :

these courts was their independence,, and independence' is the

A,

1r4.;40444.0.

ft it...,14/444-d-44-4-4irst virtue of a court. The poaktiOn of it members vas so

4umim

high and secure that they could be

just*;

and fairness, jus-

osla.44.4
0
.a...
4 . tice and independence .became their boast, their point
41.A..

N4.4.

a
This

and, to

certain extent, :

or

honor -

JrionOthej'arliament to the palace, and coMmand4khemfto

ister, Then they must obey. If they arejefractory,show
ing an inclination to discuss

atones for much of its unreasoning conservatism and

or

remonstrate,-and the Ring

feels able, ,he_banishes his Parliament until they become submissive.

. tMosphpre,
then

iChe:is Louis XIV,_he 'ia,retbps'mlarches into

the parliament flOtriSheS..his4hip, reproaches them
tious, and Orders :them to register or to

bi otry.
Naturally ,many of the judges were of small capacity and
low tastes. But there was an

e_srpri!

du

conks

and a public

opinion which restrained such Men. And there were others who
to this hour : rank among the glories of France and indeed,

huManity:

of

4L

D'Aguesseau.,
Of these were de Harlty, Mol
of princi)les
1
mixture
But if ace .

01;

mixture
functions was 4PAMM,”4440,117e'416.Q...... The Parliament of
Paris . was in its beginnings .a court of justice. _Then it had

leg-

YOuseethat:this

was a,

poor body

look

for :-a

for

as

sedi-

consequences,

great nation to
, •

rely uPOt against t14.q. despotism,,

ages of - rnlinvoVe.i'e

people which had'beefl for ages in the . habit of submitting.

Bgt such as it was, it was the only regular remaining
check upon despotism. In political matters' it was the only
body which even pretended to be a check on the absolute
monarchy. In religious matters it was at times Useful, at times
hurtful.

The careful, conservative,

steadY-gOing lawyers in

it naturally opposed zealots and fanatics, andweddered

10
good service in opposing encroachments and persecutions
y ultra-churchmen under the 'Regency. 061'7
, Louis XV. iIn; the-

•

Matter of the Bull UnigenitUs_and the tickets of confession

/1‘
showed its tense of the:newlime y opposing every measure
<.-looking to the regenerataon or :salve. ion of France
oyalty
being weak, Parliament felt ptrong.. Nowhere else did the

it fought .a good fight.
On the other hand its conservatism caused it to sanction
intolerance and persecution on the plea ofthe necessity for
uniformity in religion, and these same conservative qualities
led it as a rule to oppose everything like reform in law and

administration. It was alike bitteragainst.the ref or4codes

reforms of TthrgOt meet such steady and : ,,fatal Opposition and
at last no instrumentality was more powerful in setting an
eXample of revolution and indeed making rAu.41,: t54E.:wcessi
mis.oray.regulareleckingin
a
c4-14..m-c
against detpotatm. Sometimes truculent, some -

times Servile, always undefined in real power, vain of nominal
under Louis XIV,and Turgot's reforms under Louis XVI.
It was a poor reliande. Sometimes -,love of freedom seemed
e.e flicker tp UpAin its midst, as during the Fronde or ,

/7

thetJansenist struggles, But if liberty flickered, selfishness blazed

ppwer. It Was also clumsy. At the time of its final suppression in 1789 it wat divided into seven chambers with a great
array of' presidents of different ranks, a multitude of lo er
its only redeeming quality being apparently its

The parliament loved comfort. A threat of banishment or

picturesque appearance,-with no end of velvet robes of all

CUrtailment of revenues generally-0rOught it to terMs:quitkly ...

Colors and wags Of various construction, and a ceremonial

But (t times it felt strong enough to make a determined.:re

carried to a point almost beyond human endurance.

sittenee to the 'King's minastert:. That happened in 1771 under .

Another cheeking body in theory was the Assembly of the Notables,

liouis XV.

was a congress of the three estates, Clergy, no,-

to the royal ministers in nearly everything good .and bad, it

bles and Third

was a=p-mat torn up, to all appearance, root and branch,.

egates designated by the crown'. Summoned then entirely by.'

Utterly abolished as Was supposed, forever, and a new - system ,
f Courts established in its.place.:
aris.had been,
public opinion was most bitter,against its suippsSion.

Estate, but eachof these represented by del-

for thecrown't
1
terest, and:bedame'simply'a machinery for giving weight to
40noterre1p

-

the purposes Of the royal ministert.

1....re-morpt Richelieu

summoned it and did good work with it, but that was almost
the only exception to the rule You shall again seeit summon(

upon unbridled despotism.
The result was that Louis XVI . re-established it, Then it

whateVer. This body, :t4e.11, - is , a very poor
reliance for liberty.
a 1..was

to have soma-7.
Lcre itari(XiL
Provincial Estates,
thing of a legislative charaCtet ' -io,e47.7e
-

or assemblies in sundry provincer7,roM;.an:early pertOdlin

This wasA coseciTrstelegateb from thetclergy,
and 4114, Third Esta.te, buft they were mainly elective.

the historY of the monarchy there had been regular conStituin various parts of Prance badly fettered by
givin

customs, Jams, and forms birt

local self-government until the absolute
virtually destroyed them.

Under Louis XVI Archbishop

The States-General of Prance was the last resort Of minis

tors in dire national trouble, It might be mild and lamb
like; it might be fierce. and lion-like. That last one in
1614 had been trodden down and insiltec1, and had borne 'in-,
Suit: meekly. Ye t Ministers disliked the States-General per-

de Brienne, the'prime minister, had tried tO iMprove.matters
byestablishing Provincial Assemblies. But this was in 1787,
A only two years before the Reveltltion broke out. : These assem-

haps

blies had but one session, and only sat lopg enough to ack-

general, then as you see, is not a weak body, but is very

nowledge their on worthlessness and to make A demand for the

uncertain; it may speak i with bated breath; it may spea1c in

one we shall see shortly called is 175 years.

calling together of the States-General„
_So these assemblies, too, Were.ttterly futile, and gave
T
®
no political experience whatever

Kb

(

The interval between the last session and the ,

571
;--".001
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States-

_ .
I turn now to the .general administration
gOvernment.
There Were six chief ministers
hancellor or Chief
. v
( ice; the Controller General of Finance the Secretary of
1

•

King's Household. ,-- , of'War of the Rayx,. ,..and of Foreign Aff
But their functions and duties were twisted and knit into
edch other in a Way niiiincomprehenaible. Some of the sec-

vere;.pisced out with old feudal privileges:,
take intkjthingS:with which they had nothing to cto

bO

as to

Others

had been, by srne ,courtesan's whim, cut off from some parts:_
of their jurisdiction alpsolutely . necessary to their proper

-3working.
For example,' the MiniSter of Foreign Affairs., corresponding to our Secretary of State, regulated pensions, and
governed directly four great Trovincesof:ttp"-kingdoM.' The :
Minister of the Royal Household had±in his control "lettres de
-

cachet". ;: : and of all things in the World for
i.Ster of LosuisEV ecclesiastical affairs,

the Household Iin-

moreover, he gov-

arned:directly five great provinces of the kingdom

rih es e

are but typical exami).1,escO'
Then, t06,.inHthe midst of ill the state Mechanism, 'like
sand in a watch, was a mass of petty evils causing still More
difficulty. Ministers all along since Richelieu had created
Pffi6S,S to Sell,: The nation yas. thus filled with inecurcs
Says St. Simon in.his , .Sharp d

"The:Minister

Pont-

chartrainjurilished in late years 150 million liVres simply
with parchment and wax.

In this fashion were created -fiSrOdltary
, proClaithers of

X•iN
1

,'\1\s4 Nk

\\tAX)

70.4•Nc\

e Andrew

0 work,only

e year in /hree.

The administration of Military Affairs was especially
hopeless; the least place possible for merit, the greatest.
place possible for rank, especially rank with Money as an
accessory

Here, too, places were created to be sold until

there were sixty thousand officers for an army of 170 thousand

AouS sorts to 482 soldiers. Moreover, these positions in the
army were absorbed by the nobility. And, curiously enough,
it was under Louis XVII within _ten years of the outbreak of
the Revolution,
est

1)Oiflt

that this restriction was carried to its high-

In 1779 a

edict required that every candidate

as Officer in the artillery should be of noble
birth; 'etre in 1781 this was extended over other branches of
the service and four generations of noble ancestors were requiired 'before a candidate was allowed to receive or purchase
t"

.e-m--e

xe

through
N or was this the worst.
”
purchases and favoritism Duke of Bouillon was a colonel'
of,eleven, arid. thè Duke of Pronsac at seven.
to the soldiers, they were enticed or forced mt.
the vilest methods posSible. The decent peasant

sons and the refuse of the jails Were crowded into the rank
and.treated alike as food for powder.

districts where a few years later under t

Republic men rus

ed: forward in crowds to volunteer, under the old regime young
men ran away, or mutilated themselves, to oscape the draft
Brought into the rank s , these soldiers of the old monarchy
were poorly clad in . order:7:that the money appropriated to them
Oielf go to in rease the wealth of favored officers or con-

• • •••- • •
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The ideas which had taken possession:of

lt.4.14i44-474
the higher ranks of' sOciety filtered down among t4.11.51;. and for
a year or two before the oUtbre4k of the Revolution itiArg."4
C.401.44...1,0. 4found more and more that . -tiko*dgi14tieirs G.a04p,e+-be - relied upon
CkA.."\."■"\,

to• rP15:01±4ny:attaC.ks which their fellow citizens m4 make Upen
the constituted authorities. Moreover, as we shall hereafter
- see, there was a - leaven in the arm4 who had fought 4444-44.9-44kwr
aarwar of the American Revolution. and 'intih -e
name
:

oT . libertyand equality: had struggled against . royal ty'.-

rannye4is leaven had begun to cause a ferment of ideas
among te jnilitary def nders of the croWn.

0. 0,041117

dministration of justice,

•

ed the parliaments,—the chief courts,

have

They had

perit tin Most 'cases Of,independence, but were much lost
”
An:a„ . . jUngle of,antiquated . :qu -sOms. an d laws, and -1-4a1444r.4,47i9.Y
the

',avii44.410,■ftittel. forms.. In. the inferior courts
j444: .t..j

„ . .

1

..':.

kde
Too.gae.. -' Customs, laws,. and

together so that justice Was

illattr,VgWILA
41

:: •
rie:"

'forms were here braided and,Matted
,
almost inextricable... There were

38 provinces in the - Iingdom, and no two were alike in funda-

mental ideas Of law, - customs, statutes,. administratiQn, or
the whole kingdom there were 384 different

But there were some great bad theories and practices
procedure much alike in all

Leaving Out of view the ii400447.

:Mass Of these, • we may note that persons charged with crime
.were made to undergo torture. The "preparatory torture, "quesH
(L
licia4reparatoiren; to make them avow Crime:. the

fr

torture "question px.al-a4.1.-e r " after condemnation
r7N
:aeti-t-i•p to make them sorry for crime

There was no allowance to a supposed criminal of counsel

pleading in open coUrt v no chance to know the•charge, against
:him; and there was no jury.

The Maxim of English law seemed

•
reversed, The accused was supposed guilty until
proved to be
innocent. Said a noted personage of those times "If I were
charged with stealing the two great towers of Notre Dame, I ,
;would run away sooner than go in to court."_
And the modes of punishment were more barbarous than the

punishment, The French legal authorities 11.060404414ilaiid pqr-;
s. isted in retaining the old penaltips,40P ody- and torture
XV gihe: ex-

mind.

eCutioners of the Chief towns in France were summoned to Faris
to devise cruelties for the execution : of DaMiens.' :In accordanee with the program-agreedJapbn by them, the
for hours torn with pincers,, melted lead and burn.in&sulphnrwvile,

limb from limb by horses, and his remains burned to ashes'.

C
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III - T.TENCN INSTITUTIONS BEFORE THE REVOLUTION.
(Third:Part.)

:.0.211„lanall7- Its .influence upon the French
1 The
people for 1,400 years,---value of its work during the Middle
Tower and its triumph over all
'Ages,--its great
opposition,--the 'Church the first institution attacked by the
French philosoph Y.
2. rnilarch Inequalities:--In dioceses,--inrevenueso—Exemption
from taxation.--Gcnoral condition,--the regular or monastic clergy,
--their number, 2--decline,--abuses,--the secular or working clergy,their numbor,--wretchedness of the country curates --efforts in
their behalf by Voltaire, Louis XP, and others.
AL.
the French Church to free opinion:—Triumph
3. OpEoslIlon,of
over the Albigenses, Huguenots, Quietists and Jansenists,--the
Calas and Sirven affairs,--efforts under'Lauis XIV,--under the
Regency and Louis. XV,--under Louis XVI,--pr ,fsecution.of literary
mien and books,--resistance to liberty of thought,--non-recognition
of facts,--result seen in the feeling of the people towards the
Church,--honesty and dishonesty in the persecutions,— Protestantism less excusable for Persecution than Catholicism --Cardinal
Dubois as a type of dishonest persecutors..
this,---fa6r-.
4. Its deterioration:--Different views of
able statements by De TocqueVille and others,--the beautiful life.
and work of Vincent de Paul, of Fenelon, of Balzunce and others,—
genius and power of Bossuet, liasillon, :Pascal and others,--the dedine afterward,--Dubois, President'bf the assembly of the French
clergy,--examples .of sermons preached at the death of Louis XV,
citations from the.originals,--abbes in commendam,-- Cardinal De
Rohan.
. All this the result: of. unbridled power:-..-Value of-a checking, criticising opposition for religious as well as political organization,--harm . done - tO the Church of France .by the revocation.
of the Edict -of Nantes.

t

I.
'French Institutions before the Revolution.

having access to their daily life in the home, developing

The .Church of France.
In the eighteenth Century the Church of France was the

.
institution which had virtually precededAall others., efuti-liftel
a4,-Atatap,4.

_o_tt• -

.

•

•

•

having access to their most secret thoughts in the Confessionae

It . had crown in gteat - uttrength,

their aspirations, and building their characters, from the

pulpit and in the school.
No other force was comparable to that in making Frenchmen

.and at times, infmuch beauty: from the midst of it had. bloomed

what they were as the Revolution drew on. For fourteen cen-

forth wonderful growths of beneficence„,-,hospitals, asylums,

turies the Church had enjoyed absolute control: no rival creed

refuges, - many of doubtful value, some probably in the :. 21cong

no doubtful phase of its awn creed had been allowed to share

injurious, but all beautiful, all worthy of bearing an

its authority. It had triumphed over all opposition, it had
crushed the Albigenses, - the Hugunots, - the Quiet3ts, -

their front that weh:C-1 legend,
Christo in pauperibus suis.
And there had been developed also through the Middle
Ages and afterward, a powerful theological literature and the
40#1444-1
4
most splendid growth of Gothle-Art the world has seen.
It had borne also a fruitage of great men;- of thinkers
beyond their time, like Agobard, Hincmar, and Gerbert,- thinkers of their time, like Bernhard of Clairvaux and Bossuet
and Pascal,- statesmen, like Richelieu and Mazarin;- saints

the Jansenists: and what such a vast and powerful orginization could

*

do for a nation the Church had done for France.

The French people morally and regiously in the XVIII century
were, first of all, what the French Church had made them.
Even the men who had fought the Church and Christianity most
- bitterly,

men like Voltaire and Diderot and D'Alembert were

brought up by clerical teachers in the Church schools.
An especial reason for laying stress upon the condition

canonized and uncanonized, like Etatnt Martin, Joan of Arc,

of the 'Church of France is found in the fact that of all

and Vincent de Paul, and Fenelon, and Belzunoe.

French institutions she was the first to be attacked by the

For fourteen hundred years, it had developed and guided
the consciences of the kings nobles, and people of France;

fiery heat of XVIII century thought
Buckle in his wonderful fragment of history so unequal as
a whole yet so valuable in parts, has arrayed the proofs ofthts.

he Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell University

To one wht) OMEIn looks at the French Church just before
the Revolution as sketches by itself, even in bare statistical

establishments of various orders containing about 60,000 per-

tables the most astounding thing is its prodigious inequal-

sons of whom something over 20,000 were monks and nearly

ities.

40,00 0 nuns. (See Tame. vol.I appendix. note I.) Their es-

Take first the secular clergy which does the ordinary
work of the Church. Look at any ecclesiastical map. The

tates derived from pious founders and benefactors during
1400 years had become enormous.

diocese of Rouen has thirteen hundred parishes, the diocese

The monks of Premontre about 400 in number had a cap-

of Toulon twenty; one diocese extended over fifteen hundred

ital of over 40 millions and a revenue of over a million a

square leagues, another over less than twenty-four., (See

year. The Benedictines of Cluny, a little over 200 in num-

Rambaud.)

ber had an income of nearly two millions

4

year. The Bene-

Look into its tables of revenues. The Bishop of Stras

dictines of St. Maur, about 1700 in number had more than 8

burg has 500,000 livres a year; the Bishop of Gap 8000; the

millions a year. The Abbot of Clairuvaux had an income of

Abbot of St. Germain has 360,000; while myriads of priests

over 300,000 livres a year. In several parts of France the

have hardly wherewith to buy bread.

clergy owned more than one half the territory and in some

The Church had an annual revenue of over 350 millions.

provinces three fourths of it. The Canons of St. Claude in

She owned certainly one fifth and some say one third, of the

the Jura awn 12,000 serfs. (See Tame, Ancient Regime p. 15,

land in the kingdom, and this was exempt from taxation. As a

:note citing Boiteau and others.) What wonder that

rule once in five years the clergy voted a enstemsry "GIFT' of

the working clergy calling ,attention to flact .§'Iike these in

16 millions, but this went largely to meet church claims

their portfolios of greviences in 1789.

There were about 130,000 clerical persons; 12,000 of these

ijte

As to the regular clergy there were about 5000 monastic

AT

find

During the middle ages many of them had accomplished a

have immense revenues the rest next to nothing. This clergy4

work noble and beautiful.

was divided into two great classes the regular or monastic,

mighty agency for good. It had done and directed much of the

and the seculait which does the ordinary work of the Church.

hard work in clearing up the soil; it had done even more in

The Benedictine Order had been a

2.

ij

able to prevent hi s acknowledgment' of this deterioration and.
affording asylums for scholarship. Other orders, especially
the Dominicans ancl-F-Parteitealcks had done much in promoting
philosophic thought. Reformers like St

Next as to the secular clergy, which did the ordinary -

ternard and St. Bruno

church and parish work. Of

had given the system renewals of life, but in the XVIII cent-

12,000 of these had immense revenues

y, theft work of Monasticism in France seemed mainly fin-

istry has, as you shall see, benefices to the amount of

years before the beginning of the Revolution, and of the other

700,000 livres a year. Cardinal de Rohau, Bishop of Stras-

orders there seemed to remain only that beautiful creation of

burg he of the necklace affair, complains that on 1,500,000

St Vincent de Paul which flourishes now as then, in all lands

livres a year he cannot Hire. The Archbishop of Narbonne

as one of the mOst beautiful growths in the garden of God's

had 120,000 livres; the Archbishop of Rouen 130,000. There

mercies, the Sisters of Charity. The monastic orders gener-

were also many richly endowed positions connected with the

ally had become objects of contempt among the more educated,

various cathedrals: At the same moment there were simple

and of hatred with a large mass of this peasantry, even gov_

country curates in the pangs of hunger. There were indeed

ernments which wished to stand well with the Church had been

some nominal country curates who had, large revenues. Thus

obliged to deal sharply with them. A result of the tendency

the Curate of St. Croix de Beerray drew tithes amounting to

of Monasticism in France to wealth, luxury and decay, is

'57,000 livres and paid out.of this to the curate who 414:the

seen in the mother monastery of all France, on the island of
St. lionorat, where Vincent de

work ofthe parish ten . 'lyres, leavnghim:te eke out the rest

Lerius thought out his famous

of his living from fees and alms. " (Se. Rambaud.)-

definition of religion which has for ages superseded that of

Voltaire honestly espouded the cause of these starving

St/.James, 'even THIS monastery - with all its sacred tra-

working-clergymen and set the example of paying the parish

ditions, had become a by-word and had been virtually sup-L_
or

pressed. Not all the fervour of Montalambert's devotion was

the rest next to nothing

Brienne, archbishop of Toulouse . when he leaves the min-

ished. The Order of the Jesuits had been .suppressed 'many

f.3^1

there were about 70,000;

priest who served the church which he himself built at Terne
far more than was customary.

he Andrew Dickson White apers, Cornell University
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Louis XVI was thought to have done a vast thing when he

Estate 114 the formation of a national assembly.

raised the yearly salaries of country curates, who did the

But all this is a little thing. Far worse than any

work of the Church $70 of our money. To the honor of the

inequalities or abuses worse for France worse for Christian-

Revolution in its first phase, it should be said here that

ity was its steady opposition to freedom of opinion.

one of the first provisions made regarding the Church by the

Under Louis XIV it had prompted that long series of

Constituant Assembly was in a decree which declared that no

persecuting laws against the Huguenots, which are a disgrace

curate should have less than 1200 livres a year beside his

to human nature. (Cite the main decrees from any collection

house and F,arden. (See Chassin, Les Cahiers des Curds.)

All this culminated in the outlawry of all Protestants by

This inequality between the different ranks of the

the revolution of the edict of Nantes ) the most fafal luff

clergy were developed some of the most important events that

ever made in its consequences to the Church as well as the

followed. If we look into the portfolio of grievances which

State and which is bearing a , 1/4.61itage of curses to this hour.

were sent up to the States-General in 1789 we constantly find

It had approved the dragonnades, the tearing of young child-

evidences of a growing dislike in the , hearts of the lower

ren from their parents, the persecution of the Cevennes.

'working clargyAolvard

the higher and pampered clergy. The

It

had crushed the Port Royalists banished the living, dug up

gulf between them grew deeper and deeper. The prelates being,

the bones of the dead. One great prelate had sought to win

almost without exception taken from the nobility were very

over the protestants by making religion more spiritual, by

generally opposed to any reform. On the other hand these

imaking the Church more kindly, by making the State more moral

country curates pinched by poverty drew away more and more

and this man 7 Fenelon, one of the glories of the human race,

from their superiors in the sChurch and developed

MOM

Lnd

rilbre sympathy with the people at lar e and with many of the

as crushed ignominiously by Basset and Louis XIV? the church
becoming a supple tool for that purpose.

.popular leaders toward revolution. This it was which led so
him, of the country curates to unite afterward with the Third

The Regency and Louis XV had continued in the same course

In 1724 an attempt was made to enact laws against protestantsf_

The Andrew Dickson White Papers Cornell University
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ay than intolerance. Tolerance they considered sin and in

even more cruel than those of Louis XIV. One clause in the

this they were perfectly logical.

DM law sent any protestants found worshipping in their awn

But the leaders in the French Church saw nothing of the

homes to the galleys for life, with confiscation of property.

dangers of their course. They attempted by the old methods

Another clause condemned any protestant minister exercising

to crush the new brood of thinkers and at first seemed to

the duties of his office to be hanged. Another made any

succeed. In 1757 a royal edict threatened death against any

heretic administering death bed consolation, liable to the

person writing printing, or selling any book attacking reli-

gallows and to confiscation of property.
Two years later it was deched:that any one printing any
thing contrary to sundry papal bills should be sent to prison

hanged and large numbersfofmon and women sent to the galley's

apUniShMent far worse than death. Women Were flogged for

could be imported into France without special permission of
the government. (The United States a hiNdred years lato does
'b. 4.,

ine upô every book \ comin int the

a book of any note escaped condemnation, suppression or burn-

acts of suchHat

rocious injustice and cruelty that Voltaire afar off at FerneY
rose up in his might and from that hour the_dawn fall of the
Church of France was decreed in the eternal councils.

4

o t „„of\2Nemicent:\ During the reign of Lou's XV hardly

In 1762 took place the
7

.

As late as 1789 about 170 persons were employed in the exam-

bet

hearing heretrical preachdrA-and children torn from their

J;t'tla,s affair, then too the Sirven:Matter

gion or royalty. (See Roequain p. 204. cited by Leaky v. 307)

ination and destruction of books, and up to that time no book

or.the galleys. From time to.time protestant pastors were

shrieking and imploring parents.

.`4

I am

not especially blaming the olden church for this - I am stat•

ing the facts. Intolerance in those earlier days was the rule
Protestants when they were strong enough were no less intolerant than Catholics and- with infinately less excuse. Certain-

ing. Hardly a distinguished writer escaped fine, banishment
and imprisonment, and when as late as 1770 an attempt was made
to mitigate these severities the whole body of French Bishops
united in a remonstrance to the king on the dangerous consequences of liberty of thought and printing.
Under Louis XVI in 1780, utterly blinded to the clouds
lowering over France and the lightning'of wrath flashing

ly in the 16 and 17 centuries neither ahurch knew any other

The Andrew Dickson White Papers Cornell Universi

through •it they again solemnly protested against the admis-

You perhaps think that all this persecution arose from

sion of protestants to public employment, opposed any mitiga-

the earnestness of belief in the Church. Possibly with many

tion of the laws against heresy, urged greater severity againt

simple minded country curates it was so. Probably, when one

the writings they condidered irregular, and opposed any abo-

of these earnest conscientious hardworking curates had seen

lition of torture. And in 1788 the very year before the rev-

a protestant or free thinker hunted out or killed out of his

olution burst forth the great mass of the clergy opposed bit-

parish, he offered up Thanksgiving in devoutness for the

right to be legally married.

&ay.!".

C itizenship and

ing of his flock from the wolf. Such persecutiomwe can bring

Lachute del

ourselves to pardon as honest, and there is infinitely more

Ancien Regime, vol Ipp. 382 395 cited by Lacky V 388.)

excuse for them in the older Church than even for the much

The ideas of religious liberty had long since taken Pos session of the vast majority of thinking laymen. From these

less cruel and less extended persecution of Catholics by the

they had spread to the unthinking strata of humanity below.
They were in the air

they became part of the atmosphere in

Protestants, and of protestants by protestants than and since.
But many of the leading persecutors in the time of Louis
Mir were not religious or conscientious.

Take Pu Bois Car-

which all Frenchmen lived, moved and had their being: and yet

dinal archbishop of Camhray. You saw what he was an atheist

the Church of France could not recognize this fact evident to

his soul befouled with filthy vices, his heart stone, his

all the world beside.

body putrifying.

The very dregs of the populace especially in Paris and

But his orthodoxy was unquestioned.

He fought for the

the great cities which had been so fantastically intolerant

persecuting bill Unigenitus with all his might He was the

during the wars of the league now became as fanatical on the

leading man of his time in that terrible persecution of the

other side. The old popular devotion to the clergy was large-

Janseniots and he received his reward.

ly changed especially in the cities into hatred, and the
survival of this hatred is a great Three in France at this NO.

And here I put into your hands the clue leading to the
central point of French Church history before the Revolution.

•

You seize here the imnediate cause of her downfall.
For the church might have remained stronp.: despite her
prodigious inequities. She might much longer have withstood
great pressure, but two things she could not -rest. One was
the pressure of new thought from without, and the other was
the ferment of corruption within. The result of the first inf
fluence was to cause thinking men to draw away from her and
the result of the second was to make Frenchmen in genera1
hate her and. consequently ere long to conquor her.
I am aware that the question has been raised in these
latter days by fair men, whether the French church as a
whole had become as cuypupt as it has been generally pictu.red
Quiet doctrinaires like De Tocqueville lvive at times expresse
doubts regarding this. One noted historian says: the virtues of the great majority were unknown to the multitude,
while the vices of some few offended the eyes of all* And.
another says; Taken as a whole the clergy of the eighteenth
century, monks excepted, were neither better nor worse than
they have been in the age preceding. (See De Toequ.eville
L A.ncieu Regime livre 2 chapter 2; also Mortimer Tema.=
Histoire de la Terreur I 15; J. Wallau La Clergg de 1789
64. and for additional citations see Jervis The Gallicau
Church and the Revolution p. 8.

On the other hand a very learned and thoughtful Catholic
historian, Mr. Jervis feels bound to combat this view and
admits that the feudal character of the -higher clergy, their
efforts to equal the lay seigneurs in sumptuous living and
the fact that they were almost universally of noble birth,
with the aims and tastes of the French nobility of the time
made them more and more worldly minded. This is unquestionably true. That there were many prelates of noble and beautiful lives is certain: The life of Fenelon alone is enough
to redeem the reputation of the church under 114,stati,
j - and
ouis XIV
Belz risking his life during the plague at Mair-v-i414)- goes
far to redeem

yalty: that there were multitudes of sim-

plemind.ed., gentle, kindly curates fearing God and loving their
fellow men is also true; but certain great historical facts
stare us in the face more and. more as we go on through the
time of Louis XV and. approach the Revolution.
Out of these facts take a few which are typical: and
first the fact that the men of greet, noble lives and writings and oratory, men like Fenelon Bossuet Bourdalone
Flechier, Ma.ssilloto ha.d gone,- Massillott la.st of all in 1742
and. so far as the world could know hadleft no worthy successors. There now stood in the most conspicuous places Cardi-

1 Du Bois, Archbishop of Cambray, of all men in the world
the successor of Fenelon Du Bois whose life was one long

when they have happily • departed from among u
Take other facts which seem to show this deteriOration

infamy and two men who imitated him, Cardinals Teucin and

More and more there were flitting about Paris hosts of abbes

Lafitteau.

men who had been, as you have seen, nominally admitted to

Take another typical fact, on the fourth of June 1723

holy orders, that they might draw the revenues of some abbey

there was hold an assembly of the clergy of France the

or monastery in•counmelidam. These became more and more known

presidency was a great honor, the clergy unanimously elect -

as heroes of frippery gallantry, and even debauchery.

Du Bois. (See H. Martin Fist. de Fr vol. XV p 119.)

Dulaure in his History of Paris gives from the police reports

Take yet another typical fact. Look at the sermons preached

statements regarding the clergy at large which form one of

by the most eminent prelates of France in various cathedrals

the vilest chapters imaginable -, and there are passages in

and:14th places

at the death of Louis XV. What that death

was you have seen in the lecture upon that king. If you wish
a

more vivid account of it, read it in Carlyle.

It was a

case in which a decent silence was all that could be asked:
, and yet, without exception these sermons not only speak li ght:

Rosseau's Confessions which add darkness to the picture and
seem to show that many of the lower clergy Were taking their
superiors as a pattern.
They i deed:, tut followed the example of their betters.
The Bish

Orleanwas fearfully Vile.

Y. dame du Barry

ly of Louis monstrously filthy life and ignore utterly his

mentioni , one f the orgie of her time names

failure to discharge his duties toward his kingdom, but they

casually olm,'

with one accord praise, laud, and magnify him. His devotion

bishops and bishops.

to -the
good and decent was nothing.

2rett1loSsth debauches half a dozen arch-

Take a latern case in the time of Louis )CVI. ' Cardinal
There has been hothing equal to

de Rohau, Bishop of Strasburg, is one of the most thorough

this since save perhaps some protestant sermons in our own

debauchees and spendthrifts in Europe. He distinctly and

time upon worthless demagogues and enemies of the human race

directly seeks to gain the illicit affections of Marie Antoinette, entangles her and himself in the necklace affair

he Andrew IlYckson White Papers, Cornell Ilniverso
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and so contributes much to the foul calumnies which brought

true of any great religious organization overwhelming puffer

her into the ribald songs of the French mob and so to the

with freedom from any opposition to criticise or check it

guillotine.

surely leads to stagnation and corruption Claim for any
Church whatever, divine sanction you will it has still to do

The point then is that however many may have been quiet,

with human beings and must therefore work under human condi-

- good men in the Ohurch, its moral sentiment as a whole was
not strong enough to make any protest against men like

tions. The worst period of the Church of England was when it

Bois, Tencin Lafittean DItRohatl i, and their compeers. A

was virtually mistress of the field, the best has been since

church , 10,ke a tree is in the long run ever to be judged by its
PL40462,1
fruits - by the lives of thtme under its control, by

dissent has been strong to criticise or check it. Its condi-

I

tion was never so good as now, 1890, when it feels the humeom for disestablishment. The opposition to the French Church

• tl

since the Revolution has made it and today keeps it infinitely

Had the French clergy showed against those who disgraced
them a fifth of the eaenestness and vigor which they showed

more pure than it ever Was before. The same may be said of

against the protestants and Quitcas and Jansenists the

the Christian Church in our own country.

Church would have renewed its strength and retained its hold

a simple historical fact with which any one conversant with

upon the French people

history will agree, that never has Christianity been so pure

I believe it to be

in its methods noble in its aims, and rich in legitimate

Mat then was the cause of this deterioration and corruption of the French Church. I can see in it nothing save

triumphs as now, and that this in our own and other countries

the simple and direct result of its unbridled power. There

is largely due to the fact that every Church is militant,

is a proverb proved to be true by the history of all free na-

observed, criticised, and checked by other religious bodies

tions and our own particularity, that for a political ppr Y

and by earnest thinkers and critics more or less opposed to

nothing is so:dangerous as too large a majority the absence
Uhd the Huguenot Party -and the Jansenists not been perse-

of a large, well developed opposition. The same is just as
1

if-

he Andrew Dickson White Papers, Corne I Universi
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thited out of existence, had they remained as counterbalancing

And WorlaineSS'mthiCh debared them from al 1 influence upon

forces to the Church of France., she would have remained infin-

the nation and you have seen how certain great leaders like

itely purer and stronger. Men like Fonelonwauld have been .

Cardinals Dubois, Tenein

upheld; men like Dubois would have been kept under.- Nothing .

example which more and more brought the Church into contempt.

it seems to me can be more evident upon a broad view of the

VILAA-gt-IL. CP

Lafitteau and Du Bohan had set an

You have also noted in the Church as a whole its great

causes which led to the French Revolution and to the fearful

and unjust inequalities, its efforts at suppression of new

character which it assumed than the fact that but for the
duo4t.4 OA.
revocation of the edict of Nantes the spoliation of the

thought, and its general deterioration in morals; and finally

French Church, the massacres of its priests and the hopeless

various periods as St. Vincent de'Paul Fenelon, and Belzunce

alienation of such a large body of thinking men from it at I'

to reform the Church from within by their labors, their writ-

this hour could never have taken place.

ings, and their example had proved in vain, that the power of

have now presented the Church as it was just before the

you have seen that the effort of such great and noble men at

the Church was so absolute that no dissenting or criticising

Revolution in its main outlines. you have seen how the monast-

body was allowed and henbe that if any change for the better

ic clergy, which during the middle ages had rendered great sep-

was to Come, it must come by some new -andolitalent process,

vices, had become eumborers of the ground and des#zed -,bY the
great majority of the people. You have seen that the lower
rural working clergy 1ilmugh 1 in the main simple, sincere devoted to duty and living on a'pittance had become utterly out Of

this new process was to be the Revolution.
In my next lecture I shall take up the condition of the
French people at large before the Revolution and show what it
had to do with bringing on the catastrophe.

harmony with the thought of their time. You have seen the
city working clergy largely contaminated .by the influence of

the upper classes in Church and state.
You have noted how the bishops and higher clergy being
selected from the nobility caught a spirit of selfishness
.....
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Notes from Leckr.
ch. XX

!qt was at this time that .D, Argeusou wrote .:• The loss o
religion in France cannot be attributed to the Bbglish philosophy; which has only influenced about a hundred philosophers
in Paris but to the hatred of the priests which has now
risbnIto excess. The ministers of religion can scarcely show

themselves in the streets without being' hooted, and all this
comes from the Bull Unigenitus and from the disgrace of the
Parliament."

"Nearly everything strong, masculine, and intellectual was
opposed to the Church.

ENCH PEOPLE :)EFORE:THE REVOLUTION.

Hatred of inequality by the richer class,--hatred of oppression
b y the lower class,--natural division of the Thud Estate.
1. Thq_22urgeopie -Its deterioration,--causeS,--results
its dislike of the 'upper classes,--Depletien
of this middle
class by the revocation of the Edict of 17,antes in numbers and
character,--effects of this in giving strength, especially to
Germany,--effects in depriving France of those who could and would
have stood up for the Church and for moderate, progressive constitut,ienalism. against Robespierre, Marat, and the like.
2. The lowest class:--Small farmers, peasant laborers and
opium between
- - of
artisans,--differende
.regarding
their
condition,--their
condition undoubtedhistorians
ly improved since. Louis XIV,-- -their condition better than the contemporary German IDeasantry,--examples from Goethe l s observations and Dr. Rigby l s travels.--The wretchedness of the French peasantry,
in spite of theirslightly bettered condition, made them all the
more revolutionary,--frequent and dangemus mistakes of statesmen
The royal corvee,-, its abolition
and historians on this point.
Alison i s,aconcessions,--the cariby Turgot,--fudal exactions.
l
cature of CilraY,--Robert Miron s figureT4eech,--typical statistics,--Arthur Younes descriptions,--personal reminiscences of the
fields of La Beauce,--petty palliatives for the peasantry by roy-.
alty, nobility and CIergy,'--opposition to reform,--consequent
steady tendency toward revolution.
(a) Primary education:--Its inade3. Public instruction.
quacy,--part taken by the Church in it,--primary instruction of
women,--effects of the absence of primary instruction seen in
political superstition from those days to these. (b) Intermediate
instruction:--Endowed colleges,--numbers,--character of their
(c) The Universities:--Theological conwork,--clerical control,
trol,--cases of Richard Simon and Buffon as tITieal,-,-theological ,
dealings with political economy,--vrith astronomy,--with chemistry
with,medicine and surgerY,--Lutheraniam in the contemporary Dili
versities of the Protestants frequently quite as severe,--keenness
of the principal unirersities of France in scenting out heresy,attempted refuge of science at the Jardin des Plantes and at the
Collerce de France,--overwhelming power of theology and
eeclesi'asticiam in every branch of 7rench education. (d) EducaTheir contemptible condition,--Arthur
tion* 11 news'aJers:
Yon
complaint.
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The French People before the Revolution.
,

day to the condition iind character of the French,.
,
:people during the century ended by the Revolution.
s\‘

You have seen that the Third Estate bore almost the entire taxation, though excluded from high preferment in the
Church and the Army.

To the whole richer class of the people

there was in this a hateful inequality.
_._
1"--.
But teo the whole poorer class this sense of inequality
was swallowed up11 a sense of oppression.
..
The result of this sense of hated inequality and of oppression was, as we have already noted, a complete separation
between classes,-- the want of a common bond between man and
it4:1

P14161

man;-- and this did much to paralyze the feeling of a common
nationality.

It is impossible to understand the French Rev.43

French people:into hostile camps and cliques,-7 Separated by
ar"riert of interest, custom, hOtiOn, and ways Of looking at

eta._ cf-4

E1,4

the world,-- oaeh en4emidongreach other, and hating each other.
If you look into the Bulletin of the Criminal Tribunal,
the Lists of the Condemned, published daily under the Reign
of Terror, you perhaps wonder at the hatred 'Which engendered

such monstrosities of injustice and cruelty,.
There 'Iver6 various Causes Of this:

one was doubtless

t. "

a systematic evolution of cruelty in thought;

an education

middle class by ages of conscious inferiority.

For centuries

to cruelty fostered under the prevailing cruel theory of the

every member of it had known himself to be regarded with con-

Divine government of the world, and the prevailing cruel prac-

tempt by the court the higher clergy, and the nobility.

tice in the regular administration of French criminal justice.

Perhaps the shortest and most complete way of getting an idea

But not less important was this disintegration of the people --

of the ordinary feeling existing between the middle class and . • !

this separation into parties, cliques, groups divided from

the nobles, is to be obtain d

each other by gulfs of envy, hatred malice and all unchar-

principal lays of Itifoli \ere.

itableness."

constantly held up to contempt and ridicule.

Nor were the divisions I have named the only ones.

In

of the sense of a common humanity.
Leaving aside the multitude of minor divisions, let us
look first at the two great natural divisions of the Third

The first were the burgesses,-- dwellers in towns,

engaged in commerce large and small, and holding sundry Minor
offices,.

Though thesewere divided and- subdivided by customs )

He his wife,

constantly,, the audience at the theatre:is regaled by,!
the sight of the well7-to7do middle class man soundly beaten
:upon the stage with sticks in the hands Of. same nobleman's
-4-lackeys.e
This contemptible position seemed to become regarded as natural and normal.

.

ktdeteg.

Estate, the Bourgeoisie or • lve Middle Class and the Lower
Classes.

man of the middle class is

and his daughter are regarded as the mere sport of these above

CVery one of the main classes there were subdivisions which
aided to produce a paralysis of national feeling, and even

almost any one of the

The effect of this was seen first in want of political,

iff Acdits
" v igor s and independence, and secondly, in *la
intense dislike
i(cIthq upper classes and longing for equality with them.

privileges, and barriers Of various sorts, until all sense of

Bear in mind!that the middle clesShad, as a rule, been
all
:kept Out almost entirely from Allikest important offices in
.
A

common interest was greatly impaired, there are one or two

church,. army, navy, and state,-- that there were no legisla

great and controlling facts necessary to be understood by any

tiVe positions for them to that their education had

one Who Would knOWthe!alphabet of the French Revolutionar y

been poor, and that the great mass of them had become narrow

history.

minded jealous, and envious.

The first of these facts is the deterioration of the

;

•The second of these facts is they depletion of this middle

•
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systematic evolution of cruelty in though

an education

middle class by ages of conscious inferiority.

to cruelty fostered under the prevailing cruel theory of the

every member of it had known himself to be regarded with con-

Divine government of the world, and the prevailing cruel prac-

t empt by the court ,

tice in the regular administration of French criminal justice.

Perhaps the shortest and most complete way of getting an idea

But not less important was this disintegration o± the people,

of the ordinary feeling existing between the middle class and

this separation into parties, cliques, groups divided from

the noble

each other by gulfs of Itenvy, hatred malice, and all unchar-

principa l

itableness.

constantly held up to contempt and ridicule.

Nor were the divisions I have named the only ones.

In

he higher clergy, and the nobility.

Crkrot_

.obtair d

a lmost any one of the

ays of MolAre. 4 e man of the middle class is

and his daughter are regarded as the mere sport of those above
him; constantly, the audience at the theatre is regaled by

aided to produce a paralysis of national feeling, and even

the sight of the well-to-do middle class man soundly beaten

of the sense of a cammon humanity.

Upon the stage with sticks in the hands of some nobleman's

look first at the two great natural divisions of the Third

Classes.

The first were the burgesses

dwellers in towns,

engaged in commerce large and small, and holding sundry minor
offices.

lackeys: Ins contemptible position seemed to became regarded as natural and normal.
04-(deat as.
The effect of this was seen first in Ift.want
of political
A

Estate, the Bourgeoisie or )4"e Middle Class, and the Lower

Though these were divided and subdivided by customs ;

fthe upper classes and longing for equality with them.

privileges, and barriers of various sorts, until all sense of
a common interest was greatly impaired, there are one or two

church, arm;, navy, and state,- that there were n legisla-

great and controlling facts necessary to be understood

tive positions for them to hold,

any

•

'vigor and independence, and secondly, in lan'intense dislike

Bear in mind that the middle class had, as a rule, been
all
kept out almost entirely from ililleTt A important offices in

that their education had

one who would know the alphabet of the French Revolutionar

been poor, and that the great mass of them had become.narroW7

history.

minded, jealous and envious.

The first of these facts is the deterioration of the

The second of these facts is the depletion of this middle-.

-K.
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He his wife;

every one of the main classes there were subdivisions which

Leaving aside the multitude of minor divisions, let us

r

For centuries

auttnennteelf•Nftimer

class, first by the St. Bartholomew Massacresin 1 572, and

and yau find the Huguenot blood in statesmen like Ancillon,

afterward, by the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685.

great lawyers like SavignY, great men'of science like DuBois

The best authorities state that the St. Bartholomew night ) and

e
Raymond, great men of business like Rairena , and in multitudes

the days which immediately followed it, deprived France of a t

of vigorous thinking men in the army, and in every branch of

least 50,000 lives, and that the Revocation of the Edict of

activity.

Nantes drove out of France at least 500,000 well-to-do people.
Some trustworthy authorities state the number at a far

The number of these leading men in Germany of Huguenot
blood is far greater than Would be supposed, for many as there
are in North Germany bearing French names, there is a still

higher figure.

greater number who bear names translated into German.

As to the character of this people thus destroyed or

en during the Revolution that made
of their reliigious conclusions, for with this question I have
&-Ae.
nothing to do, the one point is, that they were, as a rule,
the more enterprising, thinking part of the people.

the spOliation of the church paSSible l -7 that made the Reign;'
of Terror possible.

Had this mass of sober, thinking, inde-

They

were certainly the elite of France, not only of the middle
class, but of the nobility.

The very fact of their dissent,

whether right or wrong, from the established course of religious thinking, implied thought, independence, courage.
result is well known.

The

Not only was the middle class fear-

been MeMberS Of'the French Cenventiah,auch poor creatures as
MaratHandRObaspierre, and such wild declaimers as Danton,
never could have obtained the control.

As a matter of fact,

the men who have always stood Up to the best purpose to pro-

fully depleted, but a preponderating

tect the French Catholic church from injustice, have been

scale in favor of Germany.

Protestants .like Necker and Guizot, or men who have inherited

Prussia

Powers, naturally hostile to France,, received those thus:
cli.71.Van out.

From that day ta this the descendants of French

uguanots have been

Protestant ideas like the Broglies.

The same class otimap i---

. what few of them were left -- were the most firm an teady
against the absurdities and atrocities of the:Reign of Terror.
Had not this class been so . thoroughly rooted out first by

he Andrew Dickson White Papers Cornell Universi

the St. Bartholomew Massacres, and afterward, by the Revoca-,,
04.4

nal"

O n one side De Tocqueville, Levasseur, and a recent writer in
(l) ()

tion of the Edict of Nantes, Robespierre, Damton, ama Marat

the Edinburgh Review,(see Edinburgh Review, Oct. 1887), say

could never have gained the ascendency.
not
So too, at a recent period had the sturdy descendants

that the condition of the peasantry was better in the time of
Louis XVI than it had been before - that it was better than

f all this mass of the best and most thoughtful people in

that of the peasantry generally throughout Europe, especially

A

'France been alien to Franee, and become an,actiVe addition to,

the German peasantry,— that there were large numbers of small

the forces of GerMany, the Yrance-Prussian war might have

farmers who owned their little farms, and that the serf system

turned oUtvery.differently.

The saddest want" of France

which existed so generally throughout Germany, had been so

for the last two hundred, hay, three hundred yearb 'haS been

reduced in France that there were only about 30 , 000 serfs

the want . of just this steady Middle class which those perse-

remaining, and that they were grouped together in the eastern

A

cutions drove out and attached to the forces of its rivals.
The great fact of all regarding the Bourgeoisie is ar-

'part of the kingdom on the estates of the Church. _Striking,
too, is the fact mentioned by Goethe, that when invading

rived at by the blending together of these two facts: first,

France with the German army in 1791, he found in the houses

its depletion and the lowering of its tone by the St. Barthol-

of the French peasantry decent wine and white bread, whereas

omew Massacres, and the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes,—

in the houses of the German peasants which he had left just

secondly, by the infusion into it of bitterness by ages of

over the line, there were only black bread and wretchedly in-

contemptuous treatment and exclusion from honorable activity.

ferior wine.

by the ranks above them.

So too, Dr. Rigby, who traveled through France in 1789,

Turn now from this middle class and look at the lowest

speaks of the parts which he saw as in good'condition,and the
'

class,-- the so-called working men in towns,with the mall
farmers and peasant laborers in the rural districts.

Regard-

roads as especially Well kept; but he was evidently misled
by the smiling landscape,-- by a few local iMproVements, here

ing these, the younger student in the history of the French

and there and took no pains to examine into the real condi -

Revolution is surprised to find what appears at first sight,

tion of the peasantry:.: 1 For Goethe and Rigby in France', see

an important difference of opinion between leading authorities

Itabeau, Lee Voyageurs en France, etc. . Paris , 1885 , pp..3937
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There can be no doubt that the French,peaSantry, With

d done saMething toward the evoIutiOn of a better syStem :

that WOnderfulkeennesS.of'Vision and thrift', which character -

LoUis.aVI had also tried to do some little in the same direc-

ize them above similar classes in all other partsHafroperi

tion.

here and there made the beat .. of their situation, arid produced '

ever steadg, ever mercilessly, the entire upper Claes. in

some results apparently excellent in spite of it, but 1 making

State and Church.

.

all allowance for these modifying statements the fact remains

But there Still pressed down upon 'them age after age,

It matters little that very Many of this oppreeeedpeas-

that the condition of the lowest class, and especially of the

.antry owned small PiceeS Of land.- This really made matters

great mass of rural peasantry, judged by any proper standard,

wOree.- Had they been simply farm laborers, Owning nothing,

was exceedingly bad.
wheming.

The testimony to this fact is over-

The famous Report of Vauban to Louis XIV, for which

as in England, or had they been serfs, as in Germany, the:bur-:
:den would have seemed to them laid upon the land owners, as

the great military engineer incurred the lasting displeasure

in

of the great monarch, and the reports of the Intendants made'

have known nothing about them; gut, as it was the very fact

toward the end of Louis' reign, are decisive as to the begin-

that the French peasantry were in so Many cases a land-holding
1
peasantry, brought these crushing burdens and vexations and

ning of the Eighteenth Century.

As to the latter part of the

England and Germany, and the.lowest class *mild, at least,

century, though that wonderful recuperative power which France

eXactions. directly upon them, and made themSee and hate this

has always shown, had done something to redeem some parts of

legalized Spoliation.

the country, the wretchedness in very many districts and periods was appalling.

The condition of the lower class, as a

It has also been urged by recent writers of E;Ipepe, that
the French peasantry were not so ground down and besotted as

whole,-- of the millions scattered through the workshops and

the German peasantry of that period.

over the fields of France had became in many districts, unbear-

extent true, but this *as really a reason why the Revolution
rv,„
they
The fact thatA were not so besotwas the more sure to COM.

1.

able.

I

, 1

Their misery had arrived at its climax under Louis XIV

and Louis XV.

This is to a large

Their condition had improved somewhat under

ted and ground down,' coupled with the fact that their minds

Louis XVI, as it had Improved at various intervals during the

were keener, enabled them to realize their position more keen-

long dragging ages of misgovernment.

ly.

Politic kings like

Louis VI, and St Louis and Philip the Fair, and Henry

1

No greater mistake can be made in statesmanship and 14..

historical study than to suppose that tendencies to revolution
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And fury in revolution are in Proportion to oppression.

there were first, as you have seen: the crushing land tax,

Revolutionary tendenci. and fury are really in proportion to

the Taille, and the salt: tax, the GabAlle.

the ability of the oppressed class to feel and estimate their

ing of all was the Royal COrtr4e', fully developed under Louis

0 3 0)
oppression and the 'causes of it

(See the masterly exposition

of this point in De Tocqueville's Ancien Regime.)

The very

XIV.
,

But most harass-

It had became more and more unbearable.

By this the

peasants of any district . were liable to be called from mos.

fact that the French peasants were so often owners of small.

pressing work in their fields and houses to labor for days

bits of land,-- the very fact that they were naturally quick-

and weeks upon the roads, upon the ,carrying of military Stores

witted and inclined to e saving and thrifty -- the very fact
that there were so many of them not utterly besotted and im14-610,-4S
bruted,-- these were the most dangerous 1144b1.44 in the whole
•
situation..
Therefore it was that though . the condition of the French
p easantry was not quite the worstof its kind in Europe.,, its

condition was especially dangerous.

Labor had been long dis-

honorable and laborers dishonored, and though the courts generally

the feudal laws somewhat favorably to the

peasantry, and though the number of serfs hadbeen . 'redliCed : to
'about 30 000 - ; - the ',condition Of the great mass of the
ry was wretched, and what :was worse for their evoreszar

atiatt7.

VI-Rs

. .,upon

the transportation ef A ceurt and court baggage'.
Turgot, indeed, as you will hereafter see, wrought a

great reform by abolishing the Corvee, and exacting a slight
tax in place of it, and then having the road-making and the
public works generally carried on by experts and special bodies of laborers, at far less cost, and with far better results.
But the first thing done when Turgot was turned out of power
,
all
was
put in a successor who restored the Corvee with its
A
0) CO
old oppressions. (See Rabeau, Le Village, Livre IV, Ch.I
pp. 265-6 ).
Take next the taxes to the ChUrch: these were tithes,
rents, dues fees -vonderfUl in number, ingenuity, and intri-

*P. 01.-f_

the peasants werel;Tonscious of this wretchedesz
sources of it.
There were heayy•taxes to the Btat
Church, arid most galling. tax ez to

caPS"- all bearing heavily upon the peasant at.eYarYpoint.
Take next the taxes for the benefit of the nobles:
these feudal duties met the peasant at every turn;'duties
when he bought anything,-- Sold anything .- - Owed:anything,
reaped anything,-- transported anything..

In some parts of

," •

tr17.

•.l

and PITYtnreVoldtiOn are in proportion to oppression.

there were first as You have seen, the crushing and t x2

:Revolutionary tendency and fury are really in proportion to

the Taille and the salt tax the Gabelle.

the ability of the oppressed class to feel and estimate their
40 01
oppression and the causes of it. (Seethe masterly exposition

ing of all was the Royal Corv4e, fully developed under Louis
XIV.

of this Point in pe.ToclUOYqW. -AnCien Regime..) The .orY

peasants of any district were liable to be called from most

fact that the French peas-ante were so often owners of small

7-77

It had become more and more unbearable. By this the

-Pressing work in their fields and houses to labor for days

bits of.land,- the very fact that they were naturally quick-

and weeks upon the roads, upon the carrying of military stores,.

witted and. inclined to be saving and thrifty

upon the transportation ofit court and court baggage.

the very fact-:

that there were so many of them not utterly besotted and'imbrat.e4
these were the most dangerous 7422-ews in the whole
--

situation.

ptc,
Turgot, indeed, as you will hereafter see, wrought a
:great reform by abolishing the Corvae, and exacting a slight
tax •in place of it, and then having the road-making and the

Therefore it was that thoughthe condition of the French

ublic, : works generally carried on by experts and special bod-

peasantry was not quite the worst of its kind In Europe, its

ies of laborers, at far less cost, and with far better results.

condition was especially dangerous.. Labor had been long dis-

erally construed the feudal 108 somewhat favorably to the

But the first thing done when Turgot was turned out of power
all
was to put in a successor who restored the Corvee with its
Cr)
old oppressions. (See Babeau, Le Village, Livre IV Ch.I

peaSSntrY,. and though the number of _serfs had been reduced to

pp.265-6).

honorable and laborers dishonored and though the courts gen-

co

about 30,000, the condition of the great mass of the peasantry was wretched, and what was worse for their oppressors, Ma

Lb cou,..,

ken-t_04.4.‘ct

the peasants wereIanscious
of this wretchedness and of the
A
sources Of it.'

Take next the taxes to the Church: these were tithes,
rents, dues fees,-wonderful in number, ingenuity, and intricacy,

all bearing heavily upon the peasant at every point
Take next the taxes for the benefit of the nobles:

There were heavy taxes to the State, heavy taxes to the
Church, and most galling taxes to the Nobility.
To recall some of the more important taxes: to the State

these feudal duties mat the peasant at every turn, duties
when he bought anything;-- sold anything,- sowed anything,
. : r0413 0. anything

transported anything.
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But most harass-

In some parts of

3

1-%
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12
13
France when the peasant married off his daughter, there were
The most important operations of

on the list of grievances.
duties to save her from dishonor,--- when he sharpened his

Agriculture were fettered or prevented by the Game laws and
plough, duties to save it from confiscation;-- fouage, or
the restrictions intended for their support. Wild animals
taxes on his fire;-- yulverage, or taxes on his flock;-stertage, meriage, bordelage, and a hundred other duties beside, and also the Taille - Seigneuriale, the tax on his newly-

r hunting of the most destructive kind such as boars and
herds of deer, were permitted to go at large through large
districts called Capitaineries, without any enclosure to pro-

married wife or new-born child.

These did not al1,..aa.e-4444,
tect the crops.

The damage they did to the farmers in four

bear on any one part of France, but every part was subjected
parishes of Montceau alone amounted to 184,000 francs a year.
to a most oppressive selection from them and combination of
Numerous edicts existed which prohibited hoeing and weeding
them.
In

vow

)64%
4-7
many-114.4s of France, the peasant must carry

lest the young partridges should be killed: mowing hay lest
the eggs should be destroyed;

taking away the stubble lest

his grapes to be pressed in the Noble's press or pay a fine,the birds should be deprived of shelter;-- manuring lest their
he must bake his bread in the noble master's oven or pay a
flavor should be injured.

fine;

Complaints for the infraction of

often he must pay for the privilege of crushing corn
these Edicts were all carried before the Manorial Courts,

in his own rude mill;-- and the old publicists speak of such
4e'(-'iGvida4 thing as Grenouillage,-- a payment in same 4a.a.r4Q-4-f--Firertee
fuer release from the duty of whipping the castle moat through

where every species of oppression, chicanery, and fraud was
practised.

Nothing can exceed the force of expression used

in the Cahiers (lists of complaints) of the provincial bodies

the night to keep the frogs still.

in describing the severity of their feudal,services."
The peasant must frequently help in carrying the noble
master's produce to market.

He must not offer his own until

And again, (p.200)"In filling up by forced labor one
valley in Lorraine, no less than three hundred farmers were

his lord's was soldi he paid tolls going and tolls coming.
0)
Cif)
Let me make an extract from Alison. (See Alison History

reduced to beggary.

The enrollments for Militia were also

the subject for general complaint, and :styled in the Cahiers

Europe, I. 198.)

'An injustice without example.'" And this from Alison the
"The feudal rights of the landed proprietors stood first

0

sleekest of high Tories, who roars like a lion against any

"
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effort toward liberty, and who Is mild a s a sucking dove re (.(
garding any encroachments of despotism; who sees the Almight
and all good ttexts on the side of French Absolutism, and
Satan with all fiery texts on the side of French Freedom.
agnOkrst of allj this nobility , thus drawing the life blood from the people was largely non-resident.

Ask for a

C

French Noble the witty answer shall be , he is eating his
71

Look at that wonderful historical monument, Gillray's
The French peasant always figures with sunken

cheeks, shrunken shanks, ribs to be easily counted, feet not
only soled but wrapped aboutwith straw, to fill out his

Grievances,(Cahiers de Doleances,)which were drawn up in various parishes throughout France, and forwarded to the States
General in 1789.

You heard, in a former lecture, Robert Miron at the last
session of the States General use a strange figure of speech,
saying that the Third Estate had been the anvil on which the
upper class had always hammered. . Here You see hi eaningAnd this Meaning penetrates the popular mind evermore
Caricatures scattered through France at the

approach of the Revolution show this

In these we have the picture of France re-

flected from the minds of the lower and middle classes themThese documents are great mosses of bitter com-

plaints, and complaints evidently well-founded.

( lr

show yo u

examples of these Cahiers as published, and will read some
ypIcal extracts from them.
Then we have another Mirror of Franco, receiving the picture from another point of vi:eW, and on same accounts it is

wooden shoes, and to keep them on him.

and more deeply.

The first of these is to be found in the Portfolios of

selves.

serfs in Paris.

Caricatures.

the Revolution.

liTeY clearly reflect

the peasant's fixed ideas: re tiller of the soil is constantly represented as carrying the clergy and nobility on
his back, and as crushed by the burden.
Fortunately we have two different mirrors, from either
of which we obtain a most striking picture of France;before

more valuable, than the CahierS and this 1s the account of
travels Made by Arthur Young in all parts of France just before the Revolution and just after the Revolution ha

egun.

•

No more valuable ,book of its kind could have bar written.
761.,(15's
(For a very remarkable tribute to the'value:of theA lrwork, see

the preface to the French edition by:446849m4erir Lonce de La
vergne.) ,
Arthur Young had ,a thorough knowledge of the best agri7
on
culture, as carried A in'Great Britain and various other parts
He was a keen obser'Ver, — a shrewd_thinkor, with a
of Europe.
tk
•0444- z<J1,04"
deep love for mankind, an airo its better developmen
His studies of France derived no inconsiderable part of
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their value from the fact that they were comparative studies.

eleven-twelfths of his earnings in dues tithes, and taxes.

He was able to compare what he suw in France with what he had

Only from one-twelfth to one fifth of his hard earnings re a)
v)
mained to support him. (See Tame' Ancien Regime-- pp.458-

seen in England, in Spain,' and in various countries of conti. ,.
nental Europe.
after year.

He went through France on long jotrileys year

461- 542-3.)

His studies were minute,and yet in a spirit

large and fair.

He talks with the peasant_toiling in the

There were 38,000 beggars in Paris alone.

ditches, with the peasant's wife, toiling in the field, and

From the reports of the Prewent on as a thing of course.
.
fects and the Ministry, we gather that "The food of the great

with their children begging along the roads.

mass of the lower orders was gruel with a little lard; in the

He visits the

Court and sees the King and queen at dinner;-- talks with-

evening a piece of bread, and on great occasions a little
dCL) (4)
bacon but beside this no meat for months together. (See

noble lords and ladies and gives us samplaof their conversation.
•

He dines with the great statesmen, aniscusses

with the history they were then making.
A
The importance of this work, the rarity of the English

reports: of the Prefects and the Ministry cited by Van Sybel,
-

History of the French Revolution,' V01,1,4426,0
-'ez)r long periods together the main food of hundreds • 0

edition of it and its value in a course like this, as summing

thousands was bread made of the bark of trees, and this in

up what I have thus far given, intuit be my .excuse for quoting.

one of the most fertile and fruitful countries in the civil-

from it extensively, :which I,now do.

ized world. (See Van Sybel's History of the French Revolution )

But what need of,Gillray's figures in caricature or

Vol.1 , Chap. I.)

Miron,b'famous figure- of speech, or the figtres of real men

Let me mingle personal eminiscence in one more statemen

and women who .Stand out so vividly from the pages of Arthur ,

Several years since_l_ rode from dawn to dusk through the

Young?

Glance a- moment at a_ few figures of a sterner sor t.

plains of La. Beate°, near Orleans in Middle France.

It was

I n all that nation, as we approach the Revolution, two thirds':

harvest time.

o f the working classes had not, as a rule , one pound of meet .

ized into a ship ploughing a golden sea. As is the custom

Per month.

Our dull old diligence might . have been poet-

in France the fields were not enclosed by hedges or fences,

The peasant paid, on the average, from four-fifths

and'stretching away on both sides to the horizon

he Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell Univers!
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Starvation

was

waving,
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twr
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"

s unlight gIowiñg..ovèrit, the cloud Shades:

:•illowy heat,
playing upon it

who spent millions upon his harem of the Pare au Cerfs gave

It was the very home of golden prosperi ty,

:.and..'EUrapeknOWs 'these plains as the Granary o1 Prance.

serf's last franc as a due not unfrequently gave back a few

-Mete same golden wheat waves rolled. through the last

sous in charity.

centUry: the Sail was not less kindly, sun and cloud not lest
gracious

The Clergy as it took its tithes and fees,

was often liberal in its charities and doles, and in texts to

et the peasants who tilled these fields, knew

prove that the poor is blessed, and that while Ring and Nobles

not the taste Of wheat bread; blessed was the daywhich gave.-

and Clergy confer such a blessing on the peasant he should be

them the taste of Oatmeal. After' their:bread:was of ferns,—

quiet,-- that the sheep must be still while he is shorn.

often their feast was of boiled grass and the bark of trees.':

But speak of reform,-- of taxing nobles and clergy, and

The plenteous Wheat waves of La Seauce rolled over the bones

there came at once arguments, outcries, threats.

of men who died of starvation.

exr
,„

And there were

The Noble as he took the

gold pieces in charity often.

So went into the Revolution the people of France;-ignois of horror in the picture:

hungry; filled with a sense of wrong l .,more'and more

the drawing of conscripts for the army brought additional

bitter in hatred.; and trained through ages Of Cruelty in the

agonies to all the little hornet scattered through theserretiow_

punishment of wrong, and in obedience to hatred.

. The upper classes regarded the.yoUng,,men.1 the centers of the
affection of fathers and mothers, first of all, as machines
for tilling the soil at a rate just sufficient to keep them,
in ordinary times, from starvation; and allAnot absolutely
64" Ci6g04°. *C a46e
necessary Zam ,14440 p;app4oe , they regarded merely as food for
-

-

powder, in the wars sprung upon Europe by the folly of kings,

cf)

the schemes of priests and the whims of courtesans. (See
Babeau, Le Village, pp.295 and following. Also p.3 of Babeau
You are not to suppose that the King and Clergy and Nobles
were generally hand-hearted: 't V were not.

Xing Louis XV,

s,
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-THE FRENCH PHILOSOPHERS 0 THE XV1IIth CENTURY.
(First Part.
Growth of French "Philosophie Literatur,,
Difficulties in forming an estimate of_this,--various opinGerms, development, .and end of the great
ions regarding it.
literature of Louis XIVth l s time,--characteristic1 ? of this classlc
Transition
literature,--its condition at the end of his reign.
from this classic literature (IC Louis XIVth's time to the Phil7.1ignet's remark.
osophical literature of Louis XVth's time.
Coalition of the Church and tho absolutu monarchy against this
of this coalition,--treetment of new
new literature,- -esul
books and of literary men,- effects of this upon the popularity
of books, -the influence of T - glish thought upon thi literature.
researches.)
(Du
I

Lon,..esquieu (1689-1755).
. His origin,--his officio , position.

The "LtLoc

Growth
Persanes" (1721) --it's suppression by Cardinal Dubois.
of Uottesquieu t s repubation,--his,travels,--visit to Dngiand. The
"Cailses de la Grandeur et de la Decadetoo des Romains"(1734),--its
.The "Escri
Imlue,--Napoleon's opinion of it,--Buckle's opinion.
es Lois" (1743) --its imperfections,--its main merit.
LA:. Voltaire (1694-1773).
His birth,-7nama,--waywardness,- genius, education.
His wri ,, ings, -- the OEdipus,--the Henrp.Ide,-- result., of his sa
in Eland--the Lettres Philosophiciues , -fertility
of. . hia genius
.
a this period,--typical examPle of his inculculation of new ideas
Essai sur les Moeurs,—,defects and value
seen in nis aaire. The
Surraary of .Voltaira i s general characteristics,--.hiS
of this.
attitude towards the monarchy,--his 'personal morality,--his lacir .
of calmness and dignity,..-keenness v. --his life at Cirey,--ot the
Court of Frederick the Great,--it , FernaY,--increased fertility
letters,.stories, and epigrams,--treatises
.against the existing .order oi things embodied in tales,--L'hommeauxAalayante ecus,--- his curious opposition to some results of
nv
geological researc1i,.7.7his work in popularizing.the scientific i
Nobler phase of'his' ife tear its . close
of .Sir Isaac'Eowton.
e tffair of Jean Calas,--it
Bobcaria
and the abolition of tortur. (1764)--Voltaire s par in this.
1113 life,
whole, its . contradictions, his death,--his buxi"
nis ignoranCe of modern: ideas regarding republidan
hia influanc
'C7overilmentc his okepticiPm as to. -. poliical.aquality,'T-his oppesi•

-

tion to the . abolition of a]. religion -,his.work in:"tearing:doWe
or this Work tho.ruIors of Pa]1ce iei.nLv reold in's itutions
.sponsible
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The French Philosophers of the Eighteenth Century*
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1144').t4rig is more necessary to one studying the great
period of history which we are now entering than some grasp
Of the thought and some look at the work of the great philosophers of the Eighteenth Century.
Rarely indeed have they been dispassionately regarded on
this side the Atlantic. The medium through which they have
been seen has been inevitably colored by race and religion.
Montesquieu has been regarded as .a witty maker of seditious
phrases) Voltaire as a fiendish Malignant; Rousseau, as a
cold-blooded sentimentalist; and they, with those who followed
them, have been looked upon as acting under the direct instigation of Satan;-- doing Satan's work; and they have all been
11
II
classed together and disposed of under the name of infidels.
-day, I shall, as briefly as possible endeavor to show
who these men were and what they did. I shall join in no
cries against them, nor shall I in the spirit of reaction,
deify them. I do not hate them,--- I do not love them,— my
whole purpose shall be to show them doing the work which I
believe, was a work appointed them in the evolution of modern
civilization.
As far back as the time of Richelieu and Mazarin
especially in the activity and energy stimulated by the Frond

ipt,r

a.
struggle, lie the germs of Nte new French literature. Under
the royal sunshine of Louis Fourteenth reign these germs
were developed into the most renowned literature France has
ever known.

Regency of his mother and of Cardianl Mazarin, this literaure had a chance to grow: the germs of it, therefore, burs
forth in full glory during the early and middle period of Louis

Literature thus fostered under an absolute monarchy, Must
of course be of a peculiar sort. - It could be beautiful and
brilliant in form; whatever thought it could present without
injuring Church or State, it was allowed to present. .Poetry
and the Drama were cast in beautiful molds: their authors .
were encouraged,— money was 'lavished upon them,— honors
were scattered among them; but upon this one condition,-that
they keep their hands off the established Politics and religion.

Fourteenth's reign - He did not create it; he at first affected to patronize it, and finally destroyed it. No new
writers of importance were fostered during his reign, and
when Fenelon produced what might have 'been the beginning of a
literaturarclassic in mold, and philosophical in spirit, showing tendencies toward healthful progress,-Louis XiV hunted
him down. The same thing was seen in Louis' treatment of
Racine.
Toward the end of Louis Fourteenth's reign,literature,

Under this arrangement grew up Corneille, Racine Moliere,
La Fontaine, Boileau, and many others who are the pride of
French pure, classic literature.

with everything else which was good in France, seamed to descend into a common grave; but when his heavy hand was removed
literature arose from her grave. But in this resurrection

But regarding this classical period of France, you mu t
be especially on Your guard against a very common literary
superstition. This superstition lies in the belief that
Louis XIV. created', and should have the glory of creating,
that classic literature. Nothing could be more Untrue: that
literature was really a product of the freedom and activity
of the Fronde period;-- a period when despotism was in abeyance

During the minority of Louis XIV., that is, during the weakN.

when there was in France an atmosphere of liberty.

she was changed,: she was no longer a pleasing figure; hers
•

•

,

was no longer a gentle influende; she came forth more glorious
than ever, but with a sharp - eye-peering into old wrongs and
new rights. She no longer held out the myrtle and olive;
beneath her garments was concealed *he swift Sword. Louis
XIV had made despotism hated: the Regent and Louis XV. were
making despotism despised. Literature no longer chanted
psalms to the King; she soon began uttering words rdgarding

he Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell . 14rii*Osity.
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the people;

their wrongs,- their rights

their hopes,

lated Clarke's Letters from Spain; it was an excellent work,

their demands*

but in it there was something said about the passion of the

At first these words were moderate so moderate as to

Spanish King for hunting. This was construed into an attack

seem cowardly. Alas, my friends how rarely has despotism

on Monarchy, and the book was suppressed. La Bletterie writ-

or unreason ever yielded to moderate requests and counsels.

ing upon the Roman Emperor Julian, mentioned the fact, that

Almost never has any system of oppression in State or Church

although he becamea pagan, he had some noble traits:

yielded to reason. So it was then: moderate as the hints

was construed into an attack on the Church, and La Bletterie

at reform were, they were looked upon as crimes. To hint at

was excluded from the French Academy, and barely escaped se-

a change, even in forms, was heresy in Church and treason in

vere punishment. Almost every leading book was suppressed;

State* Monarchy and Hierarchy had formed an alliance.

almost every leading author imprisdned or banished: Voltaire

The league of these two powers against moderate reform

was thrown into the Bastile on suspicion of writing a work he

was made closer than ever. Did a tyrant baptize any new oppression in blood, the Church stood its godmother.

his

never saw. Lenglet, for broaching historical theories con-

Conse-

s rued to have a tendency against the governing classes, was

quently, early after the resurrection of literature in the

four times thrown into the Bastile: Desforges, for uttering

Eighteenth Century, you find it opposing the Church witheven

sentiments opposed to the arrest of the Pretender to the Eng -

more bitterness than the State. You must understand fully

■11

lish throne s .sentiments probably shared by a vast majority of

that this opposition was not at first mainly on account of

his ccantrymen,...was imprisoned three years in a dungeon eight

disbelief, but because it was felt that the Church was utterly

feet square. If you wish more each examples, look into the

opposed to liberty, and thoroughly in league with despotism.

eighth chapter of the first volume of that wonderful but very

At first this coalition between Church and State to keep

unequal book, Buckle History Of Civilization in England , .

down the new literature; seemed to succeed. Almost every

But that was not all. The more stupid part of the

leading literary character as he arose fell under the ban.

French nobility entered into this coalition. They affected

You will find an amazing list of examples in Buckle's ehats 1

contempt for all writings which showed a tendency toward reun

and I can do no better than to cite from them: Imbert trans-

form. Take a case to illustrate this: Voltaire happened

he Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell Univers!
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one day at dinner to make a remark displeasing to the Chevalier

I

de Roham-Chabot: the Chevalier shortly after drove up to
Voltaire's door, called him out, and then had him thoroughly

for a long time but circles and manifestations, and table-moving seemed the chief end of man. just so in France early in
the last century) the burning of a book came to be looked on

whipped in the open street by liveried lackeys-his lordship

as necessary to make it sell; the imprisonment of an author

calmly looking on from his carriage, and superintending the

made all France anxious to read his work.

operation. And when in obedience to th e ideas of that time,

But , of course, despite this indirect benefit to authors

Voltaire challenged the man who had thus injured him, the

from the short-sightedness of their Persecutors, the whole

young noblehad influence enough to get a lattre de cachet,

system of Church and State and Nobility became hateful to all

by which Voltaire was thrown into prison for six months, and

engaged in literature. Can you wonder that this hatred be-

-

then banished from France.

came More and morabitter?-- Can you wonder that this crush-

But triumphant as the coalition was it began to be found

ing opposition to moderate suggestions of reform drove that

that it was defeating itself. It burned nearly every good

new race of French thinkers to violent demands for reform?

book which appeared, but the result was not what was expected.

Remember the sketch I have given you of the wrongs of the

Let me illustrate: Some years since I was living in the

French people, and then lay your hands on your hearts and tell

f amily of a devoted and enlightened Catholic in France. The

me who are to be blamed for what followed: was it the leaders

family were conscientious in observing all ,things prescribed

of Church and State j or the philosophers?

by the Church. In those days Spiritualism, so-called, was

But to strengthen the philosophers in their labors for

attracting Some attention in many parts of the world, but in
_
France it drew comparatively little notice. Suddenly the

reform, there came in just here a new influence. To Buckle,
the lamented historian of civilization, is due the first thor-

good old Archbishop of Paris thought it his duty to issue a

ough examination of it. This influence came from England.
rYt

pastoral letter against table-turning and tipping, and spirit-

As Buckle shows, in the time of Louis XIV. the English were

4

raliping, as the work of Satan

tmmediately every Frenchman

was wide awake; in every family, our own included, preparations
lwere made, literally, to raise Satan. Nothing was heard of

looked upon as barbarians, -- king-killers -- and their liter1.1

ature, if known at all, was despise d.
But now, the new French writers began to draw from the
,
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mines of English thought which they had formerly neglected,

tion anti thinkersoof_leng4amA.

and Buckle proves in a masterly way, that whereas in the time

First among the great Frenchmen thus influenced, I name

of Louis XIV* ProW04 not a half a dozen literary men of note
knew. England or the English language in this period the vast

Montesquieu.

majority of thinkers and writers knew England or her litera-

that is one of those families, which, as I have shown you,

ture or both: to travel 'in England and pry into English

held an hereditary position in the judicial bodies. He seems

thought, seams to have became a French mania.

to have grown up scholarly and thoughtful. On the death of

Now to get into the current of English thought in that

He was of a family which possessed the Noblesse de robe,

his uncle he inherited, after the peculiar fashion of French

age, was to get into a tide which, though :,Often turbid, was

'abuses, the Presidency of the Parliament of Bordeaux.
4

reformatory and eVen,revelutionary. The revolutions which
r
had cost Charles I. his head and James II, his crown had left

His first work which attracted attention was the Persian,
'
Letters. About that time all France and especially Paris,

many ideas of freedom. The English, Constitution too, having

had been stirred by a Persian Embassy to the French Court.

gone through the Revolution of 1688 and come forth greatly

As in the visit of the Japanese and Chinese Ambassadors to

improved by the Declaration of Rights, was of course an object

this country some years since, the whole nation was excited

of admiration to thinking men just banished from France where

to know more of these men. Persian matters became the rage.

the only Constitution was the whim of the King guided by

Montesquieu saw his chance and he was hardly out of
111

,40,0

priests and women. The debates on public measures in the

college before he began to avail himself of it. (See P741-44

English Parliament must have greatly stirred Frenchmen who

Vie de Montesquiau p.53 ) In the characters of certain

longed to discuss politidal problems in their own country, but

Persians Usbek, Rhedi Ibben, Rica and several others, he

could do so only under penalty of imprisonment or banishment.

writes a series of letters, and into this form weaves a ro-

Still more important,, great thinkers and writers had arisen

mance. There are adventures in Persia Italy, and France.

in England. You will note as I go on with the account of the

Still further to attract attention, he throws in some scenes

French philosophers of the Eighteenth Century, that nearly
te--s-C.. Clash
everyone I mention came under this influence of tohe Constita

of a kind rather calculated to promote curiosity than morality.

,

But the real purpose was to call attention to the evi
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under which France was then groaning. .Montesquieu t s Persians

0
Persian Letters was gut on the list of forbidden books, and

in Paris write home accOUnts of things they see and hear, and

this was done by *That sublime guardian of public morals

express opinions regarding them.

Cardinal Dubois, lwhe as prime minister forbade the book to be
X X
read from that moment its guccess was certain. (See Vian,

I will read a few examples. If they seem lacking in
sharpness, remember when they were written,-- in times when
what seems now very moderate was exceeding bold.

The authorship •the Persian Letters was now made known

Quotation on King and Pope,— Letter XXIV.
Pope and Church,-Religion,--

Monks,--

ft

n

and Montesquieu was famous. He became a candidate for mem-

XXIX,

bership in the_ French Academy, and here again good ludic attend-

U XXXV.

etf im, for Cardinal Fleury, prime minister of Louis XV., op-

" XLVI•

posed his candidacy: this did still more to lift him into the

U LVII.

full view of France and of Europe.

Toleration,--

" LIXXV.

Republics,—

It LXXXIX. 4/04

Shortly after this he seems to have conceived an idea of

1.31x

Reform in Criminal Law,--

his great work on law, for he relinquishes his position as
president of the Parliament of Bordeaux, and begins traveling
Europe.

Mild and timid as this seems, to publish it in France
Arrived in England he seams to have been fascinated by
involved great risk for its author. The manuscript was theres atmosphere and literature of Constitutional Liberty, and
fore sent privately to Amsterdam, and Published there without
he remained there two years. Returning to France he published,
the author's name. To conceal it still more completely, the
i n 1734 a short treatise, which to this day remains one of the

title-page bore the statement that it was Published at Cologne,
%
This was in 1721. (See Vian, Vie de Montesquieu, pp.50 & 57•)

greatest of its kind,-- the "Consid4rations gar les Causes
e la Grandeur et de la Decadence des Romains." I would name

The book took hold upon the public at once. , Four regular and four unauthorized editions were published during its
fitst year. Only one thing was wanting to its perfect success

it as one of the books which every thiAking'student aught to

read at some time. Napoleon said of it, that it was the
only book he over saw from which something could not be left

and this was soon supplied, for in the following year, the

12

• 13
But Montesquieu t s crowning work was not published until

out. Buckle says of 't that it may be truly called the
•
first book in which there can be found any information, con-

fourteen years later (1748)! .

cerning the real history of Rome,lbecause it is the first in

Laws." It was the fruit of twenty Years of hard labor and

which the affairs of the ancient world are treated in a large

'travel and thought, and became a new source of reforming ideas.

h is was his "Spirit of the .

Thinking men throughout France and throughout Europe

and comprehensive spirit.
Extravagant though this may seam, I think it but j u s t .

Seized upon it. with avidity, and this feeling in its favor was

In one little volume you have the essence of that vast Roman

increased by the fact that the work was soon taken up with a

history. You see the working of that cold, brutal caloila-

view to its suppression by the Church.

tion by which Rome

5rasped

the world'

Its fate in this respect was curious. The Assembly of

see that mixture

of cruelty and common sense by which she held the world: you

the Church of France was wise enough to see that they had

see the effaninacy arising from tyranny and slavery by which

better not meddle with the work s ad—sa—dea.l.i.a44.4.1a—ciaal—wirth

she lost the world. Sharp thoughts and closely-knit arguOn the other hand, the theologians of the Sorbonne took

ments come in which are of use in all lands and times.

it up and a vigorous attempt was made to condemn

Quotatioris from Grandeur and Decline of Romans," edit.

Among its contents which the leading theologians insisted

:Dublin, 1734.

were heretical, was its declaration that the taki g of inter-

Disunion during war at Carthage and union at Rome p.19.

ut..41

National injustice improvident, p.23.

eat for money .should be lawful, and that opposition to

Effect on Roman character of gladiatorial combats and

rather drawn from Aristotle than from' the true principles of

was

religion. Objection was also made to what was said in it

power over children and slaves, p.109.
C mmerce and Sciences thought fit only for slaves p.110.

regarding certain relations of climate to religion; and final-

Caligula, Nero, et al beloved by mob,

ly to Montesquieu s statement that "since the Emperor Julian

110.

the Apostate there had been no prince more worthy of govern-

Despotism of a Prince succeeding a Republic thereby all

ing men." (For citation, see Vian eh 27 )

the more absolute p.114.
If

I quote from the
Men4,th

4/aet

edition

1'734 but recat=

Montesquieu always somewhat timid, promised to make

translation.
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corrections but the corrections being delayed the matter was

still considering the age when it was written, it is a

carried to Rome. There he found a friend in Pope Benedict

greaIBook. It is broad, deep, brilliant. It is true that he

XIV., one of the most enlightened in the whole series of Raman

does not grapple with Despotism and try to strangle

pontiffs; and the pope kept off the hands of the Congregation

it times seems too Cautious, .too curious in searching into what

of the Index, whose duty it was to examine works suspected by

164 rather than bold in asseming what b4iht to be. But he does

theologians.

one great thing. He sets man thinking in Polities and Religion.

But Montesquieu's delay in furnishing the required mod-

he even..

Now to set men thinking in Polities and Religion in France as

ifications, gave his enemies a triumph. The work was finally

then constituted was to pui_a slow match to their whole pawder --

pmt upon the Index of works forbidden to Christians, and it

magazine of Lies and Shams.

stood there for a hundred years.

Montesquieu then is the pioneer of the great corps of Frenchi

The only effect of this condemnation was to attract new
readers to the book and in spite of the Index, it became a
philosophic classic. (See Vian. as above.)
Many parts of it were very defective. Those portions

thinkers in the Eighteenth Century,- in his works lie , many of
the germs of that great militant literature.
I bring before-you now a Philosopher of yet greater name. He

was born in 1694, the son of a Nbtary named Arouet. His elder

treating of political economy were of necessityvery imperfect,

brother having taken the family name, the future Philosopher took

Many portions betray ignorance of things, and thoughts which

the name of an estate belonging to the family, or rather a name

voirie*

are now commonplace. At times, too, Montesquieu's fan-

obtained by timinsposing the letters of his family -mane — Voltaire.

4164.44 0

Sometimes his love of system
A
/
gets the better of his love for thorough research. Beside

cy runs away with his judgment ,

Arouet 1(e) J(eune)
His early 4.ife was full of trOubles. There Was a waywardness

'this, there is at times altogether too much care for the style,

about him . which kept him in constant oscillation between dis4

too much skill in the phrasing too much wit, too much antith-

comforts and discouragement's, but in all Of them from his child-

esis too much of that-which led another witty Frenchman to
a
es
say, that instead of leaving the title L'Esprit des Lois, it
gt
should bear the title, L'Esprit sur ).es Lois.

hood his brilliancy astonished all men. Having been sent to a
Jesuit College he soon shated: his tendenties and his instructors'
were evidently afraid of h#1.
Leaving these instructors he rapidly gained .reputation as a

he Andrew Dickson WhitePapers Cornell University
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literary genius; and as you have seen, it cost him dear--two different imprisonments in the Bastile -a public chastisement in

reader loathe intolerance.
Returning from England he gave forth a brilliant series of
Epistles called the Philosophical Letters,( Lettres Philosoph-

the Paris streets-- and banishment.
His first main works were Tragedies the most successful being

iques, or, as they are often called, Lettres anglaises.) The sugrc

his Oedipus. He took Clasic subjects and endeavored to follow

gestion to them, was doubtless caught from certain English Free

Clasie models, but even there his revolt against French abuses

thinkres, but he far exceeded them and his work became one oP

was at times too strong for him and some Of his verses have a

the main minor causes of the French Revolution. It was a dashing

decidedly radical tone. ( Cite Famous linos from Oedipus.)

work presenting the advantages of English Constitutional freedom

But during his imprisonment in the Bastille he planed a work ,

in a way most decisive. It also wrought heavily against abases

such as France had not-- a great National Epic Poem, the Haade,

in the Church-- but to tear down these he went at the foundations

and during his banishment in England he finished it. It was the

His ridicule was poured oat upon Patriarchs Prophets, and

first Trench Epic and probi ly tó last for although . recieved
4 •
with applause resounding from one end of France to the other, it

ApOstles. HeavY..artillery of argument- light musketry of ridicule=

Al now ,==i4eA-levaL

irlt4tee...4.,

The influence of English Constitutional Liberty and English •

14.4yed constantly and the din was soon heard throughout Europe.
The PhiloSophiCaljtetterswere followed by an astonishing
number of works of all Sorts, - - Tragedies - POems-, Pamphlets - Epi-

Freedom-loving thinkers on the current of ideas through

grams

*mem is very evident.

miraculous and no matter, how much he strove at times for Classic

The subject of the Poem was the Great War of the League in the
Sixteenth Century between the Catholics and the Protestants. The
hero was Henry IV. There was a great deal of eumberous anti-

Coldness

Voltaire's fertility Seemed almost

- eVeitythig he wrote tended to spur Europe on in its

great War upon the old system of Political and Religious thought.
This philosophic propagandism of new ideas we find even where

quated maehinery it it borrowed from Homer and Virgil--a vision,

we Should never dream of it, e.g. in his dramatic poem of Zaire,

a descent into the Infernal regions; but the importance of this

though the subject seems as remote as possible from any connec-

poem in Human history is in some

ringing verses-for Toleration

and. against Fanaticism. One of its most striking episodes was
the Massacre of St. Bartholomew--painted so as to make every

tion with the new thought.
But Zaire in one of the dialogues is made to present the
fundamental idea of tolerance. She uses these words: eOn the

apers, Corne I Univers!
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baiiks of the Ganges I would have been a devotee of false gods,

of Thalia and Prederic.Of'DenMark also sought him.

in Paris ,a Christian, here a Mohammedan. Instruction does all.

( See Tuttle. s History, of Prussia vol. III, Chap.. V. vol.

The land of our fathers engraves upon our feeble hearts those

-Chap. VII. 1 ,

first characters which time and example retrace
at,
See the citation in Paton Life of Voltaire , vo
Among all these writings of Voltaire many deserve extended
notice, but I will only briefly characterize very few.

T T,

His practical morality was bad but it ought to be Said
not so bad as .that of multitudes of his contemporaries, and pvehapi:
while we utterly Condemn his conduct we ought to consider what
life was fostered by the whole French system.

The Essay on Manners and Customs is a history of the World
and one of the first which strives to present the real history
of the people. As regards the History of the Middle Ages it

i s very defective like nearly all works of the last Century.
ie meanings of that great development period had not dawned upon
men but many parts are full of thought and valuable suggestions
of thought.
Another work ) La Pueelle) - a burlesque ) was a poem upon Joan

1141.1.--eved44.9
Yet it ought to be stated that toward the end of his life
his character showed a noble phase: 44J

f irst of the noble things which do much to redeem
of Voltaore s life wau his conduct in the Calas affair.

of Are. It was full of wit, but its indecency robbed Voltaire

Jean Calas was an aged Protestant in Toulouse. He seems

of a great
, share Share of his influence and will disgrace him

to have been regarded by his neighbors as a man of entire truth

forever.(And here my friends just one lesson from this. The

and honor. He had arvived at the age of sixty-eight years and

wittiest and most learned man cannot afford to write or speak

no stain rested upon his moral character. His religious character

vile language. The man who shouts with laughter at an obscene

was not so good for he was a Hugunntit.

pun -din,' will despise him who made it to-morrow. His mane as

Suddenly his eldest son who not long before had became a

b estowed in his memory will always have that taint upon it. The

Ronan Catholic was found strangled. He was known to be erratic

taint will sling to other utterances and will forever weaken

and moody-, but soon the theory was started that he had been

them So with Voltairev-)

murdered by his father on account of his change of ,religion.

Frederic the Great made him his pet and companion. Catherine

The father showed that his son had been melancholy and

1*z
47.
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always beloved by him.

•ung: nit

e showed that another son who had gone

Voltaire by his conduct

n the matter struck a tre -

into the Roman 0hurch_had always been welll treated by him.

men

showed that in any strugle his son could. have over - powered him4

Europe. Montesquieu before him had done much, and we soon find

All Go no purpose. -Eight Judges out of the thirteen of the Par.

r

Ous blow eit. the old system of Crimes and Punishments in

circulating among thinking men the great work on Crimes an
-

liment of Toulouse found him guilty. He was tortued again - and
again, and finally broken,uPon'the . Wheel and executed;

k

Punishments of BeCearia,_zhe .
last

words wexe declarations of innocenee and forgiveness of those

I ;

•-

- alien Philo s ôpher, who laid. down

•

wild.' precision zhe new pfineiples for which the Freneh Philos ophers had done so much to prepare the world.

who had forced on his punishment. His youngest son was banished.
This story, Voltaire living at FerneY

•

happened to hear. He was

B ut

you are especially to be on your guard against the idea

that Voltaire

was an apostle of demperacy. Nothing could be

roused like a lion. It was an age of abuses and all that those

farther from the fact. Democracy, - the rule of •the whole p7aplel -

abuses asked was to be let alone. That is what they always ask,

he could not understand. , In various parts of his works, he Speaks

but Voltaire determined that they should not be be let alone.

with comtempt of the lower classes and even the lower middle

Alone and unsupported he attacked the Judgement of the Toulouse .'

classes. He goes so far as to say that he does not write for

Parliment, He draged it not only before France but before the

such people that he cares nothing for their opinion. Nor did he
,
attack Monarchyywa.Ammmmoimpft He at times flatfb- red the worst of

'wo rld. All the wende r fulnkeennas ,.Ti of his intellect was brought

to bear on the ease.

Monarchs. His flattery of Louis XV. living was , monstrous and

He riddled the Aestimony4 he spread out

the whole affair with such clearness as to produce certainty

his panegyric of Louis XV. dead -ivras as disgusting as the sermons

of Injustice, and With eloquence as

VV110
of the Prelates fro m0 recentlY quoted to you. Frederic the

Produlte horror.

He spared ,

. neither time or money, and at last he obtained a decision form:

a Court of Appeal declaring Jean . Calas innocent:-

:King Louis XV.

Great was less devoted to Monarchy t han wa6 Voltaire, and checked
h i s flatteries at times. Voltaire insisted that the Philosophers

was forced to give heed and offer such restitution of a pecun -

should support Monarchy against Ecclesiasticism. He never dreamed

iary kind as he .could'make and all ranks passed forward to offer

of attacking absolutism. What he did attack was every sort of

kindness to the unfortunate family.

eruelity and inequity in customs and laws eceleiastical and civil,

But this was not all. The -Astice rendered
family was a-small thin compared

to

arbitrary imprisonment,- the unlimited eenture of the press,

the ' Calas

the justice rendered,

0

crushing ouz of free zhought

intolevanee toruare, stupidity,

he Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell Univers!
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laws and administrabion.

I n all his life too, there was a striking lack of calmness and

Nor did he attack the Church as the Church. HA felt that
religious organization was for most People a necessity.

He

would have made a race with the Church. One of his most important works he dedicated to Pope Benedict XIV and received
flattering letter in return from His Holiness. It Was only when
the Church absOlutely refused to yield any thing that he began

to attack reli

dignity: in this respect it was the very opposite of the life
of4ilming—and Goethe. As a result of Voltaire's vigor in sarcasm
against the dominant institutions and men of his timc his whole
life was filled with quarrels some of them ennobling his
career , most of them disfiguring It, some of them have sent echoes
through the hearts of good and true men down to our times, most of
them became mere personal squables. In these his tongue and pen

From a very Period he had the most noted crowned heads of
A
Europe at his feet.

were like lightning.
These ledto frequent changes of residence. Debauched king
Lottis XV.,dreaded him as a satirist, • and pious Queen Marie
Leczynski abhorred him as an infidel:

4,

therefore retreated

for a time to the little Chateau of Cirey , whence he sent out,
sometimes privately, sometimes publicly, _every form of writing
calculated to stir Europe.
A bereavement hardly to be described here, made him again

it4404,0a

a wanderer and he yielded to the solicitations of Frederic the
Great to cone and live as his Chamberlain at Potsdam, and at a
salary which in the view of Prussian economy was considered
wonderful.
But here his genius for sarcasm led him into prepetual
quarrels and his liking for doubtful pecuniary speculations
brought him into disrepute, the friendship of Frederick the Great
grew cold Voltaire by his folly brought upon himself gross
insults, and all Europe laughed at his vexations.

4;k0-44.0k,..71.

Shaking off from his feet the dust of Prussia, and returning

to Pranee, he found on arriving at Stristbqrg that the government was not Inclined to receive him favorably at Paris; he
theefove turned aside bought a beautiful Chateau at FerneY,
just upon the swiss frontier, within a few miles of Geneva; and
there

spent the last and most usefyl rears of his life.
day, one of the most interesting places of

P1l,gtim4gO
• eeived

The little parlor in which Voltaire re-

as humble deciples, many of the foremost princes and

•

learned men of his time, the little bed-room where_he dictated

the works which have had such an influence upon milliOns

garden terraces which he laid out, and upon which he discussed
problems, religious, philosophical political, with the foremost
thinkers of Europe, the Church which he erected for his peasant
villagers with its inscription Deo erexit Voltaire, all stand
to-day as they stood then. He had become a man of great wealth.
The properity which he had inherited and the revenue from his

books, had been managed with consumate skill for he was not
less keen in an investment than in an epigram. Here at Ferney

he lived

much in the style of a wealthy French noble except

that his life was quiet, decent

pressive to any human being.

and the very opposite of op-

About him he gathered a little

town of poor but laborious watchmakers, aided them in developing

their industry, t ook care of them, took a world of pains to bring
their watches into fashion throughout Europe, and became in

he Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell Univers!
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various ways a sort, of Providence to them.
During the Jest Years of his life his Pen ran with miraculous
vigor , and perhaps to even greater purpose than ever before.
He wrote volumes of private letters to leaders in public affair
and each letter bright and witty, was sure to make.apoint in
favor of the new ideas.

He gave forth a number of short stories,

each of which under a form humerous and witty to 4 degree almost

supernatural

• impressed some idea hostile to the prevailing

Ceiv(444,a)
system in the 'French Church: Some of these are .aeoettstad the
best of their kind ever written, Candide prehaps being chief, thog
though his dialogue between the monk and the Emperor of China
is perhaps as daring an example of his satire as anything he
ever wrote. His skill in epigram never deserted him. The one
upon Le franc de Pompignan

set all Europe laughing.4 So too,

did the answers to the attacks made on him by his arch-enemy
....mseemmtrAtitiMogilift;=.

Freron. As an example we have his four lines for an answer
to -ale whole book which Le Jay and prercin combined to write

'Saves vous pourquoi Jeremie
Se lementait to te sa vie?

C'est paree

prevoyaii,

Know's-E.• thou why prophet Jeremiah
Passed all his .life in lamentation
T e was because he foresaw that ilimpignan

Ent.e la Beaumelle e' Freron,
Ce serait vraiment Un CaIvaire,
S'i l s

rouvait un bon larron.

Le Jay in ridiculous fiction
Puts Voltaire between Beaumelle and Freron.

T would be like the Crucifixion
If one of those thieves were a good one.

e Andrew-Duckson White Papers, Cornell Univers!

Thanks to Buffon and others during the reign of Louis Xlrm
•

As an example of his touch we may take from his Whomme aux
quarante elms. ( The man with forty crowns,) one passage. The
man with forty crowns about whom Voltaire wrote

story was

a poor peasant philosopher who had a little accumulation of
forty crowns as his fortune. He was the best basket maker in
the world, and his wife an excellent seamstress. Near their
cottage was a big abbey, with a hundred thousand francs of
revenue. Why, asks the basket-maker, should that,handful of
monks swallow so enormous a portion of my forty crowns? Are they
more useful to the country than I am? Do they contribute, as I
do to the population of the country? ' No; not at least in
appearance'. Do they cultivate the land? Do they defend the
state when it is attacked? No. Then what do they do? They
pray to God for us. 'Rh bien, I will pray to God for them.

attracted the attention of the more thoughtful were fossils.
Fossil shells were found on high mountains. Curiously enough
the idea that these had anything to do with living animals was a
tacked on both side5-13Y the Church and by Voltaire. He had
ridiculed the ides of the Deluge of Noah, and he saw in the
existence of these shells something which might lead the popular
mind to believe in the reality of the Deluge. Had he foreseen
the conclusions of the modern Christian world as expressed in
so recent a work as McClintock and

Strong's Dictionary he

would have recognized the fact that the Deluge of early tradition affected doubtless only a small part of Asia. As it was
he took the alarm and made careful argument to prove that these
fossil remains were simply shells which had been dropped in

Let us shares'
The whole story, fUll of fun as it

is in reality a

bitter treatise against the whole existing system of taxation,
especially that which enured to the benefit of the church.
In some of his writings,indeed, Voltaire made mistakes which
are if possible more comical than his epigrams. One of them will
serve t.o accentuate

men looked about them in nature and among those things which ,

he fact that all the opposition to the

progress of science does not come from the Church;—that it comes
from an underling principle of fear to trust truth as tru
and that this feeling may sometimes influence great free thinkers
as well as great devotees.

various places by pilgrims and. travelers.

He says:

I have

seen some oyster shells petrified, a hundred leagues from the
sea'

iut I have also seen burned under twenty feet of earth

Roman coins, and rings of Roman Knights, at a distance of more
than nine hundred miles from Rome' And yet I have not said
these rings, these coins' of gold and silver were made here; Ad&
80 I

have not said these oysters were born here; I have simply

said travelers brought hWJWthe rings,

the coins and the

oysters. This is all very comical and serves to show that a
scientific feet must be approached in a desire for truth alone,
and not under the influence of any preconceived theory.

But ,.n another field Voltaire did much for science. To him

29

due in large measure the popularization of the scientific ideas

And. here, net merely for the destruction of the monatrUoUs old

of Sir Isaac Newton in France. His work in this reaeet was

'
• system of criminal proCeedure with its tortues preliminary
A .•
.

superficial, but it had at least the effect of drawing French

and. preparatory, but for the . establishment of a better system,

mind's toward more careful study of those great English dis-

Voltaire deserves well of h.Amanity.. For . centuries, nay from the :

coveries.

days of CicerO good and. thoughtful men had . . protested against

See Bungener, Voltaire et son temps, Vol II? Chap.
also Jevons Principles of Science, Vol. II? p 328. )
( For the passages in Voltaire, see Voltaire, Dissertation

proeeedure by tortu.e, all JO vain, the whole power of the conservative and indifferent classes was thrown against them a d .
the . conservative and indifferent classes generally form a large

sur lest, ehangements arrives dans notre Globe; also Voltaire,

majority, to preach against , tort in this world was to preach a-

Les Singularitee de le Nature, Chapter XII, near close of volume v

gainst, the established theology, nay, to impugn the methods of

of the Didot edition of 1843. )

punishment adopted by the Almighty; and firm] Y united with the

But it ought to be stated in this last period o his life,
,
his ohmmeter developed into a noble and higher phase. His

theologians in opposition to all attempts at reform, in the

vigor in thinking and. writing seemed Unabated:- in 11 that time

any change as impugning the wiado,m of the great men of their

from about his seventieth to beyond his eightieth,yes.r his last

'profession.

writings show all the freshness of the writings def his youth.

law was the whole body of lawyers Of the period; they regarded

But in 1794 Becearia published at Milan his little treatise

This nobler phase of Voltaire's life was shown not merely

on Crimes and Penalties; vigorous, pithy, clear, it showed the

in his constant kindness to the poor villagers whom he had there

mons'ttrous absurdities of the Proeeecture by tortuie so ',hat all

gathered, and whose watches he made famous through Europe, not

men sould understand it he Church denounced. Beccaria as

merely in his devotion to the distant relative of the poet

heretic his book was forbidden by the ecclesiastical authorities,

Corneille, the poor girl whom he educated. and provided for,

the great lawyers ridiculed him as an ignoramus, but Voltaire'

not merely in his care for multitudes of distressed men from all

planted himself by Becceria side Braving persecution and

parts of' Thirope , whom he assisted: far greater than these,-

ridicule, he introduced Beóearia's book into France, wrote

indeed greatest of al

that which does much to redeem the

errors of Voltaire life, was his c n uct in the Calas affair.

a

notes and illustrations for it, made. Bectaria an idOl among
the lovers of progress throughout Europe, and far more than

0
any other man in France set in motion the train of events which

at last, on the eve of the revolution, and during the revalution
abolished torte in France forever

As death .approached at the .age of eighty four years, he
spoke of it ever calmly, , it seemed to have few terrors for
his only wish was that his body might have decent burial and

Similar service was rendered by Voltaire in the progress of
many other reforms; victims of various absurdities looked at

h im as their champion; owl he aecepted the trust , and fought
their battles manfully.

this, unless he conforMed,to the 0hureh he could not have.
At one time he thought of going into one of the SwissCan'tons to die, in Order that his body might be put decently under'
the ground; but as his end approached in France, he made final

Voltaire's life you see is not to be judged by the standards
confession to a priest, alined in writing a declaration that
of better times; mush of it is bad, much flippant, much sensation-

she died cla Catholic received absolution, and sent six hundred

mush eontemptible; yet much of it is good some of it is
franca to the poor of the parish,: but everything showed that
great. It is a mass of contradictions; he said much of virtue,
this was not from any fear of future torments, but simply that
yet parts of his life were anything but vittuous; he was at
his last hours might be peaceful, and the disposal of his body
times a grasping speculator, yet he did things frequently which

-decent*

In general his friend4Approved ,thia..eqUrse4yen the7 :

showed great generosity and kindness of heart; he was a deist,

When one day, a friend asked him if
•

and struck Christianity as he knew it many killing blows; yet
he had reaV confessed to a priest, Voltaire answered that among

he gave in his allegiance to 'the established Church for the
sake of peace; he bitterly opposed atheism, yet he sometimes
started trains of thought which ended in atheism fighting the
abuses and wrollge of his time he participated in many of them;
doing mach to undermine the Churell, h erected a church edifice
wat*Aw..
0".A.
tended
mass in it1.41seiskeelf and ye-t---sesILIorthitti,
at Ferne
.orkw

MEtE;nts against the established reflTh;") he did
eilVili•-iii-ig7E17—
-nlyr,gra*Rf

every thing to advance new thought and set in motion ideas fatal

wolves one mast howl a little, with the rest of the pack, and
that if he were dying on the banks of the Ganges, he should doubtless hold the tail of a sacred cow in his hand.
As one of his friends asked him one day whether he was realV
converted he sent for pen and ink and wrote his final sonfession
of faith, which may still be seen in the National Library at
Paris in these words:
die adoring God, loving my friends, not hating my enemies

0 oppression, and yet he remained attached to *anarchy and
detesting superstigtion. Voltaire.
His death took place in Paris May 30 1778: Just befre his

33
death , a zealous priest :Made his way into the room and demanded

He did not believe In the equality

all men; he thought it

whether he believed in the DiVinitY of the Savior. . Voltaire

absurd, and his disbelief was not merely in their equality of

turned: away and begged the priest to let him die in pease.

position,

There was great difficulty in securing proper burial for him;
his embalmed body was hurried off to a little abbey in thecount
and huddled Under ground just in time to escape the published
order of the bishop Of 'Troyes refusing him burial; thee bid body
remained until the Revolution, then it was brought with the
remains of Rousseau to Paris, and burned beneith the Pantheon)

Olt the restoration of the Bourbons, it was removed to aplace

Im27# i n their equality in rights before the law.

He ind not believe in the abolition of all religion, nor
even practically in the abolition of the established church;
he evedently believed that the lowest classes,

lackeys and

cohlres as he called them needed a heaven after their own
notion; a heaven where they could sit on clouds and twang harps
he said that the old fashoned heaven was just suited to their
comprehension and aspirations. He would have allowed Bishops

outside of the Church; at the coming in of the Orleans Dynasty,.

And Priests to remain in order to bind socieuy together, but

in 1830, it was sought to be replaced beneath the Pantheon which

he wished them to became tollerant of differences of opinion,

meanwhile had been known as the -Church of Saint

cett-ekore.

but the papers of the time tell us that the remains could not
be fOund, his enemies had evedintlY made way with them.
His heart se;grated from the body at the embalment was taken
from place to place, was at one time the object of a law suit
bin was finally brought uu he National Library at Paris where
the vase containing it is still shown - to .strangers.
A ward finally as to Voluaire'S influence.. U should clearly
undersuand that great as was his genius

lb
.in destroying the old

to say as little as possible about miracles, to pass very
lightly over revealed religion and teach mainly natural religion
and morality.
Voltaire has been charged with tearing down, but it was an
age when men were needed to tear down; the rulers of France in
State and Church ref*sed to hear such men as Fenelon and Turgot,
who would have brought revival and restorauion, uhey ear
Voltaire and men like him, and these opened the path to Revolution.

'order of things
he was never -a :republican; his belief was that
,
republican goVernmeht As only possible in small territories and

i n single cities, as i n the Rep:4131Jc of San Marino in Italy and
the MeddaeVal toWne of various parts of Europe.
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HE TRENCH - PHILOSOPHERS
;. OF THE OF THE , XVIIIthCEITTURY.
(Second Part )

IT; Rousseau (1712-1778. )
His .birth,--influence of his early reading, and especialThe . first Dijon
ly , in Plutardh,77.-slow intellectual development. prize essay,--his 'treatment or the subject. i.: The second prize
essay, --germs:of his main ideas in both these essays , --main difference revealed in these between Rousseau and Voltaire.
The
"Contrat Social"
fundamental idea, --the logical result as to
the- theory of representation and. impossibility of large republics,
-influence of the work in American and: - .Europe.
The "Dmile",-fundamental difference .between Rousseau's idea Of .education and
that dominant in his time., --effects of this treatise. " The
"Profession de Foi du Viciire Savoyard,'--its essential doctrine
of religion. V. The Encyclopaedists and naterialists (1750-1789).
The "Encyclopedie" (1750). Dideroti--his education
his imprisonment, --interferences with the encyclopaedia,--tho.
worst blow aimed at it ,,--general tendency or Diderot writings.
D'Alembert, - -educ at ion, - Contribut ions to :thought .
Condore et 1 -education,
contributions to thought.
,91istory
of the Indies", --its merits, its relation to Voltaire 4 sJuEssai
sur les lioeurs,a- its main direct sign.ificanc-e.
Helvetitis and.
.
Holbach,--their'catheisM and materialism.'
VI. Philosophic Queens and•Courts.
.
.
Transfer of influence from the court of Versailles to
certain Paris Salons , --Mesdames:. de - Tencin;
. Geo ffrin , . Du Deffand;
..
.
.
14"Espinasse .. and • ethers . .;-'-consequences i
..
VII. Philosophic Attack on French institutions.
Attack on the Church(1750),7-upon
the State afterwards
, . •
• .
•
•
-inadequate efforts of LotiiS Xy. against : this ,7.-apparant absence
of real danger,--indreasing pressure of the new thought —the only
remaining hope.

CAL.
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The French Philosophers of the Eighteenth Century.
Second Par t.
come now to the third in the great Triumvirate of the

in the lives of the great men of modern tr./mel t is the frequen
6(e
influence upon . tham of the reading
of Plutarchls Lives of the great men of antiquity.
Some one has said that History is Biography with the

Eighteenth Century Philosophers,- Jean Jacques Rousseau.
He was born at Geneva, the son of a poor working man.

brains knocked out. Like most pithy sayings eiteth*mmitimill, if

Mat the influences were which shaped the boy, may be seen in
it.:4117roK46:11-c4
-feaVicitus
t -"
the fact that this humble artisan lover1W

this does not tell the exact truth it at least suggests a
1 ,0,4e
The reading orespiography
thought well worth consider
110146brings boy or men into direct contact with living - men:

Plutarch, and Grotius: but of these books, that which took'
strongest hold upon the boy, and influenced him most throughout his life was Plutarch. Thought upon the great men of'
antiquity seems to have made him a being different from all

.

.

.ende-two makeShistory aliveoand...rowka3awmitt: it ales..

'teatit43.o411ompel*.-44 stimulateSthe ne4a4ev side of the reader
nature; 14V5Akiltgli

14446. 04040040

In a time like this when much of the reading of young

about him. (See citations in Morley Life of Rousseau Vol I.

men is devoted to the exploits of successful scoundrels in

Chap*II )
And now a word regarding this reading which so influenced
one of the great teachers of Franc‘and of the world. There
is a lesson just here well worth our attention. What is the
best reading for a thinking boy, or indeed a thinking man?
To be properly equipped, man or boy must have much reading of
various sorts but the more I have seen of the world, the more
I am convinced that narge proportion of biographical reading gives the best of treasures for a young mans mind, hear
and soul. The case of Rausseau vt-ficamv is one of thousands
teaching the same lesson. One of the most striking things

4fteise noisy men, 'tonguey men tricky
plCaitiCS OT business
kek^e
voi.lreat64,ragare,m, advocates of notorious
men, bank rabic=
4.devl."

""'N/

edir

criminalsl and the like, it is surely worth **awhile to pro-

5 t-ts---f-

vide short pithy, comprehensive biogiiraphies o the men who
7-E &-e-e/
Allos
havem made this country what it is; aftel-I-tprotarst that a time
is not far distant when like the French who have their French
Plutarch, giving lives of the gregt. men of France, so we
shall have an American Plutarch, stimulating what is best in

our young men by the examples of those • who have A built up the
real strength of Our CoUntry.
Unlike Voltaire, whose genius was recognized in,his
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Su-dick,

.

Chi1dhood, and who gained fame as a writer in his boyhood,,

a].1 the competing essays would take that turn, and so wrote

Rousseau plodded on until nearly his fortieth year before

too
on the other side.

making any revelation of his genius. About that time the

ground that Science and Art had destroyed modern virtue, and

Academy of Dijon offered as a subject for a prize essay the

his striking thoughts and beautiful style carried the day,

ollowing: "Has the reestablishment of Science and Art contributed to purify mankind or to corrupt it
Doubtless the thing expected was not really a discussion ,

e

as it - may Rousseau took the

won the prize, and made him famous.
His next work, important in our examination of his part
in bringing on the French Revolution, was another essay com-

of the question but sundry glorifications of Science and Art;

peting for a prize offered by the same Academy. The question

the most eloquent to take the prize.

was, "What is the origin of inequality among men

Diderot says somewhat cynically, that Rousseau saw that

and is it

authorized by natural law?"
Here Rousseau astonished the world yet more: 'Montesquieu,
as you have seen had been trying to reform the old system;
Voltaire had been trying, first to reform the old system,
but having failed in this, to tear it down altogether.

Rous

seau now endeavors, not so much to tear dawn the old system,
as to build up a new one on a radically democratic basis.
The democratic spirit that pervaded his writings may be seen
in such utterances as these:

"The despot is master only as

long as he is strongest." "It is manifestly against the law
of nature that an infant command an old man, that an imbecile
guide a wise man, and that a handful of people be gorged with
superfluities while a famishing multitude want necessities.
See Damogeot Hist. de la Literature p.503, etc.)
With the coolness of a surgeon applying the knife, he cut

The Andrew Dickson.White
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But despite these absurdities, despite indeed the false
off doctrine after doctrine which seemed rnost saçredin its

A444„.4427

origin and necessary in its continuance.

these ideas: prom the second prize essay cameAthe idea that

But these were merely heralds of his great political work

his

theory of this and other works they planted in men's minds

Social Contract."

144-0-444

men are equal; from the Contrat Social came lathe idea that men
are born free, that governments derive their authority from
the consent of the governed: .thence, mingled with the ideas

"Man is born free."

of the Old English lawyers, they_taMe into the mind of Thomas

His main idea is very simple: he declares that society

Jefferson, whoeMbOdied:tham'in , the Declaration of Independ7-

is founded upon an original contract between men, this contract is the sole basis of all authority; the people is soyereign, its will supreme. You'see that a great chasm is thus
opened in the last years of Louis AFifteenth's reign between
the governmental theories of Louis XIV. and Louis XVI.
These are the great ideas of the work: the lesser are

often utterly absurd.

instance, Rousseau

rep-

resentation incompatible with freedom. According to him no
republic larger than a single community can exist, and the
only republican form of deliberation is an assembly of all the
citizens, like a town meeting in New England or the assembly

of a small canton in Switzerland. (See I,e Contrat Social;,
Chap XV )

wide:. 'thence they passed . the.ocean again and came with renewed :poWer into the minds of those Who Struggled in the
French Revolution; as I shall hereafter show you.

„

Still another book of very great importance and. all the
more important because its influence was indirect, was Rousseau's Emile, a discourse on education.
view it is comical.

From one point of

That a man like Rousseau, who sent his

struct the Universe as to the best way of bringing up children,
and that he should do this with such skill that the whole

world hung Upon
deal paradox,
powerful. Rousseau started with as low an idea regarding the
condition of humanity in his time, as any view cherished by
the church, but at bottom the difference between the ground
Idea of every theologian, Catholic or Protestant , and Rous-

seau's

idea regarding the nature of man, was world-wide.

The whole teaching of the dominant theology was, that man is
a creature, in his origin perfect and glorious , but fallen,
and become poor, d.eteriorated, 4depraved;- a worm writhing
under the Divine displeasure;

a wretched being whose only

statements of doctrine or of submission to certain ordinances, in some way to save his miserable soul;-- to wriggle into
condition of. blessedness in another world,- to save a poor
miserable starveling soul, rather than to develop a soul worth

4gigate

A.Wg1W

.."FA,

Rousseau thus, In some measure, anticipated
SLA,
044
which, though very o
s in these latter days

wrought:

out so effectively in the modern theory of evolution.
'to
be.40)-s"itilt,
Stk. Wer-e.tob-oPi& (rtt,
Rousseau, man ie.
bei hg With
capacities to be expanded,-- with a nature to e Improved,
with powers capable of something far greater and nobler than
anything he haAr yetartivedyat.

Inklings of what this power

might be he had gained from his study of the great men in
Plutarch and over these he had brooded during his whole life.
When the Emile presented these theories ) fundamentally at variance with the accepted theology, Catholic and Protestant
and When the whole world received them as a revelation,
powerful blow was struck at ecclesiastical power, and a great
impulse, was given toward revellttipn.
So far the fundamental theory of Rousseau, even with all
is wrong deductions from it contains much that is stimulaing to noble effort and suggestive of a great truth.

From

4Ax--- that his nature in this respect :acord6 with all organized nature;-- that one great Divine purOse and creative thought runs thitoughr;a1 that lives,-- that
he condition on which this thought is realized, as regards,
an, is the evolution, the unfolding; more and more, of all

[Y,

his God-given powers.
But another part of Rousseau's theory contained the germs
of trouble;

of the direst trouble to France, and of much

trouble in other countries since;-- of troubles to-day,-- of
troubles in future days in this country, and in other countries.

This error in his system stood at the initial point

of all his political reasoning, and it was his conception of
the nature of man.

This conception of his is no more con-

formed to the results of modern , science than to the Old theolLit041,4511* e,
He makes man as man n a state of nature, good; now
Pg3'

it the duty of philosophers and statesmen to improve the civilizpd man by bringing him back to what he called a state of
nature whereas to bring him back to a state of nature is to
strengthen his worst vices.
The natural man is an animal,

and in so far as his mor-

al and intellectual powers are not developed, or in do far as
they are wrongly developed he is the most dangerous animal
known.

Tigers hyenas anacOndas . are not so dangerous.

Captain Cook in his journey aroundthe world discovered that,
when he landed on the Sandwich Islands; re natural man ate
him.

The Sandwich Islander now discovers the same thing when

he sees his race consumed by the greed and the vile passions
of the race which Cook represented.

The emigrants from

n!PMT617sizzazdam.........

That the voice, f a thoughtfu

European ports landing in our Atlantic towns, and confiding

people is the -voice of God."

themselves to the imiliacaa man whom they find upon the shore,

enlightened, self-respecting people;--,the voice of a people -

discover that man ?lightened by the better ideas of civili -

so developed as to have some intelligent opinion on leading

zation, is a ravenous beast. -Tha...e,-eml-graht ---rand-Ing
cetrImmetv ,...IPY
A mob or
n irixe- Zaaifit , coast-makes the same discovery.
A
crowd of such men, though it cover the continent, is no better

public questions, more nearly utters, the voice. of God in pub-

rkm.441-44a.,

than the individuals which compose it.

In some respects it

is worse, for an individual may have some sense of responsi-

lit affairs than any-f,. Other agency

true.

But the voice of a peoplei -,without any ',properly developed, sen.se •
of duty, w.i thoutr education enough , to underStand the simplest
prinCiples Of, government, is -simply the Voice of a mob.-

If

14-014AL.

bility, a mob mesitar ' h a sA A town or state or nation of such

you say that Rousseau it right, -, ,thet. man is naturally ; good, '

men is simply a greater or smaller den of beasts.

that the

Here was Rousseau's fundamental mistake.

To him man

in a state of nature, that is, man freed from the influences

c e , of the people-,is-the voice of G

'5, ou:again - to - certain' simpie:hietorical: fatts.

Nero, the

morst', was one of the Most popular, perhaps the most popular,

.rnetleara civilization, is good, kind, pure almost angelic:

of the Roman Emperors: ... As, a .rule, themost -cruel and, co

far did this idea possess him that he contended for bring-

teMptibIt of-the:Roman Hnperors, men like Nero, Caligula,
'J
omOdus; Caracalla
were the most telOVed., (See. ,Monteer

ing back men into this state of nature at a means of bringing

.% •

uieu' e:'Grandeur and III eolnsion of the Romans, English trans-

in the millennium.
To be sure, he made provision for their education, and

latioh of 1734, pp:110 111.1.

Philip IX of Spain was more

his theory in this respect had many admirable points, but af-

popular than Charles V, Henry VIII,'Charles, - II, ,and George III

ter all his fundamental theory is, that the natural man is

Of England; were ifar more popular than WilliarrY:Of Prange;..: ,

good; and that a town state or nation of men as men, is

Louis . XV . of France was far more :popular than Louis XI, the

necessarily good.

4hiPerorFordinS 61 ;of'Austria one of the 'worst; Of monarch's,

•

•

It takes very little knowledge of history to see the
futility of this theory.

The outcome of Rousseau's theory

in these days is condensed into the saying, "The voice of the

Was .'far.' more popular than Joseph II, the ib eptHmoll ar1 .1, by Lfar
that ' the Austrian House ever produced. - Note also the simple
etor io

that.Moet
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rtha. worat- crimesi,e7er, , gommitted

against the people have been most loudly applauded by them.

his discourse at the Festival of the Supreme Being, with the

The Massacre of St. Bartholomew pleased the mob in every great

other documents by which he sent his rivals, the Royalists,
/4„.„L
fra
the Constitutionalists, the Girondists, 4 Republicans, and,, Rad.-

French city; the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes also met
the approval of a vast majority of the French people; and
did: the worst atrocities of the Reign Of Terror.

SO

icals , at various times to . the scaffold.

The folly.

the discourse,proneUnced..on the 8th of Thermidor l, .:Year 2, that

of George III, which led to the lett of the American Colonies,

July 25th, 1794 by which he prepared his own way to the

was supported by an immense majority of the English people..

scaffold on the following day.

The Inquisition was unquestionably regarded at a blessing by
a vast majority of the Spanish people.

And to, too, in

Every One of these is bated :

upon Rousseau's ideas and prompted by them.

The condemnation of

Robespierre held

:that-men generally, and especially the mob Of Paris, were good .

Galileo watIampestionably regarded at right,-.Wise .., and pious

and should be allowed to rule, even althohghutterlyillit-

by the great majority of the Italian people; indeed by the

:erate and unfit.

1
g reat majority of all the peoples of Europe.

•

The men opposed to him, Constitutionalists ,

Girondists Dantonists, Hebertists, to the number of a few

In the very foundation, then of Rousseau's theory while

hundreds, or a few thousands he held to be bad.

They shOuld.
•

there wad something of right there was much 9f wrong.

How

•

this wrong bloomed out afterward, we shall see, as we go on
in the career of his great disciple, Robespierre.

France might rule and . .then the. Golden Age, the MillOnniUM,
the final and everlasting reign of Liberty and Virtue would

I hold in my hand a collection of reports and speeches
by Robespierre,-- the originals as they were pUplished at the
time of their presentation,-- and Rousseau's idea blooms out
from every one of them as for example his speech in favor o f
condemning the King to death,-- his report upon the principles
of revolutionary government, by which he sent the Hebertists

and Dantonists to the scaffold;-- his report upon the relation
or moral and religious ideas to republican principles;

be.pUt out of the .way in order that the mob of Paris or of

and

came in.
Again, I hold in my hand a number of qmad7 r speeches
and reportqy another member of the Triumvirate in the Reign
of Terror, even more fanaticalN0..4a1diablabed44 than Robespierre;
taoe.ZX.St. Just,-- speeches and reports preparing the way
for the Wholesale murder of Constitutionalists, moderate . R publicans, radical Republicans and Corruptioniat

and final-

ly the project for a Decree delivering up all t he enemies of

The Andrew Dickson White Papers, Corrie I University

the Triumvirate to the scaffold
- lists of the condemned, printed on the,same.day when one o f
These also are filled with Rousseau's doctrine, that the
Robespierre's most glowing panegyrics upon his fellow-citizens
mob is good, is even Divinely inspired;-- its voice the voice
was uttered and I find on that same 18th of Floreal, that ten
This was the bloom of Rousseau s fundamental idea

of God

men were sent to the scaffold without any proper trial that
of man.
on• the previous d ay twenty-three and on the follming d
There is time but for one or two ,typical citations.
twenty-eight mien, Women and children were executed mercilessquote first from Robespierre 's report made to the Committee
ly to the general satisfaction of this lovely Parisian mob,
of Public Safety: The subject is 'National Festivals, and
and its sentimental leaders.
the relations of these and moral ideas to republican princi And this was Robespierre, the disciple of Rousseau, who
ples.
in early life gave up a judgeship at Arras, because he might

•

"Say not, 0 Brutus, that virtue is a phantom, and ye
possibly be called upon to condemn someone to death and who
founders of the French Republic, beware of despairing of hutoward the encLof his career thus sent multitudes of men, wornmanity, or of doubting for a moment of the success of your
on, and -children to the Scaffold, under this same theory of
great enterprise."

"The French nation seems to be leading
Rousseau that the vast mass of mankind are Verily good and

the rest of the human species by two thousand years.

We rethat the Paris mob would be angels if only a few hundradlmanw

gard our people in the midst of the world as of a different
hopelessly wicked men and women could be put out of existence.
species.
repeat 'it, the simple fact taught by all human history
And again, "Man is the most glorious object ill:mature,
that the despotism of the worst autocrat is infinitely
and the most magnificent of all spectacles is that of a great
better than the despotism of an illiterate, unenlightened mob.
people assembled etc.etc.
To a single despot there can be brought home some sense
And again "All the virtues dispute among themselves for
of responsibility; to a mob there can be none. The despotthe right to preside over our festivals."
ism of an individual can be tempered by epigrams by assassin
might quote plentifully from the writings of St. Just

491 91-6:41,*644-4-tif
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‘40n, but with the mob there is no possibility of this.

and his compeers to the same effect, but I simply turn to the
things turn out badly, each disclaims all responsibility

If

DOXIMMI111--

-

•

each points his fingei to, hia neighbor as the oulpti

As I am presenting only the direct effect of the philos-

insists on his own good intentions. ' The true theory s,

ophers in bringing on the Revolution, I shall notice no other

that the voice of the people to be the voice of God or even

of the famous works of Rousseau save one, "The Confession of

any voice other thanthe voice of beaatscdfprgy, must be a

Faith of a Savoyard Vicar." This wrought powerfully in con-

voice with thought behind it, thought representing moral edu-

nection with the"Emile" to undermine the old religion, and was

cation, the .education of the family, of the school, and of

another torrent poured into the flood of revolutionary thought

religion in the highestsensei A Republic which does not
A
.
Make it a matter of the , greatest concern to maintain 'these

which was about to sweep the supremacy of the old religion

enlightened agencies, is doomed; its people will be a mob, and
at the end:of mob rule stands the man orvhorseback

Caesar

out of the nation and out of the hearts of the people.
The Savoyard Vicar is represented as a kindly , old philosophic priest, who has lifted himself above the foul atmos-

in Rome, Charles V in Italy, Ferdinand in Spain, Napoleon in

phere of his times. One passage will serve to dhow the dif-

'11.rance.,The'Reign of Terror was the bloom of Rousseau's cloc-

ference between Rousseau and Voltaire in their attacks on the

tr].ne in Prance, the.AWo Napoleons were its ripest fruitage.

dominant religion: "I regard all particular religions as so
many salutary institutions which prescribe in every country
'a . uniform manner of honoring God by public worship._ I b e
'neve them all good so long as men serve Godvfittingly'in them,
The essential worship is the worship of the heart; 'God never
rejects this homage in whatever form it is offered to him.
(See Emile, IV, 243; also Henri Martin, Hist. de France, Vol.
pp.101 and following.)
You see here nothing of the bitter, burning, vitriolic
quality of Voltaire's anti-religious writings;-- you have in
Rousseau rather ,a mild solvent which seems to separate in the
dominant faiths the salutary from the noxious and the permanent from the transient.
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I have thus sketched the work accomplished by the three

•

against the old system of abuses: naturally the powers in

great leaders of French thought' in the 18th century.

church and state took the alarm* the work was constantly inowl 24-44.-4:444terfered with by the lan141g; from time to time volumes of it

c

A number of others hardly less distinguished, either
disciples or men stimulated by the writings of Voltaire and

were seized in the press, contributions were ferreted out in

Rousseau, took up their doctrines, popularized them still more,

the houses of the writers and confiscated. At one time the

gave them new forms, and pushed them still further.

volumes already issued and in the hands of Vim subscribers .

First of these in importance are those known as the

were taken away from them wherever they might be.

Encyclopaedists.

This struggle went on for twenty years with various vi-

About the year 1750, an old enterprise, the publication

cissitudes; sometimes Diderot 's companions gave up in despair,

of a French Encyclopaedia, which had met with mishaps and been

and threw the work back upon his hands; sometimes he received

left unfinished was put into the hands of a new man, Denis

aid from quarters where he least expected it.

Diderot*

minister, was about to send policemen to seize Diderot s wri-

Educated like Voltaire in one of the Jesuit Colle-

tings; Diderot sent word that he did not know where to hide

ges, he also had turned against them and the system they sup-

them; the minister said, "Send them to my house, for my police

ported, and had begun to fight sturdily in the phalanx of new
thought.

will not think of making any examination there: this was done

The character of his writings may be judged from

and for that time Diderot 's writings were saved.

the fact that he had already been thrown for several months

Twenty years of struggles went on, and perhaps the worst

into the Bastile by a royal Lettre de Cachet.
This imprisonment interfered somewhat with Diderot s work

On one occa-

sion one of the royal ministers notified Diderot that he, the

Diderot was still young, but had already distinguished
himself.

114-c
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came last; for near the close of the enterprise, Diderot having occasion to refer to an article published in the Encyclo-

on the Encyclopaedia at the outset but he pushed it on vig:

paedia some time before, found that it had been altered, and

orously securing the services of several of the most active

in pert suppressed.

thinkers in his time*-- among them Voltaire D'Alembert, Con-

On further examination he found that

throughout the whole immense work the publishers had quietly

dorcet, and Turgot.

mutilated his articles and suppressed important passages in

From the first the tendency of the Encyclopaedia was
f
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keep out of danger fram the government.

It

corded that Diderot's wrath at this nearly cost him his reaand that he brooded over it to the end of his life.

They spy danger

ar-

guing which is strange to them; they float at hazard between
truths and prejudices which they never distinguish, and to

But in spite of these expurgations enough was left to do

which they are equally attached; and all their life is passed

fective work. From first to last its articles let light into

in crying out either miracle 11 or "impiety.""(See Diderot

the existing system.

cited in Morley's Diderot p.99.

The work became the rage; nothing of

the kind had aver before had so great a circulation in France
and in Europe; it seamed as if everybody able to own it must
have a copy, and it was read and pondered.

Various author-

ities, and especially the Jesuits tried to get control of it )
and when this was found impossible, ,did their best to stop it;

penSable'„, and the Chronicles tell us. that even King Louis XV
one day When he had issued orders against it, was delighted'
to find in it the very information he needed on various points.
But this was by no means all of Diderot's work; he gave
forth many other writings, some brilliant and noble,. so
but all tending to swell the current toward a new order
. things.
One passage will show the spirit of many: speaki
the leaders of the church, he says "One would suppose to hear
themI that men could only enter into the bosom of Christianity
as a herd of cattle enter into a stable and that we must renounce our common sense either to embrace

•

Next in order of the Ehcyclopaedists was D'Alembert:he
too was educated by the Jesuits but turned against them an
leaving College.

He first became

as a great mathema-

tician,-- in fact, as a mathematician, he ranks among origina

Still.another , of these men was Condorcet.

He was born

in 1743, a Marquis, and 44uea4ed, like so many of his asso,

ciates,by the Jesuits.
He rose far above the spirit of the noble caste to which

discoverers,-- but he became strongly devoted to the new id

he belonged. Devoting himself to study he was first known as

contributed to the Encyclopaedia not merely scientific arti-

a mathematician, and as such became a member of the Academy of

cles, but articles bearing on the political and social PrP

Sciences; but philosophical and historical studies having a

lens than coming before the French

great charm for him, he soan.began to make himself known in
these to all Europe.

Into the new movement, as begun by

Montesquieu and Voltaire, he threw himself earnestly.
quent and learned, he was soon recognized power.

Elo-

While pub-

lishing learned works on Mathematics he found time to write
vigorops articles for the Encyclopaedia, and various philosophical works to strengthen the new current of thought.
His philosophy was for a time prominent, exercising a
great influence throughout the thinking world.

It has now

faded almost entirely from view. His main work was done in
the Encyclopaedia, and in connection with Diderot and Alam-

•

Still another of these ken was the Abbe'.Rayna
new
much to increase theurrent of thought by his work

them inl.spitit, were such men as Helvettus and Holbach

so hical history.

more loudly proclaimed themselves as atheists and materialists'

Raynal's great work was his History of the Indies.
i

s customary in these days to bestow a pitying smile upon

many quartos as in some parts baseless, and in all parts

Closely connected with these, yet clearly inferior to

This was simply natural,— it was a reaction against
church orthodoxy as it then prevailed in France.
these men atheism was a boast.

Of some of

Hume vieitin aris and dining

with Baron Holbach, happened to say at table that he had never
met a real atheist.
Voltaire's Essai sur les .Moeure, Robertson's View of Europe
ad

in the Middle Ape, and Gibbon's-Decline and.Fall_Of the
Roman Empire;.-- all of them, despite their short-comings,'Immr-_-mAmeing master-pieces.

.

Throughout Raynal t s History we get glimpses of that phil 7.
osophical insight which has Preserved the main :historical
works of Voltaire, Robertson, and Gibbon but its main significance lies in the fact that it shows the terrible crimes that
had been committed in the name cf religion by the Spaniards,
11 on the natives of the countries of which they had taken
Possession. 'The Picture was drawn.w,ith great depth of feel. ,
and hence, for that age, with great power.
And thus,
swollen the great indictment against the religion
especially in France.

Holbach replied, "You have been unfortu- -

nate, but you are now sitting at the table with seventeen of

But

As we - look back now over the whole attack on the old

inf1hce was- not merely spread by the works

order of things in France, we see that it was first made in h

of these philosophei- s,--,. a new means of influence arose.

the beginning:of:the 18th century upon the French church as

You saw in the Reign of Louis XIV that the center of all
authority and influence in France was the Royal Court at Ver-

the bulwark af Old abuses, and as the direct supporter of

sailles. To have position laidadas and influence there was to

some which were most hatefUl,-especially intolerance.

have a hold upon all France, but in the time of Louis XV all

church, then, as Buckle has so ably shown, was the main object

this was changed,— the Versailles Court was comparatively of

of attack up to About 1750.(-- After that tiMe*we:see-the at-

little authority in the great movement going on,-- the real
II
64
centers were certain Paris parlors or salajaz

tack beginning to be madeupon the lay leaders in state matters, and soon,on the foundations of the State.: It becOmes. :
more and more serious.

Sundry brilliant women devoted to the new ideas opened
their houses to the men of letters.

At the

Louis XV and his ministers simply

to discourage it, to crush it by exClusion of the mem-

At these gatherings were

4W-P4 the thinkers, the wits, the leaders of the age.

The

•

bers of the attacking party from Court circles, by refusal

houses of Madame de Tencin, Geoffrin, DuDeffand, L'Espinasse,

Of promotion, by lettreS de cachet; the clerical and lay lead-

and ethers, the conversations were hold, the subjects were
41
-124-Alt
discussed, the decisions' were given ticv which
Europe_la4114441.-

ers steadily refus# to : grant reforms. It becomes more and
more evident that the whole mass of abuses in church and state
must go together.

. In those parlors, by the men I have named and ,other dis-

Yet to superficial observers all seemed to stand firm.

04124.0

ciples, 441e . mines -were.pushed under the old system in church

French loyalty appeared to be proof against all pressure.

and State..

In spite of his vile character, and the fearful abuses which
he represented, the name of Louis XV never failed to call out
,
AC
In this respect, Louis XV, as
loud hurrahs from the people.
You see, is like Nero, Henry VIII, Charles II, of England,
Philip II_of Spain, Ferdinand of Austria.

VII. THE STATESMANSHIP OF TURGOT..

But the general effect of all this pressure of though

1. His birth and Fducation (1727 1750):--Position of Turgot in
the history of France,.--his greatness; even in failure. His an.cestry,--his,birth (1727),--ancestral and personal characteristics.
His destination for the Church,--his career at Saint Sulpice,--his
essay on paper moneY, in answer to Terrasson (1749). His career
at Sorbonne,--his election as Prior,--his two discourses. His decision to change his career,--attempts of Brienne, Boisgelin, and ,
other friends to dissuade him,--his answer.
2 1is Early Manhood (1751-1761):--His legal career,--his contributions to the Eneyclopedie,--his letters sur la Tolerance(1753)
Financial administration in Prance since Colbert,--results of carelessness regarding the national credit.
Beginnings of modern
political econamy,--tho Economists, or Physiocrats,--Quesney and
Gourney,--their influence on Turgot, theoretically and practically.
3. Turgot Intendant at Limoges (1761-1774):--Abolition of
the corvee for public works and military transportation,--breaking
down of the barriers to internal commerce,--mitigation of suffering,--other improvement,--his success.
His refusal of promotion,
--his dispatches to the ministry regarding national reforms. Writings of this period,--his treatise Sur la Formation et la Distribution s des Richesses 2 --its relation to Adam Smiths "Wealth of '
Nations",--his treatise Sur lea Prets d'Argent,--his letters Sur
la Liberte-du Commerce des Grains.
4. Turvot , Controller-General of the Finances (1774-1776):-Accession Of Louis XVI,--Turgot made Minister of Naval Affairs,-his promotion tothe Ministry of Finance,--his proposals to the
King regarding financial policy,--their accomplishment,--his- advice to the King in the matter of the coronation oath. His memorandum on the organization of munieilplities,--twofold method of
education proposed.
The edict for free trade in_grain„--opposition2 -- insurrection, -- weaknees of the King, -- firmness of TurgotThe edict for the suppression of the corvee,--bitter opposition of
the Parliament of Paris,--forced registry.
The edict for the suppressiorP7of- the ,mdtti rlmee%and jurandes,--old system of arts and
tradOS- in Fracd,--ty14annies, jealousies, and abuses,--legal difficulties arising out of these,--renewed opposition of -the Parliamerit,--=forced registry again.
Turgot's measures regarding the
"tail ei--abolition of the contFainte solidaire,--prevention . of evasions of nobles and clergy,--hie conduct towards the famer--gener-.
-public works.
Turgo.t's.Fall:--Host4ity of the Queen court, nobility,
eaders of the 'Third Estat ,le, and of the clergy,--aauses of this
secret hostility of Maurepas,--court intrigues and forged let.te
urgotA s dismissal (1776),--his retirement and death (1781).
6. E“lections:--Of Turgot's administration as a turning-point
in French historY, - -imPortance of study upon this and upon simil,ar
rises in the history of Great Brit&in and of the United States.

was not the less real and deep: higher and higher agains

the dike Of Old institutions, religious and political, rose:
•
the great current of new thought in politicaand'religion.
The only question was .whether some great man migi -it not b e

-able to 'save the state from a breaking away -of this'wholeInpss
of institutionsand fr m a complete revolution.

BittLa
d
uc amen, was Turgo

In a Iliture . lectUre I shal how.
gaz.„.e.FtZ c.
i6
42E0, 7
14u.a...41.0)1.1=u4L.1.c6.4411., and how the ruling classes in FranCe .

fi44.4;a4.4_

z4L.

received hirne

•

'come now to the th. rd in the great iumvirate of 18th
Century *hilosopherS Jean acques Rousseau.
He wa born at Geneva.

e son of a poor

,

1
.

ricing man

what the A#• ehCes were which • rrounded the bOy y be - s•en
in the 'fact tha this new workman oved to read Tacit ts
Plutarch and
of these books that which took st

hold upon the

'to

him t oughout his life ma •Plutarch. The
cons' oration of the . g7 t Men of antiquity eems to have
made hi a being differen from all abput him. See citations
in Motle Life of R. vol. I chap. 1-2,
Unlike Voltaire whose Gen

was recognized om his

,---

childhood and who gained fame as s writer in his bo sood,
Rousseau plodde on until nearly hi fortieth year be re m ak
irig any revelatio of his genius.

•
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and it was noticed that his pocket.money was•lavihed.upon
those of his fellow students who Were meritorious and poor..
present

And yet his personal characteristics did not at first seem .

the history. of 'France, Richelieu being the 'other.
if you were to cbunt the great statesmen of the world upon
great thinker,
writer, statesman, and above all, a great man:

entirely happy. : He Was excessively diffident, and lacked
almost entirely the manners necessary to-success in society
Good manners gofarto ensure success in all countries and in
all times, but in those first years of the Reign of Louis XV.
elegant manners were everything.,, His father apPears to have

his efforts he was thrown out

recognized his value his mother appears to have underestima-

ter two years died soon afterward, and nearly every measure
t o which he had devoted himself was undone.
Turgot was born in 1727, of a family not only noble, but
ef characteristics such as most of the noble famil$es in
France knew little.

Several of his ancestors had distin-

guished themselves by public -spirit and boldness./ His father
had been Provost of'the Merchants o Paris, or, as we should
say, Mayor of Paris, for a longer term than any of his predecessors, and had distinguished himself, not only by his spirit
in carrying out works of public utility, but by his courage
during, outbreaks of popular fu
at the States General of 1614 had in the interests of justice
dared withstand the powers of that time.
The young man at an early age showed himself worthy of
this lineage.

Even at school he was sturdy and thoughtful,

UppleneSs of manner necessary .t.o . SucCesS at Court, it was
decided that he :should become a priest, .and.:,he was Sent to
the Seminary of St ! Sulpice.
With ninet/-nine young men out ofa:hundred the regimen
: applied to:TUrget generally succeeded : the young man destined
for the clergy Was placed within walls carefully designed to
keep out all currents of new thought; his studies hi S reading )
his professors, his associates,-- all combined to keep him
from any thinking outside of the prescribed course.

Probably

of all means for preventing healthy thought this sort of
theological seminary, whether Catholic or Protestant,

the

most perfect.
But the greatness of Turgot now asserted itself. Wile

;

'4:■•••;.-:,; ,:"`',

•
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he: performed. a

in these he declared that ''!Precious Metals are only signs of

thoroughly whatever they required

value;

'other Studiesto -thought an4 work Upon those groat problems

different,-- that it appertains entirely to the ruling prince

that the Material' used for any sign of value isIn-

to say what that sign of value shall be;- that if the people
France. Nor could the currents of thought which were than

Possess a sufficiency of this authorized sign of value or sub-

sweeping through Europe be entirely kept out of St. Sulpice.

stitute for coin, they can thereby have enough of everything

The French Philosophy of the last century was then in full

else:"

strength, and Turgot could not but feel it. (He was never

Warming with the subject, Terrasson claimed that paper

blatant never noisy,— he was careful to avoid giving need-

money is better than any other form of money, and that if the

less pain or rousing fruitless discussion but the tendency

Sovereign issues enough of it there will be no more need of

of his whole thinking was clearly in the line with the better

taxes,- nay, that the monarch will be able to lend money to

philosophy of the period. )

his needy subjects.

The result was natural,- theology seamed less and less

He takes pains to show that business

men give notes for very much greater sums than they have of

attractive to him,-- he turned more and more to thoughts and

specie on hand at any given time,-- hence that the government

plans for the amelioration of French administration.

which possesses such vast amounts of property can make issues

His first work known to the world was put forth at the
age of twenty-two.

It was a treatise showing great power of

thought and depth of patriotism,_Ats subject being Paper
Money.

Taking up the theories and2plans of John Law and his

imitators and especially the book of Terrasson which had been
written to support the inflation madness of John Law's 'time,
he discussed them thereilessly,in a way 'useful not only in
those times, but in these.

Terrasson s arguments in behalf

of large issues of . paper money had been put forth in 1720;

of paper to any amount without danger of depreciation.
This theory, as the world now knows resulted in ruin to
France financial and moral,- in an utter destruction for a
time of all prosperity, a rooting out of many industries, and
the grinding down of the working people even to starvation.
Turgot s attempt was to clench this lesson into the
French mind; he endeavored to show that the results which followed John Law's issue of paper money must follow all over....
issues.

As regards the fundamental theory of inflation, he

showed that issuing paper money beyond the point where it is
morality of Christianity, and paid a noble tribute to it, as
convertible into coin, is the beginning of disaster,
it

was understood by itslounder, but of its miracles

observ-

a standard of value must have value, just as a standard of
ances, and ecclesiasticism, he said nothing.

He dwelt for-

length must have length, or a standard of weight, weight;
cibly upon the narrowness of ancient patriotism, and of the
that many standards are possible, but that experience has
power in the old republics of the strong over the weak
proved the precious metals the most practical.
expatiated on the fundamental value of Christianity as given
He shows that if a larger amount of the circulating meby its founder in opposing all these oppressions and
But while paying to the essential element in Christianity
the country, theIoaper will begin to b

discredited; -- that
this tribute he clearly ranges himself with the philosophy

While •pecitreMains constant in:valUe,
standards of the world at large, paper will;

of his time against all proselytism and intolerance.

if

too largely
His other discourse on "The progress of the human mind"

iesUed, Constantly depreciate, so that at last it will require
is based upon the idea that the human race is steadily improvMountains of paper

to

do that

duty

in exchange which can b

One by a single Piece of gold. Haw - truethis was men saw
afterward when theyjaid:a hundred francs and More

in

paper

ing.

I---- and. stength such as, up to that time, had not been seen

•

1.

in any historical studies. / One passage in it is especially

for a loaf Of bread.. (See

.,

Daire

,

(

interesting as showing his foresight: for, speaking of colo)Having finished his theological course at St.

$uipipe,
ival systems, he said, Colonies are like fruits, which only

he next Went to the Sorbonne,
hold fast to the tree up to the time of their maturity; having
ical institution of Europe. Hardly had he entered when his
became ripe they do that which Carthage did, and which America
services were recognized in a manner most flattering; he was
will one day do." Thus was the American Revolution propheelected by his associates to be their Prior; and in this

casied by Turgot in 1750, a quarter of a century before its oc-

pacity delivevd two discourses, one on "The services rendered
currence;- long, indeed, before any American patriot had
to the world by Christianity," the other on "The progress of
thought a separation from the mother country possible.
the human mind

In the first of these he accepted the
On leaving the Sorbonne he took a decisión. of great

•
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importance, for in a letter to his father he declared that he
could not enter the priesthood and that he purposed devoting
himself to Civil Life.

FrOM this decision several of his

it is impossible for Me during my whole life to wear a
mask over my face.

(See Cadet P. 12 .)

Shortly after this we find him engaged in legal practice.

companions sought to dissuade him; (among these were Brienne,

I ii this he was rapidly advanced to important positions but no

afterwarriOd Minister of France and the holder in suCtessin41.
and
of various arChbiShoprids,Boisgelin, after-Ward an Archbishop

work for his private advancement stood in the way of his at-

and Cardinal..

These and others among his friends apparently

believed no more than Turgot; like him they were under the :
influence of the French philosophy.

But they held that the

tention to public matters: more than ever he devoted himself
to the study of all great questions whose solution was important for France.

His labor at this time was very great.

We find him engaged in study upon many subjects of interest in

great mass of the people can never rise above the current be-

Science or Literature but especially those which pertain to

liefs of their time, and that certain men are appointed to

the improvement of public administration.

control them by means Of these beliefs.

They held up to

He soon becomes

known as a writer, and especially as contributor to the great

Turgot the prospect of wealth and power in the ecclesiastical

French Encyclopaedia: some of its most valued articles came

career;-- showed him that the most lofty positions in the

from his pen.

church would be his, and knowing his patriotic aspirations,

But the most important of his writings at that time were

they especially held out the opportunities for him to be of

his letters upon Toleration.

use to the country in these-ecclesiastical positions and in

of ecclesiastics were making every effort possible to restore

those high State offices to which an ecclesiastical career

the good old' ew41.494, of Louis XIV's time;- that system which

formerly lec21:.)

had then culminated in the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes,

T0 all this TurgOt made a reply which has passed into

About the year 1753, a number

and in the driving out of a great part of the middle and man-

history. : Thanking his friends for their .kind efforts,'he

ufacturing classes.

said, "-Take for yourselves if you like, the counsel :which

were brought over to this movement, and were doing their best

you give 001 since you feel able to do so; although 7 love you

to bring Louis XV. into it.

cannot understand exactly how you are able to (IC it, • as for

he Andrew Dickson. White

The large body of nobility and courtiers

Against all this Turgot wrote

admirably, showing the reasons why toleration was the only

apers Cornell University
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rue statesmanship,-- that neither expediency nor right sancand Considering all other nations as enemies:tb.be - bullied

tioned State interference in matters of belief, and that tol-

cajoled, or cheated intosubserviency to France.
•
44.AColbert stood-at the head of the manufacturing 'interests

eration should be carried to the very furthest point possible.
He argues that the only point where the State has a right

in France,...as a Manufacturer of genius' standsTatheLhead of
to judge between dogmas is in.their direct results upon the
his own mill;

thinking, planning using force or finesse,

public ivelfare; hence, he argues the right to •exclude pOlygamy,
as the case may need.

It was a system carried out by innu-

but he constantly'takes'pains.to'say that the government shOul
merable regulations, decrees, and edicts, often conflicting,
and.
constantly "0441zig tO:MuCh troUblewithin France, planting
A
the seeds for terrible wars between France and neighboring

be very slow to conclude that the results of any dogma are
injurious to public morality.

He urges especially the estab-

lishment of a system Of education which shall make moral men
nations.
and good citizens, leaving to each his own choice of a religion-

This system it was which had most to do with bring-

ing on that exhausting war with Holland, into which the other
More than this, he suggested that certain important
functions which had been given over to the church such as the

2
A

Continental powers were drawn, and which at last 'brought
France to the verge of bankruptcy.

registration of births, deaths, marriages etc. be taken from
and restored
to-the cjViLgovennmettp,,..-_,.,
,
•

Bu t bad' as the system was, as long as a really great man
like Colbert thus devoted himself and stood at its center,

In this year began Turgot's connection with the Economists
produced many .useful . results; but after him the unfortuante
or Physiocrats.

Up to this time there had been hardly a beconsequences of the system began to dhow themselves.

ginning in the modern science of Political Economy: no rec-

His

successors brought France to wretchedness,.and,of these the
ognition of truths in Political Economy had been made in
French administration.) Colbert, the greatest of the Ministers of Louis XIV, and the most 'devoted to the interests of

Abbe Terray was an exaple.
Terray's only effort, had been
,
to squeeze out from the nation the largest sums possible for
the King and .Court, without regard to the national interest,

France, had, indeed, practised what Was called the Mercantile
Protecting_egme industries into utter debility, taxing others
System, but that was a system of building up certain indus-

•out Of existence, raising loans without regard to the possibil-'.
ries with comparatively little regard to other interests,
ities of future bankruptcy, forgetting everything like nation-

he Andrew Crckson White Paprs, Cornell: Univers!
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Court favor, and much for the substantial prosperity of their

al financial honor..
The consequence of this.system

wab the incurring of fear-

: fu .expenseal certainly no system is so costly as One which.
tampers in the slightest degree with the notional credit.

country.

was generally applied to them the nickname of the Physiocrats,
and among these was Turgot.
In the thinking of these men lay some failures: in the

o it proved in this case; loans could only be made at such
rate of Interest as to make up to the lender, not only the
proper Usance of his money, but the risks encountered from
the caprices of the Ministers, and from the general want of

natural reaction from the mercantile policy of Colbert, they
laid stress almost entirely upon the Agricultural interest;
they believed the soil the only real source of production,
and Agriculture the only productive labor.

financial probity and good credit.
MOney. was therefore borrowed by government at rates ot
Of interest which would cause all modern nations except perhaps Turkey, to stand aghast.

As a consequence every form .

of extortion had to be used to meet Public exPenses.,

thinkers in political matters arose.

Several men had uttered

important truths before this, but the first who began to lay
the basis of the modern science of Political Economy in France
was Quesn5A.- He had been bred a surgeon, had risen to dis-

culture, in that they did not add to the real wealth of the
country; they insisted that Agriculture produced values but
that Manufactures merely changed forms of value.
Nothing is more easily refuted in these times: the
merest tyro in Political Economy now sees that Manufacturing
Produces values, and that values are also produced by the
transportation of goods from places where they are less needed
to those where they are more needed.
A natural result of this error of the Economists was the

tinction, and then turned his attention to questions in Political Economy, and had written in Diderot's Encyclopaedia sundry articles ) especially on Agriculture and Commerce ) which atattention and formed the new school of thinkers.

'Gradually there grew up around him a body ofjoatribtiC and

idea that all taxation should be laid upon Agriculture, it
being the only source of production and this theory produced
many evils in the legislation of the following years, even
down into the French Revolution.
But against these comparatively small ovils there should

thoughtful men who cared little for the :pri .zes held out by

The Andrew Dickson White

They held that

all other forms of labor were essentially different from Agri-

n the midst of all this wretchedness a new school of

tracted

These men were known as the Economists, but there

ape,0
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be balanced an amount of good hardly

4.71
„(

estimated.

For

With men of the former schoOl that government is best which

the fundamental principle in all their thinking was, that the

governs Most -- with the Men:of:this:new school, that govern-

main trust of nations should be, as much as possible, in in-

ment is best Which governs

dividual initiative;- in the general good sense and ability

With the Economists,:.TUrgOt naturally fell into sympathy,

of men to look better after their own interests than any gov-

in all that seething mass of courtiers, ecclesiastibt( . , and

ernment can look after them.

pushing for promotion without regard to the future

This idea that government should govern as little-as pos-

Of France it Was natural that Target should turn to the only

sible, was a disintegrating force sure to produce great effect

body of true patriots and clear thinker's

in that chaos of local and general powers, with its inspector-

One of them Gourney, had a special influence upon him.

ships monopolies, tariffS:betweenTroVinceS:,. special privi-

Gourney had been made Intendant of Commerce, and his duties

and*governmental interference of every sort with every

J.h*hiS:countty.

obliged him to travel about France, noting and studying comer,-

branch of industry and commerce.

cial matters.

The Economists first planted effectively in the modern

Turgot traveled with him and applied his great

,powers of mind to the real questions constantly arising, and

world the idea of commercial and industrial liberty as right

though Gourney died a faw Years later, his practical influence

and expedient.

over Turgot remained.

them is due the statement that "Every man

should be allowed to buy or sell when he pleases where he

And here let me commend this example to those of you who
.11

pleases, as he pleases, and as much or as little as he pleases.

shall hereafter be ambilious , as I trust many of you will be

They first gave forth to the world that formula, which has

to take part in public life.

since exercised such great power in the Political Economy of

Political Econamy, Social Science, General Jurisprudence as

France and of the world and which with much good, has done,

much as you will, but get also practical knowledge by all

and is doing some harm, "laissez faire, laissez

means in your power.

Read and study in History,

As early in your career as possible get

With Colbert carefully Planned regulation from the centre

:yourse14.es Placed on grand and Patit JUriesl . De TacqUevilie

of government had been everything: with Quesnay and his fol-

. was right when he pointed out pily duty as a great Means of

-

lowers,liberty

manufactures and trades was everything.

'political education'in . :thiS Republic. Study men and things:.

The Andrew Dickson White apers Cornell University

in Town Meetings, in Boards of Supervisors, County Boards,
ishm.:14.--womq144,thinking'men
School Boards: the man who proves himself good in these, will
success was in abolishing the Roya
soon prove himself good in higher bodies.

But at the same
and for military transportation.

time that you thus keep in relation with every-day thinking,
sanctioned by ages of misery, under which the public works
do something by good reading and thought to keep yourselves
and transportation of military stores were carried on by the
abreast of the highest thinking on political and social subforced labor of the peasantry. Naturally, under such a sysjects.

One of my most earnest hopes is, that this University
tem the public works of the country were wretched the roads

is to send out more and more into the public service men who

almost impassable.

Still wretched as those roads were,

shall thus unite practical knowledge with the higher thought,
their cost was far greater than if they had been made under a
and so prove ever more and more a blessing to our country and
better system, by men engaged for the purpose, under contracts
to mankind.
-

carefully drawn and thoroughly executed.

The results, as re-

In 1761 came one of the turning-points in Turgot's life:
gards the character of the roads, we can understand by looking
his merits had so generally aroused attention, that the Minisat the somewhat similar system carried out in so many parts of
try determined to avail themselves of them and he was made
our own country.

Probably in no other part of the civilized

Intendant of Limoges. He thus became in a sense governor
world are the roads so bad as in our own State of New York
of an important dis t rict of central France.

The work before
and the main cause is a survival to some extent of this same

him inSuch a .capacity was great,-- the honor by no means *hat
Corvee system,-- a system by which the farming community are
he could have attained in other positions.

He had fortune,
allowed to make the roads, and just as wretchedly as the most

ability, extensive knowledge,— he might have shone in the
narrow-minded of them pleases.
salons of the Capital as a man of ,Science or of Letters, but
But this as regards France was the least of evils, the
.there was a chance to render service to France and to show
condition of the public roads was infinitely better than the
what could be done in carrying out better ideas of administracondition of the peasants themselves.

They were liable to

tion, and he accepted
be withdrawn from their work at any moment, in order to repair
the roads for the passage of some prince or of some body of

apers, Cornell Universi

soldiery; More than all this all peasants were required

nation.

transport military stores: no matter how much occupied their

multitude of interior custom houses and protection of provin-

beasts of burden might be in gathering the crops, army materi-

ces, Turgot exerted himself to the utmost and to a great ex-

artillery stores of any sort must be transported at a mo-

To break down these barriers and do away with this

tent he was successful; Agriculture Manufactures and Com-

ment's warning; the loss of effective labor of the peasantry

merce all received a new impulse; the condition of the labor-

was thus very great, and the loss cd their beasts of burden

ing class became better and better.

by over-work even more oppressive.

For all this Turgot sub-

He also mitigated the inequalities in thebilitary 5er-

stituted a moderate tax, and instead of the old shiftless way

vice and especially those common in the drafting of soldiers

of making roads he had them made in accordance with the spec-

When famine broke out in some parts of his province he was

ifications o± good engineers, and by carefully drawn contracts,

successful in greatly diminishing the suffering.

Every new

The result was, that over one hundred and sixty leagues of

roposal found at his hands fair consideration;-- the intro-

new roads better than any then known in France, were built,

duction of the Potato, which was then known for the first time,

the old roads were put in admirable order, and the fearful

and which curiously enough was strongly opposed by the clergy

burden and inequality of the duty was removed from the peas-

and other conservative forces, found aid from him.

entry.

lishing and maintaining schools he appropriated not only

The next in importance of his great measures was the
breaking down of the barriers to internal commerce.

One can

In estab-

public funds but used his own means. , But it was especially

hardly believe the perfectly trustworthy accounts of the ex-

by such measures as his promotion of internal free trade in
the
grain that he warded off Afamine which desolated the surround-

tent to which governmental interference was then carried in

ing provinces.

France: let me remind you that between Gray and Arles t and-173K

was the capital city, became an oasis in the desert of French

the rivers Saone and Rhone, there were thirty different pro-

wretchedness, a happy province in the midst of a nation filled

vincial custom houses taking in the aggregate from twenty-

with misery.

five to thirP9 per cent of the value of all the products transported; this will serve to indicate the system throughout the

The district of Limousin f which Limoges

So great was his success that the government sought to
induce him to take other positions more honorable and lucrative

among those that of the Intendancy at Lyons but he
refused.

Be felt that it was more important to Shaw to

France what could be done by thoroughly tarrying out a good
system in some one province, no matter haw poor; and all Per -

ger
g r of error is when it has ripened into a dogma, which its
holders think must be acce ted; awa- the acceptance of which
leads to its enforc

of anything better, as dangerous or criminal.
Perhaps the greatest result of Turgot's book was the

sonal considerations yielded to this feeling.
In the midst of all this work he constantly wrote d spatbhes to the Ministry on reforms which might be carried out
4-4f4AeA4

in the country at large and however careless the M44.4.6.1.gy of
Louis XV might be, these despatches exercised real influence

stimulus given to Adam Smith, who about that time visited
France, and came into close relations with the Economists,
and a few years afterward wrote that book, declared by Buckle
to be the most valuable which has ever issued from human pen,his treatise on "The Wealth of Nations."

on future generations.
It would seem that in heavy works like these, he would
have found scope for all his vitality.

iaaa....e64e44mis the evolution out of it

Not so;-- in the

Smith certainly developed new ideas both from Turgot's truths
and errors.
Still another work of Turgot was his treatise on O Loan

midst of his increasing labors he found time to write essays
and treatises upon some of the most important subjects in
-Political Economy, whdch have exercised a great influence
upon France and Europe from that time to tkis.
The first of these to be mentioned is a treatise on "The
formation and distribution of wealth." Though this accepted
the fundamental error of that time in making Agriculture the
sole source of wealth it was fruitful in good; even his er rots resulting as they did from hoilest thinking,
discovery of new truths: so it always is,

led to the

errors thought-

fully and honestly arrived at in the history of any science,.
are generally the precursors of new truths.

The great danan-

In this work Adam

For ages France and Europe generally had suffered from the
theological theory opposed to the taking of interest for moneyft

4

'ram St. Gregory of Nyssa and St. Basil among the Fathers of

the church, from St. Thomas Aquinas in the Middle Ages, from
Bossuet in the time of Louis XIV,i and from a multitude of
other great church leaders, Catholic and Protestant had come
bitter theological opposition to the taking of interest for
money.

This opposition

texts of Scrip-

turert4e results had been wretched: among these had been the
breaking down of thrift, the expenditure of capital, waste

A) -Ns

and extravagance.

(

(The texts generally cited cw.posial4
a

Levit.XXV 36 37. Deut.XXIII. Psalms XV 5. E

8,1 .
The Old Wretchedness ofthe nation caused by the intoler-

St Luk

ance and war6.--,of LoUip:XIV.and by thepaperMOney-of Law, was

Still another work was his "Letters on Free Trade in
still fel.t.,. debt and deficit were constantly increasing, the
Grain, and this did much to prepare the French mind for the
breaking up of that whole internal system of

laws were ajungle there was no representation of ibe : natiOn;
everywhere industry and commerce were fettered bYH2Ver regula

agricultural industry which was one of the greatest causes of
public works were a mass of jobbery; taxsuffering among the people at large.

thelmest - ,expensive manner; everywhere was

the death
I n 1774 took plaCe a great change in France; ,
of Louis XV and accession of Louis XVI.

favoritism and decay. Thirteen Comptrollers General had held

The new King's anxposition between Law and TUrgot, some of them men of great-.

iety to bring France out of her wretched condition, no one
:ability, but not one of them had dared really to grapple with
could doubtfite would gladly have chosen a worthy Prime Minis,t rib Zinfortunately he was not strong enough to resist the

these evilS
On accepting the Ministry of Finance . , Tutgot in a few

influence of the courtiers nobility, clergy, and whole officewords gave to the King the key to a better future,-- these
broking, office-seeking class and he tilhomodiewe selected an
words were, "No bankruptcy, no increased burden of taxation,
old courtier of considerable wit and shrewdness, but whose

no new loans."

wit and shrewdness were always entirely directed to keeping
in place: this man was Maurepas t-aN4-4e-wa -s shrewd
himself in

To these ideas Turgot stood firm, and as a result h e
paid off in the twenty months of his administration a hundred

enough to see that his best course was to choose for his submillions of the national debt, a thing unheard of before or
ordinate ministers the most intelligent men possible.

In seafter him during the whole continuance of the French Monarchy.

eordance with this idea Turgot was summoned to the Cabinet as
At the very outset he felt obliged to give the King a
s.

In this position he showed great
widely

energy; plans were drawn which would have made France a:far
more important naval power than Shel:hasover becqthe ut within a few months he was advanced to the post of Comptroller

G eneral or Minister of Finance, as successor of the Abbe Terr41.

44}11,4a..4,14..14144,E9.4.0.0k at his sol e
la...44
11421k
by the Bishops in 44±1.1.
Cat edral

CA-4:

rn"

arid distinctly to exterminate heretics.

Note
I am aware that

make the French new people.

One of the best of modern

question has been raised as to the real meaning of the Latin
French. Ministers of State, DUruy, in his History of France,
word. ekterMinard,: and it has been insisted by some apologists'
has given a condensed sketch of this 'which is perhaps the
hat it means simply

drive out heretics beyond the borders
best to be found.

1 4-6-41-A"'"

"Turgot wished to dbaase-uang the landed

of the nation but the secondary meaning which attaches to the
proprietors, 0.14+-er-44A44.4.pal, functionaries appointed to
word had certainly replaced any such primary signification )
impose taxes, takfieke charge of public works and the subsistTurgot endeavored to induce him to leave out this part of
ence of the poor, and 11.441.0.eihfti*lei=1-me=neineei to transmit to
the oath but the poor King had not the strength. to make such

eoca-C,

the Ministers their ideas upon ledftl questions.

These were

an innovation; at the last moment he yielded to the influence
of the church, and allowed the words to be retained in his

the 4aam‘lx*pal officers of little town and country districts:
,
fibove'these.he.would establish. governments on ajerger scald

coronation oath, ‘t it was observed by those who stood about
and of larger scope, elective Out-df the firstl .

him that his words in this part of the ceremony became inau-

iaor, when the nation had thus been habituated in some degree
dible*

to taking care of its Otlai interests he'wOuld-:establish
In 1775 Turgot wrote his treatise on "The Organization

Lr self4goVernemnt' for the great provinces of -France4y-.
of Municipal Government in France."

This is perhaps the

e.-66.7

9477-

•

the entire kingdom.

greatest revelation of his wonderful insight as a political
( ee Duruy Histoire de France, Vol.II p.567.) .
thinker.

He saw what the most far-seeing men in France have

I n all this there was no rashness: he expressly declared
only just begun fully to discover, that the greatest defect
that he wished to proceed with the utmost moderation;-- that
in that nation is its want of practical political education:
all he desired was to lay foundations.

To the vast majority

therefore sketched out a plan for the gradual admission of

of men of his time this seemed simply madness; but those who '
the French people to the discussion and settlement of public
best know France to-day, and who look back upon her history
matters.

He regarded this as an absolutely necessary educawith least prejudice, will declare that Turgot saw further

tion for the whole peep-le, an education in practical politthan any other man into the needs of his country.
ical lif

atid he stated his belief that ten years

From that

f it would •

day to this the great want among the French, in spite of all

he Andrew Di ckson

Cornell University

fit. .t:tti":.:

ett'il!ftib Maymm.,

their admirablt qualities and these are many, has been the
war of practical acquaintance with

affairs, and how-

ever we may criticise the establishment

a restricted suf-

rage

which

arid Napoleon - III.
This,

plan

red forward, the French nation might

been car-

this respec-t he was far beyond the point at which we have ar-

in a . few years have attaw't7 OL

rived.

absurdity in modern government is greater than

that in the great Americippi Municipalities which permits people
not only ignorant 101,45Who y noAAXes at all,

In 3Udgin&thi8 plan it should be borne in

mindi that,for

,a meeting of any body ofmeri representing the French nation;-that there was not among the French people any idea of the
most ordinary discussion of pelitical matters;-- and that the
holding of a political meeting with the simplest rules of order was something beyond French comprehension.

This should

be remembered by those who think that Turgot should have gone
further and not restricted the right of suffrage to the class
It should be remembered that he went

farther than any other man,of,note ih his time

He would

have made a beginning,fram which the more extended right of
suffrage would certainly have been developed.
14-""1- /212-4Pcoe4.1

/44-4

01,

,4cmt

Cti-1014-11z.-4,

What a sudden conferring of full political rights on the
whole nation utterly unfitted for it came to you will see

later as you reach the Revolution and the times of Napoleon I.

to

decide on

the sxpenditure:, of the moneys raised by taxation from

over a century and a half before that time, there had not been

P t

No

•.•

owtjubt beginning to givehsr.

a-

said for Turgot s system.

tion should be passed upon by tax-payers themselves, and in

Y.what a Century ofalternate-reVolution and despotism is only

of Peasant proprietors.

Should b

clearly saw the necessity that matters involving local taxa-

•

he proposed,-7:howsver . we may differ regarding

details, there can be no question that had his

toe,"

the

more thrifty classes in the community.
<NI

On political questions the only rule possible in our
country is universal suffrage.

But

in

every city . ninety-nine

hundredths Of all the questions are not at all political
. questions, but simply questions regarding the best provision
or the health, prosperity, and. comfort of the citizens.
And, therefore, in questions involving the raising and expen-'
diture of taxes, or the granting of franchises there should
ee1ocirdos....4

be some check exercised by those who 4 pay the taxes; .I can
think of no better Check than a Board of Control without'
a majority of whose votes no franchise should be granted and
no taxes laid upon the city.
An exception might be made in regard to taxes levied for
primary - education, since that in our country is wholly based
Upon its political necessity in a republic like ours.

he Andrew Dickson White a rs, Cornell Univers'
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The next great political measure of Turgot was his edict
for free trade in grain throughout France.

To him as to

every thoughtful man since it was clear that a multitude of
barriers and restrictions between provinces was one cause of
the frequent famines which desolated the country.

It had

happened not unfrequently that there was an over-abundance of

in May, 1776, the edict for free trade in grain between the
provinces was published.

such was the moderation of Turgot that he had not as yet dealt
with the question of freedom in the exportation of grain from
the country.

This was left entirely untouched.)

i54 Turgot'

grain in one part of France, and a dearth of it in another.
Under the old system privileges were sold by the King and by
he Ministers to transport grain from provinces where it was
plenty to provinces where it was scarce and this was the
source of great profit to many worthless Ministers and hangers. on about the Court,. (Note: . the recent work. on-th 'Pacte de:
Famine," by

seems to exculpate some high person-

ages who have hitherto been considered guilty of this traffic
in the miseries of the people but that there were combinatiams
for gain thus made at the expense of the starving,cannot be
doubted.) )

in this matter= bitter opposition
once: the constituted bodies throughout

the country did their best against

up in support of the old system; these were akin to the rea-

sons which kept the Corn Laws in force in England until they
were broken down at a comparatively recent period by Cobden,
The SUCCQSS of Turgot's experi-

ment at Limoges, where free trade in grain had alleviated the
condition of the people, strengthened him in -his theor y,

iers,Wholhad thriven On buying and selling permissions to
trade between the provinces of France were exasperated : still
worse Was the opposition among the people themselveS;_partlY . ..
from their own ignorance, partly from the intrigues of the
upp er clas•esinsurrectiOns and mobs arose in various parts: ,

of the kingdom.

Eyery city had its sacking Of granaries and

bakers.'; shbps: near Paris the mob sank all the vessels it .
could find laden with grain; coming into the city; in the

Shops were trodden Under foot by these starving mobs,.
Now
•
came an exhibition of the weakness of Louis XVI.; his thought
•

•

was to flatter the mob and to make concessions; but Turgot
was firm.

He saw that if this were allowed to continue no

reform was possible; he insisted deliberately on punishing the
ring-leaders severely, and by his firm attitude alone the
evil was checked.

The Andrew D ckson Whi e Papers, Cornell Univers!
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the nobles and court -

streets of the metropolis loads Of bread taken from the bakers

As in every abuse,a system of reasons had been built_

Bright, and their compeers.

should be borne in mind that

,.?):7,.ram:rtsne

Still another o± Turgot
of the Royal Corvees.

great reforms was the abolition

On this point his statesman-like theoa steller.scale dur-•

"A more powerful and more decisive motive is the injustice
inseparable from the Corvee system.

Its weight aoes not fall,

and cannot fall upon any except the poorest part of the people,

ing . his Intendancy at Limoges. The evils of that system of

upon thoie'who have only their arms and their industry - up-

carrying on public Works by the forced labor of the peasantry

on the cultivators ofythe soil; the great proprietors being

had been acknowledged. by all thinking men for Years.

Near-

all privileged persons are exempted from it, or only obliged

ly forty years before D'Argenson complained of ministers and

to make petty contributions to it.

satraps who, by means of goiza4 Corvees forced the peasants

to force those having nothing of their own to contribute and

to make fine avenues to their chateaupt. In 156 the Marquis

to give their time and labor without payment,— to take away

How can it, then be just

from them their only resource against misery and hunger; in
continued it will turn the territory of the nation into one
g reat cemetery."

Even the Parliament of Toulouse was led to

present the evils of the system and declared that the poorer
Peasants were "treated more pitilessly than convicts."

This

order to make them work for the profit of citizens richer
than themselves."
Against this edict suppressing the Corvees, the opposition wad more fierce than against those preceding it.

The

it was that led. Turgot himself to utter these words to the
Ming: "I dare declare to your Majesty, after full experience

had been restored by Louis XVI'; refused to register the edict',

of the evils which the Corvee has caused in the province which

and it was onlyregistered under the formality of a "Bed of

I have administered that there is no oppression so cruel upon the people."

The objections of Turgot to the Corvee were

uttered a.long Protest, declaring that the Ctirvee system was

two-fold,- first that it was the most costly mode of con-

inseparable from the prosperity of the kingdom,-- that to

ducting public works; and secondly, that it was unjust.

abolish it was to put the peasantry on an equality with the

I have already spoken regarding the costliness and evil

.clergy and nobility, and to strike . a blow at the sacred. priv-

practical results of the system, and we will allow Turgot to
make his own statement against its injustice.

He said

: But. the registration. Of the law was enforced; and Turgot
pressed forward another of.his. great measures, the edict. for

the suppression of trade privileges known a the Maitrises
'regarding the-Aefinition of an old boot,--the regulation be
..1-ng in force that the shoemakers Were only allowed to deal
In order to understand the abuse at which Turgot thus
With new beets And the cobblers withHold..
struck we should remember that under the old system of perSimilar disputes occurred between the roasters and cooks )
petual governmental interference , there had grown up in France
as

which should have the exclusive right to cook poultry,,

a system by which various trades and industries were considand which the tight to cook game.

Beside these Were endless

ered as corporations, each having its own laws, rules,resquabbles between sellers Of dry goods, clothiers and hatters.
strictions, exclusions, definitions and hierarchy of offi-

cials.

Thus courts were for Centuries occupied with questions as 7to.

No person could exercise any trade without going
which •business had the right to sell cooked meats, which to

through a long series of formalities.

No person could rise
prepared with sepaoefter; wonder-

in any trade without buying the right to rise.

As a whole,

these trade statutes were among the most absurd things in all
that administrative chaos.

Between 1666 and 1683 Colbert
in•cloth-making and selling there were restrictions carefully

alone had issued one hundred and forty-nine different decrees
regulating the various trades.
be sold; workmen of one Sort could not do the work generally
From 1550 to . 1776 that is to say, during two hundred an
done by Workmen of .another sort; and Upon all theee"trades . .
twenty-five years, there Was dratg d through the courts f an
were levied taxes and exactions which they endeavored to re.,
the cabineti

the great struggle between the
.eoVer as best they could from the public and from each other.

tailors and the clothes-menders*

the .great question involved
At the bottom of all this was the idea of paternal goV.

being as to what constituted a new, and what an old: coat,
ernment;( It was thought the duty of the rulin&peWereto?fsee
since-the tailors were allowed only to work upon new clothing,
that no One be cheated, and that every. One be required to do . '
and theclothes-menders upon old.
From 1578 to 1767, that is for

y nearly two hundred

'everything decently EiliciAil order.... ) As a legitimate coneer
that
ilUence of this theory, one regulation..requiredthe tellers,

:years, the shoemakers and cobblers were in perpetual law suits
gropers., .seilers of mustard, sellers. of.candles, sellers

Andrew Dickson White

of

Vinegar and a multitude OfHpersons engaged in various bran-

household use, the individual has generally no means

ches of business, should belong to the Catholic Churoh..•

mining their genuineness the-e, then are among the things

Against this Whole system,as fatal to French industry

•

and deeply injurious to French character, Turgot declared him-

f deter-

which society, as an organization, may pass upon.
aire
The doctrin- in this country and in these times standing

He prepared an edict by which the exclusive rights
.

practise trades and the Purchased positions of judges in

the Various trade Corporations, were swept away; but again
the Parliament of Paris resisted,-- again it iSsued its pro-7 '.

to commerce all measures to promote the growth of independent
. national industries, and all government aid to education, is,

test.: the learned lawyers complained bitterly. that to break

it seems to me, in a position just as absurd as the socialist

down this system in France was to break down prosperity;.-- that

doctrinaire who holds that the best government is that which

such great Men as Henry IV. and leis XIV. had .favored the sys-

governs most.

tem.

But Turgot persevered, and the Parliament was forced

The reason for not interfering with the industry of the

to register the

barbers and wigmakers was purely economical, and throws light

wardenships were given up, except with regard to four indus-

into the chaos of the time.

tries, printing, pharmacy, jewelry, and the barber's trade;-the, first three, because it was held that they really needed'

sPeetorships and wardenships had been sold by government, and
that
the trade occupied as it was at time with the making, powder-

Control and this, so far as pharmacy and jewelry are concerned. )

ing and dressing of perukes and wigs, such as every person in

is doubtless true; the opposite extreme to which our nation

decent society was expected to wear, was so important, that

has gone is hardly more defensible than the original French

the government thought it unwise to interfere with them:

.

system.

There are certain branches of industry touching the

This reason was that so many in-

when these positions in this trade were afterward redeemed

whole people, in which it is very important that the genuine-

during the Revolution there was required an indemnity of twen-

ness of the articles be determined, but in which individuals

ty-two millions of francs.

have no means of making investigation% or example, as regards
drugs prescribed by physicians gold and silver articles for

Still another matter of vast importance which Turgot took
up was the general system of taxation.

In the land taxes-

pecially the Taille, were fearful abuses,. and while he could

give up .

not as'yet,even propose any measure for laying it upon the

the raising of money by lotteries, a system which every nation

Church and 'nobility in fair proportion, he abolished the C on-

in Continental Europe,

tiairitee solidaire.

cer-

tain amount or taxation was laid upon a district and then the

even to this day, and which I

happy to say in this country.

La-only alloi
He exerted himself also in other fields:

. capable tax-payers were held responsible for the RfklailiAlaaP

n order

mad delinquents; a system which did much to discourage and

combat the epidemics which ravaged some parts Of France,

break down the industrious classes.

got established a commission of the most noted physicians,

Beside this he prevented the evasions of the various dues
Paid bY the high nobles and clergy to the State, evasions which,

r-

and this afterward ripened into the French Academy of Medicine,
the most

under Louis XV. had been successful.
Nor did he treat himself any better than others.

It

had been the custom for the Farmers General who farmed the

improved by his abolition of the Corvee . system, he established

taxes and made enormous fortunes thereby, to present to the
Comptroller General a gift of 300,000 francs: this had be-

in place of a few lumbering coaches an the principal highways
eti
'Nat light and rapid diligences, by which travel became rapid

come an institution, and it was looked upon as one of the per-

through the grearer Tart of France.

quisites of the Minister, but Turgot utterly ritrUsed to take

But the general hostility of the nation was accumulating

partly because he felt that it was a custom injurious to
France partly,doubtless,because he felt that it might hamper
in administering strict justice in matters where the• Farmers General were concerned.
But while he showed such economy, he was not slow in mak-

the Court naturally detested Turgot for his attempts to make
beginning of taxing the nobility and clergy, no doub t,
his want of ease of manner had somohAng to do With their feeling.

The leaders of the Third Estate, especially the head

ing expenses where they were required for the good . of the

men among the working class disliked his interference with

country, and he readily gave up taxes which he saw were .inju-

the trade corporations, but most bitter of all was the hatre
.f.. the French clergy.

ki0

kik*mtp.,fmmtr....

As we have seen

who care anything for the people, Turgot and myself."

the Coronation he had endeavored to pre

But

vent the King from swearing to exterminate heresy,_again when

he was too week to stand against the pressure, and in 1776

they had prepared a solemn petition to the King, drawn with

the end. came.
The final effertspf Turgot

,great care, in which they besought him to return to the intol-

prevent the King' s fat al

erant policy of Louis XIV., he had opposed the petition; again,

decision were heroic.

by his system of taxation and the abolition of the Corvee, he

write private letters to the King l in which he showed him plain

When all else had failed he dared

the fate of weak monarchs in great emergencies.

had trenched upon what they considered their rights; he had

He did

brought some taxation upon them; and finally, to fill up the

not scruple to call to Louis' mind the examples of Charles I.

measure of his offences, he had endeavored to establish a sys-

of England and Charles IX. of France,
But the influence of the Queen, Court, nobility and high

tem of public education throughout France, which should not
be entirely in ecclesiastical hands.

clergy was too strong; Louis dismissed his great Minister

For these things they

with ignominy. (Note: For these private letters of Turgot

could not forgive him.
The hostility against Turgot became more and more bitter;

Turgot pp.167-177.)

Maurepas, the Prime Minister, in order to hold his own with

Turgot received the blow calmly' in an open letter to the

:the.queen.end- Court, secretly intrigued against:Turgot.
Various means were resorted to; the King was brought into

King he madelno reproaches, but expreased the hope that no

Secret correspondence with the intriguer Pezas, and although

evil would result from his dismissal.

he had . solemnly assured Turgot of his continued. support, he

himE, elf to scientific pursuits, honored and-beloved by the

was gradually drawn away from this promise., (To complete the

best men in France and in Europe.

intrigues, letters attributed. to 'Turgot were forged and'sent•

in publishing squibs and caricatures against him; the brother

to Vienna and letters in answer wore forwarded by conspire-

of Louis VI. who afterward ascended the throne as Louis XVIIL

tors there; these contained statements and epithets which;

especially distinguished himself by the sharpness of his sat-

aroused the hostility of the King still more.) Louis said

ires upon the fallen Minister.

.44:6A4.41
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The courtiers never wearied-

The death of Turgot cams in 1781 happily he did not live

indeed on one occasion "There are only two persons in France

•

Henceforth he devoted

.

•• •
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freev tradO - betWeeh. the preVincev,• andnot free trade of .Franbe

see the sad justification of his own policy.
No thinking man can study the history of the last century

with other - nations, f tir'*hith, whatever* might be his own * the

without seeing that Turgot s administration was the turning-

ones, he knew that 'France was not yet ready.

point in French affairs: it was the latest period at which
04L,t4Vg.4-,s
avoidance of a violent revolution was possible: had lie-been -

measures was he iriolent': it is true, he proposed many reforms

fully supported by tbf. Xing, with all the absolute•power which

fill foresight, which was one oof his most remarkable character-

he French Monarchy possessed even though la•tp-4.78. timidly ex-

Irt-none of his

and changes- but it was because he saw clearly with that wonder-

istics, the absolute necessity of changes and reforMs to save
The fact , is that the . greatest revolutionists of

ercised as the power of Louis .XIII. which supported Richelieu,

France.

Turgot might have carried out peacefully such reforms, that

that time, as of all times are those who through stupidity,

the great Revolutionary storm would not have been needed.

obstinacy, 'indifference love of the whble pat,

It has been said that Turgot was a Revolutionist.

Spirit,or supposed personal interest, oppose all reform.

claimed in an 140.

It is even

Ultramontane History recently published

0 it is in all times: so it was when the foresight of

for use in the schools conducted by the clergy in France,

Burke and Chatham would have aVerted . , the • War* between Great

that Turgot began the Revolution.

Britain: and

Such a survival of eccle-

siastical hatred against do great a man, whom time has so
completely justified, is very instructive.
Nothing can be more unjust than such a charge: in all

Colonies, but the 'stupidity of king,

nobles .tqar&i. Onci'the.•'Vaet majority of the people of
. Epglapd refused all change.

Scjr it was when HenryClay pro-

posed • in our deUntrY: a simple measure involving small expendi-

his edicts he seems to have had in view the planting of the

ture, by which

germs of reform rather than carrying reforms to extremes.

on arriVing . at the age of twenty-one years', their- masters . re-

His aim was to set France in the course of reform, and not of

:delving .compensation. H.Thib jstatesman-like MeaSUreWhiCh*

revolution.

would have , cost T little

His ideal 'was, indeed the evolution of a better
61.47.
future out of the past,eitild he was not at all one Of these
s arn:i!eftormero,' who insist upon having fruit upon the day of

:..planting. the tree:.

When he urged free trade in grain, it was

States should be a'at':' free.

was th*ar'.ted 1. 09, 0Ottremistt on both

sides, north! aswellaO , :teuth Op&

raalil-ftVaa a civil

: •which has at dorTilaTahadthe.:pUrpOSOviolently, : . at 6 • Cost of
half a million of

treabUre. :BeWare O ffl

WftNklmtmm==

above learning anything from other countries.

The lesson to

be earned from the failure of such statesmanship as Turgot's
is a lesson not for the French alone, it is a lesson for all

o which his patient refused to submit,and dies.
No wonder, then, that the thoughts and works of this man

times and for all countries; it shows the value of great

have been a favorite study among the best Frenchmen since his

statesmanlike minds, and the peril of stupid partisan opposi-

time: no wonder, too, that they have been attacked by aapl ■Piriie

tion to them, or indifference regarding them.

architects of ruin in France then and since.

am aware that some leading historians have thought that
Turgot tried to do too muchc_that he held too firmly to theo-

If ever any period in French History called for a bold
statesman, and for comprehensive reforms it was that time.
As you have seen, the monarchy had been undermined by the big-

that he did not devote enough f his efforts to conciliate op-

otry of Louis XIV. and the debauchery of Louis XV.: the

position.
Even so great an historian as Lecky leans to this
01 0/
view. (See Lecky, England in the XVIII. Century, Vol.V, p.387)

church had lost its influence by its resistance to modern
thought: the aristocracy was laden with curses for its per-

But the answer seems to me very simple: France was to be

sistence in oppression: the judiciary had thrown away public

saved by adequate measures or none;-- the time for small meas-

confidence by its resistance to reform: the financial admin-

ures had gone by and as to that, the resistance in France to

istration was regarded as quackery because it could not pre-

small measures was just as determined as the resistance to
great measures.

he only Statesmanlike course then, it woul

seem, was

as a system which generally guaranteed defeat on land and sea.
. France had come to the parting of the ways just as eVery .
nation and every man sometimes comes..

When

One way was hard: it led through reforms, carefully

broken in many parts, it is of little value to stop timidly
'and partially some one passage and leave the flood pouring
through all the others.

This Turgot saw.

The argument against him would be equally valid against

planned and fearlessly carried out;-- over a solid basis of
institutions thoughtfully laid and adjusted,-- hedged in by ideas of duties as well as of rights;

lighted by education;

leading to -a well regulated constitutional liberty.

This was

-.4.6.,3Ke •

'n • ■ ••

the way planned y• Turgot.
The other way was easy it led first through tha-etagnant Marsh of unreasoning conservatism;

then through th e

dikes broken by unreasoning radicalism

then by a wild rush

through declamation and intrigue , -- through festivals of fraernity and massacre,-- through unlimited paper wealth an
bottomless bankruptcy,-- through mob rule and Caesarism,
through festivals of tearful sentimentality and the guillotine

en permanence,-- through atheism and fetichism,

through

whole century of revolutions, sometimes tragical, sometimes
farcical,-- but always fruitful i n new spawn of declaimers an
intriguers.
At the parting of these two ways stood Turgot.

He

looked far down along both into coming time; seeing what 1
telling fearleasly..whatle saw;.-- working like Titan to mark out the
better path;

f i t the French people for

nation into it , and he failed.

guide th e

But in his failure he was one

o f the greatest statesmen 41w,,Peee has produced.

tcovsrnvo!..-11,
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In the last quarter of the eighteenth century all thinking
TEE INFLUENCE OP AMERICAN IDEAS UPON THE FRENCH REVOLVTIOW
(first Part.)
Want of practical direction to the French ideas of liberty
and reform in the period immediately preceding the French Revolution,--general influ.enee of .America in giving this practical di...
rection,--example of 'this influence ou Voltaire and. Rousseau.
Special influences.
. The Influence of Franklin.

men could see that threatening crevices had begun to openAn the
great dikes of French oppression,and that the mass of ideas,cu.stoms
and. institutions which had so long protected the ruling and directing classes against the rising tide of thought were fast dissolving
away.
The fiat effective measures to save France under these

10 On the nation directly.
2 Through Turgot. 3. Through
Condorcet.
4, Through Champfort.
" 5. Through Morelle t ••
6. Through others, of whom Mirabeau and. Ch‘nier are 'representatives.

circumstances provoked a struggle. gu.een,Court,Aristocracy and
Clergy i.ewarded T urgotts attempts to save them vrith A contempt
ase:they thrust him and his fellow reformers out of place and
insisted on returning to the old abuses:

10 Reciprocal influence between Jefferson and the lea.ders of
French thought.
2. ,Tefferson t s influence through Lafayette,--through Rabaut
St. Etienne,--through the Girondists, -"Federal" ideas of the
Girondists. 30 Relations with Robespierre falsely imputed. to ZefferSon,
the dividing line between. American influence and. want of influence
in the French Revolution:

Naturally Prance was exasperated and feverish and had feverish
dreams of ancient republide. So went on the first years of liouis

•

III

The Influence of French Officers Returned from the American
Revolut ion.
1. Lafayette:--His influence in bringing on the French Revolution,--in shaping it,--his draft of the Declaration of Rights.
2. Rochambeau:—His•characterb --peculiarities of his growth
in Amer i c alai sm.
3. Seer:--Light thrown on French feeling regarding America
by his memoirs,--his own impressions.
4. The French soldiery,--effect of familiarizing them With
ideas of liberty and. equality,--d.etection by Arthur Young of Amerloan Ideas in the early Revolutionary ferment.

VI's reign.
Before the eyes of all Prenehmen this fervent was displayed
the origin t growth and culmination of the f}evolution in America.
The French were sure to fasten their eyes upon it:-It gave their
ideas practical directionkit was a straggle against the English
and the English were their hereditary enemies;it involved questions
of taxation without representation and of arbitrary rule and these
were oppressions which weighed upon France.
But as the American contest went on the French s aw or thought

,

et,

they saw realization of all their dreams. A word came across the
That word is now old. and lacks lustre through use

then it had all its brightness;that word. was Liberty--They looked
more eagerly and they saw a great vague idea of theirs crystallized
into a fact and that fact was legal equality. In this struggle
for liberty and•in this atmosphere of equality they saw men who
seemed to them like the heroes of Plutarch.
Thus was exercised upon France a general influence an d a
special influ.ence.

more important to

US

is sane study of the

influence exercised by America upon French thought and conduct- at
that most critical time.
First among these was the power exerted by Franklin--and this
power began to be seen at his visit to Paris in 1776.
The whole world knows the story,-how he appeared at Court in
Republican simplicity--how all Nance from Court to hovel was
stirred by it—how he was feted by all classes--how the compariso
naturally made between him and Louis XVIth struck tae blow at

powerfully through the minds of two men thus preparing France fbr •
revolution and holding up a practical aim in revolutionary effort;
and these two men were the most'. powerful men of that epoch. First
of these was Voltaire and this Amerivan influence was exercised
upon him and his disciples through the guarantee of religious
liberty in the American Constitution.

The other was Rousseau.

French Monarchical system.
Marie Antoinette though she saw that the homage paid to tin
4./U- Su, t:04,,Crk
the principles which upheld the existing
mas--ante
system withmonarchy at its 4nit,still joined in the homage.
Madame Campan,Royalist as she was by trade ,admires him while she
spe aks of the tremendous lesson involved in the 'fact that while

On him and his followers America

exercised a great fascination as a republic where men lived free
from the despotism , of European laws and convettionalit ies. (1 )

the Court is going wild with admiration of Franklin--a plebeian
tallow-chandler and printer--it has just procured decrees
from positions in the Church or Army all who cannot prove sundry
degrees of nobility. (Mewvas -xte-Madame--8arapen. )

1) For a concise statement of this influence see L cky- England
n the 18th Century,Vol.IV pp 46

MCI

Not only Royeilty,but Aristocracy cast its supports at

47.

shows this.

One noble after another recited verses in which

praises of Franklin were mingled with longings for Liberty,

e Andrew Dickson White Papers Cornell Univers!
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suggestions of Equality and. hints at Revolution. (This ode

is

translated in Parton's Life of Franklin.)
It might seem to shrewd observers that all this was a mere
fashion- sure to bloom and wither like French pashions in general.
It dia. not. Franklin continued to hold sway in prance*-Ohenier
•
praised hits in verse in 1 1790;--fge National Assembly honored his

•

First among the men whom Franklin sens to have influenced
is purgot. He was a great thoughtful states-man -rejected then,
honored. now as one of the greatest statesmen in history;one who
could humanly speaking,have saved France from Re volut ion.
It is impossible to read his tracts discourses and State
• papers •on Toleration,Political Economy and Law without noting the

fun.eral and in days not long past I can bear witness that the

constant similarity of his aims and the frequent similarity of

mention of Franklin's name by Edward Laboulle at the College de

his methods with those of Franklin.

France touched the minds of thinking Frenchmen still.
But there was something more than a purely personal influence
In this. Of still greater importance in the long run was the
translation of the American Constitutions,-made under Franklin's
direction

in 1783. Everywhere thinking Frenchmen began reading

Condorcet says of Turgot that * the good of mankind was with
him a real passion"---No man could better state the strongest
feeling of Franklin.
Turgot os methods too l both as Intendant of Limoges and
Comptroller General of the 1Pinances s were to cut away the shackles

them. The eminent English lawyer and philanthropist Rowdily,

of trade--to suggest comforts and break down the obstacles to ,them-

noted with surprise that the French government dared permit this.

to promote education- and to ; batter denstitution and 1.00--and

'French newspapers and pamphlets of that time constantly reflect

these were Franklin's methods.

American ideas thus gathered(1).

No

So mu.eh for Franklin's well-known general influence --I turn
now to his less known special influence.

one can be surprised that the two great men were drawn

together—Condorcet speaks of a correspondence between them on the
evil effects of indirect taxes and. on the good effects of territorial 'imposts. (Ottu.vres de Condorcet VoL.5 p.163.) Dr.Price ,so

(1) • See Lecky,History of England in the XVIIIth Century,

well known as a friend of the rising American Republic,speaks of , a

Vol IV p.49;with citation of 11°m/fly's Memoirs Vol.I p.50;and

letter from Turgot to Franklin in which Turgot is shown a true

Fran.klins works,Vol.VIII p.214.For effect on newspapers see Rosen-

friend of liberty. (Franklin's Gorrespondence,SparkS edit.Vol.X

thal America and France p.10? and
.
'
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Hi s sway over the early stages of the Revolution is very

In a letter to Drarice,written in 1778,Turgot begins by

clear. He was the chief thinker for the Girondists as Vergniaud

mentioning that Franklin has just handed him Price's "Observations

was their chief speaker. Franklin s influence upon him can be

on Civil Liberty".(0euvres de Turgot,Vol.2 p.805). -He then goes

seen all along his life,

on discussing American affairs in general and those of Pennsylva-

Their relations seem to have begun with letters on scientific

nia in particular in a way which forces upon as the conviRtion

subjeCts(Franklin s wprks,Spark's edit.Vol. 6 p.411) to which

that Franklin must have been his main source of information.

both were so devoted,but from these they rapidly approached polit-

The gretast tribute to the great A. merican by the great
Frenchman--the world knows by heart-the most monumental of
compliments the line:

ical subjects.

Hardly had affairs in America become settled when

(in 1786)Condorcet published his tretise upon the influence of the
American Revolution in Europe. In the light of American ideas

nEripuit coelo fulmen sceptruraque tyrannise"

he entered into the whole question of American Liberty,from its

Another strong mind upon which Franklin took firm hold,an

basis of Equality and Right to its Constitutional and legal forms.

With far more direct effect upon the French Revolution was

His enthusiasm is kindled but he holds it under noble control. He

Condorcet.

speaks of what he considers faults in the proposed American

To men who have received knowledge of the French Revolution
through English reactionary channels,Condorcet is nothing,or worse
than nothing. Horace Walpole who was a superrefined trifler but
with a spark of genius,declared him a fiend--the world will yet
now him as one of the noblest men of any period.
A young Marquis of 19 at the Court of Louis the Fifteeath,he

Constitution but accepts the whole as a vast good. The people
generally cote in for praises,but chief among them he names
Franklin.
During the following year he wrote his 'Letters of a Burgess
of New Haven to a Citizen of Virginia'. Their intent was to oPPoee
the division of the Legislative power between two houses,and this

was staid and moral as a puritan --a man to whom were open the

error he shared with Franklin:-but while thus dissenting from that

employments suited to his caste he devoted himself to Science ,a

feature of the American Constitution he showed to t1e world in

member of the French Aristocracy he became an energetic Republican

every line the greatness of the triumph which Liberty had achieved

and at last persecuted for his country's sake he gave himself up to
death to save- hiS. friend

he Andrew D ckson VC/hi e Papers, Corne I Universi
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in the new world,and thrust into mers hearts the desire for
similar triumphs in the old world.

circulated in Europe by its enemies.
In 1790 &n the presence of the AcademY,in solemn session,

By this and other writings Condorcet led thinking man from
abstract reasoning to concrete reasoning. The example of Franklin
and Jefferson and Hamilton wrought in him a desire to make the
theories of the 18th Century practical Condoreet was one of that
schobl which prepared the way for the French Constitution of 1791

Condorcet read his Eulogy on Franklin. Nothing could be nobler.
Into it was thrown a fervor which could not fail to work with
power not only on those who heard it but upon tile leaders of every
hamlet in that seething nation.
Upon Condorcet's after life the influence of American Republi-

and his inspiratian t it is plainly to be seen ammo from the AMerican

canism is easily discernible. He had obtained the ideals which

Revolution,Constitution and Statesmen.

encouraged him at the beginning of his career from the ancient

During the next year(1788)he published his letters of a

republics. It was in the Modern republic that he found examples

citizen of the United States to a Frenchman on the present condi-

of those principles which he especially taught the Girondists;it

tion of affairs,and the next year after(1789)he wrote a s a

was in the Modern republic that he found the men who strengthened

continuation the tract entitled "Sentiments of a Republican".

him terend his career with martyrdom to Liberty.

All of Condorcet's political works are pervaded by a spirit

(DeCana 1 176)

Bat there was another upon whom American ideas especially

coming unmistakably from America and they brought American ideas

those given forth bearing the mint-mark of Franklin wrought with

to bear upon French questions just at the most critical moment for

much force--the man most biting in satite since Boileau--the

the meeting of the States-General was just drawing on. These

sharpest in ridicule after Voltaire--t1e man who by a single je

writings of Candorcet before long were to bear fruit which the

of wit supplied Sieyes with that opening sentence of the pamphlet

world should wonder at.

on the %lard Estate ,which made France Republic an and which. made

But Condorcet himself seemed to recognize the source of so

Sieyes famous -Champfort.

much of his inspiration and to desire to bring his countrymen to

He associated much with Franklin (1) and all along through

it, for he next published a translation of the Constitution of the

(1)Staeuve Caaseries de Lundi At* Franklin,

United States,with commentary and refutations od sundry slanders
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descendants of those famous Republicans who expatriated themselves
•
to escape tyranny. There have been formed men worthy to fight

his writings we find Franklin s spirit modified, by Champfort s
temperament. Champfort is Franklin embittered.
Thus in his chapter on Liberty and Slavery we find. a series
of pungent attacks like these:-"In France men do not disturb those

and. conquer the English,and who have succeeded in forming the most
beautiftl Government which has ever existed".(1)
Still another who came under the influence of American ideas

who set the edifice on firettheY Persecute those who aaincl the

and of Franklin,was the Abbe Morellet. Of all noted men in

alarm*.
,"In France the right of the people is to say foolish;

Frenice he seems to have been the most intimate with tiv great

the right of the ministers is to do them." Again:-* "The Nobility"

American.

say the nobles,"is the mediator between King and people"-Yes just

recreations after toil--but we have not to look far into the record

as the hound is mediator between hunter and hare."

even of their lightest table-talk to see that inevitable intrusion

In his memoirs he has recorded their pleasantries and

of American ideas.

But bedded in the midst of these incentives to Revolution,

This one verse of the Abbe Morel]. t song to Franklin is

like an opal among diamonds ,we find a different style of argument-

translated by Duane as follows:-

Tus;-"ACitizen of Virginia,possessor of fifty acres of fertile

"The American regains

land. pays 42 scillof our money to enjoy laws kind and just—protec4/
tion or the Government—security for his person and property--

Liberty and. breaks his chains,

civil and religious liberty--the right to vote and. the right to be

And this great work of our age
I.

voted gar.

A French peasant of Auvergne is crushed by land 'taxes

A fresh exploit of our sage

tithes and corvees of every sort—insulted by under-strappers-

Has furnished been

imprisioned arbitrarily and transmits this heritage of misery and

By Louis and Benjamin".

egredation to his children."
•

(l)Oeuvres de Champfort IV. 199 - 206.

Main:- *North America is that part of the universe where the
rights of man are best understood. The Americans are worthy
t4
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But Morellet was stimulated to do more serious work .and he
put forth a translation: of Jefferson's notes on Virginia and.
prepared a treatise on the "Effects of American Liberty in Europe.;
which though:Lit was never published serves in connection with his
other writings to show not only the power of American events and
thoughts upon him but also his consciousness of that power.
I have selected these from the long list of leaders in French
thought on whom American events and ideas and Franklin as their
representative had. great influence. Did time permit,m9.ny interesting proofs could be found in the doings and. sayings of such as
La Rochefoucauld,D I Yabisbett Raynal ,Cabanis Mably,D'Holba.ch and
the rest. But I will point you. just two more representative men
quite different from any I have shown you-one a great orator-the
other a great poet-The orator is Mirabeau.
The first effect of American influence upon him is found in
his treatise upon the Lettres de Cachet. It was written in the
dungeon of Vincennes where he was confined in 1783,and seems to
have been inspired. by the news of' the triumphant peace which
ended. the American Revolution. With that desperate boldness
which always characterized. him,with that insight which sometimes
seemed to make him an inspired prophet,he bursts forth;
°People have generally applauded. the sublime manifesto of the

United States of America. Heaven forbid that I should protest in
this respect against public opinion. I who if I were not in irons
would go t learn of the Americans and to fight for them. But,I
ask if the powers which have contracted alliances with them and
above all,France,have dared read the American Manifesto or interroga•e their consciences after reading it. I demand whether there
is today l a government in Europe,the Swiss Batavian and. British
Governments excepted,which,judged by the principles of the
Declaration of Independence made on the 4th of July 1776 has not
forfeited its rights. I demand whether among the thirty-two
Kings of the third royal race of France more than two thirds have
not been far more guilty toward their subjects than the Kings of
Great Britain toward the English Colonies."
Prometheus bound to the rock and defying heaven is not more
type of the highest boldness than this man t thus chained in
a dungeon and defying, the monarchy which had absolute power over
him. And it was in 1783-six weary years before the States-Gencral
met. So potent in - hilf:was the bare announcement of American
principleso‘
Delivered. from prison he cane in contact with Franklin. In
his memoirs it is said that at Franklin's request he translated
into French, an American pamphlet against the order of the Cincinnati. In Mr.Spark's edition(Vol.10 p.138)may be found a letter of
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introduction to Dr.Vaughan given by Franklin to Mirabeau to assist
,

him in finding an English publisher for a tract on the same subject
I n his letters to Champfort also Mirabeau showed the same

But the influence of Franklin was exercised directly upon
current events and upon the chain of causes which led France

interest in American affairs t and this interest culminated fitly -

directly toward the Revolution. The man upon whom he exerted this

On the reception of the news of Franklin's death,Mirebeau rose in

practical influence was Vergennes. He was minister of foreign

the National Assembly,pronounced a Rangy and moved an adjourn-i
.
ment in stirring words which showed that he ,felt the value of

affairs--a practical statesman of great foresight and ability;

American ideas and knew that he was addressing men who felt their

and still less for it in the future. Such words as right,duty

watts.

and liberty could not excite him;yet Franklin calmly drew him on

My other example is the poet Marie Joseph Chen.ier. How his

verse rang through that storm in France--how it cheered men--how .
it maddened them—is a mat ter of common history.

caring little for the general wel2are of mankind - in the present

until Vergennes himself said that of all Americans whom he had met
he put confidence in Franklin alone.(1)
Still another proof of the hold taken by Franklin on the
Prf'

American Liberty with Franklin and Washington are again an

French Revolutionary mind in heneral ought to be mentioned for its

again the themes of lfty odes. See how a great American idea was

strangeness. In 1790 sane Aristocrat published a squib called-

sounded over France by a poet:

'General Confession of the National Assembly'. It was drawn in

"One great man outweighs a hundred Kings

due ecclesiastical form,and among the apostles of liberty to whom

That Franklin,who,in all America,

the penitent declares he makes his confession are St.Aristotle,

Enthroned the Public Will,

St .Solon,St .Numa.,St.Montesquieu.,St 'Malay and St .Frank3.in.

Was far more precious to the world

Confession Generale de 1 1 Asr3em•Nationale,page 5)

Than all those princes whose poor glory
Flickers and, dies out in History

)

See Leaky XVIIIth Centn Vol IV p 49 al o Rosenthal.

When Deeith but shuts their eyes."
(M.3.Cheitier,Poesiet3 de la Revolp.t ion Franc.p.PO)'
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But it was not merely among enemies of the Church and. King

I turn from Franklin to the next great exponent of American

that we find men receiving Franklin's ideas, High ecclesiastics

ideas in France Thomas Jefferson.

were sometimes carried off their feet by the current of new thought
Bezassier,Cannon of the abbey of Han? in 1783,wrote verses t in which

It may be objected that French ideas of Liberty influenced
him rather than he French ideas. Such a statement is not at all

Henry IV,Washington and Franklin were alike honored. A year
later at Toulouse,the city where Vanini and Veau Calas 'had. died

surprising. No man can doubt that the ideas of the great French
Philosophers and publicists had taken a leading plane in Jeffer-

by torture,the Abbe Racine preached publicaar those ideas of liberty

son's mind even before he reached France ;but this: is just the

and right of which Franklin was the especial apostle. (1)
•

At Franklin s death there came a special outburst of adnidarett:'.
tion, The *Moniteur" of June 15th,1790,mentions a mausoleum
raised in honor of the American republican at the Cafe Procope,the headquarters of French liberalismond an oration pronounced by
1,4

M.Ita Fitte,Etnd says that among the multitude who listened tears
flowed freely.

erason why Jefferson was sure to exert an influence there. To
see how little influence he would have exerted had not French
ideas_ obtained some hold upon him,we have but to look at his
suecessor,Gouverneur Morris. Morris was undoubtedly, large minded
and. able,but his antipathy taAhe ideas of the 1.8th Century of
vthich the French Revolution was the realization rendered him utterlsj
powerless with the leading actors in tiv great drama. Even Lafay-

Four years later came the highest evidence of Franklin.
popularity,for he was put upon the stage and in Pompigny s dram o
the *Epoux republicainey was made to teach rights and. duties to the

nation. (2)

ette,moderate as he was,the warm friend of so many American Federalists,a.t last became entirely separated from Morris -how much
more then the more radical reformers--the Girondists for example.
Jefferson's tendency to French modes of pi)litical thought was
a main element in his power upon the French leaders in the better

(1) See Rosenthal pp,100 and 101.

days o the Revolution. And first as to his general in.fluence?;

(2)See Virelschinger,Theatre de la Revolution cited in Rosenthal
p.258 and note.

e Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell Univers'
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h and King

I turn from Franklin to the next great exponent of American

n 1784 there was circulated in Paris
•

tc les iasti cs

ideas in France Thomas Jefferson.

of new thought

It may be objected that French ideas of Liberty influenced -

mses,in which

him rather: than he French ideas. Such a statement is not at all

A year

surprising. No man can doubt that the ideas of the great ,French

as 'had died

Philosophers and publicists had taken a leading plane in Jeffer-

des.s

son s mind even before he reached France ;but this:; is just the

.(1)

erason why Jefferson was sure to exert an influence there. To

'st of aduidlraic:-

see how little influence he would have exerted had not French

Lausoleum

ideas obtained some hold upon him,we have but to look at his

Lfe Procope,-

suecessor,Gouverneur Morris. Morris was undoubtedly large minded

; pronounced by

and able,but his antipathy tà.1he ideas of the 1.8th Century of

;tened tears

which the French Revolution was the realization rendered him utterlsj
powerless with the leading actors in the great drama. Even Lafay-

?ranklin s

ette moderate as he was,the warm friend of so many American Feder-

pigny s drama o

al ists ,at last became entirely separated from Morris,-how much

td duties to the

more then the more radical reformers-.the Girondists for example.
Jefferson's tendency to French modes of pOlitical thought was
a main element in his power upon the French leaders in the better
days o the Revolutloit. And first as to his general influence.

in Rosenthal.

of"Jefferson t s Notes on Virginia". The Ivo:
general statistical account of the Commomr
belonged in reality it was mach more. Zvi
Republican th ought. The man who had, strivi
for the abolition of the last remnants of
and• of ecelesiastiaism could
Its general influence was an
those special influences afterward exercis
But far stronger was the influence of
Declaration of American Independence.
with its effect upon all classes obut all •
utterance of the royalist Lepelletier who
gospel of nations*.
Fr= this general influence

f.Jeffel

cases of special influence.
First of these I note his letter to
after the meeting of the States General i
The position of Lafayette was most d
the States-General as a representative o
They had bound. him by instructions *tat tc
three Estates in one Assembly.
Jefferson saw that Lafayette

heal

in a letter of great cogency suggested a

p

apers, Cornell Univers!
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In 1784 there was circulated in Paris Morell t translation

Lafayette that a union with the Third Estate must come that the

of Jefferson l s Notes on Virginia". The work seemed simply a

nobles only wished him to do their dirty work,and . advises him to

general statistical account of the Commonwealth to which aril:awn

break from them and go over to the nation.

belongedein reality it was mu.ch more. Every page of it stimulated

It does not surprise us to see Lafayette 'ere long taking the

Republican thought. The man who had, striven for toleration arid

course recommended. With La Rocherouaauld and a few others of the

for the abolition of the last remnants of monarchial power of

nobility he Joins the !1iird.Estate and thus paves the way to the

feudal usage and of ecclesiasticism could not but show his feelings

National Assembly and. to the opening of the Revolution.

in his book. Its general influence was an appropriate preface to
those special influences afterward exercised by him.

ly enough he is now suggesting a compromise which shall secure

But far stronger was the influence of jefflarson through the
Declaration of American Independence.

About a month later we find Jefferson again at work. Strange-

A volume might be filled

power to royalty. In a letter to Raba.ud Statienne he advises the
Assembly to acme to terms with the King on the basis of a royal

with its effect upon all classesibu.t all is summed up in the

charter,of which Jefferson fatwards a draft.

utterance of the royalist Lepelletier who called it"the Universal

greatly to, Jefferson's credit here that he is willing to cast

gospel of nations*.

aside his cherished democratic theories in order to suggest a

Pr= this general influence of Jefferson stand out a
cases of special influence.

practical and statesmanlike solution.
In another step of vast importance at this critical period,

l'irst of these I note his letter to Lafayette on the day
after the meeting of the States General in 1789.
The position of Lafayette was most difficult

Jefferson's influence was also recognized. The transformation
of the States-General into a National Assembly was(as you shall

He hed entered

herafter see) one of the great turning points of the Revolution

the States-General as a representative of the nobles of Auvergne.

and the Duke of Dorset,the British ambassador at Versaillesonon

They had bound him by instructions at to vote for fusion of the

July 9th,in September 1789 writes to Mr.Pitt that this transfor-

three Estates in one Assembly.

mation was probably due to Jefferson's advice t0 the leaders of

Jefferson saw that Lafayette heart was with the people,an d.
in a letter of great cogency suggested a course. He showed

the Third Estate. (1)
See Tqn1ine,Life of Pitt cited in Rosenthal p.170
•

t• 4' • 4
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But perhaps the most characteristic thing in Jefferson's

But there is a suspicion regarding Jefferson which has no

connection with these great events is the tmeeting of the leading
Girondists at his house.(1)

foundation. In the heat of our party contests it was charged

Lafaette brought them there and.

over jefferson's table they discussed the questions which they

against him that he sympathized and corresponded with Robespierre.

My reasons for disbelieving this are as follows:-

•

•
lst. In none of Robespierre's speeches or reports printed

were soon tO : decide. They had been divided--their enemies had
been uniited--but now though differing in theories,they agreed to

during his lifetime do I find any sign of Jefftrson's influence-

stand together. Their agreement carried the Constitution.

indeed Robespierre ' seems singularly free from any American influ.
ence whatever.

Jefferson weirestrained by his position as Minister from taking
any leading part,bu.t the plan adopted is in accordance with his

2nd. Neither in the *Papiers inedits trauves chez Robespierre*

ideas,both in its faults and excellencies.

seized and published at his downfall,nor in Courtois l report on

Beside this I think no one conversant with the history of

them is there any sign of such influence.

America and France can resist the conviction that Jefferson's

3rd.Same years since I visited the government establishment

influence was felt in that very interesting ''Phase of French Revo-

of the Archives of France to find if any such correspondence

lutionary ideas--the Girondist Federalism.

existed there. The Direct or entered into my wishes heart

One of the main charges which afterward brought the Girondists
to the scaffold was that they wished to decentralize France and
divide authority between the different territorial departments.

A

,Thorough search was made and not a scrap was found to justify a
charge which in its day served a foul purpose and served it well.
The next class by whom American ideas were brought to bear

It was a sort of moderated State sovereignty idea s if not t4en

on Prance was that 'band of Frenchmen who had taken part in the

wholly from Jefferson certainly strengthened by intercourse with

Revolution in .America. Their representative men I will make

him.

Lafayette ,Roahambeau and Segur.
In looking over the letters of Larayette,written about the

1) See Randall Vol .1 p,585.

time of his embarkation for America,it seems at first that the
world has mistaken his raotitesi, In his letter written to his
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fater-in-law,the Duke d'Ayen just before sailing,he twice assigns
as his reason the desire to distinguish himself and. tbalearn the
art of war. There is not a hint of desire for American Ind.epen-

revealed.
Writing her from on board ship he speaks of devotion to

dence,mu.ch less of Universal Liberty. (1)
But this is easily explained,-Writing to one of` the old
Aristochacy,he felt that fine sentiments would be thrown away. He
therefore assigned a lower order of reasons,which did. no doubt
mix with his higher ones,tb.ough without alloying them,a.nd which
were far more likely to be appreciated by a man in whom was dominant the family selfishness of the old regime.
Lafayette's motives in coming to the rescu.e of our country
have been much discussed and. one of the more recent explanations
is given in Von Syber s History in the following words14 , The
Marquis of Lafa.yette s tben a tall light haired youth,full of vanity
and arabition,who on account of his ungraceful manners had no
success at Court fitted up a ship at his own expense and sailed
across the Atlant ic. 6 (2)

In letters to his wife a far higher range of motives is

But this is unworthy of the distinguish

ed historian who penned it. No explanation could be more ina.dequatL
in view of Lafayette's who3.e character =d career.
I

) Mem.de Lafayette s ecrit par sa famille,I,83.

liberty--of America as intimately connected with the welfare of
humanity and as the asylum of equality and tranquil liberty.
In his first letter from America to his wife,his political
creed seems strengthened by contact with .American men and things.
He 87as;-*The manners of this part of the world are simple ,honest
and worthy in all things of the land which resounds with the
beautiful name of Liberty". (1)
In his next he brings out very strongly and. in glowiing colors
the benefits and beauties of American Equality--Anothor sketches
Washington in a way sure to act upon Frenchmen who were dreaming
of the great men of Ancient Repu.blica.
These letters are interesting as showing the developement of
Republican feeling in his own mind,but they had also a value in
directing public opinion. There is internal evidence in the letter I
that he wished. them used to infUse his spirit into the minds of the
French leaders. In one of than he even suggests to his wife the
unfavorable comments which are likely to be made upon American

(2)Von Sybel,History of the French Revolution Rng.Trans.V431.3. p.41
1)Mam de Lafayette Vol.1 , p.191 193.
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affairs and writes out. in full the arguments with which she is to

brought into the American Declaration of Independence,based on

answer them. Many other letters Hate the same purpose.

principles,not on remedies to specified wrongs.

The public•acknowledgement of Lafa.yette's serv ice s made by
America after his return to France und.ou.btedly increased the French
love for the man and. his principles. Laurens' public letter,
Washington's public letter,Jefferson' public letter presenting
Lafa.yOtte's bust to the city of Parisoll contributed to promote
popular idolatry of him and. of the cause which he served..
Lafayette 's ideas progressed also and it is easy to see that
he recognized American authority and desired American approbation.
After his return to France when he wins a victory for toleration he

A few extracts from the French Declaration show this:
'Nature has made 'men free and equals.
*All men are born with natural and impresciiptible rights e
"No man can be submitted to other laws than those consented, to
".*
b him or his representatives.
*Every Government has for its end the common good*
The Declaration finally adopted was upon this basis.
Lafayette s Americanism is seen in every fibre of it.
The tendency of Lafayette's ideas and the source of them was

writes at once of this conquest to Washington. (1) : He has renewed

generally understood. Gouveneur Morris,who observed closely and

hh es of a constitution and he reports that also (2)

recorded carefully,smis that Lafayette wished to see in Fmance

I turn from this meagre outline of the working of AmericE lm

a thooughly Republican Government, The Journal de Paris of Sept.

ideas through Lafayette upon the Revolution in its beginnings to

1st 1791,speaking of certain constitutional measures ,says that

the same influence upon the Revolution when fairly in motion.

Lafayette could not support them because they were inconsistent

Look first at the discussion of the French Declaration of
Rights.

with American political ideas. The same Journal says that once
when Lafayette cited American examples voices were heard crying

Lafayette spoke strongly for the Declaration and for a Declaration not like that of England in 1688 but like that which 3.

out against Lafayette's Americanism.
Another representative Frenchman is Rochambeau. He represents
a style of nui very different from Lafayette. He was a hard toug,h

Mem de Lafayette Vola p.225.
)

Ibid. 'Vol.2

soldier--the last of men likely to derive any sentimental love of

227 22,8.

Liberty from Rousseau or any intellectual love of Liberty from
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Voltaire. His memoirs show none of . Lafayette's enthusiasm,
Arriving in America he sneers at what he calls"the sacredness of
the rights of property in a land. of Liberty"--meaning by this
circumlocution,stinginess. No one could seem less likely to be
influenced by Americailr , ideas than he* He sees their tendency and
especially their antagonism to the supports of Royalty in France.
A striking example of this appers in his account of his talk with

n general. (1)
•

Still another o' these French officers in America was Segur.
His family was noble,and a long series of his ancestors had disting
lashed themselves in war. His father the Marquis of Segur,held
high position.s civil and military;this son afterward added much
to the glories of the family came to know personally Catherine
the Great of

RUS ia

Frederick the Great of prussia,Joseph II of

Austria,Gastavas of Swedan,Washington,Kosciusko,Lafayette,Mirabeau

an Indian Chief.
"My father" said the Chief to me° it id very strange that the
King of France s our father,sends his troops to protect the Americans
in an insurrectiott against the King of England their father."
"Your f'ather,the King of Prancee I responded protects the natural

and Napoleon. His military services brought him high honor,his
political services made him a peer of France;his literary abilities
secured his admission to the French Academy*
Among his first services was duty in our American revolution.

liberty which God has given man. The Americans have been weighed
down with burdens which they could not bear.* Thus I got myself
out of the scrape as well as I could regarding a question which to
tell the truth o was 'not a little embarrassing. (1)
But mark the effect of intercourse with America in those days.
Even Rochambeau who was puzzled by the Indian's question and
escaped it under the cover of a commonpaace later in his vdlum
breaks forth into a panegyric of American • institutions and Liberty
_

(1)Mem.de Rochambeau,Vol I p.256.
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.THE INFLUENa OF AMERICAN IDEAS UPOU THE. FRENCH REVOLUTIOM
(Second Part.)

V The Influence of Frenchmen Returned from American ravel.
' 1 UhastellUx--Difference in spirit between , that and tho
recent race Of travelers in America,--causes of Casteilux1s great
,
Influence.
2. prissot "de Warville":--Claviera l s letter of suggestions,
Brissot'S' book,--Brissot the first- open Republican in France.
$ - Mazzet,. --Creveco-eur, and. others. '

V. Summary of the American Influences.
1. Familiarity with the idea of Revolution.
2. Strenp;th given to French ideas of Liberty:--New meaning of the worR Liberty,--Chnier 3 s ode --Faucl
I s ser on
,
Anacharsis Clootz's tribute.
3. Practical shape given to ideas of Equality .:--Vagueuess
of th,e4e ideas previously,--remarks of Sir Henry Maine on this,—
proofs from the constitutions of 1791, 1 93, and '95.
4. Practical combination of Liberty .and Ecjualitv into InstiBrissot's writings,—
tutionS, republican and democratic.
Camille Desmoulint . La France Libre - indirect testimony of
Portiez.
5. An ideal or republican manhood:-- Ch6nier's apostrophe to
Sauvigny I s tragedy of "Va s).1.1117ton,
Washington and Franklin.
la Libert4% du Nouveau Monde," ,--extracts to show i to absurdities
-summary, to Show its real significance.
61. American influence on the French Revolution a source of .
just pride l --that influence 0o-ordinate with the rreatness, of the
Revolution,--it ceases when the Revolution degenerates. Discnq -,..
sion of Dr. Lieber's comparisop of the French influence on America
with American influence on France.
VI. Lessons of this History for the America
1. 'How this 'American influence on Europe was lost.
2. 10 alone it may be
- ..regained.
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And secondly, I name as a most pressing need, reform in
oc
our system of balloting at elections. Without it we
tending more and more away both from republicanism and dsmoc' 171.A.x2;t:itracy. With it we can once more have what the founders of
€44-44-Lek
our country dememke d, and what various other countries have

14

already attained,-an honest vote, expressing the real convic.
tions and wishes of the people tiebtaeed by corruption. CL-
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I. The New King and Queen.
I.King's character as variously sketched and as it was.
2. The Queen's character as variously sketched and as it was.
The New King and Queen.

1. 27,0_114.Lia:--His character as variously sketched and as it
his
was,--khis portraits,-his childhood,--his Christian spirit

writings,--his studies and occupations,--his bravery.
2..The gpeen:=Her character as variously sketched and as it
was,'-'-her impulsiveness and its results,--her education at the
Austrian Court and afterward by Maria Theresa,--and at Versailles
by the Abbd'Vermond,-o-her library,--the Ambassador Mercy and his
admonitions.

(The Hunolstein and Feuillet de Conches forgeries,—

and the Arneth collection of letters.) Austrian influence. Sum,
Mary of her character,--her energy and courage at the last.
Pamale sovereigns and favorites.

( Prime Minister.

II. Maurepas

Comparison of the influence

exercised by tham,--reasons for the difference between their di-1
mat and'indirect influence.

3. First Acts:--The ioyeux av4nement,--recall of the Farlia-.
ment --choice of a'prime mlnister.

4. Maurepas:--His character,--this policy.
II. Turgot (l774-‘76).
'His birth and education,--early writings,--Ilis breadth of
position as philosopher and statesman.
His work at
Limoges,
Turgot Controller-‘General of Finances -his ministry.
Malesherbess Reaction.
III Necker(1776-81).
New , efforts.
Character of Ne6ker, -Attempts at financial
reform, -the Compte Rendu,--failure dismissal.

I. His character

nickname from Mirabeau.

2. His Policy Governmental and Personal.
III.Turgot. (Controller General of Finances.)

I His early life. ,2. His aim as a public man.
3 System of National Political Education.
4. Reform. 5. Opposing Clamors.
"Flour War."

6. Protection and the

7Ma1dshdibe6i(Minister of Household and Police

His attempts to aid Targot - his failure and resignation.
8. Turgot's dismissal.

I. Turgot s work undone. Clugny, Amelot and Taboulean.
V. Action again. Necker '(1776-8I.)
I. Attempt at financial reform.
VI.Calonne.

Failure and dismissal.

(1783 87

I. Gorgeous new system in Finance. (Up like the rocket
2. Brilliancy of Calonnd's financial pyrotechny.

3. Assembly of the Notables. Down like the stick

•

VII Brienne.

If you take up any French Royalist writing of the R v-

I. Dealings with Notables. 2. With Parliament.
3. Dismissal with full pockets.

The martyr King was good, kind,wpiaud, brave, in many things

VIII.Necker encore. Call for the State General.
IX. Stream of New thought through this age.

a scholar, in all things heroic and patriotic."
But if you take up any Democratic writing of this period
you will find slight variations on this sentence - from

I. The main stream.
2. Three Tributattes' from the American Republic.

3. Tributaries from Voltaire at Paris and from Rou.seau'S

Thomas Jefferson' s letter to the Governor Langdon. Louis XVI
was a fool, of my own knowledge; and despite the answers made
for him at his trial.

grave.
4. Tributaries from Neakar's Compte Render.
5. Tributaries from Clubs Figaro ) Necklace.
6 Tributaries from Jansenism. 7. from science and Quackery.
X United States of Thought and Action.

I. States General and struggle on pretiminaries.
2. The Meeting Nay 5. 1789.

elution period you see Louis XVI slcetched on this wise.

3 1614 and 1789.

What then was Louis XVI Character.

Now that those hot fires of loyalty and democracy are
burned out - now that those fierce struggles are stilled, let
us look across the cashes and the graves and judge for ourselves.
Look with me first at any one of his many portraits.
Here is a form, pursy, clumsy, heavy, awkward but with
a certain unmistakable nobility.
Here is a face timid, shy, bashful, but kindly and

Here evidently is a man of little firmness, of no energy
one who would do all Men. good - who would do no man harm.
Het'e is a good husband and father, a :good king -

are easy.

if times

purse among the starving villagers about Versailles.

Look now at the first part of his life. From his child
hood he is awkward and timid - occassionally he tries to force
himself out of his bashfulness but he only succeeds in being

Look now at his writings They are mainly two. His

Journal and his Reflections on Converiations with his tutor
the Duke de la Vauguyon.

abrupt - harsh brusque.
From all that filthiness of Louis XV time he keeps aloof.
He never fought it that was perhaps impossible for any man,
certainly impossible for him, but he shunned it and shunned
those who were besmeared with it. When fidelity to a wife

The Journal betokens mental poverty, it is a-record not
of progress in thought, not of working thoughts out into acts

but of hunting - chapel attendance - digestion - as - !today

I attended mass and did not hunt. 'today weather fine - did
not attend mass - hunted digestion bad."

and love of ones family and fireside were jeered at he was to
wife and family ever faithful. He was a Christian - never
saying much about his religion, never using its conventional

But the Reflections are much better. They show that
Louis tried to think and sometimes succeeded, was often noble
and aspiring and at times saw through the atmosphere about

phrases - but a true Christian.
him.

Christianity in his time as in all times was overloaded
and mystified and dwarfed when compared with Chrl.. Christianity. Still he had caught a spark of real Christian Spirit
and it shore in much fearful darkness afterward like a star.
He was generous even when he had. to stint himself.
When many were killed in a crowd-panic during the fetes
given at his marriage he gave large sums to the bereaved and
wounded from his own portion and tried to make it up by econcl
0111

Y.

Look now at his studies an d occupations. He had made

himself tolerably well acquainted with such of the principal
General Historical facts as could be memorized without danger of making him think much. So with Natural Science. Of
studying maps he was very fond and he had a general knowledge
of the world's surface really creditable to him. French Court
Painters have delighted in Picturing him marking out the
route for La Perouse's Great Exploring Expedition. He did
this well. Of his um Kingdom he was in many respects sadly

ignorant. Ignorant of the true spirit of hit times one

t expect ,luhn ta be, but it
brisk Emperor Joseph II. on a visit from Austria, to find that
in the third Year of his reign Louis had never seen the great
Military School had never visited the renowned Hotel des ,

Invalides, and was far more ignorant of the institutions of
Paris than of Abyssinia and Hawaii.
Look now at his occupations. There was the usual round
of duties - in council and in Court. These he fulfilled
punctually and with a clerky conscientiousness.
But these were not his chosen occupations.

times the best of kings, in trouble the worst, for he is a
man to do nothing.
Yet here shall there be made one qualification - Louis
was brave. The old Bourbon blood in him had became stagnant
but uBlood will tell

Twenty generations of Kings behind him

were not for mere nothing. When it came to a course when

there was no dallying, when it came to the scaffold Louis
could be brave and firm., , If he could not live with ,great
applause, he could die like a man.

Of all the roome at Versalles into which you are taken t

day, none is of more touching interest than Louis' workshop.
It is a little out of the way, snuggery where he was
urneyman to the locksmith and tinker Gamain.
There they made those pretty window fastenings which you
may see at Fontaniebleau, there they made that brass meridian

And now as to the Queen.

igliatn Marie Antoinette

daughter of the great Maria

Theresa, has energy, but it is an energy of impulses. Her
heart is good, her conduct generally frivolous.
Let there be any Court folly she is sure to dash, into it

line which Louis laid in one of the Great halls at Versalles

Let there be a work of kindliness or charity, she is sure to

( Spn-dial. There too they made that luckless secret safe
for the Tuilleries - in which Louis kept those treasonable let

dash into that.

ters from Coblentz, and royalist schemes revealed afterward

can avoid reflection.

as

to the Parisian mob by Gamain at the cost of Louis life and
iraleau's reputation.
You see tolerably well what Louis is. In ordinary

She is extravagant in expenditure, never reflects if she

Hence she has hardly arrived in Versailles when she gets

into trouble. Had she been content to lead the life of her
predecessor, Queen Marie Leczynski a good, quiet, show-queen
with etiquette between her and all intruders her life might
have been easier.

But she . broke down all fences of. etiquette, laughed and
chatted with Whom she Pleased, laughed at old court function-

aries, mocked old court dowagers.

sounded during the reign of terror.. They first gave 'her: the
name of 'Accursed Austrian.

But locking at the .Oueen's education we can hardly blame

-Hence many of the most powerful women in France utterly
hated her, and of course soon made some powerful men hate her.

She walks in the Garden of Versailles, and, in simpli-

She had it is true, in her . childhood the advantage of
some direction by her mother, the great Empress of Germany
Maria Theresa; but the Empress had. much to think of the trou-

city and carelessness speaks to a young man. Straightway the

bles of her vast empire, difficulties in Hungary, diplomatic

dowagers shrug, wink, go on in the usual progress up to full-

struggles with every power in Europe military struggles with

blown ,stories with full and foul details.

Frederic the Great - and. still she did something for her

They too set in motion some of the vilest stories ever

daughter.

The paper of instructions written by her when the

told of a human being. The accusation which has disgraced the

young girl was sent to France, shows great care and common

Revolutionary prosecutors at her trial, and to which she so

sense. (See Arneth, vol. I. )

nobly retlied, came from these neighbor women of her Court.
They spit out their venom then. After Marie Antoinette is

But on the who

during the childhood of Marie Antoin-

tte at the Austrian court, the young Archduchess was given

DEAD, mainly for sins committed by their order, they shall Pur

up mainly to frivolous companions in time-honored. Austrian

over her. Common opinion has it that the Parisian mob dest-

fashion.

royed Marie Antoinette. But for the old (Ex-Jesuit)-Du Barni

Her education in France began at the age of fifteen when

party aided by the King's brother afterward Louis XVIII the

she was married to the heir to the throne, and in the midst

mob would have stormed the prison to save her. Henri Martin

of that foul atmosphere of the Court tbf Versailles. Of all

says the axe which beheaded Marie Antoinette was forged on

men in the world the one man assigned her as her reader and

the steps of the throne. The King's awn 'brothers were among

,tutor was the Abbe Uermond. The catalogues of the little

They and their adherents aet
n motion the vile stories and songs and epithets which r

libraries which he formed for her, and from Which he read to
her, show that the intellectual: sustenance . dealt out to her Wa
frivolous and possibly somethipg worse.

Uer childlike

and advance- the interests of the House of Austria. Sometimes
impulsiveness and carelessness were steadily developed by this
strange teacher. He was the most inexorable of intellectual
guides but was hold firmly in place by his devotion to Austrian interests at the French Court. The Empress Maria

Theresa relied upon him as her most trustworthy spy and tool.
Still another personage who aided to form the Queen
ideas, a man far more worthy of respect was the Austrian
Ambassador, Mercy. He was the right-hand of Maria Theresa
at Versailles devoted in heart and soul to the interest of th
Empress and Marie Antoinette.
Nothing can be m6re striking in its way than the

the Empress loses all hope, gives up her daughter altogether,
and prophesies disgrace and ruin to her. Do her best and she
cannot induce her daughter to think consecutively indeed
she can hardly ever induce her to think at all. Of all the
revelations of the Cnurt of Versailles perhaps none are more
instructive than these collections of letters from the Archive
of Vienna published by Arneth. Previously two collections

of forged letters had been imposed upon Feuillet de Conches
and Baron- Hunolstein, and these elchibitdd an ideal Marie
Antoinette; but when these forgeries were exposed and the real
letters published by Arneth, the REAL Marie Antoinette was

recently published which passed between the Empress

shown in all her childish ,heedlessness, her ignorance, her

Antoinette and Mercy from 1770 to 1780. They reveal Mercy

follies her utter misapprehension of the condition of France

as a kind . devoted advisor, a man old in Courts and cabinets,
full 61 tact and good sense,- anxious to guide the young
Queen through the maze of deception and intrigue, in her own
interest indeed, but especially in the interest of Austria.
Most remarkable of all is the revelation in these letters of
the great Maria Theresa herself. She watches over her daughter at the French Court as closely as if the young Queen
were at the Court of Vienna suggests urges, scolds, omits
nothing which can promote the ascendancy of Marie Antoinette

Marie ,Antoinette then though naturally good, kind hearty, ,
frank, was extravagant, utterly impulsive utterly W4'011007

Ngg; and both her education and her want, of education kept
_
. her,- to the day of her . death, - entirely blind. to the great fj

. forces acting upon her Age

Two facts may be mentioned as

typical.
First she hated. Turget, though he ilade great sacrifices
to please
great minister with agnow but tried to have him thrown into

lib Bastille.
The other typical fact is seen when she insisted on

As to Queen Anne who comes between them, it can oniyite

having Beaumarchais Manage de Figaro played at thClioyal
Theatre utterly regardless of the fact which all thinking men

that she was neither better nor 'worse on the whole than the

at the Court urged that the play was sure to arouse popular

great majority of men who have worn the English crown, So

indignation against the whole system on which the French mon-

too wemay name Mary, joint sovereign with 'William III who k,

archy was based.

though she exercised her powers but rarely always exercised

Finally, Marie Antoinette was as brave as her husband:
in emergencies far more energetic, and at the last, at her
trial, in prison, and on the scaffold, she showed a quiet
dignity and firmness worthy of her illustrious mother.
The relations of Marie Antoinette to public affairs and
the wreck which she did so much to cause suggests a curious

said that England under her was prosperous and glortiasand

them well.

So too

Isabella I. was doubtless the best of all rulers

in the modern history of Spain.
Maria Theresa is the only sovereign except her son

Joseph. II who redeems the House of Austria from contempt
since the days of Charles V.

question in human history. It is this: iiihy is it that women,

In Russia Catherine II. was after Peter the Great,

as independent sovereigns of nations, have generally been so

undoubtedly the greatest sovereign the House of Romanoff has

successful and beneficent: and why is it in the other hand

known.

that as adviSers or indirect rulers merely influencing men
in supreme control, their activity has been ,generally so
pernicious.
On one hand we have the fact that two out of three wo-

On the other hand the indirect influence of women upon
sovereigns has when strongly exercised, been generally un fortunate. The power exercised by Catherine de Medici over
Charles IX and her other sons sovereigns of the House of Valoi

men who have sat independently on the throne of England during

of Anne of Austria on Louis XIV, of Madame Pompadour and the

the last 300 years have been perhaps the most successful mon-

Dubarri on Louis XV, of Marie Antoinette on Louis XVI and of

archs in the whole line of English. sovereigns. These two are

the Empress Eugenie on Napoleon was almost or entirely fatal

Elisabeth and Victoria.

in each case.

In England the influence of Henrietta Maria on Charles

If Queen Elisabeth had n t had such men as Walsingham and

I. ended in paving his fray to the scaffold, In Audtria the

Burleigh to stand between her and protestant advisers, she

indirect influence of women on sovereigns has been generally

might have sacrificed the welfare of England to the uprooting

unfortunate. In Spain the indirect influence of the wife of

of Catholicism and if the great Empress Maria Theresa of

Charles IV was the main means used by Napoleon in wrecking

Austria had not had such great statesmen as Kaunitz and his

that kingdom and it is an open secret that had the influence

compeers to stand between her and her confessor, she might

of women in the highest positions prevailed in the Court of

have devoted conscientiously all her great powers tor, the

the modern empire of Germany, the great career of Bismark
would have been blighted very early and the unity of Germany
indefinitely adjourned.
As to the reasons of this, I think it may be said that

uprooting of protestantism. As it was,- in both cases,- these
two women most fortunately gave their conscientious endeavors
to building up their respective countries, and not to the
saving of the souls of their subjects, which has always been

the superior conscientiousness of women and their ordinary

the most costly, cruel, and unsatisfactory business in which

education hithertoo are its main causes.

any sovereign can engage.

Their conscientiousness and their education have gener-

The very exceptions to this rule seem to prove it e. g.

ally to control by the clergy dominant in their respective

the one blot on the character of Isabella I. of Spain viz.

countries. It is only when they have been placed upon the

the introduction of the Neguntia into Castille and the per-

throne and surrounded by statesmen who have interposed some

secution of the Jews, the horror which attaches to the reign

barrier to direct influence of the priests upon their conscien

of Queen Mary of England, the no less seriousLxharges against

ces and of courtiers or their conduct that they have been en-

Mary Queen of Scots. the wretched rule of Christina andAsa-

abled to escape sufficiently from:the mastery of confessors

bella II. of Spain have arisen from the fact that they have

spiritual .advisers and court

been too aecessable to spiritual advisors and have been too

When they have-thts.been lifted above the influences
of the clerical caste their very conscientiousness has led -

anxious both as regards themselves and their subjects in rel_
ation to what is technically called .salvation.

them to eXerta most happy control.. Take two typical cases.
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Hence the complicity of Mary of Scots with the massacres
in France, the burnings at Smithfield under Mary, the crippling of the richly earned influence of Europe on the conti-

Louis who at first was somewhat indifferent to her, came to

nent br Queen Anne, the resistance to reforms in Ansttia under

love her passionately, sacrificed Turgot to her, embarked in

Maria Theresa, the miserable wreck made by Queens Christina

the secret corrospondence with the enimies of France largely

and Isabella •II in Spain were all due mainly to this one

under her direction, and these two things - more than all

cause, i. e. the influence upon their consciences by the

others cost him his kingdom and his life.
I pass now to Louis's first acts as King. He set out as

priesthood, protestant or catholic which allowed any crime

to be committed in this world, provided it seemed to them
calculated to promote salvation in the next.

we might expect. It had been a royal right to levy a special
tax on his accession
This tax had put into the pockets of Louis

So too exceptions as regards the pernicious indirect
influence of women upon sovereigns, prove the rule. The infl

favorites 41,000,000 liv.
Louis XVI in the kindness of his heart relenquishes it.

ence of the Queen of Frederick I. of Prussia and of Madame
Adelaide upon Louis Philippe of France was good because the

ithil diidlares his intention of practicing economy.

Unluckily as often happens, the gift was spoiled in the

first of these women was not controlled by her protestant
preachers, and the second was not controlled by her catholic
spiritual adviser.
Noble as the character of Marie Antoinette showed itself

giving. 'Louis in his proclamation had much to say of his
kingly absolute right. Thereat, all who had read Rousseau

sneered and thanked him for 'nothing.
The Parliament banished for want of subserviency to Louis

in her last sad days, her earlier character had been so developed by her Austrian education and her later surroundings
that her controlling influence upon Louis XVI was probably

XV and his

XV s now recalled. The most of the old ministers are driven
out especially Maukeon and Terray.
Du Barn i is sent off forever and shall be heard of no

both for him and for her the most unfortunate thing possible.

more until the mob drag her to the guillotine.

1;M

of the Finances of France he devised and developed a new
But the most important matter with Louis was to choose

order of things which might have saved the country and led to

a Prime Minister.

a well organized limited monarchy, and you have seen how, in
best

With all his soul he wished to give his people the

Prime Minister possible. After much halting and changing his
mind he gives them

OM Of

the worst possible.

spite of his great success as far as he was allowed freedom
of action he was finally overcome by the Queen Court Nobility and Clergy.

He chooses a Courtier and trickster eighty years old, one
whom Marquis Mirabeau described exactly in saying "He is a

Turgot was born in 1727. At an early age he was educated
by the priesthood. But he was-,of that grand type pictured by

Parrot of the Regency. This man is Maurepas.

Arabian story-tellers, the APrite govt. He bursts forth from

The new Prime Minister, though a poor soul, is in one

the barred and locked casket and in a moment towers above his

matter really shrewd. He determines to choose for his subordinate:: Ministers young men; not of high nobility but men
who know something and can do something. They will bring

old matters - lofty and ominous.
At 21 he writes to Buffon on Natural History, correcting
his mistakes. At

22

he gives forth a new treatise of wonder-

credit to him, they cannot overthrow him, they will owe him

ful depth and strength on Political Economy: At 23 he delivers

gratitude.

at the Sorbonne his two great discourses on Christianity in

He first chooses the most important Minister of all the
Controller General of the Finances and since the world

b

began never was there a better choice. He Chooses Turgot.
That Turgots career was I have already shown you. You
have seen how as a young man by study and thought he fitted
himself for a great career of public usefulness, how

as

Intendant of Limoges he showd. practically what could be done

Human Progress' and on the Progress of the Hunan mind. '
Next he sketches a great work on General GeofraphY, next
a great treatise on Universal History.
But better than all this extent of knowledge was his firm
battle for progress. He writes noble treatises to favor
Liberty in Religion, Liberty in Politics Liberty in Commerce.
But this is not the greatest.

to regenerate France, - how, finally, as Comptroller General
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great souls who tower above all centuries.

You will remember a saying of Guizot that one very striking peculiarity of the daring thinkers of the 18th Century

There is in his

time one other patriot and hero of his kind that one other
is Washington.
In 1761 Turgot is made Intendant of Limoges. He might

in France was that they never attempted to carry out their
new ideas by embodying them in the National policy, this

have lived in wealth and honor at Paris, but he goes to this

attempted to prove in my last lecture. They ststed new

poor province and blesses it for thirteen years.

truths and they went on as before.

Limoges in the midst of that frightful French desert - an c

Just here is the main thing. Turgot was the first great
philosopher who was also a great statesman.

What was best

He makes

oasis - he suppresses the worst feudal taxes conducts noble
public works - introduces the potato, establishes free trade in

in Voltaire; his ideas ' of Tolerance and Humanity: What was

grain - fights off famine from the peasant with all his

best in Rousseau; his ideas of Morality and Education:
What was best in the whole Philosophic brood: Their love of

skill and with his own property. He does so well that far
more honorable places are Offered him but he steadily refus-

right and hate of wrong these Turgot combines with states

es.
But in 1774, flimsy, tricky Maurepas makes him Controller

manship with statesmanship far seeing - firm standing patriotic

heroic.

General and now Turgot begins yet greater work.

He sturdily declares as he meets the King for the first

He crystallizes those new ideas of common right and common sense into laws customs - institutions policies.
He closes the line of Philosophical giants who march

time, against the whole old system of financial tricks, and
shifts and cheatery. Then he speaks out his renowned formula

through the 18th Century - he ushers in the line of practical

'No bankruptcy' "No increase of taxes" "No more loans

giants who are to march through the 19th Century. He is one

In 20 months he has paid off One Hundred Millions of State

o f the two great statesmen of French History - Cardinal Rich-

Debt.

ilieu being the other.
Higher and better than that He is of the small band of

But now comes the great thing He sets himself at building up a French National Liberty .

At building it: for the plan •was nothing less then a systemati

united into unties.

deep wide political Education of the Nation. for Freedom.

For the affairs of the district the people were to vote

Here is the plan.

means and men.

First he arranged a system of schools for the people

Thirdly.. A combination of districts was to be made in

to instruct them especially in the simple theory of polotids.

each Province and the people were to think and vote on means

This was to throw some light into that mass which for ages had

and men for the province. Turgot as you see has now Town,

been kept in such darkness.

County and State.

In connection with this he arranged his plan for Public in-

Fourthly. Last combination of all was that of the Pro-

struction in the simple practice of politics. (1775 - 6)

vinces of the whole Nation. The people were to think and vote

First. The peasants in the usual Communes - the villagers

on means and men for the nation.

in their villages - the dwellers of cities in their wards -

Here in its main features is our awn system eleven years

were to hold public meeting to consider their own affairs.

before our System took shape in our Constitution of 1787.

Hitherto all care all designation of means and men from high-

Think a moment and you shall see that Turgot's mind is

est to lowest, had been by the central authority at Paris but

one of those which God gives only once or twice in Centuries.

navy the people, in these primary assemblages were to vote on

He saw what not one legislator in a hundred has seen, that men

men and means to manage thetr town taxation, to vote on men

learn to swim not , on land but in water - that political educa-

and means to manage their public works, to vote on men and

tion comes not by paternal Governments and protection of all

/mans to care for their poor.

sorts but by bringing men into the great stream of political

You see that it is in substance, our town meeting system

rights, and duties, and practice.

one of the strongest foundations, as Jefferson held it, of our

But in the midst of all this, while thus planning the

American polity.

most comprehensive scheme of National Education for liberty

Second.. A combination of communes or towns was made

ever devised by man he did a giant's work in reforms.

into districts arrondissements just as towns with us are

He

abolished some of thewamt feudal burdens, such as the Royal

•;,0

corvee forced Clergy and. Nobles • to pay part of the taxes,

But even the King failed him.

surpressed the more useless monasteries and. increased the pay

In , accordance with old custom there must be a coronation

od the working Country Clergy, established a better code,
better system of weigh-us and measures.
Manufacture and Commerce were fettered in a thousand
ways by an ultra protection policy. This he broke clown also.
Of course the storm howled about him fiercely, from all

The usage was to crown and consecrate the King at Rheims for
there was :the IfOlY flask, filled with oil in heaven and brougla
toonalth4.'by an Angel. r dove
Henry IV had been crowned in the Cathedral of Charters.
Turgot urged Louis to imitate him in this for the journey to

those princely rich who had farmed the taxes, from feudal

Rheitis would cost 8,000,000. of livres.

lords from the bishops, from the Parliament, the storm set in

Rtit poor' weak Louis
,
and_ Turgot

but strongest of all these came frightful gusts of passion
from the people.
The crops were small in many provinces, a famine was
like to come on. Every province had Custom houses frontiers

t break thro

old custom

"Foiled here Turgot made a stand on another point, The
King's" Coronation Oath embndied a special formula in which
the King swore to exterminate heretics.

and protection of the Agricultural interest. Turgot tore
allowed grain to circulate freely throughout

L ouis had not the little strength required to make even that
innovation. The King swore to exterminate heretic.) but as he

The grain Monopolists who had. hoped to increase their
wealth by famine prices stirred up the people. Turgot, they
said had broken down protection. Straightway mobs arose tore
down Granaries, sometimes destroyed great quantities of grain
and were only put down by muskets and the gallows. Thenceforward Turgot was hated. 1775

swore it hesitated and stammered like a ' perjurer.
But - then came a last crushing blow. TurgOt had. brought

into the Ministrr One of the most incorruptible men of the
age. Male sherbes. To ham was given that

a

he'lilo
tStd: 'which included the Police of the whole Kin

Malesherbes kindness shone through France in a moment.
threw light and warmth into all foul dungeons

lie, A
10'
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And then came the reaction.

In the midst of the epneral
hue and cry against Turgot and Malesherbes Maurepas put in

l bereaved families. Himself visited the prisons heard. the
prisoners wrongs, and set nimbers of them free.

their places poor tricksters like Clugny and Taboureau.

He also arranged a .tribunal 'before which everyone impris-

These went at their work vigorously. In a few weeks they
oned was brought within '24 :hours by a sort of Habeat Corp
.Maurepas secretly riAned all reforms of Malesherbeb as he .had

-

had restored the Feudal oppressions of the Corvee fettered
manufacturs, protected Agriculture, and muzzled the press.

. done those of Turot.
Worst of all ()teen Marie Antoinette turned against h

But this could not last. The world- would not long move
backward. So the Nation began stumbling forward once more.

He had gone to the very limits of his conscience in supplying
her with money. He had been forced to stand calmly by and
extravagances in obedience
see the king commit the greatest
but he still lfalt::,obliged to impose some
demands
to her
in general.
limits to the loose court expenditures

Mini with the Killeen was an unpardonable sin. She joined
Turgpt' s enemies pursued him relentlessly and
herself to
was finally successful. To her influence with that of the
the last
s brothers is mainly due this breaking dawn of
King'
bulwark between the old house of Bpurbon and destruction.
catastrophe resigns. Turgpt
Male sherbes foreseeing the
sturdily works on foreseeing; defeat. Defeat came. The
King at last weary

of standing against the tide, dismisses him

Shortly after saying Turgpt and I are the only men in

France

who desire the good of the people.

The new Minister chosen was Necker. He was a Swiss

Banker, shrewd, honest, patriotic liberal.
Not a great philanthropic philosophical statesman like Turgot
He could not conceive a scheme like Turgot' s vast plan for
political education, he could not even free himself entirely from the protection mania.
But the financial troubles the great immediate danger he
could see although he could see little else.
He now tries his hand at saving the Nation, not certainly

by a great noble system like TUrgot's but with expedients
and reforms. of which many were skillful. Be, works - earnestly
. and seems to succeed. He makes one great innovation. He sets.
the financial state of 'France before the people by .publishing
his Compte. Render, or !Account of the Finances It was the

he Andrew Dickson White
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Tint time in the history of France that financial affairs
were thus laid bp606-7 The book was the rage, it was read

beneath him.
This is his formula. The French Nation wants not fin-

everywhere. The Nation was charmed. Necker was worshipped.

ancial reform, but financial confidence. When a man wishes to

Show and explain the Copt Render citations from Chap. I.

borrow he must appear rich to appear rich he must be lavish.

But there was a wretched deficit to be made up. Moreover

Economy is doubly fatal. It always discourages Capitalists

France was embarking in our Revolution against England and

from lending to the State, it always closes those branches of

there were war expenses. Necker must tax the Nobles and

industry which prodigality arouses.

Clergy, he must suppress a host of useless offices at Court.

The great Confidence man" is immensely successful every-

The old storm from the Nobility howls once more. Louis

where. He is good in palaver, and weedles money from stony

yields. Necker resigns and his resignation is accepted.

Capitalists, he is good in 3uggle/7, and miraculous hills

1776

and notes and accounts make France roll in riches.
This is in 1781. nimble tricky Maurepas dies soon after.

From time to time sturdy financiers of the Necker sort

The main ruler of the Nation is now the Queen. War goes on

s@y- harsh things of ham but what cares he? The Queen and

in America with ever increasing expenditure, the debt grams

Court adore him. Nothing pleases him more than to have the

greater and greater. Ere long the Queen shall be called

honor of gratifying son expensive whim of her majesty.

Madame Deficit, and after two years of this something must be

As Marie Antoinette one day asks some new pecuniary favor

done. In 1783 comes Calonne

Into that rolling mass of

war and selfishness and ,deficit fmachina

he-destehds - a u4eus.ex .

He is hailed as an Angel, about to solve all'pro-

blems, to restore the golden age.
For his financial pills are ugar-coated. He scouts the

so ,great and so preposterous that she prefaces it with something like an apology.

Calonne grandly utters that renowned

answer, Madame, if it is possible it is done; if it is
impossible, it shall be dons.
But perhaps the new breezes were most balmy to 'Pod easy

idea of taxing lords and, bishops, the more useless places' the

King Louis, No more talks of economy no more thoughts of

liptier, the more useless expenditure the better, Reform Is

trouble.
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But Ca.lonne is one day alarmed. In three years he
orrowed 500 000 000.

of Toulouse. He pleased the Court, for, tho' incapable,
was polite pleasant witty and good in trickery.

Sadly he turnes to a new pl

He must tax the Nobles

and Clergy he must cut down expenses he must do: wa.y,Tayiivith
,

protection of Agriculture to keep the peasants from starving.
He proposes it to the King. Startled Majesty cries out
in affright ,But,that:itt..,Ne(cker

pure Neckerism.

Calonn,e replies that Neckerism or not it is the only
out of his sweet dream and yield.s.
sees that there must be some appeal to the Nation
He dares not call the States General he therefore calls the
Assembly of Notables.
There were 144 members but six or seven out of all
these were selected from the common people.

Noticing the approaching downfall of Calonne he and his
emissaries buzzed about the Court stirring up hatred against
Calonne and confidence in himself.
Brienne becomes Calonnes successor. As quickly as
possible he gets the Nobles weary of sitting in the Assembly
of Notables, makes the session so tiresome that the Nobles
drop off until the Assembly is quietly dissolved.
Then he attempts to get money by simple edicts of the
King, but the Parliament of Paris refuses to register the
Edicts. The King by a bed of Justice forces them to register.
They protest and are exiled. to Troyes.
There they grow weary, agree to some new taxes and re-

Calonne was called, on for his accounts, they were so
tangled that nothing could be made of them, save that the
debt had increased immensely.
The proposal to tax Nobles and Clergy was received with c
disdain. The Count - ry was approaching ruin, but Nobles and
Clergy still refused to bear their part of the burden.
The storm now howls about Calonne s He is dismissed and.
exiled.

I787)

Comfortably seated in their old places they fight
Brienne and his taxes again. The King seizes two of the most
refactory members and. throws them into prison. Matters grow
worse.
Brienne organizes new Courts to take the place of the
Parliament. This makes the quarrel yet more bitter, but so
far, Brienne seems to have the victory. But Brienne must

There had been lingering about the Court for years a
have money. He tricks and cheats without mercy. He even
most persistent office seeker, Lomenie de Brienne, Archbishop

seizes Charity funds and at last decrees that the State

of Voltaire and his followers though great

Debts shall be paid partly in specie, partly in paper money.

rayed, I must again insist on the view that these men did

Men knew what the old paper money system was and dreaded

has been over-

more than all others in giving; that general preparation for

it. The storm now howled about Brienne. He too, is swept

theRevolution, to which all after events were but secondary,

away, but not until he had given himself the rich Arch bish-

and the atmosphere in which revolt was gun to develop.
This was the great main stream but

opic of Sons and filled his coffers to overflowing.
And now a gleam of light seems to shoot into France.
From all classes and all quarters comes up the cryfor Necker

as years rolled

it was swelled by a thousand tributary streams.
As first of these I name the effect on France of the
American Declaration of Independence.

again.
Necker is reappointed and make6 one final effort to save

You all know the words with which it begins.
To us who hear them oft as household words they are become

the Nation. He determines to call the States General
I have now run through the train of great:, striking

mainly commonplace - - to some few - led away from the streng
republican democratic faith by special Pleaders and petti

events in French Policy up to this period.'
It is far more subtle than the other, but not a whit less
real. That subtle train of thought winds in and out of the
train of events - sometimes clearly seen sometimes only to
be guessed at, yet strong, stronger far than material events

foggers and lovers of paradox - they are thought to be 'Glittering generalities.'
But to France then they were great God's truths burning away all rubbish of old tyranny, lighting up the pathway

aye strongest of all after the strength of the Almighty.
The first and. most powerful stream enters the reign of
Louis XIV from the brains of Montesquieu, Voltaire Rousseau
and the Eucyclopedists. What this stream was, how it rose
and what it swept away you have seen in previous lectures.
In spite of Mr. Lecky's contention that the influence of

Here was all the great thought of the Century •- wrought
into the foundation of a Nation. Here was Rousseau's -Contras
Social in operation. Here was hope indeed. A band of the
noblest6fof patriots . in .face of terrible dangers had thus
declared., We hold the truths to be self evident that all men

h .A de.Dick Ofli.Wite Papers, Cornell llniversi
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were created equal, etc.
These thoughts thus embodied struck the French nation,

no ancestry, no title, no wealth.

with prodigious force.
But the great stream of thought received a new Akdbut. A tributary stream from the presence and influence of

Franklin arrived at Paris in Dec. 1776.

He had already

won French respect and honor in hisexamination before the
English. Parliament where he showed himself a great statesman
in his scientific researches where he showed himself a great
Natural Philosopher, in his general writings where he showed
himself a great philanthropic thinker.
But the reality of his presence carried them to adoration
Here UTZ a man such as philosophers and poets had dreamed

of. Son of an Artisan - himself an Artizan adhering to what
was true iii the new phcblosophy, but commanding and noble one

who seemed to have stepped into the American Republic across
the i_f,ages from the noblest days of the great Ancient Republics
of strong common-sense full of humor flashing; with wit

worshipped as King. He is imitated as King Court trumpery

Courtiers throw off their swords ruffles, gold lace.
More than that they try to imitate his style of thought
Franklin has thus poured into the curren:bbof new thought '2 nall

another great tributary, mainly the idea that real kingship
and its badges are the great thing. Nominal Kingship and its
badges a very poor thing.
The next tributary which I see poured into the strewn

of thought comes as you have seen from Laftte and the
French in America.
Besides LafIrette there were at different times in America in service or in search of information. Many of the
present Princes Dukes Counts and leaders in French Literature
They saw the American Mee, embodied in Washington,

Franklyn Adams Hancock. Jefferson and their contemporaries

learned manly brilliant.
He is presented to the King at Versailles. The lu ng is
decked in all his tinsel

And he is king then. All see it, all feel it, He is

is out of fashion, plain dress is the proof of gentility.

F anklin.

Tan

Franklin is in plain dark dress not a jewel not a ribbon,

the Court flash es with 3ewels.

There set into France from these men a steady stream of
Republican influence Lafayette shall yet mould republican
constitutions for France.

The next tribute to the rapidly swelling stream comes

from the personal presence of Voltaire at Paris just before
his death.

•He goes to the

•There are gathered the noted ones of the nation. Even Queen

During those wretched latter years of Louis XV reign

Marie Antoinette had set out to go, but was stopped by order

Voltaire had remained at Ferney. France under Louis XVI

of the King. The immense audience stun him with applause.

seems brighter. Voltaire is now 84 years old, he must see

They crown him he throws off the crown. It is replaced by

France once more he comes -to Paris to die.

the Prince de Beaureau.

In February of 1778 he enters the city. His old opp.
ants endeavor to spite him. The pulpitdown ecclesiastic

The curtain rises and his Irene is played. The curtain

is beaten lustily. Poor Laths dreads the old Philosopher,

rises again and there appears his bust, surrounded with the
1
greatest actors in France. They recite odes in his honor,

would gladly thrust him forth but dares not, so he simply

crown his bust and wreath it in flowers.

turnes his poor, kind, timid face away from

In May Voltaire dies. He had survived sixty Years of
steady combat. Three months of honors kill him.

Voltaire enter13 6.ris as a Conqueror. Marquis La Velette
thinks it great glory that Voltaire makes a lodging at his

But the influence of his personal presence was immense

palace opposite the Tuilleries. All the learned and noble

Formerly it cost obloquy to accept his doctrines, now it cost

press to his throne to do him reverence. Franklin comes

obloquy to reject them.

leading in his grandson. Voltaire lays his hands on his head

The next tributary came from the grave of Rousseau. He

and says, "God and Liberty." This is the only blessing worthy

dies two months after Voltaire. The grave at Ermenonville

the grandson of Franklin.

became a place of National pilgrimage.

Marie Antoinette is

one of the pilgrims.
happy to catch a glimpse of him at the window, happy to catch
at second hand some saying. The French. Academy at his visit
honor him as they have never honored Kings, they rise and go

The love of him now became genei"al, his thoughts now
sank deeper and spread further.
The next 'tributary was of a different Dort. It flowed

forth to welcome hiMA
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But as we arrive at 1784m see coming in another great
from the Compt Rendu of Necker. That opened for the
first time the French 'accounts to the people and invited'
. them to think upon them This was in 1781.)
You See that the stream of thought through this reign is
broad and deep and strong.
But there were many who persisted in not seeing it.
Others there were who thought to stop it to build dams with
.rushes.
So in 1780 may you hear the clergydolefully protesting
against toleration proving that intolerance is the doctrine
of the Bible ..
So may you see just after the downfall

tributary, muddy, even foul, but it swells the tide none the
less.
Caron de Beaumarchais was a strange adventurer one
year we see him teaching music or drawing, to King Louis XV
daughter another year we see him engaged secretly in sending ships argi arms to America.

Now about the year 1784, he is engaged in writing a
comedy. The Marriage of Figaro - It is not of much value as
a work of art, but it is witty and wicked. It makes sport of
all the old French institutions, flings about jests against
every fundamental part of the old system. It is Voltaire
made easy, what the Philosopher' has said solemnly he says

ister who flits across one visionand combines. with Louis to
hold the stream back.

laughingly.

It is brought to the censorship.
,

.Their Measures are very simple. Henceforth none shall be

officers in the army whose families are not noble through
four generations, and none shall have Church .preferment who

The King reads it and

cries, if that is played we must destroy the Bastille."
The keeper of the Seals says the same, but that besotted
Nobility, headed by Queen Marie Antoinette, declares that it

not noble.,
mast be played.
The tide- of thought sweepd
It is played.

It lb swelled by the spirit .of the political Clubs
Clubs of men coming together forgetful of ranktalking.

Queen and Nobles enjoy the sparkle of the

firebrand but before they know it has set France on fire.

A hundred nights the people crowd the theatre from floor to
ceiling.

s, Cornel l University

Its wit scintillates through all France. Men learn new
sharp ways of expressing old hatred of royal prisons, ministers taxes but above all th-y learn one little saying

were but few, but they were strong, and _Calvinists Now Cal

which embodies the whole new philosophic reasoning against

vinism as Buckle proves, has always arrayed itself against

Nobility.
In one famous scene the valet Figaro abuses his noble
master and flashes forth this phrase: "And because you are

political tyranny.
The stream of Science bursts forth wonderfully.

Lavoisier Berthollot -'Scheele - Priestley and many

noble do you believe yourself a great genius? You have

others make their Great discoveries in Chemistry. Hauy Rome

simply taken tho trouble to be born.

DeLisle and others in Mineralogy. Franklin, Coulomb and a

Simple as that sentence seems it becomes a popular
formula, and toward the great stream rushes new Anti-aristo-

little later Gavani and Volta in Electricity.
others in Mathematics.

Lagrange and

Jussieu in Botany, and afterward

cratic thought from the people.

There comes yet another tributary, direct hatred of the
Men.
That famous necklace affair of the Queen and Cardinal

Great engineers began the canals completed by Napoleon

I. and the dyke of Cherbourg completed by Napoleon III
The Abbe de l'Epee first teaches the deaf and dumb. Valent.i.

de Rohan which Carlyle has pictured so well was used by the

tine Hauy first teaches the blind.

Queen's enimies to bring upon bib', Aplopular hatred.

course of thought which a few years later leads to the rat-

But there are poured into this everswelling tide certain
mat tributaries of a different sort.
A stream of religion - a stream of science and a
stream of Quackery.
The religious current came from the Jansenists. They

Pinel first began that

ional treatment of the titade.
Parmentieu in spite of great obsticles, in 1778 introducr

es the potato. The great circumnavigationsof the world are
undertaken by Wallis and Cook and La Perouse.
Here was a spirit aroused accustomed to trample on old

nonsense in Science, 'i t shall soon trample on old nonsense in
Politics and Religion.

apers Cornell Univers'

The stream of Quackery too was wonderful. Perhaps it
is hardly right to call this a seperalle stream. Of course
when there is agitation and ferment scum will rise on the
surface.

to bring political action completely into the great stream of
opinion.
Henceforward they are one.

Mesmer appears discerning Nations secrets and healing

diseases with what was called "Animal Magnetism.
Cagliostro appears, the Arch Quack pertending to be laden
with secrets of Egyptian and Hindoo priests.
Saint Martin appears with his translation of Swedenborg.
Adam Weishaupt appears with his system for the Illuminati

But to call the States General - great as that action
was was not the greatest. Greatest work of all was it to
decide how that body shairbe composed and how it shall vote.
Here are the questions:- I. shall the Third Estate have
as many deputies as the Nobles and Clergy Separately or as
II. Shall the three orders: Clergy,

a sort of mixture of jesuitism and Free Masonry on the side

many as both together.

of Progress.

Nobles and Third Estate, when they assemble

The stream of progress in opinion, swelled by such frequent confluents, has become mighty indeed.
One example:The Minister Brienne an Archbish6p and Cardinal- dares
propose and carry an Edict to confer on Protestants civil
equality with Catholics. And there were men living who had
applauded Louis XIV dragonnades.
I have now traced the currents of political action and.

progressive thought.C.All along they act on each other but
now in Neckers Secondainistry, they become blendid.
This proposal by Necker to call the States General seems

vote by order

making it require a majority in each order to pass a measure
or shall they vote as one great body, adopting measures by a
majority of the whole States General, there was authority for

either view. The second question is put off until the States
General shall decide for itself.

But the question as to the numbem of deputies of the
Third Estate must of course be settled at once before the
election.

Necker calls again that old selfish Assembly of Notables
to decide it. They are mainly Nobles or High Clergy, they
decide that the representation of the great body of the
Third Estate shall be only equal to each of the other two.
bodies.

There is a great outcry at this, man of the country
lawyer species say that eoual representation of nobles with
people, and Clergy with people, is in accordance

his pamphlet on the Third :Estate. He begins by asking three

with most of questions. What is the Third Estate? The whole French
People minus the Nobility and Clergy. What is the Third

the precedents.
Then comes upon the ears a peal of thunder the first
great words of Mirabeau, The question: is not what has been

Estate? Everything. What has it been made hitherto?
Nothing

What does it demand? To become something.

14cau,see the stream of action coinciding with the great

done but what ought to be done."
Necker and the King at last are forced to decree in

spite of the Notables and despite the outcries of the King's
brothers, I. That the number of deputies of the three orders
shall be 1000.

But the final blow comes from Sieyes. He gives forth

II. That the deputies of the Third Estate

shall equal in numbers the two other orders united i. e.
That the Clergy should have in round numbers, 250, the Nobles
in round numbers 250 the people in round numbers 5004/
Herd was one victory. But Nobles and Clergy kept on re-

stream of opinion.
The elections pass, there is little care of any registry

of votes, the deputies are chosen and they come to Versailles
On the 5th of May 1789 the three orders assemble in the
great hall at Versailles.
There in the body of the hall

are the Third Estate, in

their midst Mirabeau and Sieyes. Then at the right of the
throne are the Clergy in full pomp and man-millinery, on the

left of the throne the Nobles in full pride and tinsel. The

citing the old formulas.

Revolutionist there comes the ringing cry, Not more erudi-

King enters in full brilliancy and majesty.
In 1614 as you saw, the Third Estate had presented its

ation." "Try no longer to travesty into pettifoggery with

petitions, humbly kneeling, but now they stand.

Some cry out for old Charters, and laws.

From a sturdy

Charters and titles questions relating to the rights of
A noble says much of the blood spilt by the Nobility in

wars for France. A sturdy thinker of the Third Estate asks,
"And was the blood of the people then water?"

In 1614 they had approached Royalty with eyes downcas
now they look Royalty full in the face.

In 1614 the Third Estate had remained uncovered. Now
Louis puts on his hat, the Third Estate puts on theirs.

At that moment begins in direct action the French Revolution.
The vast tide of new thought, the varying: tide of political action, the tide of custom and observance are at this
moment united.
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On the first:day' . of the year 1789 the French•Natio• took
a first step out of its nothingness intollts new strength.
For on that day, as you have .seen, King Louis XVI acting as the mouth piece of his age, and Necker thus publicly

ontinued

. decreed:The
Among the Clorf;y:
,aur. 1.11eyrand.
Anong the Nobility:--The Duke of La Rochefoucauld, Cam
les,--the Duke of Orleans,--Lafayette.
-ilure of German and
,
English historians to appreciate Lafay- 4. t
character and ervices,--Sybel, Carlyle, and Stephens
pical exa.-ples of lis.
3. , Among the Third Estate:--Mirabeau -Sieys, .,,obespierre.
The Cahiers de Doleances.

*The number of deputies in the States General shall be
at least one thousand.

The number of deputies from the

Third Estate shall be equal to the deputations of Clergy and
Nobility united.

The Edict stirred France like a victory it was a vicof the Uebili

tory and after a battle long and fierce. Against this decision had Bishops prophesied and Judges pettifogged and No-

V•1, Opening Ofthe States-Genera

bles blustered - all in vain.
Religious Ceremonie
mon of the Bishop of Nancy.

789 :

The proco ion,

-'ser-

The victory was great. Thereby had the Third Estate

2. The First Session a May
Salle doe V,enus,--Breze an
etiquette,--speech of the XinG,
f Bai'entin,--of Necker,.
3. The .Second Session (6 naY) -- The Third .Estate meets alone
but 1i t e great hall,--importance of the latter fact.
4 The Unsettled Question:--Shall the States-General be
consolida,,ed assembly or an assembly of three distinct orders?--pr
ness of the question,--calmness and statesmanship of the Third
Estate l --their courage and doterminction,--falsity of a foquon
charge against the first leaders of the Revolution,--conferences
the appeal to the ClorgY ( 27 Ma), -- Si 6Yos l o groat motion,--the
deputies of the Third Estate become tho NATI 0EAL AS SEMLY (17
Juno 1789

emquored a high vantage ground and fortress recognition
as the most important body, and power as the most humorous
body in the great National Council.
And now is set in motion the ponderous machinery requisite to bring together the States General.
No Elective machinery could be more unweildy. The main
Royal Edict concerning it contained 51 chapters. There were
rules and exceptions for oach order, and for particular parts
of each Province

C Andrew Dickson White Papers, Cornell Univers!

General a Oehler de Doleances or Statement of Grievances.
special rules for rural districts

special exceptions for

Especially, are pains taken that the Statement of Griev .

certain institutions and corporations, and for Paris a dis-

ances from the Third Estate thoroughly mirror its needs and

tinct regulation embracing 27 Chapters of rules reservations

whims. The very poorest seems to have had ,full chance to

and distinctions.

Present their crudest ideas of reform. To this end the Paris

Moreover there was complete disorder in the time of Elec-

authorities set up public boxes and each petty primary assem- •

tion in parts of France Alsace was summoned an Feb. 9,

bly is then to make from such crude mass a statement. All

Quatre Valles on May 3, Paris chose her deputies after the

the statements thus gained are crucibled by successive as-

opening of the States General.

semblies and at last comes forth the main statement, repre-

But as we look through the tangled mass of laws fitting
old needs, and customs and notions we seize out, despite
many exceptions, one or two general rules.
First - the Clergy and Nobility shall with the exception
vote for their deputies directly.
Secondly the Third Estate shall vote indirectly -

senting the wrongs and hopes of a great Province.

Yet there is one jarring movement. The Province of
Brittany had always been noted for the haughtiness of its
Debility, and at an Electrical Assembly held at Rennes this
old haughtiness came out with some treachery and cruelty.
Straightway to the wondering nobles a miracle was
vouchsafed. That Third Estate, ever before so contemptible

choosing Electors.
Thirdly. The Third Estate shall include all Frenchmen

and patient rises and overthrows the nobles with bloodshed.

born or naturalized 25 years of age, who have a domicile and

These astonished Nobles took refuge in sulkiness, and, as

Ray taxes. (See Louis Blanc II p. 231.)

usual in such cases, spited themselves; they refused to send

But there is joined to these an old system - to us very
naive - and droll almost of representing the wants of the

UnfortUnatly, this same ill-feeling between, the 1)0 00.e
and the nobles broke out in other parts of France; popular

Nation.
Each of the three Estates
•

deputies to the States General and so went unrepresented.

n

1,

•

ignorance, permitted or fostered during all those Past con-

.4.441
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• turies, now began to bear its legitimate - fruits, and on a vast

scale. Superstition in religious matters had bred a frame
of mind in the Peasantry which led easily and directly to
superstition in political matters; no rumor was too absurd
to be believed; here the populace of a town were stirred to
frenzy by the story that one of the Royal family had been
smuggld into the town in a load of hay, There, the whole
district was aroused by the rumor that/the powers of Europe
had emissaries in their midst, ready to begin a massacre;
especially there ran through the South of France, old stories
of Protestant plots against Catholics and Catholic plots
against Protestants. The result was, in every part of France
the formation of armed bands the arming of the peasantry, the
burning of chateaux

the destruction of title-deeds, outrages

upon the Nobles and their families and upon all suspected of
being too conservative.

not only feudal property, but property of the ordinary sort.
In this muddle of madness and scoundrelism no discrimination was made between the friends and foes of the people;

men who had, during the famine of the previous winter, supported large numbers of the poor saw their houses burned over
their heads, and their families insulted and tortured. The
peasantry of France apparently lost all self-control; they
had come to realize the wrongs which had been dealt out upon
them during so many centuries; they were impatient as to the
future and maddened by rumors set afloat sometimes by cowards
sometimes by schemers.
( The best statement of all this - you will find in
Taine's Old Regime - but it is a bitter statement. His plcture is vast in extent and minute in detail but he is so
wrought up by the horror of it that he forgets to make any

adequate statement of its causes. He utterly forgets for the

The government proved utterly powerless to suppress this
anarchy, it had spread into the arm - and the officers them-

selves were in many cases set upon and murdered.
As always happens in such cases, the criminal classes
saw the opportunity, and ,ayailed themselves of it; from the
sacking of chateaux, mobs were led to destroy the houses of

private and unoffending parsons and to plunder and destroy

time the ages of class isolation pride injustice and oppression which lay behind it.

See Taine i s Hist. of the French

Revolution vol. I. Chap

But at last the deputies are duly chosen and the Statement of Grievances duly compacted. Let us look first at the
Deputies.
The /limber of deputies actually elected tb the States

e Andrew Dickson White Papers Cornell Universi

General was about 1200. Of these the Third Estate had about

584, the clergy nearly 291, and the nobles whose numbers
were reduced by the defection of the Breton nobility, only

everything dane to reform France and save it -from ruin it
praises the governing classes from the King and Queen down
and it apologises and justifies the old order of thing's. It
is indeed a work of genius

270. The coloniesuwere also represented, Saint Domingo havby prejudice.
I2 deputies. (aarrau, pp. II, 12.)
The Clergy as in duty bound sends first iys Archbcishops,
and Bishops, next a small number of Abbots and high Clergy,
but the main thing to be noted here is that the working Clergy

having elected as few as they dare from the Pampered Clergy
have sent full two thirds of their deputies from their own
midst, poor County Curates men of their own sort.
The Nobles of course send Nobles greater and less,
few enrolled magistrates. But the Third Estate sends a
deputation which•stirs much thought.

Burke declares 'from

the moment I read the list I saw distinctly, and very nearly as it has happened, all that was to follow.

There is little occassion to pay much attention to anythingttich Burke ever wrote upon the French Revolution, save
as it shows how a great man - a man of genius could be made
bitterly and invincibly one sided by prejudice. His book on
the Revolution is simply a violent

Looking over the
duction to the Moniteur, or through the summaries as given
by Alison Mignet and others, you see that although hardly
any two agree in figures, they all agree in making about half
the deputation, Lawyers. This is the main point attacked by
Burke and Alison.
There rises just here then a question of immense importance in those times and in these. It a large Preponderance

of the Legal Profession in National Councils beneficial or
dangerous. Of all things cumbering the earth your prowling
pettifogger is the most vexatious. His life hath in it neither use nor beauty it is essentially a mean life. Instead
of force he has tricks, instead of right reason

bullying

instead of liddlimArtness - instead of knowledge, paltry

smatterings. He is always profane he is generally obscene,
and is necessarily'and normally a pest.

against the

whole movement, with the usual faults shown by mention of the

But when the pettiAogspr nooks out into the successful
demagogue the case is infinitely worse. The pest of a village

British Parliament when discussing French affairs. It attacks

becomes the curse of a Nation. The man no longer stimulates
1*111. 6& also'. 1J

orio 701.: to

putrid fermentations in his own hamlet therefrom to pick his
sustenance. fle is to be counted sure among those who stimulate great national corruptions - to fatten on them, even
though the Nation's and God's purpose and God's truth behind
it be lost forever.
That this class are to be hated and as far as may b e
hunted I acknowledge.
But detestable as is the whole race of pettifoggers I
find nothing more conducive to a due coordination of safety
and progress in great assemblies than a large proportion of
thoroughly educated, self-respecting lawyers.
Drawbacks in the training for Legislature are undeniable.
Give them a chance to form a caste and there is greatrdanger

etebt, IYranny-and.fight'it:'

But Of ollot...*6t46&; of combat is*suCh:that all films
•!:: are quickly pierced arid a l.barrierSbrokentoe admission
fAba:'yhioOAd bO6n,in-all assemblies,the •day-light of
:plaincOMMOn-SO6b7..

No modern National Assembly is safe without a.large body
..bf*ellread. ..'sound",-heartedLairyers.
AridneW*hiIe I., grantAhat the Lawyers in the- Statee.!,
.14m.
jneral.vere n0110- the-ol. d...pOrt.;.-preSumPtious.as it may seem,
TbelieVe*deSpite AIisbri-and'evendespite - Burkethat the'Y'

.4atee:*heral:Were 'patriotic, learned , noble. ' • :shall net StOp•hereYte'lirO46 thiS::' . YOu- ShaliSeetb'e'MSelireb
- ere long on the scaffold .

of a Tyrannical Judiciary and tangled codes. Then there are
perils latent in the habit of letting out tongue and pen to
doubtful men and purposes, also in the habit of taking one

But Burke raises a second outcry and is ri ght . Y.'-He. laments the want of ia suffeientMixture . Of -b±sO6nd'thrity
middle-class.

side to argue rather then both sides to weigh.
Yet all that I have seen and thought strengthens t o
the reasoning of De Tocqueville Dem. in Amer. vol. I. chap .
XVI.

Quotations.
Proof abounds that a high toned Legal Profession is a

sworn foe to all vagaries, quackeries and noise.

e Andrew Dickson

That was indeed rn evil.

range that Burke in his am,

ger;:forgOt its cause. This lack was not due to thefolly of
the Electors, butte : the abominations of Despotism. DeSpetisMA:.f). , ChUrdh and State.:had'.dwailed and almost crushed out
everything - like , a,hi hthinded Trosperbii . Middle

plains that although there were many patriotic men among the
men, not men competent to take charge of National interests.
That is true. But why? Simply because Despotism had
crushed out all those institutions in which this practical
education could have been gained.
Look about us and see the schools where men gain prac :;
tical political education in the United States or in England.
There is the public Meeting, the discussion, the voting at the
polls the jury, the sitting in assemblies of Church and of
State, in Town Councils, County boards, State Legislatures,
National Legistatures, Schools' Conferences Conventions.
There and then all these means of training were non exstant. You remember that the Provincial Assemblies had been
mainly brought to naught and that 170 years had elapsed
since there had been a session of the States General.
It is true then that these men were not thoroughly educated in practical politics: It is also true that in this ver
fact is one of the strongest arguments for a change, eVen if
that change came with blood and fire.
And here should be taken up again some of the statements
Tame in his first volume of Books on the French Revolution.
The book is mainly a showing of the anarchy in the country

Bishops and Clergy and large ProPrieters that very few of
them were sent to the States General, and sees in this the
cause of all the misiries which followed. No doubt there is
much reason in his argument; yet still it is hard1k7to be wondered at that the French people dreaded the upper classes;
they had seen attempt after attempt at reform come to naught
when made by their superiors and at last they felt that they
must make thorough work themselves. As to the want of popular political knowledge and experience, whatever fault there
was must be charged to the classes who had held the people in
tutelage for 14 centuries, and had brought them into a state
utterly unfit for freedom.
Let us look now at the States General somewhat more
closely, let u- look in the mass of men for individuals.
And first from the Clergy we single out two men Maury
and Talleyrand.
The Abbe Maury is a cobbler's son but by keen plann ing
and hard work by bullying when there was need and cringing
when there was need he makes his way up and at last sits on
high among Bishops and Abbots as the chosen defender of their
privilages. He is an oratorical fencer, strong and supple.
He lets out his tongue as Dal etty let out his sword.

at large, and the inexperience of the assembly; Tame com-
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XII. THE . SOURCES OF FRENCH REVOLUTIOITARY
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1. The Metnoirs; St. Simon, --Dangeau za.rbier -Bachaumoni,
and others,—rwith the Lerville and Parr14re and Barriers and De
Lescure Collections.
correspondence:-The Arnetb and
Bacourt s irabeau and De La ::arck.

1. The Memoirs:-- St. Simon ,,,7-Dangeau, --Barb i er ,--Bachaumon
and. others,--with the Dervillev and Barriere- and Barriere and De
Lescure Collections.

th r uollectiens

2. Correspondence:--The Arneth and other Collections,
Bacourt Mirabeau and De La !Tarok.

'

d011eCtions o
contotaperarv Pamphlots an iJocuments:
decrees. ,against.,-, . the liugu.etiots,--serrriens at the death of --LoUi
,-PubiiCation's of Sieyas, Mirabeau Robespierre, and ethers

Conterbpnrary PaMphlets and Documents :--sermons at...,th."6"
.decrees against.
the . ITuguenots
"4,1-•
y*
Sieyes,
iTliabeau,
.Robespierr
t iOnS of

4. Illustrative Material: - -Li vre Rouge , --Bulle t in du Tribuna
Criminel,--Liste Gd'hdrale des Condomn6s,--Challamel, Cheruel,
and others

4. Illustrative latorial
Criminel,--Liste Gdne'rale des
and. others,: eowv-

•

.

5 . ITO vrapapor:-- The "Moniteurn,--"Vieux Cordelieru
p eupie ,--"Pere Duchc.lsne"
nd othert.

Rouge,-,Bulleti.n du Tribunal
.
4trts 41/ X 1/1

The ).■loniteue,-- Vieux .Cordelier
511 liewspapera
Peu Ien,--°Pere Duchesne"
'ethers:

Lettres de Cachet.

tettre's. de• Cachet.

The Cahiers de Dole' anc e s ;
Bellee, and others.

origipt.11

7. The Cabiers de Dolgarines
B llee, and others.

Assignats i --Manclats: -Tickets of Subsistence
c r ificates,--cei:.;ificates of Civisin.

original

8. Assignats,--Mandats:--Tickets of Subsistence
certificates,--celzificates of Civisfisi.
et.64/tc
dr- cl..ZeP-22-14
9. Travels in France:--Arthur Young, John Moore
Babeau t s"Voyageurs en France."

Travels in France:--Arthur YoUn
Babeau sti,Voyageurs en -canoe."

tori
-LOUi

ntsTpR

"Deux Amis de la Liber6e, -Thiera
b1
lison, --Carlyle ,
-St 9plienq

c
To.queville, Mortimer Ternaux
11. Special Histories::beau. Sorel, Quinet, Walden, and others.

10. General Histories ---Dex Amis de la Liberte' -Thiers,
mignef,--Taine -Louis
n -Stephens Alison Carlyle Syb
-and others.
11. Special Histories:--De Toqueville Mortimeriernaux
iIi
Babeau, Sorel,, Quinet, Viallon and others.
'444:w

12. Parliamentary Historic) .and Annalist s:--Buchez and. Roux,,
Recueil
Archives Parli..mentaires Moritgaillard, AuLird's
des Actes du Comito du Salut' Public'.
13. Suggestions as to Courses of Reading:- Short court'e
ong course,
ecial courses,

12. Parliamentary Histories and Annalists,--Buchez and Roux
Recueil
Les Archives Parl.i.mentaires, Montgaillard, Aulard i
des Actes du COmito du Salut Public. 'Lit...* Jp

3. 'Suggestions as o Courses of Reading:• Short
long course, ---special courses.

his lecture is more pal4 ticu1or1y intended for spcia1stic1znts
Examples of the various 'sources. will be shown and, commented
upon.
.

This lecture is more particularly intended for special stud.cnts.
'Examples of the various sources will be shown and. comriente
upon.
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NOBLES W1THBB.LOODSHED„

:THESE ASTONISHED NOBLES 1 ,4M17'REFOGE'IN SuLKI-.

NESS ..AND
,
SEND DEPUTIES To THE STATES GENERAL AND SO WENT UNREPRESENTED.
LiNFORTUNATELY,'. THIS SAME ILL-FEELING BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND THE
...

NOBLES :BROKE CUT IN OTHER PARTS OF FRANCE ; POPULAR IGNORANCE, PERMIT . -

ce
TED:OR FOSTERED DURINGALL THOPIPAST . GENTURIES NOW BEGAN TO BEAR ITS

0)-z c7e4.-0-7/1 s czA)

777

C

LEGITIMATE FRUITS, ,' AND ON A VAST sCALE.

, SUPERSTITION IN RELIGIOUS'

MATTERS HAD BRED A FRAME OF MIND/IN THE PEASANTRY WHICAED EASILY AND
DIRECTLY TO SUPERSTITION IN POLITICAL MATTERS; NO RuMOR WAS TOO ABSupo

HVq
K'

TO BE BELIEVED. ;_THE:POPULACE OF A TOWN WERE STIRRED TO FRENZY By THE
STORY THAT ONE OF THE 'ROyAdii..FAMILy.HAD BEEN SMUGGLED INTO THE TOWN IN.

azi-e rx?

A LOAD OF

'HAY,

THERE THE WHOLE DISTRICT WAS AROUSED By THE RUMOR THAT

THE POWERS OF EUROPE HAD EMiSSARIESIN THEIR MIDST, READY TO BEGIN
14440. 14"461 -44, "1"-r4
FRANCE, OLD STORIES OF PROT

X

-

ESTANT pLoTs AGAINST CATHOLICS„ AND CATHOUICp AGAINST PROTEST§NTS

cS.S e/2-7/1 1

OF ARMED BANDS, - THE

e,te/;re.,
7,zoe.

e
D:ct.ps ,OUTRAGES UPON THE NOBLES

AND

.1
THEIR FAMILIES, AND UPON ALL SUS-

PECTEDCFIEING TOO CONSERVATIVE.
THE GOVERNMENT pROVED ,,uTTERLY POWERLESS TO SUPPRESS THIS ANARCHY
IT HAD

'prhEAD INTO THE ARMY AND THEOFFICERS THEM ELyED )ERE IN MANy.

CASES SET UPON AND .MURDERED.'
As ALWAYS HAPPENS IN SUCN.CASESiJHE CRIMINAL GLASSES SAW THE

OP-

•

PORTUNITY, AND AVAILED THEMSELVES OF IT ; FROMOACkING OF 'CHATEAUX,

MOBS WERE LED TO DE TROY THE HOUSES Or PRIVATE AND'UNOFFENDING PERSON ,
'
FEUDAL:
AND TO PLUNDER AND DESTROY NOT ONLY PROPERTY BOT PROPERTy OF THE ORDI- A

IN THIS.MUEIDLE OF MADNESS AND

•VIP.,141,(4t1It'3S NO

DISCRIMINATFON WAS

: MADE BETWEEN THE :FRIENDS AND FOES or THE PEOPLE ;• MEN WH6 HAD DURING THE
.4.
. 42006■64.4
01- /CREVIOU WINTER SUPPORTED LARGE NUME3EPS OF THE POOR SAW THrin HOU31
-

OV,ER . THEIR HEADS AND THEIR F4MILIES INSULTED AND TORTURED.
OF FRANCE APPARENTLY LOST.ALL •CONTROL
• A
COME TO

MANY

..Q.IgggaryaL,g

REALIZE THE WRONGS WHICH HAD BEEN DEALT OUT UPON THEM DUR ING SO

Y±-r
",44,47.' ,

CENTURIES

SZT

.•

4

THEY WERE IMPATIENT AS TO THE

FUTURE AND

MADDENED

4 F. LoAT SOMET FMES •BY ¶IIC J ItI I b, SOMET IMES BY SCHEMERS.
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COMPLAINS THAT ALTHOUGH THERE WERE MANY PATRIOTIC MEN AMONC-

•
THE BISHOPS AND CLERGy AND LARGE PROPRIETORS, THAT VERY FEW WERE SENT elT
SEES IN THIS THE CAUSE OF ALL THE MISERIES WHICH FOLLOWED.;

NO

DOUBT . THERE AS yucH REASON IN BIS ARGUMENT ; YET STILL IT IS HARDLY
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